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1. Foreword  
First of all, thank you for purchasing and using the Flextronics V5-MC104 motion controller! At the same 

time, VEICHI Electric V5 product staff is dedicated to provide you with professional and efficient service! 

The V5 series motion controller is a small, fully closed-loop controller developed by VEICHI Electric 

specifically for the motion control field. 

6-axis high-speed pulse output port, including 4-way 3M for differential output, 2-way 200K high-speed 

source type output, supporting T/S type acceleration and deceleration, and equipped with rich positioning 

commands, such as variable speed pulse output, mid-break fixed length, relative absolute positioning 

commands, etc.; and supporting MC commands and G codes for linear interpolation, circular arc, 3D circular 

arc; electronic gear/cam; chasing shear, flying shear. 

8 high-speed counting inputs, including 4 4M as differential inputs and 4 200K high-speed inputs 

(source/drain type inputs supported) 

Rich communication interface: 232, 485, 422, CAN, Ethernet, USB. support a variety of communication 

protocols, such as Mitsubishi protocol, Modbus-RTU/TCP, CANopen301/402 protocol. Can communicate USB 

download program, upgrade software and sequence diagram monitoring. 

This product is widely used in motion control related automation equipment, such as woodworking 

machinery, packaging and other industries. 

Safety precautions. 

Please use this product by a professional operator following the normal procedures and pay attention to 

the following safety-related precautions during use, as failure to do so may result in injury to humans or 

damage to property. One of the safety precautions is defined below. 

DANGER: If done incorrectly, there is a high risk of death or serious injury. 

WARNING: If done incorrectly, death or serious injury may result. 

Note: If operated incorrectly, moderate injuries or minor injuries may result, as well as possible 

damage to the equipment. 

Design Considerations 

risk 

Please set up a safety circuit outside the controller so that the whole system can be 

operated in a safe condition in case of abnormal external power supply or controller failure. 

Faulty operation and output may lead to accidents. 

Be sure to provide an emergency stop circuit, a protection circuit, an interlock circuit to 

prevent simultaneous reverse and forward movements, and an interlock circuit to prevent 

mechanical damage such as positioning upper and lower limits on the outside of the 

controller. 

When the controller CPU detects an abnormality by the self-diagnostic function such as a 

watchdog timer error, all outputs are disconnected. In addition, if the controller CPU fails to 

detect an abnormality in the input and output control section, output control will be disabled. 

In this case, please design the external circuit and structure to ensure that the machine 

operates in a safe condition. 

Failure of relays, transistors, thyristors, etc. in the output unit may sometimes cause the 

output to stay on or stay off. To ensure that the machine operates in a safe condition, design 

the external circuit as well as the structure for the output signal that may cause a major 

accident. 

Do not bundle the control wire with the main circuit or power wire, or wire it close to the 
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note main circuit. In principle, leave it more than 100mm away from the main circuit, otherwise it 

will cause false operation due to noise. 

When using, make sure that the connector to which the peripheral device is connected is 

not subjected to external forces, as this may cause disconnection as well as malfunction. 

 

Installation Notes 

risk 

When performing installation operations, be sure to disconnect all power sources 

externally before proceeding, otherwise there is a risk of electric shock. 

note 

Use in an environment with the general specifications documented in this manual. Do not 

use in places with dust, fumes, conductive dust, corrosive gases, flammable gases, and 

places exposed to high temperatures, condensation, wind and rain, and places subject to 

vibration and shock. Failure to do so may result in electric shock, fire, malfunction, product 

damage, and deterioration. 

Do not touch the conductive parts of the product directly, as this may lead to 

disoperation and malfunction. 

Do not drop chips and wire chips into the controller ventilation holes during machining 

and wiring operations, as this may result in fire, malfunction and malfunction. 

When mounting the product, please use DIN rail and mount the product on a flat 

surface. 

Attach the connection cables for peripheral connections, inputs and outputs, etc. firmly 

to the specified connectors to avoid poor contact that may cause malfunction. 

The local expansion module must ensure that the latches are locked on both sides, 

otherwise poor contact may lead to false operation. 

 

Wiring Precautions 

risk 

When performing wiring operations, be sure to disconnect all power externally before 

doing so, otherwise there is a risk of electric shock and product damage. 

note 

Do not drop chips and wire chips into the controller ventilation holes during machining 

and wiring operations, as this may result in fire, malfunction and malfunction. 

When wiring European terminal block type products, please follow the following 

precautions, otherwise it may lead to electric shock, malfunction, short circuit, disconnection, 

disoperation, and damage to the product. 

(a) Twist the ends of the stranded wire so that there is no wire breakout and do not tin 

the ends of the wire. 

Do not connect wires that do not conform to the specified size or that exceed the 

specified number of wires. 

 

Start-up maintenance 

risk 

Do not touch the terminals when power is applied. Be sure to clean and plug the 

terminals after disconnecting all external power sources, otherwise there is a risk of electric 

shock and may cause false operation. 

Before changing the program, performing forced output, RUN, STOP, etc. during 

operation, be sure to read the manual carefully and confirm safety before proceeding, 

otherwise mechanical damage and accidents may occur. 
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Do not change the program in the controller from multiple peripheral devices at the same 

time, as this may corrupt the controller's program and cause a malfunction. 

note 

Do not disassemble or alter the product without permission, as this may cause 

malfunction, malfunction, or fire. 

When disassembling the extension cable or other connecting cables, do so after 

disconnecting the power supply, as this may cause malfunction or malfunction. 

 

Disposal and transport 

note 

If you dispose of the product, please dispose of it as industrial waste. When disposing of 

batteries, please dispose of them separately in accordance with the laws designated for each 

region. 

The controller is a precision device, so please avoid subjecting it to shocks of normal 

specification values during transportation. Failure to do so may cause the controller to 

malfunction. After transportation, please check the operation of the controller. 
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2. Summary  

2.1 V5-MC104 Motion Controller Introduction  

Model number V5-MC104 

Program capacity 64K 

Power down storage 

capacity 
40K words 

Basic command 

speed 
100ns 

Interpolation cycle 125us~1ms 

axis 4+2 axis 

High-speed input 4M (4 channel), 200k (4 channel) [1] 

High-speed output 3M (4 channel) [2], 200k (2 channel) [3] 

General purpose 

inputs/outputs 
22 digital inputs, 14 digital outputs 

Programming 

method 
Ladder diagram (supports custom function blocks), MC instructions, G-code 

Acceleration and 

deceleration mode 
T/S-shape, symmetrical/asymmetrical 

Sport mode 
Constant velocity, dynamic position change, velocity change, acceleration change, 

superimposed motion 

Interpolation 

(mathematics) 

3-axis linear interpolation, circular interpolation, 3D circular interpolation, helix 

interpolation 

Continuous 

trajectory 
Continuous Interpolation, Variable Speed, Pause 

Electronic cams 
10 axis (6 real + 4 virtual) cam, chasing shear, flying shear, electronic gear, top 

lever 

probes 4, 5us Response Time 

Analog input 2 analog inputs 

communications 

interface 
RS232 (1), RS485 (2), RS422, USB, Ethernet, CAN 

scalability Expandable by 6 channels, 16 inputs and 16 outputs per channel 

[1] 4 channels 4M high speed inputs are differential inputs for use as hand crank inputs or encoder feedback 

inputs. four 200K high speed inputs support source and drain type input signals. 

[2] 4 channels 3M high speed outputs are differential outputs and can be used as AB phase outputs, CW/CCW 

output method or pulse plus direction method. 

[3] 2-channel 200K high-speed output is a drain type output, the common terminal can only be connected 

to 0V, due to the presence of distributed capacitance at the high-speed output port, if running at 200K, 

please ensure that the on-stream current is above 12mA, for which the receiving device can be 

accelerated in parallel with a resistor, the recommended resistance value is 470Ω/2W. 
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2.2 V5-MC104 Motion Controller Execution Principle  

2.2.1 Working Principle  

It works in a cyclic scan mode and contains several parts: input point scanning, user program execution, 

output point refreshing, internal processing and communication processing. 

Before running the programmable controller, you can use the programming software to write the control 

logic between the input and output points and download it to the programmable controller. During the 

operation of the programmable controller, it will first scan the input point signal and read it into the 

programmable controller, then complete the operation and logic processing according to the control program, 

the result of the operation and logic processing will change the value of the output point, and finally convert 

the value in the output point into an electrical signal and control the operation of various mechanical devices. 

The result of the operation and logic processing will change the value of the output point, and finally the 

value in the output point will be converted into an electrical signal and output and control the operation of 

various mechanical devices. 

In the operation process, a cyclic scanning method is used to receive control and operate the device by 

repeatedly executing input point scanning, user program execution, and output point refreshing work. 
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2.2.2 User program control principle  

In the user program, the input point of the programmable controller is called a contact, which functions 

in the same way as a switch contact in industrial equipment, representing the on or off of the energy flow. In 

the programmable controller, the input point is stored as a soft element, and when the input point is high, 

the corresponding soft element is on, which participates in logic operations in the user program and affects 

the value of the output point; the output point is called a coil, which represents the on or off of the output 

energy flow, and the value of the soft element corresponding to the output point is determined by the input 

point and the result of the control logic calculation. During output refresh, the value of the soft element is 

converted into an electrical signal at the output point of the transistor or relay output, thus completing the 

control of the device. 

main
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2.3 VCAutoDesignsoft Programming Software  

2.3.1 Software and driver installation  

The V5 series motion controllers are programmed using VCAutoDesignsoft software. 

 Operating environment requirements. 

System Configuration Request 

Operating system WindowsXP, Windows2000, Windows7, Windows8, Windows10 

System type 32-bit, 64-bit 

CPU 600 MHz Pentium III processor and above required 

RAM Minimum RAM requirement 1G 

Hard drive Requires more than 1G of free space 

Video card SuperVGA (800x600) or higher resolution monitor 

Drive (vehicle wheel) USB-SC09-FX Communication Cable Driver 

Other requirements Install Microsoft Office 2003 and above 

 VCAutoDesignsoft Software Installation  

1. VEICHI VEICHI Electric official website to download the latest version of the software installation 

package https://www.veichi.com/, download to get the installation package, as follows. 

 

2. Double-click the installation package with the left mouse button to enter the installation interface, as 

shown in the following figure, click the "Next" button to go to the next step. 

 

3, select the software installation position, click the "Next" button to enter the next step, as shown in the 

following figure. 
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4. Click the "Install" button to start installing the software and wait for the installation to complete, 

as shown in the following figure. 
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5. When the installation is complete, the interface shown below will appear, click the "Finish" button. 

 

6, find the auto-generated shortcut icon on the desktop, double-click to open the software to start 

programming. 

 

 USB-SC09-FX Communication Cable Driver Installation  

1, different communication card manufacturers driver varies, to USB-SC09-FX communication cable as 

an example, obtain the driver installation file of the communication cable, as shown below. 

 

2. Establish connections between the USB-SC09-FX communication cable and the USB interface of the 

backend software computer and the RS422 interface of the V5-MC104 controller, respectively. 

3, into the computer's device manager; WIN7 for example (WindowXP for "My Computer" → "Properties 

/ Device Manager"), the mouse selected "Computer" right-click, select "Management", click "Device 

Manager", as shown below. 
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4, select "Other Devices" under the "USB2.0-Serial", click the right mouse button, click "Update Driver 

Software”. 

 

5, click "Browse Computer to find driver software", click the "Browse" button, select the folder where 

your driver is located, such as the USB-SC09-FX communication cable driver folder "C: \Users\Desktop\USB-

SC09-FX driver", as shown in the following figure. 
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6. Click on the "Next" button and install as prompted, if the following warning appears, click on "Always 

install this driver software" to. 

 

7, after installing the driver, it will prompt "Windows has finished installing the driver software for this 

device", click Close to close; in the Device Manager "Port (COM and LPT)" will appear a new serial port, the 

following figure COM3" in the red box, this serial port is the serial port number used by the USB-SC09-FX 

communication cable. In the future, every time you plug in and use the cable, the COM port will appear, you 

just need to select the COM port in the programming software to communicate. 
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8、Driver uninstallation 

Uninstall the driver to free up COM port resources for other devices, or to reinstall the driver after 

uninstalling it when it fails. Select "Uninstall", select "Remove driver software for this device", click "OK" 

button to finish uninstalling. 

 

 

2.3.2 Project creation, writing and debugging  

1. Creation of the project 

Select [File] - [New Project] or the shortcut button bring up the following window 

 

Follow the prompts to fill in the relevant information and click the [OK] button, a new V5-MC104 project 

will be created. 
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2. Procedure writing 

VCAutoDesignsoft can support both command and ladder programming language ladder is the default 

programming language. The ladder diagram is used as an example to introduce the input method of 

instructions. 

(1) Click the command icon on the toolbar to open the Command Wizard window and add the command 

to the current position. 

(2) In the "Instruction List" of the Project Management window, select the instruction. 

Dragging a command to the window and adding it to the current position via the Command Wizard 

pop-up window. 

Double-click to open the "Instruction Wizard" window and add the instruction to the current position. 

(3) Select the instruction in the menu bar "Ladder" and click on it to open the "Instruction Wizard" 

window to add the instruction to the current position. 

(4) If familiar with the application instructions, they can be entered manually directly via the keyboard. 

3. Engineering commissioning 

Monitor mode: Select [Debug] - [Monitor] through the menu or the shortcut button to enter 

the monitor mode. In this mode, you can monitor the input and output status and the current 

value of soft components. 

Soft component monitoring: Double-click the subdirectory under "Component Monitoring Table" in the 

Project Management window to bring up the monitoring table interface. When in monitoring mode, you can 

observe the current soft component values in real time. 

PLC run/stop control via VCAutoDesignsoft: Select [PLC] - [Run] / [Stop] from the menu or the shortcut 

button control the PLC running status. 

2.3.3 Project downloading and uploading  

1. Project compilation 

(1) Compile via shortcut buttons. The first button is to compile the current project; 

the second button is to compile all projects. 

(2) Compile by menu selection. [PLC] - [Compile] / [Compile All]. 

(3) If no error message appears during the compilation of the project. Then this project will be ready for 
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download. 

2. Project Download 

(1) Use the programming cable to connect the PLC to the PC. 

(2) Set the corresponding communication method. Menu select [Tools] - [Communication Configuration] 

 

The communication cable can be used as USB communication cable, 422 communication cable, or 

Ethernet network cable, and the corresponding communication mode can be selected separately for 

communication configuration. 

(3) Select [PLC] - [Download] from the menu. Or use the shortcut button to download. 
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The Download tab allows you to select Application Download and Communication Configuration Download 

respectively. Application is automatically checked and the options under it are Application Comments, 

Component Comments, Synchronize Clock and Disable Upload. The communication configuration can be 

downloaded as CAM configuration, CANopen configuration, Modbbus configuration and Ethernet 

configuration. The communication methods that have been configured are automatically checked. 

Note: When the "Disable upload" option is checked, the downloaded program will not be 

uploaded. 

3. Project uploading 

(1) Use the programming cable to connect the PLC to the PC. 

(2) Set the corresponding communication method. Menu select [Tools] - [Communication Configuration] 

(3) Select [PLC] - [Upload] from the menu. Or use the shortcut button for uploading. 
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The Upload tab allows you to select Application Upload and Communication Configuration Upload 

respectively. Application upload allows you to check the application comments and component comments. 

The communication configuration can be uploaded as CAM configuration, CANopen configuration, Modbbus 

configuration and Ethernet configuration. 

2.3.3 USB function  

2.3.3.1 USB communication 

The V5 is equipped with a USB communication serial port, which allows communication with a PC via 

USB. 

 

 VEICHI V5 SERIES USB Driver Installation 

(1) Obtain the USB driver installation file as shown below. 

 

(2) Establish a connection between the male to male USB extension cable and the USB port of the 

backend software computer and the USB port of the V5-MC104 controller, respectively.  
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(3) Enter the computer's device manager; take WIN7 as an example (WindowXP is "My Computer" → 

"Properties/Device Manager"), select "Computer ", right-click, select "Management", click "Device Manager", 

as shown in the following figure. 

 

 

(4) Select "VEICHI V5 SERIES" under "Other Devices", click the right mouse button, and click "Update 

Driver Software". 

 

(5) Click "Browse Computer to find driver software", click the "Browse" button, select the folder where 

your driver is located, for example, the driver folder of VEICHI V5 SERIES communication cable 

"C:\Users\V3348\Desktop\V5_1.0.57.4 driver", as shown below. 
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(6) Click the "Next" button and follow the installation prompts. If the following warning appears, check 

the box "Always trust the software from 'Suzhou VEICHI Electric Technology Co. "Click on Install to. 

 

(7) After installing the driver, it will prompt "Windows has finished installing the driver file for this 

device", click Close to close; a new serial port will appear in the Device Manager "VEICHI V5 SERIES". This 

serial port is the serial port number used for USB communication. This serial port is the serial port number 

used for USB communication. In the future, every time you plug in and use the communication cable, this 

serial port will appear and you can communicate by selecting the USB in the programming software. 
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(8)  Driver Uninstallation 

To uninstall the driver, you need to uninstall it and reinstall it when the driver fails, follow the steps below 

to uninstall the driver: Open the Device Manager, select the VEICHI V5 SERIES you need to uninstall in the 

"VEICHI V5 SERIES" node, right click the mouse menu and select Select "Uninstall", select "Remove driver 

software for this device" and click "OK" button to complete the uninstallation. 
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 USB communication connection 

In VCAutoDesignsoft, select [Tools] - [Communication Configuration] in the menu, and select USB in 

"Programming Port Settings" to establish communication between PLC and PC. 

 

The project can be uploaded, downloaded, and monitored as normal via USB. 

2.3.3.2 USB upgrade function 

USB upgrade function: download update program, upgrade software base layer, upload data. 

1. Upgrade steps 

(1) First ensure that the controller contains the U disk upgrade bootloader, if there is no bootloader you 

need to burn the bootloader with U disk upgrade first, its burning method is detailed in the exception 

handling burning instructions. 

(2) Click "Generate USB upgrade file" in the upper computer file menu, and the following interface pops 

up. 
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Select the file export path and check the files that need to be upgraded using USB. Click Generate file. 

When the generation is finished, a "V5_MC104" folder will be generated under the corresponding file path. 

Copy the entire generated folder "V5_MC104" to the root directory of the USB flash drive, and then safely 

eject the USB flash drive on your computer. 

(3) Disconnect the power from the V5 controller and insert the USB flash drive containing the required 

upgrade file into the V5 controller USB port. 

(4) re-power the V5 controller, at this time the alarm indicator will flash at medium speed (1S about 2 

flashes) for about 5S (indicating that the U disk is detected), after which it goes off to indicate that it is being 

upgraded (the length of time for upgrading is determined by the size and number of files), after the upgrade 

is successful the alarm indicator will flash rapidly (1S flashing many times) to indicate that the upgrade is 

successful. 

(5) Power up again for normal operation. 

(6) After successful upgrade, a "log_file" log file will be generated in the "V5_MC104" folder with 

information about the upgrade. 

2. Content and file formats supported for upgrade 

Serial 

number 

Support for 

upgraded content 
Upgrade file format 

Does it currently 

support 
Classify 

1 underlying ARM v5mc104.arm backing 
Bottom upgrade 

2 underlying CPLD v5mc104.cpld backing 

3 Parameter file v5mc104.para backing 

User layer 

upgrades 

 

4 ladder diagram v5mc104.lad backing 

5 CAM file v5mc104.cam backing 

6 
Cfg parameter 

profile 
v5mc104.cfg backing 

7 
CANopen 

configuration file 
v5mc1044.can backing 

8 
Modbus 

configuration file 
v5mc104.mod backing 

9 
Ethernet 

Configuration File 
v5mc104.eth backing 
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10 G-code v5mc104.nc No support 

11 error message log v5mc104.err No support 

12 Version Information v5mc104.v5 backing 
File information 

upgrade 

3. Notes 

(1) ARM file refers to the underlying ARM firmware version upgrade. 

(2) The CPLD file is the underlying CPLD firmware version upgrade. 

(3) The parameter file is the value of all the power-down holding registers, which must be generated 

when the communication between the upper computer and the controller is normal, and the parameter file 

contains the R component when the R component is checked. The default is unchecked, when unchecked all 

R components are restored to 0 (no R components are checked). 

(4) The ladder file is the ladder program written. Checking the ladder upgrade will upgrade the COM port 

related configuration by default. 

(5) CAM profile is the electronic cam related configuration. Only the cam table related configuration is 

upgraded when the ladder is not checked, and the CAM attribute related configuration is upgraded only when 

the ladder is checked. 

(6) Modbus configuration file is the Modbus communication related configuration. 

(7) The CANopen configuration file is the CANopen communication-related configuration. 

(8) CFG parameter configuration file is the configuration related to communication, e-cam properties, 

etc. The file is generated by the upper computer by default without checking. 

(9) Ethernet configuration file is the Ethernet-related configuration. 

(10) G-code files are the associated programs written in G-code. 

(11) Error message records are information related to historical error records. 

(12) The version information file is the information related to the upgrade, and the "V5_MC104" folder 

must contain this file to upgrade, which is generated by the host computer by default. 

(13) The log file generated by the upgrade records information about the current upgrade process. 

(14) The same file cannot be upgraded again in a controller after it has been successfully upgraded in 

that controller, and the file must be generated again if you want to upgrade again, but the same file can be 

used to upgrade in several different controllers. 

(15) For the controller that has re-burned the bootloader, if you upgrade the bottom, ladder, electronic 

cam, etc. at once for the first time. You will find that the communication configuration, CAM properties and 

other parameters are 0. At this time, please run the controller for more than 35S and then re-power it to 

upgrade to the desired data without repeated upgrading. (Only just burned the bootloader, and is a one-time 

burning of the bottom and ladder will appear such a situation, this is not a bug but due to the burning of the 

bootloader will be all the data zero, the bottom has a detection caused, as long as the power can be 

restored). 

(16) There are three flashing states of the indicator: slow flashing (about 1S flashing once), medium 

flashing (about 1S flashing twice), and fast flashing (about 1S flashing many times). 5S when the USB flash 

drive is detected is medium flashing, upgrade completion is fast flashing, and other cases are slow flashing. 

(17) Try to safely eject the USB flash drive after copying the generated upgrade file to it, and do not 

disconnect it directly. 

(18) The file system of the USB flash drive should be FAT32 and the storage size should be less than 

64GB. 

(19) In the event of a power failure or disconnection of the USB flash drive during the 
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upgrade process, please try to generate the upgrade file again to prevent the upgrade file from 

being damaged. 

(20) The USB flash drive used for the upgrade must be a normal USB flash drive, and there is 

no guarantee that the system boot disk made to upgrade the Windows system can be recognized 

effectively. 

(21) The bootloader with USB upgrade function can only upgrade the version after A0097 (CANopen 

function), not the version before A0097 (including A0097), if you need to upgrade back to the previous 

version, you need to use the previous bootloader. 

4. Upgrade cases 

For example, to upgrade ARM base layer, CPLD, ladder, electronic cams, parameter files and CANopen at 

the same time the operation flow is as follows (the controller has already burned the bootloader for the USB 

disk upgrade). 

(1) Open the corresponding ladder project and select "Generate USB upgrade file" by clicking in the 

upper computer file menu. 

(2) Select the upgrade folder generation path (selected as desktop in the illustration). 

 

(3) Tick the underlying ARM. 

 

Select the BIN file of the underlying ARM to be upgraded, note the distinction from the BIN file of the 

CPLD, which is usually a few hundred KB in size for the ARM and 60 KB for the CPLD. if selected as the BIN 

file of the CPLD it will prompt the following. 
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(4) Tick the underlying CPLD. 

 

The BIN file of the underlying CPLD that needs to be upgraded is also selected, and should be 

distinguished from the BIN file of the ARM, which is 60 KB in size. if a wrong selection is made the prompt is 

as follows. 

 

(5) Checking the ladder. 

When the ladder is checked, the upper unit will automatically generate the COM0, COM1, and COM2 port 

related communication configuration. 

(6) Check the CAM. 

When CAM is checked, the host will automatically generate the CAM attribute related configuration (with 

ladder checked), if ladder is not checked then only the cam table related configuration will be upgraded, its 

CAM attribute will not be upgraded. 

(7) Tick the parameters file. 

I only upgrade the power down hold registers other than the R element so the R element is not checked 

here. 

(8) Check the CANopen configuration. 
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At this point, all the content to be upgraded is checked, as shown above, click the "Generate File" button 

to generate the corresponding upgrade file, the following dialog box pops up and click "OK". 

 

Since the parameter file is checked, the upper computer will read the data in the controller online, at this 

time, you need to ensure that the upper computer and the controller communication is normal, the whole 

process is about 25S when the R component is not checked, if the R component is checked the whole process 

is about 60S. Please do not operate the interface during the reading process. 

 

 

Click OK to prompt that the file was generated successfully, and click OK to find the generated folder 

"V5_MC104" in the corresponding path. 
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(9) Copy to a USB stick. 

Copy the generated folder "V5_MC104" to the root directory of the USB drive (the directory where the 

drive is opened), and then safely eject the drive. 

 

(10) Disconnect the power to the V5 motion controller. 

(11) Insert the USB flash drive containing the "V5_MC104" folder into the USB port of the controller. 

(12) Power on the controller. 

The controller's alarm indicator will flash at medium speed for about 5S (indicating the detection of a 

USB flash drive), after that it goes off to indicate that the upgrade is in progress (the upgrade time increases 

with the size and number of files), after all files are upgraded the controller's alarm indicator will flash rapidly 

to indicate that the upgrade is complete. 

(13) Disconnect the power and unplug the USB flash drive and reapply power for normal operation. 

(14) A "log_file" log file will be generated in the "V5_MC104" folder after a successful upgrade. 
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Inside, the following information is recorded during the upgrade process. 

 

(15) All files are upgraded at this point. 

5. Frequently Asked Questions 

(1) Does the USB flash drive run directly without flashing the alarm indicator or does it keep 

flashing the alarm indicator? 

A: ①Confirm that the controller is burned with a bootloader with USB upgrade function. 

② Power up and power down is repeated several times, and each power down can be tried from short to 

long. 

③ Check if the USB drive is made into a system boot disk that can reinstall Windows, if so there may be 

a problem. 

④The USB flash drive is not recognized, please replace the USB flash drive or reformat it and try again 

(formatting format: FAT32,4096 bytes). 

⑤ If it keeps blinking slowly after replacing the U disk several times, it may be a problem with the 

controller hardware, please try to replace the controller or upgrade the program through the upper computer. 

(2) What is the difference between slow blinking, medium blinking and fast blinking alarm 

indicators? 

A: Slow blink: about 1S blink once, medium blink: about 1S blink twice, fast blink: about 1S blink many 

times, 5S when the USB flash drive is detected is medium blink, upgrade completion is fast blink, other cases 

are slow blink. 

(3) Power-on alarm indicator flashes at medium speed for 5S and then runs directly or stays 

off? 

A: ①Check if the folder "V5_MC104" is in the root directory of the USB drive. 

② Check if the file "v5mc104.v5" exists in the "V5_MC104" file. 

(iii) The file has already been used once to upgrade at this controller, and you need to regenerate the 

upgrade file if you want to upgrade. 
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(4) How many seconds will the alarm light flash when a USB flash drive is inserted? 

A: When a USB flash drive is inserted, the controller detects that the USB flash drive alarm light will blink 

at medium speed for 5S, and go out after 5S to indicate that it is being upgraded. 

(5) How can I tell if the file has been upgraded successfully? 

A: When the upgrade is successful, the controller's alarm indicator will flash quickly; if you wait a few 

minutes for the alarm indicator to go off, you can assume that the upgrade has failed, then you can unplug 

the U disk and insert it into the computer to see which step of the upgrade process is recorded in the 

generated log file. 

(6) What is the use of the generated log file "log_file"? 

A: Handy for finding out what step the problem is at when an exception occurs in an upgrade. 

(7) What does the "Upgrade file generation time/upgrade file generation time" in the log file 

"log_file" refer to? 

A: It refers to the time when the folder "V5_MC104" was created, not the time when the log file was 

created. 

(8) What happens if the upgrade is successful and I reapply power without disconnecting the 

USB stick? 

A: The controller alarm indicator will operate normally according to the upgraded program after 5S 

flashing at medium speed. 

(9) How to distinguish between ARM bottom layer and CPLD bottom layer which are both BIN 

files? 

A: You can distinguish by the file size, the BIN file of ARM base layer is relatively large about several 

hundred KB, and the BIN file of CPLD base layer is only 60 KB in size. 

(10) Can the .VEICHI file be used as a USB upgrade? 

A: No, the .VEICHI file can only be burned by the underlying burner's upper unit, and the burner 

software can only burn the .VEICHI file. 

(11) What kind of version can the bootloader with USB flash drive upgrade function be used to 

upgrade? 

A: ARM: You can only upgrade the underlying ARM version (with CANopen function) after A0097, if you 

want to upgrade the version before A0097 (including A0097) you need to re-burn the previous bootloader to 

upgrade. 

  CPLD: Whether the CPLD can be upgraded is determined by the ARM underlying version. If the ARM 

version is A0097 or later, it can be upgraded by the bootloader with USB flash drive upgrade function, 

otherwise it can only be upgraded by the previous bootloader. 

(12) What happens if the power is suddenly cut off or the USB flash drive is unplugged during 

the upgrade? 

A: If you plug in the U disk with the upgrade file will be upgraded normally, if not plugged in the U disk, 

the controller's alarm indicator slowly flashing, the upper computer also can not communicate with the state, 

want to return to normal only through the U disk so that the upgrade can be successful, in order to prevent 

the upgrade file damage caused by upgrading anomalies please try to regenerate the upgrade file again. 

(13) After burning the bootloader and upgrading the bottom, ladder, and electronic cam files 

at once, it was found that the communication configuration and the electronic cam-related 

registers were 0 after the upgrade was successful. 

A: Let the controller run for 35S or more and re-power it to upgrade to the parameters you want to 

upgrade. 
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(14) The parameter file refers to? 

A: The parameter file refers to all the register values of the power down hold, when only the parameter 

file is checked without checking the R component below, the generated file does not include the R 

component, the value of the R component is 0 after upgrading through the USB disk, if you want to upgrade 

the value of the R component you need to check both the parameter file and the R component. 

(15) Why does it take so long to read the parameter file? 

A: Due to the large number of power-down holding registers, it takes some time for the upper computer 

to read them. 

(16) Where is the configuration of the communication COM port ticked to generate? 

A: No need to check, when check the ladder will generate the communication COM port related 

configuration by default. 

(17) What does Modbus configuration refer to? Why can't I check the box? 

Modbus configuration means that the Modbus communication commands are configured through the host 

computer without writing Modbus communication commands in the ladder diagram, but the configuration 

related to COM1 and COM2 communication ports will be automatically generated and upgraded after 

checking the ladder diagram. 

Why can't you check the box: the Modbus configuration is not ready yet, so it can't be checked. 

(18) The controller is slowly flashing the alarm indicator on power up and does not 

communicate with the host computer. 

A: ① There is only the bootloader in there no underlying layer. 

② The USB flash drive was unplugged during the upgrade process or the power was disconnected or 

other abnormal conditions occurred. See problem 12 for the solution. 

(19) How many times can the same file be upgraded? 

A: The same file can only be successfully upgraded once on the same controller, and needs to be 

regenerated if you want to upgrade again; however, the same file can be used to upgrade multiple 

controllers. 

(20) About how long does it take to upgrade the files on a USB stick? 

A: The length of time depends on the size and number of files to be upgraded, usually no more than 2 

minutes. 

(21) How do I view the log files? 

A: The last line when all files have been successfully upgraded: "All files have been successfully 

upgraded;". 

    The last line when an exception is thrown during an upgrade: "Start Upgrade;" or "xxxx.xxx update 

successes;". 

    The last line when there are no upgraded files: "No upgraded files;". 

(22) Check the parameter file and click Generate File to prompt "Failed to read current drive 

parameters" and "Failed to open parameters". 

A: Check that the communication is OK and try again while making sure you can monitor the controller. 

(23) What are the underlying ARM and underlying CPLD? 

A: It is the underlying firmware version of the controller this generally does not need to be upgraded, the 

checkbox will allow the user to select the appropriate fixed version file, which is given by VEICHI. 

(24) The USB flash drive file was upgraded successfully but the controller only has the power 

indicator on and does not communicate when it is re-powered. 

A: ① Check the log file records, corresponding to what is the case of problem 21. 
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②Check if the upgraded ARM version is the version before A0097 (including A0097), and just upgrade 

back to the version after A0097 with a USB stick. 

(25) The creation of the "V5_MC104" folder fails when you click Generate File. 

A: Close the folder and the open file, or change the generation path and regenerate it. 

(26) How to tell if a USB flash drive is recognized. 

A: ① If the controller is burned with the USB upgrade function of the boot program when plugged into 

the U disk power, if the U disk can be recognized then the controller's alarm indicator will flash 5S at medium 

speed and then go out or jump to the running state. 

②You can also wait for 10S after power up and pull out the USB flash drive to check the generated log 

file If the first line in the log is: "Usb flash drive detected;" then the USB flash drive is recognized. 

③ Delete the log file, re-insert the USB flash drive and power it on for about 10S or more, pull out the 

USB flash drive to see if the log file is generated under the "V5_MC104" folder, if not, it means the USB flash 

drive is not recognized. 

(27) Why do I need to re-configure the serial port after each ladder upgrade with a USB stick 

before I can communicate on it. 

A: The COM port upgrade file generated by the U disk is generated according to the communication 

configuration on the left side of the upper computer, so you want to upgrade the ladder in the U disk 

successfully without the need to configure the serial port in the menu bar "Tools" can directly monitor the 

controller, you need to generate the USB upgrade file before the communication configuration of the COM0 

port Before generating the USB upgrade file, you need to set the baud rate of COM0 port in the 

communication configuration and the baud rate of serial port configuration in "Tools" to work. 

2.3.4 Encryption function  

1. Project authorization password (USB flash drive upgrade password) 

Select [PLC] - [Project Authorization Password Setting] in the toolbar at the top of the V5 upper 

computer interface to go to the Project Authorization Password Setting tab. 

 

Function Description: The password is the password of the current ladder project, after setting, it needs 

to be consistent with the project authorization password in V5 motion controller to download, upload and 

upgrade the program on U disk. If the password is set in the current project and no password is set in the V5 

motion controller, you can still download, upload and upgrade the program on U disk normally, but the 

project authorization password in the V5 motion controller will be set to the password set in the current 

project after the program is downloaded successfully. 

Set password. 

(1) When setting the current project password, it can be set directly without communicating with the 

controller. 
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(2) When setting the project password in the bottom of the controller, the upper computer must be 

connected to the V5 Motion Controller after communication. 

Clear Password: Clearing the engineering password in the V5 Motion Controller requires the 

communication connection to enter the original password and the controller to be down. 

Password length: 6 digits, password character range: 0~9. 

Then the following scenarios may arise. 

NO 

ground or first floor 

Engineering 

Authorization Code 

(USB flash drive 

upgrade password) 

PLC Engineering 

Engineering 

Authorization Code 

(USB flash drive 

upgrade password) 

Result 

1 Unset Unset 
Normal USB flash drive upgrade, normal download and 

upload of programs 

2 preferences preferences 
After password matching, able to USB flash drive upgrade, 

normal download, upload programs 

3 preferences Unset 
Can't USB flash drive upgrade, download, or upload 

programs 

4 Unset preferences 

Ability to U-disk upgrade, download and upload programs 

normally 

After the upgrade, the bottom-engineering authorization 

password is automatically set as a PLC project - project 

authorization password 

2. Computer authorization password - only available for the current computer 

Select [PLC] - [PC Authorization Password Setting] in the toolbar at the top of the V5 upper computer 

interface to go to the PC Authorization Password Setting tab. 

 

Function Description: The password is the authorization password of the current computer, after setting, 

you need to be consistent with the authorization password of the computer in the V5 motion controller in 

order to download, upload and upgrade the program on USB disk. If the current computer has set the 

password and the V5 motion controller originally did not set the password, you can still download, upload 

and upgrade the program on a USB stick normally, but after the program is downloaded successfully, the 

computer authorization password in the V5 motion controller will be set to the password set by the current 

computer. 

Setting the password: (1) When setting the current PC authorization password, it can be set directly 

without communicating with the controller. 
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(2) When setting the computer authorization password in the controller base layer, the upper computer 

must be connected to the V5 Motion Controller after communication. 

Clear Password: Clearing the computer authorization password in the V5 Motion Controller requires the 

communication connection to enter the original password and the controller to be down. 

Password length: 6 digits, password character range: 0~9. 

Note: If you set the "Computer Authorization Password", you can only download the program 

to the system on the current computer, and it will not work if the project is copied to another 

computer. 

 

Then the following scenarios may arise. 

NO 

ground or first floor 

Computer 

authorization 

password 

PLC Engineering 

Computer 

authorization 

password 

Result 

1 Unset Unset 
Normal USB flash drive upgrade, normal download and 

upload of programs 

2 preferences preferences 
Can U-disk upgrade, download and upload programs 

normally after password matching 

3 preferences Unset Can U-disk upgrade, can't u-download, upload program 

4 Unset preferences 

Ability to U-disk upgrade, download and upload programs 

normally 

After upgrading through the OP, the bottom-PC 

authorization password is automatically set as a PLC 

engineering-computer authorization password 

3. PLC password 

Select [PLC] - [PLC Password Setting] in the toolbar at the top of the V5 upper computer interface to go 

to the PLC Password Setting tab. 

 

(1) Uploading the password 

Function Description: The password is the ladder upload password, after setting, you need to input the 

correct upload password before you can upload the program. You can download and U disk upgrade the 

program normally. 

Set password: When setting the upload password, it needs the communication connection between the 

upper computer and the V5 motion controller to set it. 
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Clear Password: Clearing the upload password in the V5 Motion Controller requires the communication 

connection to enter the original password and the controller to be down. 

Password length: 8 digits, password character range: all characters on the keyboard. 

(2) Download password 

Function Description: The password is the ladder download password, after setting it, you need to input 

the correct download password to download the program. You can upload and U disk upgrade the program 

normally. 

Set password: When setting the download password, it needs the communication connection between 

the upper computer and V5 motion controller to set it. 

Clear Password: Clearing the download password in the V5 Motion Controller requires the communication 

connection to enter the original password and the controller to be down. 

Password length: 8 digits, password character range: all characters on the keyboard. 

(3) Clock Code 

Function Description: The password is the clock password of V5 motion controller, after setting, you need 

to input the correct clock password to modify the clock of V5 motion controller in the upper computer, if 

modified in the ladder diagram, it will report "6706 warning". You can download, upload and upgrade the 

program by USB disk normally. 

Set the password: When setting the clock password, the upper computer needs to be connected to the 

V5 motion controller after communication to set it. 

Clear Password: Clearing the clock password in the V5 Motion Controller requires the communication 

connection to enter the original password and the controller to be down. 

Password length: 8 digits, password character range: all characters on the keyboard. 

4. Menu 

▪ Added options 

Function Button Options 

uploading 
Unlock the 

password 
Set password Clear Password  

downloading 
Unlock the 

password 
Set password Clear Password  

real time clock 
Unlock the 

password 
Set password Clear Password  

Engineering license 

(USB flash drive 

upgrade) 

Bottom - Set 

Password 

Bottom - Set 

Password 

Engineering - Set 

Password 

Engineering - Set 

Password 

Computer 

authorization 

Bottom - Set 

Password 

Bottom - Set 

Password 

Engineering - Set 

Password 

Engineering - Set 

Password 

List of authorities 

Function Monitor Upload Downloading 
Modify 

the clock 

USB flash 

drive 

upgrade 

Level of 

authority 

Set upload password √ × √ √ √ lower  

Set download password √ √ × √ √ lower  

Setting the clock password √ √ √ × √ lower  

Set the computer √ × × √ √ loud 
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authorization password 

Set the engineering license 

(USB flash drive upgrade) 

password 

√ × × √ × loud 

Note: (1) High privilege levels have the feature of locking out low privilege levels. 

If the download password is also set, the USB flash drive upgrade function is working 

properly. 

If the USB flash drive upgrade password is set, it is disabled in the download function. 

(2) If you set both the project authorization password and the download password, you must 

unlock both passwords in order to download properly. 

(3) Each password function does not conflict and can be used independently. 

Computer authorization password 

NO V5 Project 

USB flash 

drive 

upgrade 

Up/Download note 

1 NULL NULL OK. OK.  

2 NULL SET OK. OK. 

V5 is automatically set as the project 

password after the uploader 

downloads 

USB flash drive upgrade, no automatic 

password setting 

3 SET NULL OK. NG  

4 SET SET OK. OK. Matching password required 

Engineering license (USB flash drive upgrade) password  

NO V5 Project 

USB flash 

drive 

upgrade 

Up/Download note 

1 NULL NULL OK. OK.  

2 NULL SET OK. OK. 
After downloading, V5 is automatically 

set as the project password 

3 SET NULL NG NG  

4 SET SET OK. OK. Matching password required 

▪ Combination 

NO V5 Project 
USB flash drive 

upgrade 
Up/Download note 

1 
Computer 

Password 

Engineering 

Code 
OK. NG 

Computer_NO3 and 

Engineering 

Upgrade_NO2 

2 
Engineering 

Code 

Computer 

Password 
NG NG 

Computer_NO2 and 

Engineering 

Upgrade_NO3 

3 

Computer 

Password 

Engineering 

Computer 

Password 

Engineering 

OK. OK. 
Both passwords need to 

match 
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Code Code 

2.3.5 Historical failures  

(1) When the program is running, enter the monitor page, and the PLC software version, scan cycle, 

operation status and fault status are displayed at the bottom of the monitor page. 

 

(2) Double-click Fault Status to bring up the Current Fault page. There are two kinds of fault status: mild 

error and serious error. When the PLC has a mild error, the error is reported but the program still runs 

normally; when the PLC has a serious error, the error is reported and the program stops running, and the 

alarm indicator ALM on V5 flashes to alarm. 

 

(3) Click the History Fault option on the Current Fault page to bring up the History Fault page. The fault 

code, step number, fault content, fault type, and fault time will be displayed above. 

The maximum number of historical fault display entries is 30. The same fault code displays the latest 

fault time, if the PLC continues to fail, the fault time is refreshed every 30s. 
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(4) In order to make a record, you can export the history failure record, select "Export" option in the 

"History Failure" screen, and export the history failure record to ".xls" format. 

 

The table will show the fault code, type of fault, etc. 

 

2.4 Timing and track monitoring software  

2.4.1 Function overview  

V5-MC104 supports timing diagram monitoring function, which can realize PLC each soft component 

status drawing with sampling period of 0.5-20ms. 
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Function 1: Soft Component Timing Drawing 

Function 2: Positioning track plotting 

Function 3: Run control 2-D trajectory drawing 

Function 4: Support graph scaling, coordinate adaption, trigger sampling, continuous sampling, 

measurement, data import, data export 

2.4.2 Software installation and communication setup  

1. Software Installation 

The software is free to install, just double click on the icon below to run it. 

 

Note: If the software cannot be opened, registration is required, see "Notes on Timing Monitoring 

Software" for details. 

2. Introduction to the interface 

There are two main screens for timing monitoring, one to plot the motion control position 2D trajectory, 

and one to plot the timing of the PLC elements and the pulse and frequency of the positioning commands. 

(1) Interface for plotting two-dimensional trajectories of motion control positions. 

 

(2) Plot the pulse and frequency interface for each PLC element software timing and positioning 

instruction. 
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3. Communication connection 

(1) The timing monitoring software supports 2 types of serial communication: COM and USB. 

 

(2) COM port default baud rate: 115200Bits/S, no parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits 

(3) When V5-104 selects COM communication, COM1 and COM2 can be used, and the protocol selects 

the motion track oscilloscope communication protocol. 

(4) For USB communication, you need to install the corresponding driver, which is located in the V5 

software installation directory. 

2.4.3 Software use  

1. Two-dimensional trajectory mapping 

Support XYZ any two axis pulse synthesis drawing, can be used for axis 1 to axis 6 of the plane 

trajectory drawing. 

Example: Plotting the position trajectory of a composite arc on axis 1 and axis 2 

(1) Connect the timing monitoring software with the USB connection cable (male to male), open the USB 

in the timing monitoring software, and when the communication is normal, it shows that the USB 

communication is connected normally, as follows. 

 

 

(2) Select the sampling period, axis number, axis data (logical position or actual position), plane, and 

equal scale, and then click Start plotting. 
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(3) The PLC program executes the following instruction, and the two-dimensional drawing trajectory is 

generated as shown below, and different planes can be selected for display. 

 

 

2. Positioning pulse frequency plotting 

Supports plotting of real axis 1 to 6 and virtual axis 7 to 10 positions and frequencies for monitoring 

single axis running positions and speed profiles. 

Example: Plotting the position trajectory of a synthetic circular arc on axis 1 and axis 2. 

(1) Click the following button to switch to the positioning pulse frequency plotting screen. 

 

(2) Select the axis number to be monitored, the axis data (pulse, frequency, acceleration), check Plot, 

Display, select the sampling period, and then click the Start monitoring button. When the sampling variable 

increases, the sampling period should be increased appropriately, otherwise the data display data is 

abnormal. 

 

(3) Run the PLC program to generate position and frequency curves as shown below, and use the 

measurement to measure the running time, etc. 
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3. PLC Other Soft Component Timing Drawing 

Select the soft components to be monitored and check the Draw and Display as shown below. 

 

4. Trigger mode 

After selecting the trigger mode as single trigger, trigger soft component and trigger condition, the 

sample drawing starts when the trigger condition is satisfied. 
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5. Exporting Imported Data 

The data sampled for the current graph is exported to EXCEL, the data is saved, and the exported data 

can be imported again. 

The default path is D disk, the default file name is "Track_Data", and the default file name is 

"More_Data". 

 

6. Auxiliary functions 

(1) Mouse zoom: Hold down the left mouse button and move from the top left to the bottom right of the 

selected figure to achieve local zooming of the figure, and move from the top right to the bottom left to 

achieve restoration of the figure. 

  

(2) Graph movement: Hold down the right mouse button to move the graph or select a channel variable 

for panning 
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(3) Select the channel variable, XY coordinate axis expansion or reduction, and coordinate auto-

adaptation. 

  

(4) measurement function: click the test button, two vertical lines of red and green appear, the left mouse 

button can be used to drag the vertical line left and right panning to measure the time, move the vertical line 

to keep the mouse on the plane panning, do not appear box, otherwise the zoom function. 

 

 

2.4.4 Timing monitoring software considerations  

2D track plotting software does not open 

I. Statement of the problem. 
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Double-clicking on the 2D track plotting software does not open because the TeeChart5.ocx control is not 

registered. 

II. The TeeChart5.ocx control registration tutorial is as follows (for 64-bit systems). 

(1) Copy the TeeChart5.ocx file to the specified directory on the C drive. 

32-bit systems put it in the C:\WINDOWS\System32 directory, and 64-bit systems put it in the 

C:\WINDOWS\SysWOW64 directory. 

 

(2) Find cmd.exe in that directory and run it as administrator. 

 

(3) Enter the regsvr32 command to register the control. 

For 32-bit systems type regsvr32 C:\windows\system32\TeeChart5.ocx 

On 64-bit systems type regsvr32 C:\windows\syswow64\TeeChart5.ocx 
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(4) press the enter key after the prompt registration success click OK to close cmd.exe, then you can 

normally open the two-dimensional track drawing software. 
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3. Soft component  
The following table shows the types of soft components of the system. 

 

  

Serial 

number 
Component Type Function and Classification 

1 Input and output relays 

Bit element X corresponding to the hardware switching input of the 

PLC 

The bit element Y corresponding to the control output of the PLC 

2 Auxiliary Relays 

General auxiliary relay M 

System Special Auxiliary Relay M 

System Special Auxiliary Relay SM 

3 Status Relay Status flag bit element S for stepper control 

4 Timers 16bit timer T with 1ms, 10ms, 100ms steps 

5 counters 
16bit/32bit increment/decrement counter C 

32bit high-speed counter C 

6 data register 

General data register D 

System special use data register D 

System special use data register SD 

Data indirect addressing registers V, Z 

7 File register File register R 

8 grade Marker/jump pointer P 

9 subroutines 
Subroutine SBR 

Interrupt Subroutine I 

10 Nested Pointers Nested pointer N 

11 constant  

Decimal constant K 

Hexadecimal constant H 

Floating point E 
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3.1 List of soft components  

Input and output relays 

Input Relay X0 to X377 256 points. The soft components are numbered in 

octal, with a total of 512 input and 

output points 
Output Relay Y0 to Y377 256 points. 

Auxiliary Relays 

Generally used M0 to M499 500 points. Power-down saving is not supported 

Keep using M500 to M1023 524 points. Power down save 

Keep using M1024 to M7499 6476 points. Power down save 

System specific use M7500 ~ M8511 1012 points. Power down save 

System specific use SM0 to SM1023 1024 points. Power down save 

Status Relay 

Initialization status S0 to S9 10 points. 
Power-down saving is not supported 

Generally used S10 to S499 490 points. 

Maintain the use of S500 to S899 400 points. Power down save 

For Alarm S900~S999 100 points. Power down save 

Maintain the use of S1000 to S2999 2000 points. Power down save 

System specific use S3000~S4095 1096 points. Power down save 

Timers 

100ms T0 to T191 192 points. 0.1 to 3,276.7 seconds 

100ms T192 to T199 Eight o'clock. 
0.1 to 3,276.7 seconds, subroutine, for 

interrupt subroutine 

10ms T200 to T245 46 points. 0.01 to 327.67 seconds 

1ms cumulative type T246 to T249 4 points. 0.001 to 32.767 seconds 

100ms cumulative type T250 to T255 Six points. 0.1 to 3,276.7 seconds 

1ms T256 to T511 256 points. 0.001 to 32.767 seconds 

Counters 

General use of incremental count 

(16 bits) 
C0 to C99 100 points. 

0 to 32,767, does not support power-

down saving 

Hold incremental count (16 bits) C100 to C199 100 points. 0 to 32,767, power down save 

General use of bidirectional (32-bit) C200 to C219 20 points. 
-2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647, 

does not support power-down saving 

Keeping the two-way direction in use 

(32 bits) 
C220 to C234 15 points. 

-2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647, 

power down save 

High-speed counter 

Single-phase, single-count input bi-

directional (32 bits) 
C235 to C245 

Eleven 

o'clock. 

-2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647, 

power down save 

Single-phase double-count input bi-

directional (32 bits) 
C246 to C250 5 points. 

Biphasic double-counting of inputs in 

both directions (32 bits) 
C251 to C255 5 points. 

Data register 
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General use (16 bits) D0 to D199 200 points. Power-down saving is not supported 

For holding (16 bits) D200 to D511 312 points. Power down save 

For holding (16 bits) D512 ~ D7839 7328 points. Power down save 

For special use (16 bits) D7840 ~ D8511 672 points. Power down save 

For special use (16 bits) SD0 to SD1023 1024 points. Power down save 

For variable address (16 bits) 
V0 to V7, Z0 to 

Z7 
16 points. Power down save 

File register 

Expansion register (16 bits) R0 to R32767 32768 points. Power down save 

Grade 

The CJ command is used P0 to P511 512 points 
Used in conjunction with the LBL 

command 

Subroutines 

The CALL command is used / 512 points 

Can be set as normal subroutine, 

encrypted subroutine, subroutine with 

parameters, encrypted subroutine with 

parameters 

Input interrupt X000 to X007 

I00□, I10□ 

I20□, I30□ 

I40□, I50□ 

I56□, I57□ 

Eight o'clock. 

□ indicates: 0 falling edge interrupt, 1 

rising edge interrupt. 

When the interrupt disable flag bit 

register is set ON along, the 

corresponding input interrupt is 

disabled. 

Timed interruptions I6□□□~I8□□□ 3 points. □□ = 01 to 99, time base = 1ms 

Counting completion interrupt I010 to I080 Eight o'clock. The DHSCS command is used 

Pulse completion interrupt I502 to I506 5 points.  

Motion control subroutine MC00 to MC63 64  

Nested Pointers 

For main control circuit N0 to N7 Eight o'clock. The MC command is used 

constant  

Decimal constant K 
16-bit -32,768 to +32,767 

32-bit -2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647 

Hexadecimal constant H 
16-bit 0 to FFFF 

32-bit 0 to FFFFFFFFF 

Real number E 32-bit 
-1.0*2e128 to -1.0*2e-126. 

1.0*2e-126 to 1.0*2e128 (32 bits) 

 

3.2 Input and output relays  

3.2.1 Input relay X  

Input relay X represents the PLC external input signal status of the component, through the X port to 

detect the external signal status, 0 represents the external signal open, i.e. OFF; 1 represents the external 

signal closed, i.e. ON. the state of the input relay cannot be modified by the program instruction method, 

and its contact signal (normally open type, normally closed type) can be used infinitely in the user program. 
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The input relays X are numbered in octal as X0, X1...X7, X10, X11...X25. When connected to a local 

expansion module, the numbering of port X on the expansion module is numbered backwards in order of the 

numbering of port X on the main module, but the expansion module is always numbered starting with an 

octal digit of 0. 

3.2.2 Output relay Y  

The output relay is connected directly to the hardware of the external control port and logically 

corresponds to the physical output port of the PLC.The PLC transmits the element status of the Y relay to the 

hardware port of the PLC after each scan of the user program.A 0 indicates that the output port is open, i.e., 

the output port is OFF; a 1 indicates that the output port is closed, i.e., the output port is ON.The Y relay 

element can be Unlimited use. Hardware, depending on the output element, can be divided into relay type, 

transistor type, etc. 

The output relays Y are numbered in octal as Y0,Y1...Y7,Y10,Y11...Y15. When connected to a local 

expansion module, the numbering of the Y ports on the expansion module is numbered backwards in order of 

the numbering of the Y ports on the main module immediately after, but the expansion module is always 

numbered starting with an octal digit of 0. 

3.3 Auxiliary relay M  

The auxiliary relay M component is used as an intermediate variable during the execution of the user 

program, like an auxiliary relay in an actual electronic control system, for the transmission of status 

information, and has no direct connection to the external port, but can be connected to the outside world by 

means of a program statement copying X to M, or copying M to Y. Multiple M variables can be composed to 

be used as word variables, and one M variable can be used an unlimited number of times. 

Generally used Keep using Keep using special purpose special purpose 

M0~M499 

500 points. [1] 

M500~M1023 

524 points. [2] 

M1024~M7499 

6476 points. [3] 

M7500~M8511 

1012 points. [4] 

SM0~SM1023 

1024 points. [4] 

[1] Non-blackout hold area. Use the parameter setting to change to a blackout hold area. 

[2] Blackout hold area. Use the parameter setting to change to a non-blackout hold area. 

[3] Blackout holding area, which cannot be changed by parameters. 

[4] Special use areas, which cannot be used by user programs. 

The auxiliary relays M are numbered in decimal, and the variables above M8000 are system-specific and 

are used for interaction between the PLC user program and the system state; some M variables also have a 

power-down save feature. 

The special auxiliary relays SM are system-specific variables, numbered in decimal, that are used to 

interact the PLC user program with the system status. 

There are a large number of special auxiliary relays within the programmable controller, and each of 

these special auxiliary relays has a specific function. See the Appendix for specific functions. Note that the 

user may not use special auxiliary relays that have not been defined. 

Consecutive M variables can be accessed by byte or word, e.g. 

 

 

 

where K4M100 means that a total of 16 cells, M100, M101, M102 ......M115, are formed into a single 

word cell for read operation (M100 as word bit0 ......M115 as word bit15). This improves programming 

efficiency. 
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3.4 Status relay S  

The state relay S is used for step program design and execution processing, using STL step instructions 

to control the transfer of step state S and simplify programming design. 

If the STL programming method is not used, S can be used as a normal bit component, just like an M 

variable. State S variables are identified by symbols such as S0, S1 ......S999, etc., and their serial numbers 

are numbered in decimal. Some S variables have a power-down save function. 

[1] Non-blackout hold area. Use the parameter setting to change to a blackout hold area. 

[2] Blackout hold area. Use the parameter setting to change to a non-blackout hold area. 

[3] Blackout holding area, which cannot be changed with parameters. 

[4] Special use areas, which cannot be used by user programs. 

3.5 Timer T  

Function of timer: Timing function. Timer composition: timer coil, timer connection, counting time value 

register. 

Timer action principle: timer coil "power" (energy flow is effective), the timer starts timing, if the timing 

value reaches the preset time value, its contact action, a contact (NO contact) closed, b contact (NC contact) 

off. If the coil "loss of power" (can flow invalid), the timer contact to restore the initial state, the timing value 

is automatically cleared. There are also some timers with cumulative, power-down hold and other features, 

and the value before power-down is maintained after re-powering. 

Timer numbering: numbering in decimal, in T0,T1... .T10,T11... etc. The symbols are identified. 

Timer 歩 length: 1ms, 10ms, 100ms, etc. Some of them have power-down hold feature. 

100ms 10ms 
1ms cumulative 

type 

100ms cumulative 

type 
1ms 

T0~T191 

192 points. [1] 

T192~T199 

Eight o'clock. [2] 

T200~T245 

46 points. [1] 

T246~T249 

4 points. [3] 

T250~T255 

Six points. [4] 

T256~T511 

256 points. [1] 

[1] Non-blackout holding areas. 

[2] Non-blackout hold area, for subroutines, interrupt subroutines. 

[3] Blackout holding areas, cumulative type. 

[4] Blackout holding areas, cumulative type. 

Timer set value: The constant (K) in the program memory is used as the set value, or the contents of the 

data register (D) can be used for indirect designation. 

When the data register D is used as the set value, the contents of D must be set before starting the 

timing, and when the count is started, the data change in D will only take effect the next time the timing is 

started. 

Timer numbers that are not used as timers can also be used as data registers for value storage. 

When the timer of the totalizing type reaches the set time, its contacts will only operate when the coil 

command or END command is executed for the output contacts. 

The possible timing lengths, from the start of the coil driving the timer to the timer contact action, are 

described below. 

(1) The longest case is (T+T0+a), where T is the set timing time; T0 is the program scan execution time; 

Generally used Keep using For Alarm Keep using Special purpose 

S0~S9 

10 points. [1] 

S10~S499 

490 points. [1] 

S500~S899 

400 points. [2] 

S900~S999 

100 points. 

S1000~S2999 

2000 points. [3] 

S3000~S4095 

1096 points. [4] 
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and a is the timing step of the timer. 

(2) The shortest case is (T - a). 

(3) If the contact instruction of the timer is located before the coil instruction, the least desirable timing 

length is (T+2T0). 

(4) Using the b contact of the timer, it is possible to realize delayed disconnection, output signal of self-

excited oscillation, etc. 

(5) PLC also provides special timer instructions, such as TTMR, STMR, etc., see the description of the 

corresponding instructions. 

[Use example 1] ordinary timer T200 for 10ms step counter, the actual action delay is 150 × 10ms = 

1500ms, that is, 1.50s, the action principle is. 

 

[Usage Example 2] For the accumulative timer T250 with power-down hold, the internal count value is 

maintained when the drive signal is OFF, or when the PLC is powered down, and the next time the drive 

signal is ON, the timing continues until the output contact closes when the timing is satisfied to the set value. 

When the timer coil is reset, the timing value is cleared and the output contact is broken, as shown below. 

Since the counter T250 is for 100ms steps, the actual action delay accumulates to 150 x 100ms = 15000ms, 

i.e. 15.0s, i.e. the (t1 + t2) time in the figure. 

[Usage Example 3] The set action value of the timer can be set by register D, as shown below. (If the 

value in register D changes during counter timing, it will take effect at the next timer start.) 

 

 

3.6 Counter C  

Function of the counter: used to complete the counting function. 

Components of the counter: counter coil, counter contact, timing data value register. 
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The working process of the counter: when the counter coil each to a rising edge (from OFF → ON), the 

counter count value changes 1, when the count value reaches the set value, the counter contact action, 

normally open point (NO) closed, normally closed point (NC) open. If the count value is cleared, the input a 

contact is broken and the b contact (NC contact) is closed. Some counters have features such as power-down 

hold and accumulation, and the value before power-down is maintained after re-powering. 

Numbering of counters: numbered in decimal, identified by C0, C1... .C11, etc. for identification. 

Generally use 16bit Stay with 16bit Generally use 32bit Stay with 32bit Stay with 32bit 

C0~C99 

100-point 

incremental count [1] 

C100~C199 

100-point 

incremental count [2] 

C200~C219 

20-point bi-directional 

count [1] 

C220~C234 

15-point bi-directional 

count [2] 

C235~C255 

Blackjack High Speed 

Count [2] 

[1] Non-blackout hold area. Use the parameter setting to change to a blackout hold area. 

[2] Blackout hold area. Use the parameter setting to change to a non-blackout hold area. 

For 32bit counters C200 to C234, special auxiliary relays M8200 to M8234 are used as 

increment/decrement counter switching control, see the following table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COUNT NO. Direction 

Switching 

COUNT NO. Direction 

Switching 

COUNT NO. Direction 

Switching 

COUNT NO. Direction 

Switching 

C200 M8200 C209 M8209 C218 M8218 C226 M8226 

C201 M8201 C210 M8210 C219 M8219 C227 M8227 

C202 M8202 C211 M8211 - - C228 M8228 

C203 M8203 C212 M8212 C220 M8220 C229 M8229 

C204 M8204 C213 M8213 C221 M8221 C230 M8230 

C205 M8205 C214 M8214 C222 M8222 C231 M8231 

C206 M8206 C215 M8215 C223 M8223 C232 M8232 

C207 M8207 C216 M8216 C224 M8224 C233 M8233 

C208 M8208 C217 M8217 C225 M8225 C234 M8234 

The characteristics of the 16bit counter and 32bit counter are shown in the table below. They can be 

used separately by switching the counting direction and the conditions of use of the counting range. 

sports event 16-bit counter 32-bit counter 

reckoning direction incremental count Increase or decrease switching use (see table above) 

Set value range 1~32,767 -2,147,483,648~+2,147,483,647 

Specified set value 

type 
Constant K or data register Constant K, also available with 2 D data registers 

Change in current 

value 
No change after cis Change after parity (loop counter) 

Output contact Hold the action after counting Hold action on countdown, reset on countback 
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down 

Reset action 
When the RST command is executed, the current value of the counter is zero and the 

output contact is reset 

Current Value 

Register 
16-bit 32-bit 
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3.6.1 16bit counter  

For the 16bit counter, the valid setting values are K1 to K32,767 (decimal constant); the setting values 

K0 and K1 have the same effect, i.e., the output contact is activated at the start of the first count. The 

following example is given. 

 

 

The current value of the counter increases each time count input X5 drives the C10 coil, and the output 

contact is actuated when the coil command is executed for the 9th time. The current value of the counter 

remains unchanged even if count input X5 is actuated again later. If reset input X6 is ON, the RST instruction 

is executed, the current value of the counter is cleared to 0, and the output contact is reset. 

The setting value of the counter can be specified by the data register number in addition to setting with 

the constant K as described above. As in the above example, specifying D20 is the same as setting K9 if the 

content of D20 is 9. 

If the data above the set value is written to the current value register with an instruction such as MOV, 

the output coil turns on at the next input and the current value register changes to the set value. 

For general purpose counters, if the power to the programmable controller is cut off, the count value of 

the counter is cleared, while the counter for power failure hold can store the count value before the power 

failure, so the counter can accumulate count after the last value. 

3.6.2 32bit counter  

For 32bit counter, the valid range of incremental count/decremental count setting value -2,147,483,648 

to +2,147,483,647 (decimal constant) can be set by constant K or the content of data register D. Use the 

special auxiliary relays M8200~M8234 to specify the direction of incremental/decremental counting. If M8xxx 

is set to 1 for Cxxx drive, it will be decremental counting, and if it is cleared to zero when not driven, it will 

be incremental counting. 

X6 

X5 

8 
9 

6 
7 

4 
5 

2 
3 

C10 

1 

Y1 
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The current value is incremented or decremented independent of the action of the output contacts, but if 

the count is incremented from 2,147,483,647 and another pulse is input, it becomes -2,147,483,648. 

Similarly, if the count is decremented from -2,147,483,648 and another pulse is input, it becomes 

2,147,483,647. (This type of action is known as ring counting); if reset input X11 is ON, the RST instruction 

is executed, the current value of the counter becomes 0, and the output contacts are reset. 

When using a counter for power failure hold, the current value of the counter, the output contact action 

and the reset status of the power failure hold. 32bit counter can also be used as a 32bit data register. 

However, the 32bit counter cannot be used as a soft component in a 16bit application instruction. If the data 

above the set value is written to the current value data register by the DMOV instruction, etc., the counter 

continues to count at subsequent count inputs and the contacts do not change. 

For the 16bit counter, the highest bit (bit15) is the sign bit, and the data processed is in the range of 0 to 

32767, i.e., it can only be a positive number; for the 32bit counter, the highest bit (bit31, i.e., the highest bit 

of the high byte) is the sign bit, and the data processed is in the range of -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647. 

3.6.3 high-speed counter  

High-speed counters can count external input signals, such as single-phase single count and AB-phase 4-

fold count. Refer to "Chapter5High Speed Inputs" for details. 

 

3.7 Processor register  

Role of registers: for data arithmetic and storage. For example, the operation and storage of timers, 

counters, analog parameters, etc. 

Register width: 16bit. If 32bit instruction is used, 2 adjacent registers are automatically formed as 32bit 

X

10 

X

 

 

  
 

C
200 

 
 

  
 

 

-1 

-2 
-3 

-4 
-3 

-5 

-6 
-5 

-4 

-7 
-8 -8 

-7 

-6 

If Y1 is ON 
-9 

Y
1 
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registers for use, with the lower address being the lower byte and the higher address being the higher byte. 

Register types: data register D, data registers V and Z for variable address, and file register R. 

Generally 

used 

Keep using Keep using Special 

purpose 

Addressing 

variable 

Keep using Special purpose Special 

purpose 

D0~D199 

200 

points. [1] 

D200~D511 

312 points. 

[2] 

D512~D7839 

7328 points. 

[3] 

D7840~D8511 

672 points. 

V0~V7 

Z0~Z7 

R0~R29999 

30,000 

points. [3] 

R30000~R32767 

2768 points. [4] 

SD0~SD1023 

1024 points. 

[4] 

[1] Non-blackout hold area. Use the parameter setting to change to a blackout hold area. 

[2] Blackout hold area. Use the parameter setting to change to a non-blackout hold area. 

[3] Blackout holding area, which cannot be changed by parameters. 

[4] Special use areas, which cannot be used by user programs. 

 

 

3.7.1 Data register D  

Role of data register: Handling various numerical data, by using it, various controls can be performed. 

For example, it is specified as the set value of timer and counter, used for various operations on data, etc. 

Some special data registers are used for system operating status parameter cache, and querying these 

registers can be used to determine operating parameters. See the appendix for special data registers' power 

failure holding characteristics. 

The data register D is 16-bit, and when 32-bit data is used, the 32-bit data is represented by 2 adjacent 

data registers, with the low 16-bit data stored in the low address (Dn) and the high 16-bit data stored in the 

high address (Dn+1). 

When 32-bit data is specified, if the low bit (Dn) is specified, the high bit is automatically occupied by the 

number following it (Dn+1). The low bit can be specified with any of the odd or even soft component 

numbers; considering the monitoring function of the peripheral devices, it is recommended to use an even 

soft component number for the low bit. 

Data register in non-blackout hold area: once data is written in the register, it will not change as long as 

no other data is written. However, when a power failure occurs or when RUN → STOP is activated, the data 

in the register will be cleared to 0. (If a special auxiliary relay M8033 is driven, it can be held). 

Data register in the power failure hold area: the data in the register will be held during a power failure or 

from RUN→STOP. 

When using the data register dedicated to power-down hold for general use, use the RST or ZRST 

instruction at the beginning of the program to clear the data in the register. 

Special-purpose data registers are data written for specific purposes to implement some special functions 

of the controller, and can be understood as special units for data interaction between the user program and 

the PLC system program. 

3.7.2 Address change registers V, Z  

Function of the variable address register: Like the normal data register, it is a 16-bit data register for 

reading in and writing out numerical data. It can also be used in combination with other soft component 

numbers or values in the Operations of the application instructions. However, it should be noted that the soft 

component numbers of LD, AND, OUT, and other basic control instructions or step ladder instructions cannot 

be used in combination with the variable address register. 

There are 16 of them, V0 to V7 and Z0 to Z7. When combined into 32 bits, V is in the high bit and Z is in 

the low bit. 
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The V and Z registers can be accessed in 16bit and 32bit ways, as illustrated in the following figure. 

16 independent registers for 16-bit access method 

16 bits 16 bits 

  

 

V0~V7:8 points Z0~Z7:8 points 

In the 32-bit access method, 8 registers are combined in the following manner 

32-bit 

 

V0 (high) Z0 (low) 

V1 (high) Z1 (low) 

V2 (high) Z2 (low) 

V3 (high) Z3 (low) 

V4 (high) Z4 (low) 

V5 (high) Z5 (low) 

V6 (high) Z6 (low) 

V7 (high) Z7 (low) 

 

When handling soft components in 32-bit application instructions or handling values in the range of more 

than 16 bits, V (high bit) and Z (low bit) are accessed simultaneously and the specified register names must 

be Z0 to Z7. even if the high side of V0 to V7 is specified, variable addressing is not possible. 

(1) Examples of 16-bit variable address applications. 

 

 

(2) Examples of 32-bit variable address applications. 

 

3.7.3 File register R  

The file register R is used in the same way as the data register D. 

V Z 

D100Z0 = D(100+3) = D103 

D200V0=D(200+9)=D209 

Equivalent to: MOVD103D209 

D100Z0 = D(100+13) = D113 

D200V0=D(200+29)=D229 

Equivalent to: DMOVD113D229 
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3.8 Markers and Subroutines  

The marker/jump pointer (P) is used to identify the entry address of the jump program, Subroutine SBR 

is used to identify the start address of Subroutine, and the motion control subroutine is marked with MC; the 

interrupt subroutine (I) is used to identify the start address of the interrupt program, and its number is 

assigned using decimal numbers. 

Grade Subroutines Summarize 

P 
The CJ command is 

used 

Used in conjunction with the LBL instruction. The markers are used within each 

block and may not be jumped to outside the current block. A total of 512 jump 

markers are allowed to exist for all blocks 

L 
The CJ command is 

used 
Equivalent to P 

SBR 
The CALL command 

is used 

Up to 512 subroutines are supported; where Subroutine attributes can be set 

as normal subroutine, encrypted subroutine, subroutine with parameters, 

encrypted subroutine with parameters; encrypted subroutine and subroutine 

with parameters have the same unrestricted capacity as normal subroutine and 

together occupy 64K steps of the system. 

I 
interrupting 

subroutine 

External 

Interrupts 

X000-X002 input interrupts, numbered I00□, I10□, I20□, 3 

points, (□ indicates: 0 falling edge interrupt, 1 rising edge 

interrupt). When the interrupt disable flag bit register is set 

ON, the corresponding input interrupt is disabled 

Timed 

interruptions 

I6□□□, I7□□□, I8□□□, 3 points 

(□□=1~99, time base=1ms) 

Counting 

completion 

interrupt 

I010, I020, I030, I040, I050, I060, I070, I080, 8 points 

(for DHSCS instruction) 

Pulse 

completion 

interrupt 

I502~I504, 3 points 

MC 

 

Motion control 

subroutine 

 

Support up to 64; nos. MC0-MC63. 

Also supports 1 G-code code subroutine, No. MC10000. 

Multiple Oxxxx,O0000-O9999 are supported in the G-code subroutine file. 

The motion subroutine capacity is unrestricted like the other subroutines and 

collectively occupies 64K steps of the system. 

For details on the use of interrupts and subroutine pointers, refer to "Chapter 7Interrupts" and 

"Chapter9Subroutines". 
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3.9 Constant  

Column programmable controllers use five types of values, depending on their use and purpose. Their 

roles and functions are as follows. 

Types Application notes in programming 

Decimal Number, DEC 

Timer and counter setting (K constant) 

Numbering of auxiliary relays (M), timers (T), counters (C), status relays S, etc. 

(Soft component number) Specify the value in the application instruction operand 

with the instruction action (K constant) 

Hexadecimal Number, 

HEX 

Same as decimal number to specify the operand in the application instruction with 

the specified action (H constant) 

Binary, BIN 

The timers, counters or data registers are specified numerically in decimal numbers 

or hexadecimal numbers, but inside the programmable controller, these numbers are 

handled in binary numbers. Furthermore, when monitoring on peripheral devices, 

these soft components will be automatically converted to decimal numbers as shown 

in the figure (also switchable to hexadecimal) 

Octal, OCT 

The soft component numbers of the input relays and output relays are assigned as 

8-decimal values. Thus, the rounding of [0-7, 10-17 ......70-77, 100-107] can be 

performed, and in 8-decimal numbers, there is no [8, 9] 

BCD 

BCD is a method of representing the value of each digit of a decimal number from 0 

to 9 in 4-bit binary. The processing of each digit is easy, so it can be used for digital 

switching of BCD output form or display control of seven-segment code, etc. 

BIN floating point 

number 

Programmable controller with high-precision floating-point operations, internal 

floating-point operations with binary (BIN) floating-point numbers 

decimal floating point 

number 

Decimal floating point values are used for monitoring purposes only and are easy to 

read. 

The [K] is a symbol indicating a decimal integer. It is mainly used to specify the set value of the timer or 

counter or the value in the operand of the application instruction. 16bit instruction, the value range of the 

constant K is -32768 to 32767; 32bit instruction, the value range of the constant K is -2,147,483,648 to 

2,147,483,647. 

[H] is a representation of a hexadecimal number. It is mainly used to specify the value of the operand to 

which the instruction is applied. 

In the 16bit instruction, the constant H takes a value in the range of 0000 to FFFF. 

In the 32bit instruction, the constant K takes values in the range 0x0 to 0xFFFFFFFF. 
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4. Command  
There are many instructions for motion control systems, which can be divided into the following 

categories: program logic instructions; program flow instructions, data comparison; data operations; data 

processing; matrix instructions; string instructions; clock instructions; high speed input - pulse positioning - 

communication positioning; motion control; communication; peripherals; and electronic cam instructions. 

4.1 Program logic instructions  

Contact instructions 

LD Loading normally open contacts 

LDI Loading normally closed contacts 

AND Series normally open contacts 

ANI Series normally closed contacts 

OR Parallel normally open contacts 

ORI Parallel normally closed contacts 

LDP Take the rising edge of the pulse 

LDF Take the falling edge of the pulse 

ANDP Serial connection to pulse rising edge detection 

ANDF Serial connection to pulse falling edge detection 

ORP or pulse rising edge detection parallel connection 

ORF or pulse falling edge detection parallel connection 

INV Inverse the result of the operation 

BLD Bit Data Bit Contacts 

BLDI Bit Data Bit Inverse Contact 

BAND Bit Data Bits and Contacts 

BANI Bit Data Bit with Non-Contact 

BOR Bit Data Bit or Contact 

BORI Bit Data Bit or Non-Contact 

Combination command 

ANB Tandem circuit cubes 

ORB Parallel circuit cubes 

MPS deposit into a stack 

MRD Read out the stack (energy flow pointer unchanged) 

MPP read out the stack 

MEP 

Energy flow edge control, pulsing of operation results 
MEF 

Output command 

OUT Drive Coil 

SET Set action save coil command 

RST Contact or Buffer Clear 
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PLS Pulse rising edge detection coil command 

Output command 

PLF Pulse falling edge detection coil command 

BOUT Bit Data Output 

BSET Bit Data Set 

BRST Bit Data Reset 

ALT alternate output 

Other processing instructions 

NOP motionless 

 

4.1.1 Contact instructions  

Contact instructions 

LD Loading normally open contacts 

LDI Loading normally closed contacts 

LDP Take the rising edge of the pulse 

LDF Take the falling edge of the pulse 

AND Series normally open contacts 

ANI Series normally closed contacts 

ANDP Serial connection to pulse rising edge detection 

ANDF Serial connection to pulse falling edge detection 

OR Parallel normally open contacts 

ORI Parallel normally closed contacts 

ORP or pulse rising edge detection parallel connection 

ORF or pulse falling edge detection parallel connection 

INV Inverse the result of the operation 

BLD [Note] Bit Data Bit Contacts 

BLDI [Note] Bit Data Bit Inverse Contact 

BAND [Note] Bit Data Bits and Contacts 

BANI [Note] Bit Data Bit with Non-Contact 

BOR [Note] Bit Data Bit or Contact 

BORI [Note] Bit Data Bit or Non-Contact 

[Note] This instruction is used to selectively remove a bit from a word or double-word component to 

participate in an operation. The word instruction takes 5 steps, and the double word instruction takes 9 

steps. The Operations are also the same, the first operand is the word or double word component to be 

involved in the operation, the second parameter is to take out that bit to participate in the operation. The 

second operand can only be taken from 0-15 when a word instruction is used, and from 0-31 when a double 

word instruction is used. 
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LD/LDI/LDP/LDF 

LD Loading normally open contacts 

Operand type: S, X, Y, M, T, C 

Command step length: 1step 

LDI Loading normally closed contacts 

LDP Take the rising edge of the pulse 

LDF Take the falling edge of the pulse 

 

Command Operations 

LD 

LDI 

LDP 

LDF 

X0~X377 Y0~Y377 
M0~M7679 

M8000~M8511 
S0~S4095 SM0-SM1023 T0~T511 C0~C255 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

The LD/LDI/LDP/LDF commands are used for contacts starting at the left bus, where. 

 The LD/LDI instructions save the current energy flow state of contact A and contact B, 

respectively, while storing the fetched contact state in the accumulation buffer. 

 The LDP instruction is used to take the rising edge of the contact signal. If the rising jump of the 

corresponding signal is detected in this scan, the contact is valid, and the contact becomes invalid 

in the next scan. 

 The LDF instruction is used to take the falling edge of the contact signal. If the falling jump of the 

corresponding signal is detected in this scan, the contact is valid, and the contact becomes invalid 

in the next scan. 

LD X0

LDI X1

LDP X2

LDF X4
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AND/ANI/ANDP/ANDF 

AND Series normally open contacts Operand type: S, X, Y, M, T, C Instruction 

step length: 1step ANI Series normally closed contacts 

ANDP 
Serial connection to pulse rising edge 

detection 
Command step length: 3step 

ANDF 
Serial connection to pulse falling edge 

detection 

 

Command Operations 

AND 

ANI 

ANDP 

ANDF 

X0~X377 Y0~Y377 
M0~M7679 

M8000~M8511 
S0~S4095 SM0-SM1023 T0~T511 C0~C255 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

 The AND/ANI/ANDP/ANDF instruction is used for the state operation of a serial contact. It 

operates by reading the state of the currently specified serial contact and then performing an AND 

operation with the result of the previous logic operation of the contact, and storing the result in 

the accumulation buffer. 

 (a) The AND/ANI instructions involve the states of the A and /B contacts, respectively, in the AND 

operation. 

 (a) The ANDP instruction involves the rising edge jump state of the contact in the AND operation. 

 (a) The ANDF instruction involves the falling edge jump state of the contact in the AND operation. 
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OR/ORI/ORP/ORF 

OR Parallel normally open contacts Operand type: S, X, Y, M, T, C 

Command step length: 1step ORI Parallel normally closed contacts 

ORP or pulse rising edge detection parallel connection 

Command step length: 3step 

ORF or pulse falling edge detection parallel connection 

 

Command Operations 

OR 

ORI 

ORP 

ORF 

X0~X377 Y0~Y377 
M0~M7679 

M8000~M8511 
S0~S4095 SM0-SM1023 T0~T511 C0~C255 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

 The OR/ORI instruction is used for parallel contact state operation. The operation is to first read 

the state of the currently specified contact, then perform an "or" (OR) operation with the result of 

the previous logic operation of the contact, and store the result in the accumulation buffer. 

 (a) The OR/ORI instructions involve the states of the A and /B contacts, respectively, in the OR 

operation. 

 (a) The ORP instruction involves the rising edge jump state of the contact in the OR operation. 

 The ORF instruction involves the falling edge jump state of the contact in the OR operation. 

OR X0

ORI X1

ORP X2

ORF X4
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Inverse the result of the INV operation 

INV Inverse the result of the operation Command step length: 1step 

 

The result of the logic operation prior to the INV instruction is inverted and stored in the accumulation 

buffer. When the energy flows ON before the INV instruction, the energy flows OFF after the INV; conversely, 

it becomes ON. 

INV

 

BLD Bit Data Bit Contact 

1. Form of instruction 

Determine the state ON(OFF) of this node according to the state ON(OFF) of the specified bit of the 

source data, and the contact directly connected to the left bus. 

2. Operations 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use] 

The n=3 case is as follows. 

 

The n=4 case is as follows. 

 

  

Command Operations 

INV not 

BLDSn Bit Data Bit Contacts Command execution 

S 
source 

data 
Source data soft component number 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BLD continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBLD continuous 

execution 
n load bit 

Load specified bits in the range of 0-15 (16-bit 

instructions) or 0-31 (32-bit instructions) 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

number  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 
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BLDI bit data bit reverse contact 

1. Form of instruction 

Determine the state OFF(ON) of this node based on the state ON(OFF) of the specified bit of the source 

data, the node directly connected to the left bus. 

2. Operations 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use] 

The n=3 case is as follows. 

 

The n=4 case is as follows 

 

BAND bit data bits and contacts 

1. Form of instruction 

Determine the node status ON(OFF) based on the status of the specified bit of the source data, the node 

connected in series with other nodes. 

2. Operations 

BLDISn 
Bit Data Bit Inverse 

Contact 
Command execution 

S 
source 

data 
Source data soft component number 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BLDI continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBLDI continuous 

execution 
n load bit 

Load specified bits in the range of 0-15 (16-bit 

instructions) or 0-31 (32-bit instructions) 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

BAND  S  n 
Bit Data Bits and 

Contacts 
command execution 

S 
source 

data 
Source data soft component number 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BAND continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBAND continuous 

execution 
n load bit 

Load specified bits in the range of 0-15 (16-bit 

instructions) or 0-31 (32-bit instructions) 

Operatio bit soft component word soft component 
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Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use] 

 

BANI bit data bit with non-contact 

1. Form of instruction 

Determine the node state OFF(ON) based on the state of the source data designation bit for nodes 

connected in series with other nodes. 

2. Operations 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

BOR bit data bit or contact 

1. Command form 

Determine the node status ON(OFF) based on the status ON(OFF) of the specified bit of the source data, 

the node connected in parallel with other nodes. 

ns 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

BANISn 
Bit Data Bit with Non-

Contact 
command execution 

S 
source 

data 
Source data soft component number 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BANI continuous 

implementation 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBANI continuous 

execution 
n load bit 

Load specified bits in the range of 0-15 (16-bit 

instructions) or 0-31 (32-bit instructions) 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

BORSn Bit Data Bit or Contact command execution 
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2. Operations 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use] 

 

BORI bit data bit or non-contact 

1. Command form 

Determine the node state OFF(ON) based on the state of the source data designation bit for nodes 

connected in series with other nodes. 

2. Operations 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use] 

S 
source 

data 
Source data soft component number 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BOR continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBOR continuous 

execution 
n load bit 

Load specified bits in the range of 0-15 (16-bit 

instructions) or 0-31 (32-bit instructions) 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

BORISn 
Bit Data Bit or Non-

Contact 
command execution 

S 
source 

data 
Source data soft component number 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BORI continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBORI continuous 

execution 
n load bit 

Load specified bits in the range of 0-15 (16-bit 

instructions) or 0-31 (32-bit instructions) 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 
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ANB

ORB

4.1.2 Combination command  

Combination command 

ANB Tandem circuit cubes 

ORB Parallel circuit cubes 

MPS deposit into a stack 

MRD Read out the stack (energy flow pointer unchanged) 

MPP read out the stack 

MEP 

Energy flow edge control, pulsing of operation results 
MEF 

ANB series circuit cubes, ORB parallel circuit cubes 

ANB Tandem circuit cubes Command step length: 1step 

ORB Parallel circuit cubes Command step length: 1step 

 

command Operations 

ANB not 

ORB 
Participating in the block operation is the computational energy stream between the two 

most recent LD (or LDI/LDP/LDF) intervals 

ANB and ORB are "with" and "or" operations on the previous saved logical result and the contents of the 

current accumulated buffer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stacking instructions MPS.MRD.MPP 

 

MPS: Store the contents of the current cumulative buffer on the stack. (Stack pointer plus one). 

MRD: Reads the stack contents into the accumulation buffer. (The stack pointer does not move). 

MPP: Fetches the result of the previous saved logical operation from the stack and deposits it in the 

accumulation buffer. (Stack pointer minus one). 

LDX4 

ANDX5 

LDIX6 

ANDX7 

ORB 

OUTY0 

 

LDX0 

ORX2 

LDX1 

ORX3 

ANB 

OUTM0 

MPS deposit into a stack Command step length: 1step 

MRD 
Read out the stack (energy flow pointer 

unchanged) 
Command step length: 1step 

MPP read out the stack Command step length: 1step 

command Operations 

MPS MRD MPP not 
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MPS

MRD

MPP

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Impulse the results of  MEP/MEF operations 

1. Command form 

instruction is an instruction to pulse the result of an operation without specifying the soft component 

number 

（1）MEP: The result of the operation up to the MEP instruction changes from OFF→ON to the on state. 

（2）MEF: The result of the operation up to the MEF instruction changes from ON→OFF to the on state. 

（3）Step: MEP/MEF is 1step. 

2. Operations 

[Example of use] 

（1）MEP instruction (rising edge of operation result is ON) 

 

   

 

(2) MEF instruction (falling edge of operation result is ON) 

 

 

 

   

 

LDM0 

ANDM1 

MPS 

ANDX0 

OUTY0 

MRD 

ANDX1 

OUTY1 

MPP 

ANIX0 

OUTY2 

command 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

numb

er  

MEP Objectless soft components 

MEF Objectless soft components 
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4.1.3 output command  

output command 

OUT Drive Coil 

SET Set action save coil command 

RST Contact or Buffer Clear 

PLS Pulse rising edge detection coil command 

PLF Pulse falling edge detection coil command 

BOUT Bit Data Output 

BSET Bit Data Set 

BRST Bit Data Reset 

ALT alternate output 

The Operations are the same, the first operand is the word or double word component to be involved in 

the operation, and the second argument is the bit to be removed to participate in the operation. When a 

word instruction, the second operand can only take 0-15, and when a double word instruction, the second 

operand can only take 0-31. 

out/set/rst/pls/plf 

OUT Drive Coil Operand type: S, Y, M Instruction step: 

1step SET Set action save coil command 

RST Contact or Buffer Clear 
Operand type: S, Y, M, T, C, D 

Command step length: 3step 

PLS 
Pulse rising edge detection coil 

command 
 

PLF 
Pulse falling edge detection coil 

command 
 

 

Outputs the result of the logic operation preceding the OUT instruction to the specified component. 

OUT M1

OUT T0 K10

 

 

command Operations 

OUT 

 

X0~X377 

 

Y0~Y377 

M0~M7679 

M8000~M8511 

 

S0~S4095 

 

SM0-SM1023 

 

T0~T511 

 

C0~C255 

 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

command Operations 
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When the SET instruction is driven, the component it specifies is set to ON and the set component stays 

ON, regardless of whether the SET instruction is still driven. The component can be set to OFF using the RST 

instruction. 

SET M2

 

 

 When the RST instruction is driven, the component it specifies is set to OFF and the set 

component stays OFF, regardless of whether the RST instruction is still driven. The SET instruction 

can be used to set the component to ON. 

 The RST instruction can also be used to reset the D, V, and Z variables, clearing the value of the 

specified D, V, and Z components to zero. 

RST M2

 

component Operation results 

S, M, Y Coils and contacts are set to OFF 

T, C 
The current timing or count value will be set to 0 and the coil and contacts will be 

set to OFF. 

D, V, Z The value of the component is cleared to 0 

 

 When a PLS instruction is driven by a rising edge, its specified component is set to an ON state 

that lasts only 1 scan cycle. 

 When a PLF instruction is driven by a falling edge, its specified component is set to an ON state 

that lasts for only 1 scan cycle. 

[Example of use] 

SET 

 

X0~X377 

 

Y0~Y377 

M0~M7679 

M8000~M8511 

 

S0~S4095 

 

SM0-SM1023 

 

T0~T511 

 

C0~C255 

 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔   

command Operations 

 

 

RST 

 

X0~X377 

 

Y0~Y377 

M0~M7679 

M8000~M8511 

 

S0~S4095 

 

SM0-SM1023 

 

T0~T511 

 

C0~C255 

 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

  D0~D8511 R0~R32767 SD0~SD1023   

✔ ✔ ✔ 

command Operations 

PLS 

PLF 

 

X0~X377 

 

Y0~Y377 

M0~M7679 

M8000~M8511 

 

S0~S4095 

 

SM0-SM1023 

 

T0~T511 

 

C0~C255 

 ✔ ✔  ✔   
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BOUT bit data output 

1. Command form 

Outputs the result of the logic operation preceding the BOUT instruction to the specified bit. 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

numb

er  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retouc

h 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retouc

h 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use 1] 

D0 initial value = 2#1001 (decimal K9) 

The M5=ON case is as follows, bit2 of D0 is set, resulting in D0=2#1101 (decimal K13) 

 

Then the M5=OFF case is as follows, bit2 of D0 is reset, resulting in D0=2#1001 (decimal K9) 

 

  

BOUT  D  n Bit Data Output command execution 

D actuator Output Data Soft Component Number 
16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BOUT continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBOUT continuous 

execution 

n output bit 
Outputs specified bits in the range 0-15 (16-bit 

instructions) or 0-31 (32-bit instructions) 
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BSET bit data output 

1. Command form 

When the BSET instruction is driven, the bit it specifies is set to ON and the set bit stays ON.This bit can 

be set to OFF using the BRST instruction regardless of whether the BSET instruction is still driven. 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

numb

er  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retouc

h 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retouc

h 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use 1] 

M6=ON 

 

 

M6=OFF 

 

M7=ON 

 

  

BSETDn Bit Data Set command execution 

D actuator Output Data Soft Component Number 
16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BSET continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBSET continuous 

execution 

n output bit 
Outputs specified bits in the range 0-15 (16-bit 

instructions) or 0-31 (32-bit instructions) 
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BRST bit data reset 

1. Command form 

When the BRST instruction is driven, the bit it specifies is set to OFF. 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

number  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retouc

h 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retouc

h 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use 1] 

M6 = ON as follows. 

 

 

M7 = ON as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

BRST  D  n Bit Data Reset command execution 

D actuator output Data Soft Component Number 
16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BRST continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBRST continuous 

execution 

n output bit 
Outputs specified bits in the range 0-15 (16-bit 

instructions) or 0-31 (32-bit instructions) 
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ALT alternate output 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition is established, the ON/OFF reversal is executed for bit element D. 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

[Example of use 1] 

 

 

[Example of use 2] 

 The oscillator output can be easily implemented if a timer is introduced into the instruction energy 

stream (this function can also be implemented with the special timer STMR instruction). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ALT D alternate output command execution 

D actuator bit components 

16-bit instructions (3step) 

ALT continuous execution 

ALTP pulse execution 
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4.1.4 Other processing instructions  

 

NOP 

Function Description: The instruction NOP does not do any operation in the program, so it will still keep 

the result of the original logic operation after execution, and there is no actual operation. 

  

Other processing instructions 

NOP motionless 

WDT Monitor timer reset 

command Operations 

NOP not 
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4.2 Program flow instructions  

subroutines 

CALL Subroutine calls 

SRET Subroutine returns 

SSRET Subroutine with conditional return 

IRET Interrupt return 

Interruption 

EI Interruption permission 

DI interruption prohibition 

jump 

CJ Conditional Jumping 

LBL Mark command 

CJEND Conditional jump to end of program position 

cycle 

FOR Cycle range start 

NEXT End of cycle range 

 

4.2.1 subroutines  

CALL subroutine call 

1. Command form 

Subroutine call instruction 

Function Description: When the energy stream is valid, the program calls the specified subroutine. When 

Subroutine is executed, it returns to the next instruction of that CALL (or CALLP) statement and continues to 

execute subsequent statements. 

(1) Subroutines may be called from more than one place and by other subroutines, but the number of 

nested levels must not exceed five. 

(2) Do not call itself within a subroutine to prevent dead loops or program runtime. 

(3) In Subroutine, T192~T199 or T246~T249 can be used as timers. 

VCAutoDesignsoft software programming environment subroutines are written in a separate window, 

there is no problem with FEND, SRET and other instructions, and Subroutine name supports any modification 

(including Chinese). 

For example, 

CALL  S Subroutine calls command execution 

S 
Subroutine 

Name 
Destination pointer marker for subroutine calls 

16-bit instructions (3step)CALL 

continuous execution 

CALLP pulse execution 
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The default program name can be changed to a more meaningful name via Subroutine properties dialog 

主程序 子程序SBR_1

 

The SRET subroutine returns 

1. Command form 

Subroutine returns 

SRET subroutine returns command execution 

No contact drive, no separate command for Operations 
16-bit instruction (1step) 

SRET continuous execution 

Function description: In VCAutoDesignsoft software programming environment, no user input SRET 

command is required, the system will be added automatically when downloading. 

The SSRET subroutine returns 

1. Command form 

Subroutine with conditional return 

Function description: In VCAutoDesignsoft software programming environment, no user input SSRET 

command is required, the system will be added automatically when downloading. 

IRET interrupt program complete 

1. Command form 

Subroutine with conditional return 

Function Description: The IRET statement is located at the end of the interrupt subroutine. After 

executing this instruction, it will return to the statement before calling this interrupt subroutine and continue 

the program execution. In the VCAutoDesignsoft software programming environment, the interrupt program 

is written in a separate window without user input of the IRET instruction, which is automatically added by 

the system during download. 

 

  

SSRET Subroutine returns command execution 

No contact drive, no separate command for Operations 
16-bit instruction (1step) 

SSRET continuous execution 

IRET 
Interrupt procedure 

complete 
command execution 

No contact drive, no separate command for Operations 
16-bit instruction (1step) 

IRET continuous execution 
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4.2.2 Interruption  

EI/DI interrupt allow/interrupt disable 

1. Command form 

Interrupt Allowed/Interrupt Disallowed 

Function Description: When the PLC program starts to run, the default is interrupt forbidden state; after 

the EI statement is executed, the interrupt function is allowed; when the interrupt is allowed state, after the 

DI statement is executed, it enters the interrupt forbidden state. 

Types and settings of interrupts. 

(1) External signal input interrupt: the rising or falling edges of X0 to X4 input signals can be defined for 

interrupting, and for X signals that do not require immediate response, the function of pulse capture can also 

be used. 

(2) High-speed count interrupt: used in conjunction with the DHSCS compare-set instruction to generate 

an interrupt when the current value of the high-speed count reaches the set value. 

(3) Timer interrupts: interrupts that occur with a fixed period of 1ms to 99ms. 

(4) Pulse completion interrupt: An interrupt is executed immediately after the specified number of pulses 

has been sent. 

(5) Multi-user interrupts: up to 24 interrupts can be taken from any high-speed counter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Programming provisions and execution characteristics of interrupts. 

 Interrupts occurring between Dl-EI instructions (interrupt forbidden interval) can also be 

memorized and executed after the EI instruction. In the interrupt subroutine must be written after 

the FEND instruction and Subroutine tail must end with IRET. In the VCAutoDesignsoft software 

programming environment, do not write in the main program, and IRET may be omitted from the 

end of Subroutine. 

 Pointer numbers cannot be reused. 

 When multiple interrupts occur in sequence, the one that occurs first takes precedence. When 

they occur completely simultaneously, the one with the higher priority level takes precedence. The 

priority levels are high speed counter interrupt, external interrupt, time interrupt, and pulse 

output completion interrupt from highest to lowest. 

 During the execution of the interrupt routine, other interrupts are disabled. 

 When controlling input relays and output relays during interrupt processing, use the input-output 

refresh instruction (REFF) to achieve high-speed control by reading the latest input status, or 

immediately outputting the result of an operation. 

EI Interruptions allowed 

command execution 
DI interruption prohibition 

No contact drive, no separate command for Operations 
16-bit instruction (1step) EI/DI 

continuous execution 
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 Do not duplicate the number of the input relay used as the interrupt pointer with the number of 

the application command such as [High-speed Counter] [Pulse Density (FNC56)] that uses the 

same input range. 

 For timers in subroutines and interrupt routines, use timers T192-T199 for the routines; if you use 

general timers, in addition to not being able to time them, you need to be careful when using 1ms 

accumulation timers. 

 If the input interrupt pointer I port 0 port is specified, the input filter characteristic of the input 

relay is automatically turned off. Therefore, the REFE (FNC51) instruction and the special data 

register D8020 (input filter adjustment) are not required. In addition, the input filter of the input 

relay not used as an input interrupt pointer can be maintained for 10ms (initial value). 

For more details, please see "Interruptions". 

4.2.3 jump  

CJ Conditional Jump 

1. Command form 

Instruction to execute a program jump when the condition is met. 

Note: The operand can also use L, which acts as an equivalent to P. 

Function description. 

① When the energy stream is valid, the program automatically jumps from the address of the CJ (or 

CJP) instruction to the address specified by the P tag and then continues execution, and the 

program instruction at the intermediate address is skipped and not executed. 

② When the energy stream is invalid, the program continues down the line, at which point the CJ (or 

CJP) instruction is not executed. 

③ If there is a counter in the program in the intermediate address area being crossed and it has 

been driven, the action response is 

The requirements for the P label are as follows. 

 (a) The CJ instruction must be used in conjunction with the LBL instruction and the destination 

marker must be located in the current block and cannot jump across blocks. 

 (a) The defined address of a P-tag cannot be duplicated in the same block. 

 To avoid double coils when the user wants a part of the program not to be executed, or when he 

wants to use two coil outputs. This instruction may be used. 

 The CJ instruction may specify the same pointer P repeatedly. 

Examples of commands. 

In the VCAutoDesignsoft software programming environment, the jump instruction is used as follows. 

CJ/CJP P000~P511 Conditional Jumping command execution 

P label Conditional transfer destination pointer marker 

16-bit instructions (3step) 

CJ continuous execution 

CJP Pulse Execution 

Status of implementation CJ has a jump CJ No Jump 

T192~T199 Normal execution 

Normal execution 
Other Timers Stop the clock. 

C235~C255 Normal execution 

Other counters Stop Counting 
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Since Subroutine is written in a separate window from the interrupt subroutine, there is no need to pay 

attention to things like FEND, and the instruction to jump to the end is CJEND in the VCAutoDesignsoft 

software programming environment. 

 

LBL marker command 

1. Command form 

The marker instruction, used in conjunction with the CJ instruction, is used to mark the target position of 

the jump. 

LBL P000~P511 Conditional Jumping command execution 

P label Target markers for conditional transfer 
16-bit instructions (3step) 

BLB continuous execution 

Note: The operand can also use L, which acts as an equivalent to P. 

[Example of use] 

 

CJEND conditional jump to end of program position 

1. Command form 

When the condition is met, the execution program jumps to the end of the program position and the 

execution of this scan cycle ends. 

CJEND 
Conditional jump to end of 

program 
command execution 

No contact drive, no separate command for Operations 
16-bit instructions (3step) 

CJEND continuous execution 
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4.2.4 cycle  

FOR  Start of loop range 

1. Command form 

The cycle range begins. 

FORS1 Cycle range start command execution 

S1 
Number of 

cycles 
Number of loops in the loop program 

16-bit instructions (3step) 

FOR continuous execution 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

The FOR instruction is used at the beginning of a loop and specifies the number of times the loop is to be 

executed, and must be used in conjunction with the NEXT instruction. Where: S1 is the loop count control 

variable. 

End of NEXT cycle range 

1. Command form 

End of cycle range. 

NEXT Cycle range start command execution 

Individual instructions without Operations 
16-bit instruction (1step) 

NEXT continuous execution 

Function description: 

 The NEXT instruction is used to indicate the end of the loop area. The FOR instruction specifies 

that the FOR~NEXT loop is to be executed back and forth N times before jumping out of the 

FOR~NEXT loop and continuing down. 

 In the loop interval of the FOR~NEXT instruction, another FOR~NEXT loop can be embedded, but 

it is specified that: up to 10 FOR~NEXT loop layers can be embedded, counting from the 

outermost FOR~NEXT. At runtime, the PLC will execute with the corresponding resolution of each 

FOR~NEXT layer. However, it should be noted that when the number of loops is too many, the PLC 

scan cycle will be prolonged, which may cause timeout monitoring timer action and lead to error 

generation. This can be improved by using the WDT instruction between the FOR~NEXT 

instructions. 

 A FOR instruction corresponds to a NEXT instruction, no more and no less, and a NEXT instruction 

cannot be written after END/FEND. the FOR instruction precedes the corresponding NEXT 

instruction. 
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[Example of use 1] 

循环1 循环2 循环3

 

Loop 3 is executed 2 times before the program continues after the NEXT instruction, and loop 2 is 

executed 3 times for each execution of loop 3, and loop 1 is executed 4 times for each execution of loop 2, 

so loop 1 is executed a total of 2*3*4=24 times, and loop 2 is executed a total of 2*3=6 times. 

[Example of use 2] 

循环1 循环2

 

When X1 is OFF, loop 1 and loop 2 will be executed, and when X1 is ON, the CJ instruction will jump to 

L4, and the program between loop 1 and loop 2 will not be executed. 
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[Example of use 3] 

循环1 循环2

 

When you want to skip the FOR~NEXT instruction nested inside the loop or jump out of the loop, you can 

also use the CJ jump instruction to achieve this. When X0 is OFF, loop 1 within loop 2 is executed, and when 

X0 is ON, the CJ instruction jumps to L4, and loop 1FOR~NEXT nested within loop 2 is skipped by the CJ 

instruction and not executed. 

 

4.3 Data comparison command  

Data comparison instructions can be divided into two main categories: contact comparison, and 

comparison output. 

Contact instructions 

LD= LD contact comparison is equal to 

LD> LD contact comparison is greater than 

LD< LD contact comparison is less than 

LD<> LD contact comparison is not equal to 

LD>= LD contact comparison is greater than or equal to 

LD<= LD contact comparison is less than or equal to 

AND= AND contact comparison is equal to 

AND> AND contact comparison is greater than 

AND< AND contact comparison is less than 

AND<> AND contact comparison is not equal to 

AND>= AND contact comparison is greater than or equal to 

AND<= AND contact comparison is less than or equal to 

OR= OR contact comparison is equal to 

OR> OR contact comparison is greater than 

OR< OR contact comparison is less than 
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OR<> OR contact comparison is not equal to 

OR>= OR contact comparison is greater than or equal to 

OR<= OR contact comparison is less than or equal to 

LD& LD Logic and Operations 

LD| LD logical or operation 

LD^ LD Logical Iso-or Operation 

AND& AND logic and operations 

AND| AND logical or operation 

AND^ AND logical iso-or operation 

OR& OR Logic and Operations 

OR| OR logical or operation 

OR^ OR logical iso-or operation 

FLD> Floating point > Conducted when state contact S1 > S2 for comparison 

FLD>= State contact S1 ≧ S2 is on when floating point >= comparison 

FLD< Floating point < On when the compared state contact S1 < S2 

FLD<= State contact S1≦S2 conducts when floating point <= comparison 

FLD= Floating point = state contact S1 = S2 conducts when compared 

FLD<> Floating point <> Conducted when state contact S1 ≠ S2 for comparison 

FAND> Floating point > Comparable with state contact S1 > S2 on 

FAND>= The floating point number >= compared with the state contact S1≧S2 conducts 

FAND< Floating point < Comparable with state contact S1 < S2 on 

FAND<= Floating point <= compare with state contact S1≦S2 when on 

FAND= Floating point = compared with the state contact S1 = S2 when on 

FAND<> Floating point <> comparison with state contact S1 ≠ S2 on 

Contact instructions 

FOR> Floating point > Comparable or state contact S1 > S2 is on 

FOR>= On when floating point >= compared or state contact S1≧S2 

FOR< Floating point < Comparable or state contact S1 < S2 is on 

FOR<= On when floating point <= compared or state contact S1≦S2 

FOR= Floating point = comparative or state contact S1 = S2 is on 

FOR<> Floating point <> Comparable or state contact S1 ≠ S2 is on 

LDZ> Absolute value > Conducted when the compared state contact |S1-S2| > |S3| 

LDZ>= Conducts when the absolute value >= the compared state contact |S1-S2|≧|S3| 

LDZ< Absolute value < On when the compared state contact |S1-S2| < |S3| 

LDZ<= Absolute value <= compare state contact |S1-S2|≦|S3| conducts when 

LDZ= Absolute value = on when the compared state contact |S1-S2| = |S3| 

LDZ<> Absolute value <> Conducts when the compared state contact |S1-S2|≠|S3| 

ANDZ> Absolute > Conducted when compared with state contact |S1-S2| > |S3| 

ANDZ>= Absolute value >= compared with the state contact |S1-S2|≧|S3| conducts when 

ANDZ< Absolute value < compared with state contact |S1-S2| <|S3| conducts when 

ANDZ<= Absolute value <= compared with the state contact |S1-S2|≦|S3| conducts when 

ANDZ= Absolute value = compared with state contact |S1-S2| = |S3| when conducting 

ANDZ<> Absolute value <> compared with the state contact |S1-S2| ≠ |S3| conducts 
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ORZ> Absolute > Comparative or state contact |S1-S2| > |S3| conducts 

ORZ>= Absolute value >= compared or state contact |S1-S2|≧|S3| conducts 

ORZ< Absolute value < compared or state contact |S1-S2| <|S3| conducts 

ORZ<= Absolute value <= compared or state contact |S1-S2|≦|S3| conducts when 

ORZ= Absolute value = compared or state contact |S1-S2| = |S3| conducts when 

ORZ<> Absolute value <> Comparative or state contact |S1-S2| ≠ |S3| conducts 

Output comparison command 

CMP Data comparison 

ECMP Binary floating point comparison 

ZCP Regional comparisons 

EZCP Binary floating point interval comparison 
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4.3.1 Contact comparison  

Contact instructions 

LD= LD contact comparison is equal to 

LD> LD contact comparison is greater than 

LD< LD contact comparison is less than 

LD<> LD contact comparison is not equal to 

LD>= LD contact comparison is greater than or equal to 

LD<= LD contact comparison is less than or equal to 

AND= AND contact comparison is equal to 

AND> AND contact comparison is greater than 

AND< AND contact comparison is less than 

AND<> AND contact comparison is not equal to 

AND>= AND contact comparison is greater than or equal to 

AND<= AND contact comparison is less than or equal to 

OR= OR contact comparison is equal to 

OR> OR contact comparison is greater than 

OR< OR contact comparison is less than 

OR<> OR contact comparison is not equal to 

OR>= OR contact comparison is greater than or equal to 

OR<= OR contact comparison is less than or equal to 

LD& LD Logic and Operations 

LD| LD logical or operation 

LD^ LD Logical Iso-or Operation 

AND& AND logic and operations 

AND| AND logical or operation 

AND^ AND logical iso-or operation 

OR& OR Logic and Operations 

OR| OR logical or operation 

OR^ OR logical iso-or operation 

FLD> Floating point > Conducted when state contact S1 > S2 for comparison 

FLD>= State contact S1 ≧ S2 is on when floating point >= comparison 

FLD< Floating point < On when the compared state contact S1 < S2 

FLD<= State contact S1≦S2 conducts when floating point <= comparison 

FLD= Floating point = state contact S1 = S2 conducts when compared 

FLD<> Floating point <> Conducted when state contact S1 ≠ S2 for comparison 

FAND> Floating point > Comparable with state contact S1 > S2 on 

FAND>= The floating point number >= compared with the state contact S1≧S2 conducts 

FAND< Floating point < Comparable with state contact S1 < S2 on 

FAND<= Floating point <= compare with state contact S1≦S2 when on 

FAND= Floating point = compared with the state contact S1 = S2 when on 

FAND<> Floating point <> comparison with state contact S1 ≠ S2 on 

FOR> Floating point > Comparable or state contact S1 > S2 is on 

Contact instructions 
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FOR>= On when floating point >= compared or state contact S1≧S2 

FOR< Floating point < Comparable or state contact S1 < S2 is on 

FOR<= On when floating point <= compared or state contact S1≦S2 

FOR= Floating point = comparative or state contact S1 = S2 is on 

FOR<> Floating point <> Comparable or state contact S1 ≠ S2 is on 

LDZ> Absolute value > Conducted when the compared state contact |S1-S2| > |S3| 

LDZ>= Conducts when the absolute value >= the compared state contact |S1-S2|≧|S3| 

LDZ< Absolute value < On when the compared state contact |S1-S2| < |S3| 

LDZ<= Absolute value <= compare state contact |S1-S2|≦|S3| conducts when 

LDZ= Absolute value = on when the compared state contact |S1-S2| = |S3| 

LDZ<> Absolute value <> Conducts when the compared state contact |S1-S2|≠|S3| 

ANDZ> Absolute > Conducted when compared with state contact |S1-S2| > |S3| 

ANDZ>= Absolute value >= compared with the state contact |S1-S2|≧|S3| conducts when 

ANDZ< Absolute value < compared with state contact |S1-S2| <|S3| conducts when 

ANDZ<= Absolute value <= compared with the state contact |S1-S2|≦|S3| conducts when 

ANDZ= Absolute value = compared with state contact |S1-S2| = |S3| when conducting 

ANDZ<> Absolute value <> compared with the state contact |S1-S2| ≠ |S3| conducts 

ORZ> Absolute > Comparative or state contact |S1-S2|>|S3| conducts 

ORZ>= Absolute value >= compared or state contact |S1-S2|≧|S3| conducts 

ORZ< Absolute value < compared or state contact |S1-S2| <|S3| conducts 

ORZ<= Absolute value <= compared or state contact |S1-S2|≦|S3| conducts when 

ORZ= Absolute value = compared or state contact |S1-S2| = |S3| conducts when 

ORZ<> Absolute value <> Comparative or state contact |S1-S2| ≠ |S3| conducts 

LD* Contact Comparison 

1. Command form 

The two Operations are compared and the result of the comparison is output in a logical state, with all 

variables involved in the comparison treated as signed numbers. 

 LD*S1S2 
Comparison of contact 

type data 
command execution 

S1 
Comparison 

number 1 
Data source or data variable unit to be compared1 16-bit 

instructions 

(5step) 

LD = continuous 

execution 

32-bit 

instructions 

(9step) 

LDD = 

continuous 

execution 

S2 
Comparison 

number 2 
Data source or data variable unit to be compared 2 

Note: The * sign is one of =, >, <, <>, >=, <=. 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 
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S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

 

LD contact type comparison instructions are. 

[Example of use] 

 

When the value of D0 is greater than 10, Y0 is ON. 

Y1 is ON when the value of C0 is equal to 20. 

When the value of C10 is less than 100, Y2 is ON. 

Y3 is ON when the value of C220 is greater than 100000. 

Note:The comparison of 32-bit counters (C200 to C255) must be performed with 32-bit (LDD =, LDD >, 

LDD <, etc.) operations. 

If a 16-bit operation (LD=, LD>, LD<, etc.) is specified, a program error or an operation error may occur. 

AND※Data comparison 

1. Command form 

The two Operations are compared and the result of the comparison is output in a logical state, with all 

variables involved in the comparison treated as signed numbers. 

 AND※S1 S2 
Comparison of 

contact type data 
command execution 

S1 
Comparison 

number 1 

Data source or data variable unit to be 

compared1 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

AND = continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

ANDD = continuous 

execution 
S2 

Comparison 

number 2 

Data source or data variable unit to be 

compared 2 

Note: The * sign is one of =, >, <, <>, >=, <=. 

2. Operations 

Operations bit soft component word soft component 

16bit instructions 32bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

LD = LDD = S1 = S2 S1 ≠ S2 

LD＞ LDD＞ S1 > S2 S1 <= S2 

LD < LDD＜ S1 <S2 S1 >= S2 

LD <> LDD <> S1 <> S2 S1 = S2 

LD <= LDD <= S1 <= S2 S1 > S2 

LD >= LDD >= S1 >= S2 S1 <S2 
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System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

consta

nt  

real 

numb

er  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

AND contact type comparison instructions are. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M0 is ON and the value of D0 is greater than 10, Y0 is ON. 

When M1 is ON and the value of C0 is equal to 20, Y1 is ON. 

Y2 is ON when M2 is ON and the value of C10 is less than 100. 

When M3 is ON and the value of C220 is greater than 100000, Y3 is ON. 

Note: The comparison of 32-bit counters (C200 to C255) must be performed with 32-bit (ANDD=, 

ANDD>, ANDD<, etc.) operations. If 16-bit operations (AND=, AND>, AND<, etc.) are specified, a program 

error or an operation error may occur. 

OR* Data Comparison 

1. Command form 

The two Operations are compared and the result of the comparison is output in a logical state, with all 

variables involved in the comparison treated as signed numbers. 

OR* S1 S2 
Parallel contact type data 

comparison 
command execution 

S1 
Comparison 

number 1 
Data source or data variable unit to be compared1 16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

OR = continuous 

32-bit 

instructions 

(9step) S2 Comparison Data source or data variable unit to be compared 2 

16bit instructions 32bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

AND = ANDD = S1 = S2 S1 ≠ S2 

AND＞ ANDD> S1 > S2 S1 <= S2 

AND < ANDD < S1 <S2 S1 >= S2 

AND <> ANDD <> S1 <> S2 S1 = S2 

AND <= ANDD <= S1 <= S2 S1 > S2 

AND >= ANDD >= S1 >= S2 S1 <S2 
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number 2 execution ORD = 

continuous 

execution 

Note: The * sign is one of =, >, <, <>, >=, <=. 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

 

 

OR contact type comparison instructions are. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M0 is ON or the value of D0 is greater than 10, Y0 is ON. 

Y1 is ON when M1 is ON or the value of C0 is equal to 20. 

Y2 is ON when M2 is ON or when the value of C10 is less than 100. 

Y3 is ON when M3 is ON or when the value of C220 is greater than 100000. 

16bit instructions 32bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

OR = ORD = S1 = S2 S1 ≠ S2 

OR＞ ORD＞ S1 > S2 S1 <= S2 

OR < ORD < S1 <S2 S1 >= S2 

OR <> ORD <> S1 <> S2 S1 = S2 

OR <= ORD <= S1 <= S2 S1>>S2 

OR >= ORD >= S1 >= S2 S1 <S2 
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Note: The comparison of 32-bit counters (C200 to C255) must be performed with 32-bit (ORD=, ORD>, 

ORD<, etc.) operations. If 16-bit operations (OR=, OR>, OR<, etc.) are specified, a program error or an 

operation error may occur. 
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LD*Contact status bit operation 

1. Command form 

The result of the bit logic operation is used as the on state of this contact, the node directly connected to 

the left bus. 

LD*  S1 S2 
Contact status bit 

operation 
command execution 

S1 Data 1 Source data 1 soft component number 
16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

LD※Continuous 

execution 

32-bit finger 

(9step) 

LDD※Continuous 

execution 

S2 Data 2 Source data 2 soft component number 

Note: * is one of & , |, ^. 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
reto

uch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
reto

uch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: The instruction to perform logical operation ("with &", "or|", "iso-or^") with the 

content of [S1] and [S2]; when the result is not 0, the instruction conducts; when the result of comparison is 

0, the instruction does not conduct. 

The results of the operation are as follows. 

16-bit instructions 32-bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

LD& LDD& S1&S2≠0 S1&S2=0 

LD| LDD| S1|S2≠0 S1|S2=0 

LD^ LDD^ S1^S2≠0 S1^S2=0 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

AND※Contact status bit operation 

1. Command form 

The result of the bit logic operation is used as the on state of this contact, the node connected in series 

with other nodes. 
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 AND※S1 S2 
With contact status bit 

operation 
command execution 

S1 Data 1 Source data 1 soft component number 
16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

AND※Continuous 

execution 

32-bit finger 

(9step) 

ANDD※Continuous 

execution 

S2 Data 2 Source data 2 soft component number 

Note: * is one of & , |, ^. 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
reto

uch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
reto

uch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: The instruction to perform logical operation ("with &", "or|", "iso-or^") with the 

content of [S1] and [S2]; when the result is not 0, the instruction conducts; when the result of comparison is 

0, the instruction does not conduct. 

The results of the operation are as follows. 

16-bit instructions 32-bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

AND& ANDD& S1&S2≠0 S1&S2=0 

AND| ANDD| S1|S2≠0 S1|S2=0 

AND^ ANDD^ S1^S2≠0 S1^S2=0 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

OR※Contact status bit operation 

1. Command form 

The result of the bit logic operation is used as the on state of this contact, a node connected in parallel 

with other nodes. 

OR*  S1 S2 
Contact status bit 

operation 
command execution 

S1 Data 1 Source data 1 soft component number 
16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

OR※Continuous 

32-bit finger 

(9step) 

ORD※Continuous S2 Data 2 Source data 2 soft component number 
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execution execution 

Note: * is one of & , |, ^. 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
reto

uch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
reto

uch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: The instruction to perform logical operation ("with &", "or|", "iso-or^") with the 

content of [S1] and [S2]; when the result is not 0, the instruction conducts; when the result of comparison is 

0, the instruction does not conduct. 

The results of the operation are as follows. 

16-bit instructions 32-bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

OR& ORD& S1&S2≠0 S1&S2=0 

OR| ORD| S1|S2≠0 S1|S2=0 

OR^ ORD^ S1^S2≠0 S1^S2=0 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

FLD※Floating point contact comparison 

1. Command form 

Compare the size of the two Operations and set the contact to ON or OFF according to the result of the 

comparison, and the node directly connected to the left bus. 

FLD* S1 S2 
Comparison of floating 

point contacts 
command execution 

S1 Data 1 Source data 1 soft component number 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

FLDD※Continuous execution S2 Data 2 Source data 2 soft component number 

Note: * is one of =, >, <, <>, >=, <=. 

2. Operations 
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Operatio

ns 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: The instruction to compare [S1] with [S2]. Conducts when the condition is met, 

otherwise it does not conduct. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

FAND※Floating point and contact comparison 

1. Command form 

Compare the size of the two Operations and set the contact to ON or OFF according to the comparison 

result, and the node connected in series with other nodes. 

FAND*  S1 S2 
Comparison of floating 

point and contact points 
command execution 

S1 Data 1 Source data 1 soft component number 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

FANDD※Continuous execution S2 Data 2 Source data 2 soft component number 

Note: * is one of =, >, <, <>, >=, <=. 

2. Operations 

Operatio

ns 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

32-bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

FLDD＞ S1 > S2 S1 <= S2 

FLDD >= S1 >= S2 S1 <S2 

FLDD＜ S1 <S2 S1 >= S2 

FLDD <= S1 <= S2 S1 > S2 

FLDD = S1 = S2 S1 <> S2 

FLDD <> S1 <> S2 S1 = S2 
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Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: The instruction to compare [S1] with [S2]. Conducts when the condition is met, 

otherwise it does not conduct. 

[Example of use] 

 

  

32-bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

FAND＞ S1 > S2 S1 <= S2 

FAND >= S1 >= S2 S1 <S2 

FAND＜ S1 <S2 S1 >= S2 

FAND <= S1 <= S2 S1 > S2 

FAND = S1 = S2 S1 <> S2 

FAND <> S1 <> S2 S1 = S2 
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FOR※Floating point or contact comparison 

1. Command form 

Compare the size of the two Operations and set the contact ON or OFF according to the comparison 

result, and the node connected in parallel with other nodes. 

FOR*  S1 S2 
Floating point or contact 

comparison 
command execution 

S1 Data 1 Source data 1 soft component number 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

FORD※Continuous execution S2 Data 2 Source data 2 soft component number 

Note: * is one of =, >, <, <>, >=, <=. 

2. Operations 

Operatio

ns 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: The instruction to compare [S1] with [S2]. Conducts when the condition is met, 

otherwise it does not conduct. 

[Example of use] 

 

LDZ※Absolute value comparison contact 

1. Command form 

The absolute value of the result of subtracting S1 from S2 is compared with the absolute value of S3, 

and the contact is set ON or OFF according to the result of the comparison, and the node directly connected 

to the left bus. 

LDZ※  S1 S2 S3 
Absolute comparison 

contacts 
command execution 

S1 decrement Subtracted source components 16-bit instructions 32-bit instructions 

32-bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

FORD＞ S1 > S2 S1 <= S2 

FORD >= S1 >= S2 S1 <S2 

FORD＜ S1 <S2 S1 >= S2 

FORD <= S1 <= S2 S1 > S2 

FORD = S1 = S2 S1 <> S2 

FORD <> S1 <> S2 S1 = S2 
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S2 subtractive Decimal source element 
(5step) 

LDZ※Continuous 

execution 

(9step) 

LDDZ※Continuous 

execution S3 
comparative 

value 
Comparison Value Source Components 

Note: * is one of =, >, <, <>, >=, <=. 

2. Operations 

Operatio

ns 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

The instruction to compare the absolute value of the result of subtracting [S1] from [S2] with the 

absolute value of [S3]. It is conducted when the condition is satisfied, otherwise it is not conducted. 

[Example of use] 

 

ANDZ* absolute value comparison and contacts 

1. Command form 

The absolute value of the result of subtracting S1 from S2 is compared with the absolute value of S3, 

and the node connected in series with other nodes by setting the contact ON or OFF according to the result 

of the comparison. 

ANDZ* S1 S2 S3 
Absolute comparison with 

contacts 
command execution 

S1 decrement Subtracted source components 
16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

ANDZ※Continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

ANDDZ※

Continuous 

execution 

S2 subtractive Decimal source element 

S3 
comparative 

value 
Comparison Value Source Components 

16-bit instructions 32-bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

LDZ＞ LDDZ＞ |S1-S2|>|S3| |S1-S2| <=|S3| 

LDZ >= LDDZ>= |S1-S2|>=|S3| |S1-S2| <|S3| 

LDZ＜ LDDZ＜ |S1-S2| <|S3| |S1-S2|>=|S3| 

LDZ <= LDDZ <= |S1-S2| <=|S3| |S1-S2|>|S3| 

LDZ = LDDZ = |S1-S2| = |S3| |S1-S2| <>|S3| 

LDZ <> LDDZ <> |S1-S2| <>|S3| |S1-S2| = |S3| 
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Note: * is one of =, >, <, <>, >=, <=. 

2. Operations 

Operatio

ns 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 

The instruction to compare the absolute value of the result of subtracting [S1] from [S2] with the 

absolute value of [S3]. It is conducted when the condition is satisfied, otherwise it is not conducted. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

ORZ※Absolute comparison or contact 

1. Command form 

The absolute value of the result of subtracting S1 from S2 is compared with the absolute value of S3, 

and the contacts are set ON or OFF according to the result of the comparison, and the nodes connected in 

parallel with other nodes. 

ORZ* S1 S2 S3 
Absolute value 

comparison or contact 
command execution 

S1 decrement Subtracted source components 
16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

ORZ※Continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

ORDZ※Continuous 

execution 

S2 subtractive Decimal source element 

S3 
comparative 

value 
Comparison Value Source Components 

Note: * is one of =, >, <, <>, >=, <=. 

16-bit instructions 32-bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

ANDZ＞ ANDDZ＞ |S1-S2|>|S3| |S1-S2| <=|S3| 

ANDZ >= ANDDZ>= |S1-S2|>=|S3| |S1-S2| <|S3| 

ANDZ＜ ANDDZ＜ |S1-S2| <|S3| |S1-S2|>=|S3| 

ANDZ <= ANDDZ <= |S1-S2| <=|S3| |S1-S2|>|S3| 

ANDZ = ANDDZ = |S1-S2| = |S3| |S1-S2| <>|S3| 

ANDZ <> ANDDZ <> |S1-S2| <>|S3| |S1-S2| = |S3| 
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2. Operations 

Operatio

ns 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

 

Function description. 

The instruction to compare the absolute value of the result of subtracting [S1] from [S2] with the 

absolute value of [S3]. It is conducted when the condition is satisfied, otherwise it is not conducted. 

 

[Example of use] 

 

4.3.2 Output comparison  

Output comparison command 

CMP Data comparison 

ECMP Binary floating point comparison 

ZCP Regional comparisons 

EZCP Binary floating point interval comparison 

CMP  Data Comparison 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, compare the magnitude of S1 with S2 and set one of the end address bit 

elements D, D+1, D+2 to ON according to the result of the comparison (S1>S2, S1=S2, S1<S2). 

16-bit instructions 32-bit instructions Conduction conditions non-conducting condition 

ORZ＞ ORDZ＞ |S1-S2|>|S3| |S1-S2| <=|S3| 

ORZ >= ORDZ >= |S1-S2|>=|S3| |S1-S2| <|S3| 

ORZ＜ ORDZ＜ |S1-S2| <|S3| |S1-S2|>=|S3| 

ORZ <= ORDZ <= |S1-S2| <=|S3| |S1-S2|>|S3| 

ORZ = ORDZ = |S1-S2| = |S3| |S1-S2| <>|S3| 

ORZ <> ORDZ <> |S1-S2| <>|S3| |S1-S2| = |S3| 
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CMP S1  S2D Compare two numbers command execution 

S1 
Comparati

ve value 1 

Compare value 1 data or data storage word soft 

component address 

16-bit 

instructions 

(7step) 

CMP continuous 

execution 

CMPP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DCMP continuous 

execution 

DCMPP pulse 

execution 

S2 
Comparati

ve value 2 

Compare value 2 data or data storage word soft 

component address 

D 
Comparati

ve results 

Comparison result ON/OFF bit first address, occupies 

3 consecutive bits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This instruction completes the comparison of the size of two operation variables, and outputs the 

result of the comparison to the specified bit variable; the Operations are all compared algebraically as 

signed numbers. Where D will occupy 3 bit variables with consecutive addresses. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, C0 is greater than 100, M0 is ON,Y0 has output. 

When X1 is ON, C0 is equal to 100, M1 is ON,Y1 has output. 

When X1 is ON, C0 is less than 100, M2 is ON,Y2 has output. 

When X1 changes from ON to OFF, the CMP instruction is not executed, and M0~M2 still keep the state 

before X0=OFF. 

If the results of ≥, ≤, ≠ are needed, they can be obtained by connecting M0~M2 in series and parallel. 

ECMP binary floating point comparison 

1. Command form 
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Perform a comparison of 2 floating point variables and output the result of the comparison to the 3 

variables at the beginning of D. 

ECMP S1 S2 D 
Binary floating point 

comparison 
command execution 

S1 
Comparati

ve value 1 

Compare value 1 data or data storage word soft 

component address 
32-bit instructions (13step) 

DECMP continuous execution 

 

S2 
Comparati

ve value 2 

Compare value 2 data or data storage word soft 

component address 

D 
Comparati

ve results 

Comparison result storage cell, occupying 3 

consecutive (bit) variable cells 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: This instruction performs a comparison of 2 floating-point variables and outputs the 

result of the comparison to the specified bit variable, with the Operations all operating as signed numbers for 

algebraic comparison. Where D will occupy 3 bit variables of consecutive addresses. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, (D1,D0) is greater than 100, M0 is ON,Y0 has output. 

When X1 is ON, (D1,D0) is equal to 100, M1 is ON,Y1 has output. 

When X1 is ON, (D1,D0) is less than 100, M2 is ON,Y2 has output. 

When X1 changes from ON to OFF, DECMP instruction is not executed, M0~M2 still keep the state before 

X0=OFF, if you want to clear the comparison result of M0~M2, you can use RST or ZRST to clear M0~M2. 

If the results of ≥, ≤, ≠ are needed, they can be obtained by connecting M0~M2 in series and parallel. 

If S1 or S2 is a K or H constant, the system will automatically convert it to a floating point number to 

participate in the operation. 

ZCP interval comparison 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, one of the end address components D,D+1, D+2 is set to ON according 
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to the interval in which S is located (S<S1, S1≤S≤S2, S> S2). 

ZCP S1 S2 S D 
Comparison of 

intervals 
command execution 

S1 

Interval 

Comparison 

Lower Line 

Data or data storage word soft component 

address 16-bit 

instructions 

(9step) 

ZCP continuous 

execution 

ZCPP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(17step) 

DZCP continuous 

execution 

DZCPP Pulse 

Actuation 

S2 

Interval 

comparison 

on line 

Data or data storage word soft component 

address 

S 
Compare 

variables 

Data or data storage word soft component 

address 

D 
Comparative 

results 

Comparison result ON/OFF bit first address, 

occupies 3 consecutive bits 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: This instruction completes the comparison of the size of two operation variables, 

and outputs the result of the comparison to the specified bit variable; the Operations are all compared 

algebraically as signed numbers. Where D will occupy 3 bit variables of consecutive addresses. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, C0 is less than 10, M0 is ON,Y0 has output. 

When X1 is ON, C0 is greater than or equal to 10 and less than or equal to 100, M1 is ON,Y1 has output. 

When X1 is ON, C0 is greater than 100, M2 is ON,Y2 has output. 

When X1 changes from ON to OFF, the ZCP instruction is not executed, and M0~M2 still keep the state 

before X0=OFF. 
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EZCP Binary Floating Point Interval Comparison 

1. Command form 

Performs an interval comparison of binary floating-point variables and outputs the result of the 

comparison to the 3 variables at the beginning of D. 

EZCP S1 S2 S D 
Binary floating point 

interval comparison 
command execution 

S1 

Interval 

comparison 

lower line 

Lower bound on the interval of a binary floating-

point variable 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DEZCP continuous implementation 

DEZCPP pulse execution 

S2 

Interval 

comparison 

on line 

Upper limit of the binary floating-point variable 

interval 

S 
Compare 

variables 

Variables in the binary floating-point variable 

interval 

D 
Comparative 

results 

Comparison result ON/OFF bit first address, 

occupies 3 consecutive bits 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Function Description: This instruction performs an interval comparison of binary floating-point variables 

and outputs the result of the comparison to the specified bit variable; the Operations are all algebraic 

comparison operations by signed numbers. Where D will occupy 3 bit variables of consecutive addresses. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, (D1,D0) is less than (D11,D10), M0 is ON,Y0 has output. 

When X1 is ON, (D1,D0) is greater than or equal to (D11,D10) and less than or equal to (D101,D100), 

M1 is ON, and Y1 has output. 
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When X1 is ON, (D1,D0) is greater than (D101,D100), M2 is ON, and Y2 has output. 

When X1 changes from ON to OFF, DEZCP instruction is not executed, M0~M2 still keep the state before 

X0=OFF, if you want to clear the comparison result of M0~M2, you can use RST or ZRST to clear M0~M2. 
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4.4 Data operations  

Data operations are divided into the following categories: quadratic operations; data logic operations; 

trigonometric functions; and exponential operations. 

quadratic operation 

ADD Binary data addition 

SUB Subtraction of binary data 

MUL Binary data multiplication 

DIV Binary data division 

DEADD Binary floating point addition 

DESUB Binary floating point subtraction 

DEMUL Binary floating point multiplication 

DEDIV Binary floating point division 

INC Binary data plus one 

DEC Binary data minus one 

Data logic operations 

WAND Binary data logical vs. 

WOR Binary data logical or 

WXOR Binary Data Logical Iso-or 

NEG Complementary to binary data 

ENEG Binary Floating Point Sign Inversion 

trigonometric function 

SIN Floating-point SIN instruction 

COS Floating-point COS instruction instruction 

TAN Floating-point TAN instructions 

ASIN Binary Floating Point ARCSIN Operations 

ACOS Binary Floating Point ARCCOS Operations 

ATAN Binary floating-point ARCTAN operations 

RAD Binary floating point angle → radian conversion 

DEG Binary floating point radians → angles conversion 

SINH Binary floating point SINH operations 

COSH Binary Floating Point COSH Operations 

TANH Binary floating point TANH operations 

exponential operation 

EXP Binary floating-point exponentiation 

LOGE Binary floating-point natural logarithmic operations 

LOG Logarithmic operation on binary floating-point numbers with 10 as the lower 

ESQR Binary floating point open square operation 
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SQR Binary data open square operation 

4.4.1 quadratic operation  

quadratic operation 

ADD Binary data addition 

SUB Subtraction of binary data 

MUL Binary data multiplication 

DIV Binary data division 

DEADD Binary floating point addition 

DESUB Binary floating point subtraction 

DEMUL Binary floating point multiplication 

DEDIV Binary floating point division 

INC Binary data plus one 

DEC Binary data minus one 

ADD binary data addition 

1. Command form 

Binary addition instruction. 

ADD S1 S2 D Binary data addition command execution 

S1 additive Data or data storage word soft component address 
16-bit finger 

(7step) 

ADD continuous 

execution 

ADDP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger 

(13step) 

DADD continuous 

execution 

DADDP pulse 

execution 

S2 addition Data or data storage word soft component address 

D harmony Data storage word soft component address 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Contact drive is required, there are 3 operation variables, the values of S1 and S2 are BIN 

algebraically summed and stored in D. The variables involved in the operation are treated as 

signed numbers, with the highest bit being the sign bit, 0 being positive and 1 being negative. 

 (a) The 0 flag (M8020) will be set if the result of the calculation is 0. 
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 The feed flag (M8022) is set if the result of the calculation exceeds 32767 (16bit operation) or 

2147483647 (32bit operation). 

 The debit flag (M8021) is set if the result of the calculation is less than -32768 (16bit operation) or 

-2147483648 (32bit operation). 

 When performing 32bit operations, the variable address in the instruction is the low 16bit address 

and the adjacent high numbered address cell is the high 16bit, preventing duplication or mistaken 

overwriting when programming. 

 

[Example of use] 

 

When M0 is ON, the contents of D20 plus the contents of D30 are placed in D40. 

 

SUB Binary Data Subtraction 

1. Command form 

Binary subtraction instruction. 

SUB S1 S2 D 
Subtraction of binary 

data 
command execution 

S1 decrement Data or data storage word soft component address 
16-bit finger 

(7step) 

SUB continuous 

execution 

SUBP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger 

(13step) 

DSUB continuous 

execution 

DSUBP pulse 

execution 

S2 subtractive Data or data storage word soft component address 

D error Data storage word soft component address 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Contact drive is required, there are 3 operation variables, the values of S1 and S2 are BIN 

algebraically subtracted and stored in D. The variables involved in the operation are treated as 

signed numbers, with the highest bit being the sign bit, 0 being positive and 1 being negative. 

 the 0 flag (M8020) will be set if the result of the calculation is 0. 

 The feed flag (M8022) is set if the result of the calculation exceeds 32767 (16bit operation) or 
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2147483647 (32bit operation). 

 The debit flag (M8021) is set if the result of the calculation is less than -32768 (16bit operation) or 

-2147483648 (32bit operation). 

 When performing 32bit operations, the variable address in the instruction is the low 16bit address 

and the adjacent high numbered address cell is the high 16bit, preventing duplication or mistaken 

overwriting when programming. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M0 is ON, the contents of D20 minus the contents of D30 are stored in D40. 
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MUL binary data multiplication 

1. Command form 

Binary multiplication instruction. 

MUL S1 S2 D 
Binary data 

multiplication 
command execution 

S1 multiplier Data or data storage word soft component address 
16-bit finger 

(7step) 

MUL continuous 

execution 

MULP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger 

(13step) 

DMUL Continuous 

Enforcement 

DMULP pulse 

execution 

S2 multiplier Data or data storage word soft component address 

D integrate  

Data storage word soft component address, 16-bit 

instruction product for 32-bit data, 32-bit instruction 

product for 64-bit data. 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Contact drive is required, there are 3 operation variables, the values of S1 and S2 are multiplied 

BIN algebraically and stored in D. The variables involved in the operation are treated as signed 

numbers, the highest bit is the sign bit, 0 is a positive number and 1 is a negative number. 

 When performing 32bit operations, the variable address bit in the instruction is the low 16bit 

address, and the adjacent high numbered address unit is the high 16bit, to prevent duplication or 

mistaken overwriting when programming; the result of the calculation can only be 32bit, and for 

calculations beyond the 32bit range, it is best to use the floating point operation instruction DEMUL 

for the calculation. 

 

 

 

 

 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

When M0 is ON, the number in D1 multiplied by the number in D2 is stored in (D11,D10). 

When the result is less than 16bin, it is stored in D10. 

D+1,D(32bin) S1(16bi

n) 

S2(16bin

) 

S1(32bi

n) 

d+3,d+2,d+1,d(64bin) S1(32bin

) 

* =

= 

* =

= 
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When the result is greater than 16bin, it is stored in D11,D10. 

 

 

 

 

 

DIV binary data division 

1. Command form 

Binary division instruction. 

DIV S1 S2 D Binary data division command execution 

S1 dividend Data or data storage word soft component address 16-bit 

instructions 

(7step) 

DIV continuous 

execution 

DIVP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DDIV continuous 

implementation 

DDIVP pulse 

execution 

S2 divisor  Data or data storage word soft component address 

D 

business

men and 

remainde

r (in 

division) 

data storage word soft component address. 

The quotient is stored in D and the remainder is 

stored in D+1. 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Contact drive is required, there are 3 operation variables, and the values of S1 and S2 are BIN 

algebraically divided and stored in D. The variables involved in the operation are treated as signed 

numbers, with the highest bit being the sign bit, 0 being positive and 1 being negative. 

 When performing 32bit operations, the addresses of S1 and S2 variables in the instruction are the 

low 16bit addresses, and the adjacent high numbered address cells are the high 16bit, to prevent 

duplication or mistaken overwriting when programming; the quotient obtained from the 

calculation is stored in the cells referred to by D and D+1, and the remainder is stored in the D+2 

and D+3 address cells. 

 (a) If the divisor S2 is zero, a computational error will occur. 

 If the bit component (KnY/KnM/KnS) is specified as D, the remainder cannot be obtained. 

 If the divisor is negative, the remainder is negative. 

 
S1(16bi

n) 

Remainder D+1 

(16bin) 

Business D 

(16bin) 

S2(16bin

) 

/ =

= 
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[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When M0 is ON, the number in D1 is divided by the number in D10, the quotient is stored in D100, and 

the remainder is stored in D101. 

  

Remainder 

D+3,D+2(32bin) 

Business 

D+1,D(32bin) 

S1(32bin

) 

S1(32bi

n) 

/ =

= 
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DEADD binary floating point addition 

1. Command form 

Binary floating-point addition operations. 

DEADD S1 S2 D 
Binary floating point 

addition 
command execution 

S1 additive Binary floating-point summed numbers 
32-bit finger (13step) 

DEADD continuous execution 

DEADDP pulse execution 

S2 addition Binary floating point addition 

D harmony Addition and storage units 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 (a) If the S1 or S2 source operand is constant K or H, the constant is automatically converted to a 

binary floating-point value for addition. 

 the 0 flag (M8020) will be set if the result of the calculation is 0. 

 If the absolute value of the result of the operation is greater than the maximum floating point 

value that can be represented, the feed flag (M8022) is set. 

 If the absolute value of the result of the operation is less than the smallest floating point value 

that can be represented, the debit flag (M8021) is set. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M0 is ON, the value of D1,D0 plus 100 is stored in D1,D0. The constant K100 has been 

automatically adjusted to a binary floating point number before the operation. 

The storage unit of the sum can be the same unit as the additive or the summed number, in which 

case use the pulse execution type instruction DEADDP, otherwise if the continuous execution instruction 

is used, the calculation will be executed once for each scan of the program. 

When M1 is ON, the value of D1,D0 plus 100 is stored in D11,D10. 

 

DESUB binary floating point subtraction 

1．Command form 
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Binary floating point will be subtracted. 

DESUB S1 S2 D Binary floating point 

subtraction 

command execution 

S1 decremen

t 

Binary floating point subtracted 

32-bit instructions (13step) 

DESUB continuous execution 

DESUBP pulse execution 

S2 subtractiv

e 

Binary floating point decrement 

D error Poor storage unit 

2．Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 (a) If the S1 or S2 source operand is constant K or H, the constant is automatically converted to a 

binary floating-point value for addition. 

 the 0 flag (M8020) will be set if the result of the calculation is 0. 

 If the absolute value of the result of the operation is greater than the maximum floating point 

value that can be represented, the feed flag (M8022) is set. 

 If the absolute value of the result of the operation is less than the smallest floating point value 

that can be represented, the debit flag (M8021) is set. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When M0 is ON, the contents of D1,D0 are stored in D11, D10 after subtracting 100. 

DEMUL binary floating point multiplication 

1. Command form 

Binary floating-point multiplication operations. 

DEMUL S1 S2 D 
Binary floating point 

multiplication 
command execution 

S1 multiplier Binary floating-point multiplied numbers 32-bit finger (13step) 

DEMUL continuous execution 
S2 multiplier Binary floating point multiplier 
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D integrate  Storage unit for the product DEMULP pulse execution 

 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 (a) If the S1 or S2 source operand is constant K or H, the constant is automatically converted to a 

binary floating-point value for multiplication. 

 If the result of the calculation is zero, the 0 flag (M8020) will be set. 

 If the absolute value of the result of the operation is greater than the maximum floating point 

value that can be represented, the feed flag (M8022) is set. 

 If the absolute value of the result of the operation is less than the smallest floating point value 

that can be represented, the debit flag (M8021) is set. 

 

[Example of use] 

When M0 is ON, the number in D1,D0 multiplied by the number in D11,D10 is stored in D101,D100. 

When M1 is ON, the number in D11,D10 is multiplied by 10 and the product is stored in D11,D10. 

The constant 10 has been automatically adjusted to a binary floating point number before the operation. 

The product can be stored in the same unit as the multiplier or the multiplied number, in which case 

use the pulse execution type instruction DEMULP, otherwise if you use the continuous execution 

instruction, the calculation will be executed once for each scan of the program. 

DEDIV binary floating point division 

1. Command form 

Binary floating-point division operations. 

DEDIV S1 S2 D 
Binary floating point 

division 
command execution 

S1 dividend Divisor of binary floating point 32-bit finger (13step) 

DEDIV continuous execution 
S2 divisor  Division of binary floating point 
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D quotient 
The starting address of the storage unit for the binary 

floating-point division quotient 

DEDIVP pulse execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

 

Function description. 

 (a) If the S1 or S2 source operand is constant K or H, the constant is automatically converted to a 

binary floating-point value for division. 

 If the result of the calculation is zero, the 0 flag (M8020) will be set. 

 If the absolute value of the result of the operation is greater than the maximum floating point 

value that can be represented, the feed flag (M8022) is set. 

 If the absolute value of the result of the operation is less than the smallest floating point value 

that can be represented, the debit flag (M8021) is set. 

 The divisor must not be 0, otherwise the calculation will be wrong and M8067 and M8068 will be 

set ON. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M0 is ON, the binary floating point quotient is stored in (D101, D100) after dividing the binary 

floating point number (D1, D0) by the binary floating point number (D11, D10). 

INC binary data plus one 

1. Command form 

Binary plus one instruction. 

 INCD Binary data plus one command execution 

D 
cumulative 

result 
Data storage word soft component address 

16-bit finger 

(3step) 

INC continuous 

execution 

INCP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger (5step) 

DINC Continuous 

Enforcement 

DINCP pulse 

execution 
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2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 The value in D is increased by 1 for each execution of the instruction. 

 (a) In 16-bit arithmetic, 32767 plus 1 becomes -32768. 

 For 32-bit arithmetic, 2147483647 plus 1 becomes -2147483648. 

 This instruction does not flush the 0 flag, the incoming, or the borrow flag. 

 When performing 32bit operations, the D variable address bit in the instruction is the low 16bit 

address and the adjacent high numbered address cell is the high 16bit, preventing duplication or 

mistaken overwriting when programming. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

When MO is ON once, add 1 to the value of D1. 

 

 

 

DEC binary data minus one 

1. Command form 

Binary minus one instruction. 

 DECD Binary data minus one command execution 

D 
cumulative 

result 
Data storage word soft component address 

16-bit finger 

(3step) 

DEC continuous 

execution 

DECP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger (5step) 

DDEC continuous 

implementation 

DDECP pulse 

execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 
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Function description. 

 The value in D is subtracted by 1 for each execution of the instruction. 

 (a) In 16-bit arithmetic, -32768 is reduced by 1 to 32767. 

 For 32-bit arithmetic, -2147483648 is then subtracted by 1 to become 2147483647. 

 This instruction does not flush the 0 flag, the incoming, or the borrow flag. 

 When performing 32bit operations, the D variable address bit in the instruction is the low 16bit 

address and the adjacent high numbered address cell is the high 16bit, preventing duplication or 

mistaken overwriting when programming. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

When MO is ON once, the value of D1,D0 is subtracted by 1. 

4.4.2 Data logic operations  

Data logic operations 

WAND Binary data logical vs. 

WOR Binary data logical or 

WXOR Binary Data Logical Iso-or 

NEG Complementary to binary data 

ENEG Binary Floating Point Sign Inversion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WAND Binary Data Logic and 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, perform a logical sum operation on S1 and S2 by bit and store the result 

in D. 

WAND S1 S2 D Binary data logical vs. command execution 

S1 Data 1 
Address of the data or data storage word soft 

component involved in the operation with 

16-bit instructions 

(7step) 

WAND continuous 

execution 

WANDP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger 

(13step) 

DAND continuous 

execution 

DANDP pulse 

execution 

S2 Data 2 
Address of the data or data storage word soft 

component involved in the operation with 

D 
results of 

operations 

Operation result data storage word soft 

component address 

2. Operations 

Operati bit soft component word soft component 
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ons 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

When this instruction is executed, each of the BIN values in S1 and S2 is used in a "logical AND" 

operation, and the result is stored in the D variable. The rule of the logical 'AND' operation is that the 

result is 0 if either is 0. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

When M0 is ON, the result is stored in D100 by performing the sum operation in bin of D0 and D10. 

 D0(16bin) D10 (16bin) D100 (16bin) 

 

of bit (bin) units 

Logic and Operations 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

 

WOR binary data logical or 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, S1 and S2 are logically oriented by bit and the result is stored in D. 

WOR S1 S2 D Binary data logical or command execution 

S1 Data 1 
Address of the data or data storage word soft 

component involved in or operation 

16-bit instructions 

(7step) 

WOR continuous 

execution 

WORP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger 

(13step) 

DOR continuous 

execution 

DORP pulse 

execution 

S2 Data 2 
Address of the data or data storage word soft 

component involved in or operation 

D 
results of 

operations 

Operation result data storage word soft 

component address 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retou K H E 
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ch 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This instruction performs a "logical or" operation on each of the BIN values in S1 and S2, and 

stores the result in the D variable. The rule for the logical 'or' (OR) operation is that the result is 1 if 

either is 1. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M0 is ON, D1,D0 and D11,D10 are stored in D101,D100 in bin units or the result of the operation. 

 D1,D0(32bin) D11,D10 (32bin) D101,D100 (32bin) 

 

of bit (bin) units 

logical or arithmetic 

operation 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 1 

WXOR Binary Data Logical Iso-or 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, S1 and S2 are logically heterogeneous by bit and the result is stored in 

D. 

WXOR S1 S2 D Binary Data Logical Iso-or command execution 

S1 Data 1 
Address of the data or data storage word soft 

component involved in the heterodyne operation 

16-bit instructions 

(7step) 

WXOR continuous 

execution 

WXORP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger 

(13step) 

DXOR continuous 

execution 

DXORP pulse 

execution 

S2 Data 2 
Address of the data or data storage word soft 

component involved in the heterodyne operation 

D 
results of 

operations 

Operation result data storage word soft 

component address 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 
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D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This instruction performs a "logical iso-or" operation on each of the BIN values in S1 and S2, and 

stores the result in the D variable. The rule of logical 'XOR' operation is 0 when two numbers are the 

same and 1 when they are different. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

When M0 is ON, D0 and D10, the result of the iso-or operation in bin is stored in D100. 

 D0(16bin) D10 (16bin) D100 (16bin) 

 

of bit (bin) units 

logical iso-or 

operation 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

NEG binary data to complement 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, D is inverted bit by bit, added by 1 again, and the result is written to D. 

 NEGD 
Complementary to 

binary data 
command execution 

D 
results of 

operations 
Data storage word soft component address 

16-bit finger 

(3step) 

NEG continuous 

execution 

NEGP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger (5step) 

DNEG continuous 

execution 

DNEGP pulse 

actuation 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Needs contact drive, has 1 operation variable. The value of D is inverted bit by bit, added by 1, 

and stored back into D. This instruction is generally used with pulse execution type instructions. 

 Use the NEG instruction to make negative numbers absolute. 

[Example of use] 

The NEG instruction makes negative numbers absolute. 
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When the 15th bit (bin0-bin15) of D15 is bit 1 (indicating that D15 is negative), the M0 bit is ON, 

and when M0 is ON, the absolute value of the negative number D15 is obtained by complementing D15. 

 

ENEG Binary Floating Point Inversion 

1. Command form 

An instruction to invert the sign of a binary floating-point number (real number). 

ENEG S/D 
Binary Floating Point Sign 

Inversion 
command execution 

S/D Operations 

Save the starting number of the soft component 

for the binary floating-point data to be 

symbolically flipped 

32-bit finger (5step) 

DENEG continuous implementation 

DENEGP pulse execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

Inverts the sign of a binary floating-point number in [D+1, D] and saves the result in [D+1, D]. 

Generally use pulse-type instructions. 

[Example of use] 

pre-execution 

after the command is executed 
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4.4.3 trigonometric function  

trigonometric function 

SIN Floating-point SIN instruction 

COS Floating point COS instruction instruction 

TAN Floating-point TAN instruction 

ASIN Binary Floating Point ARCSIN Operations 

ACOS Binary Floating Point ARCCOS Operations 

ATAN Binary floating-point ARCTAN operations 

RAD Binary floating point angle → radian conversion 

DEG Binary floating point radians → angles conversion 

SINH Binary floating point SINH operations 

COSH Binary Floating Point COSH Operations 

TANH Binary floating point TANH operations 

SIN floating point SIN operations 

1. Command form 

Finds the SIN (sine) value of the specified angle (RAD, radian), with the variable in binary floating-point 

storage format. 

 SINSD Floating point SIN operation command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

The angle variable for the sine value to be found, in RAD 

units, expressed as a binary floating point number. 

The range of values 0 ≤ ɑ ≤ 2π 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

DSIN continuous execution 

DSINP pulse execution 
D 

results of 

operation

s 

Storage unit for the result of the transformed SIN 

calculation, in binary floating-point format. 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction is to find the SIN (sine) value of the specified angle (RAD, radian), with the 

variable in binary floating point storage format. 

 S is the angular variable for which the sine value is to be found, in RAD units, expressed as a 

binary floating point number. 

 D is the storage unit for the result of the transformed SIN calculation, in binary floating-point 

format. 

 RAD (radian) value = angle × π/180°. 
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[Example of use] 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the radian (D11,D10) is solved for the SIN value and stored in (D101,D100). 

Here the source data, SIN results are calculated in binary floating point format. 
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COS floating point COS operations 

1. Command form 

Finds the COS (cosine) value of the specified angle (RAD, radian), with the variable in binary floating-

point storage format. 

 COSS1D Floating point COS operations command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

The angle variable for which the cosine is to be found, in 

RAD units, expressed as a binary floating point number. 

The range of values 0 ≤ ɑ ≤ 2π 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

DCOS continuous execution 

DCOSP pulse execution 
D 

results of 

operation

s 

Storage unit for the result of COS calculations after 

transformation, in binary floating point format. 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction is to find the COS (cosine) value of the specified angle (RAD, radian), with the 

variable in binary floating point storage format. 

 S is the angle variable for which the cosine is to be found, in RAD units, expressed as a binary 

floating point number. 

 D is the storage unit for the result of the transformed COS calculation, in binary floating-point 

format. 

 RAD (radian) value = angle × π/180°. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the radian (D11,D10) is found to be the COS value and stored in (D101,D100). 

Here the source data, COS results of the calculation are in binary floating point format. 

 

 

TAN floating point TAN operations 

1. Command form 

Finds the TAN (tangent) value of the specified angle (RAD, radian), with the variable in binary floating-
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point storage format. 

 TANSD Floating point TAN operations command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

The angle variable for which the tangent value is to be 

found, in RAD units, expressed as a binary floating point 

number. 

The range of values 0 ≤ ɑ ≤ 2π 

32-bit instructions (9step) 

DTAN continuous 

implementation 

DTANP pulse execution 
D 

results of 

operations 

Storage unit for the result of the transformed TAN 

calculation, in binary floating-point format. 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction is to find the TAN (tangent) value of the specified angle (RAD, radian), with the 

variable in binary floating point storage format. 

 S is the angle variable for which the tangent is to be found, in RAD units, expressed as a binary 

floating point number. 

 D is the storage unit for the result of the transformed TAN calculation, in binary floating-point 

format. 

 RAD (radian) value = angle × π/180°. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the radian (D11,D10) is found for the TAN value and stored in (D101,D100). 

Here the source data, TAN results are calculated in binary floating point format. 

ASIN binary floating point ARCSIN operations 

1. Command form 

The operation of finding the corresponding radian from the SIN value. 

 ASINS1D 
Binary Floating Point ARCSIN 

Operations 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Store the binary floating-point variable to be solved for 

ARCSIN (inverse sine) 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

DASIN continuous execution 

DASINP pulse execution D 
results of 

operations 
Storage unit for calculation results (-л/2 to л/2) 
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2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This instruction is an operation that finds the corresponding radian from the SIN value. 

Note: An arithmetic error will occur if the value in S is not in the range of -1.0 to 1.0. The error 

code is K6706, which will be saved in D8067, and the error flag bit M8067 is set ON. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the radians (D11,D10) are SIN -1budgeted and stored in (D101,D100). 

 

ACOS binary floating point ARCCOS operations 

1. Command form 

The operation of finding the corresponding radian from the COS value. 

ACOS S D 
Binary Floating Point ARCCOS 

Operations 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Store the binary floating point variable of the ARCCOS 

(inverse cosine) to be found 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

DACOS continuous execution 

DACOSP pulse execution D 
results of 

operations 
Storage cell for calculation results (0~л) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This instruction is an operation that finds the corresponding radian from the COS value. 

Note: An arithmetic error will occur if the value in S is not in the range of -1.0 to 1.0. The error code is 
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K6706, which will be saved in D8067, and the error flag bit M8067 is set ON. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the radians (D11,D10) are COS-1 budgeted and stored in (D101,D100). 
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ATAN binary floating-point ARCTAN operations 

1. Command form 

The operation of finding the corresponding radian from the TAN value. 

ATAN S D 
Binary floating-point ARCTAN 

operations 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Store the binary floating point variable to be solved for 

ARCTAN (anyway tangent) 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

DATAN continuous execution 

DATANP pulse execution D 
results of 

operations 
Storage cell for calculation results (-л/2 to л/2) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This instruction is an operation that finds the corresponding radian from the TAN value. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the radians (D11,D10) are TAN-1 budgeted and stored in (D101,D100). 

 

RAD binary floating point angle → radian conversion 

1. Command form 

Performs the operation of converting binary floating point angles to radians. 

The formula is (radian units = angle units x π/180) 

RAD S D 
Binary floating point angle → 

radian conversion 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Holds the binary floating point angle variable to be found 

in radians 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

DRAD continuous execution 

DRADP pulse execution D 
results of 

operations 
Storage unit for calculation results 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num
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ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This instruction performs the operation of converting a binary floating point angle to radians. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the binary floating point value in (D11, D10) is saved to (D101,D100) after 

performing the angle-to-radian operation. 

 

DEG binary floating point radians → angles conversion 

1. Command form 

Performs the operation of converting binary floating point radians to angles. 

The formula is (angle units = radian units x π/180) 

 DEGSD 
Binary floating point radians → 

angles conversion 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Holds the binary floating point radian variable of the angle 

to be found 
32-bit instructions (9step) 

DDEG continuous execution 

DDEGP pulse execution D 
results of 

operations 
Storage unit for calculation results 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This instruction performs the operation of converting binary floating point radians to angles. 

[Example of use] 
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When X1 is ON, the binary floating point value in (D11, D10) is saved to (D101,D100) after 

performing radian-to-angle operations. 
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SINH floating point SINH operations 

1. Command form 

Perform a binary floating point number to take the SINH value. 

It is calculated as sinh(s) = (e s- e -s)/2. 

 SINHSD Floating point SINH operation command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

The binary floating-point variable that holds the SINH value to be 

found 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DSINH continuous 

execution 

DSINHP pulse 

execution 

D 
results of 

operations 

Storage unit for calculation results (error 6706 is reported when 

the result is outside the floating point range) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: This instruction is to perform binary floating point number to take SINH value. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the binary floating point value in (D11, D10) is evaluated for the SINH value and 

saved to (D101,D100). 

 

COSH floating point COSH operations 

1. Command form 

Perform a binary floating-point fetch COSH value. 

It is calculated as cosh(s) = (e s+ e -s)/2. 

COSH S D COSH operations on floating point numbers command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

The binary floating-point variable that holds the COSH value to be 

found 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DCOSH continuous 

implementation 

DCOSHP pulse 

D 
results of 

operations 
Storage unit for calculation results 
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execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: This instruction is to perform binary floating-point fetching COSH value. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the binary floating point value in (D11, D10) is evaluated for COSH value and 

saved to (D101,D100). 

 

TANH floating point TANH operations 

1. Command form 

Perform a binary floating point number to take the TANH value. 

It is calculated as tanh(s) = (e s- e -s)/(e s+ e -s). 

TANH S D Floating point TANH operations command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

The binary floating-point variable that holds the TANH value to be 

found 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DTANH continuous 

implementation 

DTANHP pulse 

execution 

D 
results of 

operations 
Storage unit for calculation results 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 
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Function Description: This instruction is to perform binary floating-point fetching TANH value. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the binary floating point value in (D11, D10) is evaluated for the TANH value and 

saved to (D101,D100). 
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4.4.4 Table Operations  

trigonometric function 

WSUM Calculate data totals 

MEAN Calculation of average values 

LIMIT Upper and lower limit control 

BZAND Area control 

ZONE Regional control 

WSUM calculates the total value of the data 

1. Command form 

This instruction can calculate the sum of consecutive 16-bit or 32-bit data. 

WSUM S D n Calculate data totals command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Save the soft component start number of the 

data to be calculated for the total value 

16-bit instructions 

(7step) 

WSUM continuous 

execution 

WSUMP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DWSUM continuous 

execution 

DWSUMP pulse 

execution 

D result 
The soft component start number where the 

total value is saved. 

n 
Number 

of data 
Number of data (n > 0) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

N X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 16-bit instruction: the summation of n points of 16-bit data starting at [S], and the result is saved 

as 32-bit data in [D+1, D]. 

 32-bit instruction: the summation of n points of 32-bit data starting from [S+1, S] and the result 

is saved as 64-bit data in [D+3, D+2, D+1, D]. 

Some of the following conditions will report a fault. The error flag bit M8067 is set ON, while the error 

code is stored in D8067. 

 If the n-point soft component starting at [S] is outside its legal range, error 6705 is reported. 

 When storing data, if [D] is outside its legal range, error 6705 is reported. 

 Valid range of operand n: error 6706 is reported for n ≤ 0. 

[Example of use] 
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Assign all D100 to D104 a value of 10, set M14 to ON, and perform a summation operation on the five D 

components starting at address D100, with the result stored in (D201, D200). 

MEAN average calculation (under development) 

1. Command form 

When the driving condition holds, find the average of the K data starting with S. The result is stored to D. 

MEAN S D n 
Average calculation 

instructions 
command execution 

S 
data first 

address 

First address of the data storage word soft 

component for averaging 

16-bit instructions 

(7step) 

MEAN continuous 

execution 

MEANP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DMEAN continuous 

execution 

DMEANP pulse 

execution 

D 
average 

value 

Average data storage word soft 

component address 

n Data length Immediate number, K = 1 to 64 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Find the average of the N variables starting from S (first summing and then dividing by n) and 

deposit it in D. 

 (a) If there is a remainder in the calculation, the remainder will be discarded. 

 When the value of n is not in the range of 1 to 64, an error is calculated. 

[Example of use] 

 

For example, D100=9, D101=10, D102=11, D103=12, D104=15; then D200=11 and the remainder is 

rounded off. 

(D100+D101+D102+D103+D104)/4=D20 
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LIMIT upper and lower limit control 

1. Command form 

A command to set the upper/lower limit value of the input value and then output it. 

LIMIT S1 S2 S3 D 
Upper and lower 

limit control 
command execution 

S1 lower value 
Lower limit value (minimum output limit 

value) 

16-bit instructions 

(9step) 

LIMIT continuous 

execution 

LIMITPulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(17step) 

DLIMIT continuous 

execution 

DLIMITP pulse 

execution 

S2 
upper 

value 

Upper limit limit value (maximum output 

limit value) 

S3 input value 
Input values that need to be controlled 

by upper and lower limits 

D 
output 

value 

Save the starting number of the soft 

component for which the output value 

has been controlled by the upper and 

lower limits 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

Output value

Input Value

Output value

Input Value

S2 upper limit value

S1 lower limit value

 

 16-bit instructions 

 By setting the upper and lower limits in [S1] and [S2], the output value [D] is output within a 
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certain range based on the input value [S3]. 

 When [S1] > [S3], [S1] → [D]. 

 When [S2] < [S3], [S2] → [D]. 

 When [S1] ≤ [S3] ≤ [S2], [S3] → [D]. 

 If only the upper limit is controlled, set the 16-bit signed minimum value in the lower limit [S1], 

i.e. -32768. 

 If only the lower limit is controlled, set the 16-bit signed maximum in the upper limit [S2], i.e. 

32767. 

 

 32-bit instructions 

 By setting upper and lower limits in [S1+1, S1], [S2+1, S2], the output value [D+1, D] is made 

to be based on the input value [S3+1, S3] within a certain range. 

 When [S1+1, S1] > [S3+1, S3], [S1+1, S1] → [D+1, D]. 

 When [S2+1, S2] < [S3+1, S3], [S2+1, S2] → [D+1, D]. 

 When [S1+1, S1] ≤ [S3+1, S3] ≤ [S2+1, S2], [S3+1, S3] → [D+1, D]. 

 If controlling only the upper limit, set the 32-bit signed minimum in the lower limit [S1+1, S1], i.e. -

2,147,483,648. If controlling only the lower limit, set the 32-bit signed maximum in the upper limit 

[S2+1, S2], i.e. 2,147,483,647. 

 Some of the following conditions will report a fault. The error flag bit M8067 is set ON, while the error 

code is stored in D8067. 

 16-bit instruction and 32-bit instruction, error 6706 is reported when lower limit > upper limit. 

[Example of use] 

 

BZAND Area control (under development) 

1. Command form 

An instruction that controls the output value by determining whether the input value is within the upper 

and lower limits of the specified Area. 

BZAND S1 S2 S3 D Area control command execution 

S1 lower value 
Lower limit value of the dead zone (no 

output area) 16-bit instructions 

(9step) 

BZAND continuous 

execution 

BZANDP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(17step) 

DBZAND continuous 

execution 

DBZANDP pulse 

execution 

S2 upper value 
Upper limit of the dead zone (no output 

area) 

S3 input value Input values to be controlled by Area 

D output value 
Soft component number for storing output 

values after Area control 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  
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S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

  

 16-bit instructions 

 By setting the dead range in [S1], [S2], the input value [S3] is output to the [D] soft 

element outside the dead range. The output value is controlled as shown below. 

 When [S1] > [S3], [S3] - [S1] → [D]. 

 When [S2] < [S3], [S3] - [S2] → [D]. 

 0 → [D] when [S1] ≤ [S3] ≤ [S2]. 

 32-bit instructions 

 By setting the dead range in [S1+1, S1], [S2+1,S2], the input value [S3+1, S3] is output to 

the [D+1, D] soft element outside the dead range. [S3+1, S3] - [S1+1, S1] → [D+1, D] 

when [S1+1, S1] > [S3+1, S3]. 

 When [S2+1, S2] < [S3+1, S3], [S3+1, S3] - [S2+1, S2] → [D+1, D]; when [S1+1, S1] ≤ 

[S3+1, S3] ≤ [S2+1, S2], 0 → [D+1, D]. 

 The instruction is used in a way that the overflow of data conforms to circular processing, i.e. the 

maximum value plus 1 becomes the minimum value, and the minimum value minus 1 becomes 

the maximum value. 

 Some of the following conditions will report a fault. The error flag bit M8067 is set ON, while the 

error code is stored in D8067. 

 16-bit instruction and 32-bit instruction, error 6706 is reported when lower limit > upper 

limit. 

 

[Example of use] 

 

ZONE zone control (under development) 

1. Command form 

An instruction to control the output value with a specified deviation value depending on whether the 

input value is a positive or negative number. 

ZONE S1 S2 S3 D Regional control command execution 

S1 
negative 

deviation 

Negative deviation value added to the 

input value (can be positive, negative, 0) 

16-bit instructions 

(9step) 

32-bit instructions 

(17step) 
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S2 
positive 

bias 

Positive deviation value added to the 

input value (can be positive, negative, 0) 

ZONE continuous 

execution 

ZONEP pulse 

execution 

DZONE continuous 

execution 

DZONEP pulse 

execution 
S3 input value Input values to be controlled by area 

D 
output 

value 

Save the soft component start number of 

the output value that has been controlled 

by the area 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

Output value

Input Value

Output value

Input Value

S2 positive deviation

S1 negative deviation

 

 16-bit instructions 

 Depending on the sign of the input value [S3] is determined, [S2] or [S1] is added, and the 

execution result is saved to the [D] element. When [S3] < 0, [S3] + [S1] → [D]. 

 When [S3] > 0, [S3] + [S2] → [D]. 

 0 → [D] when [S3] = 0. 

 32-bit instructions 

 Depending on the sign of the input value [S3+1, S3] is determined, plus [S2+1, S2] or 

[S1+1, S1], and the execution result is saved to the [D+1, D] element. 

[Example of use] 
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4.4.5 exponential operation  

exponential operation 

EXP Binary floating-point exponentiation 

LOGE Binary floating-point natural logarithmic operations 

LOG Logarithmic operation on binary floating-point numbers with 10 as the lower 

ESQR Binary floating point open square operation 

SQR Binary data open square operation 

EXP Binary Floating Point Exponentiation 

1. Command form 

Performs exponential operations on binary floating-point data with a base of e(2.71828). 

 EXPSD Binary floating-point exponentiation command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Binary floating point variable for the binary floating point exponent 

to be found 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DEXP continuous 

execution 

DEXPP pulse 

execution 

D 

results of 

operation

s 

Storage unit for calculated results after exponential operations 

 

 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction performs exponential operations on binary floating-point data with a base of 

e(2.71828). 

 S is the binary floating point variable for the binary floating point index to be found. 

 D is the storage unit for the calculated result after the exponential operation. 

Note: An operation error will occur when the result of the operation is not in [2 -126≤ operation 

result < 2 128]. The error code is K6706, K6706 is stored in D8067, and the error flag bit M8067 is set 

to ON. 

[Example of use] 
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When X1 is ON, the binary floating point value in (D11, D10) is exponentiated with e as the base 

and saved in (D101,D100). 

LOGE binary floating-point natural logarithmic operations 

1. Command form 

Performs natural logarithmic operations on binary floating-point data with e(2.71828) as the base. 

LOGE S D 
Binary floating-point natural logarithmic 

operations 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Binary floating point variable to be found for the natural logarithm 

of a binary floating point number 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DLOGE continuous 

execution 

DLOGEP pulse 

execution 

D 

results of 

operation

s 

Storage unit for computed results after natural logarithmic 

operations 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction performs natural logarithmic operations on binary floating-point data with 

e(2.71828) as the base. 

 Note: The value in S can only be a positive number, and an arithmetic error will occur when the 

value of the content of S is 0 or a negative number. The error code is K6706, K6706 will be saved 

in D8067, and the error flag bit M8067 is set ON. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the binary floating point value in (D11, D10) is saved to (D101,D100) after natural 

logarithm operation with e as the base. 

LOG binary floating point logarithmic operation with base 10 

1. Command form 
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Performs the usual logarithmic operations on binary floating-point data with a base of 10. 

 LOGSD 
Logarithmic operation on a binary floating 

point base of 10 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Binary floating point variable for the common logarithm of the 

binary floating point number to be found 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DLOG continuous 

execution 

DLOGP pulse 

execution 

D 

results of 

operation

s 

Storage unit for computed results after common logarithmic 

operations 

2. Operations 

Operation

s 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This instruction is to perform the usual logarithmic operations on binary floating-point data with a base of 

10. 

Note: The value in S can only be a positive number, and an arithmetic error will occur when the 

value of the content of S is 0 or a negative number. The error code is K6706, K6706 will be saved in 

D8067, and the error flag bit M8067 is set ON. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the binary floating point value in (D11, D10) is saved to (D101,D100) after natural 

logarithm operation with e as the base. 

 

ESQR binary floating point open square operation 

1. Command form 

Performs the operation of squaring a binary floating point, i.e., finding the square root of a binary floating 

point number. 

ESQR S D Binary floating-point open square operation command execution 

S 
data 

sources 
Binary floating-point variable to be square-rooted 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DESQR continuous 

execution 

DESQRP pulse 

execution 

D 

results of 

operation

s 

Storage unit for the square root of a binary floating point 
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2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction performs the open-square operation on a binary floating point, i.e., it finds the 

square root of a binary floating point number. 

 (a) If the operand S is constant K or H, the constant is automatically converted to a binary 

floating-point value for the open square operation. 

 If the result of the calculation is zero, the 0 flag (M8020) will be set. 

 S is only valid for positive numbers, if it is negative then the calculation is wrong and M8067 and 

M8068 will set ON. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the binary floating-point number open result stored in (D101,D100). 
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SQR binary data open square operation 

1. Command form 

Performs the binary data squaring operation. 

 SQRSD 
Binary data open square 

operation 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Address the open-side data or data storage word 

soft component 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

SQR continuous 

execution 

SQRP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DSQR continuous 

execution 

DSQRP pulse 

execution 

D 

results of 

operation

s 

Storage unit for operation results 

2 Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Square S by the BIN value and store the result in D. 

 If S is negative, the operation error flag M8067 will be set to ON and the instruction will not be 

executed. 

 The operation result D takes only integers. The decimal point is rounded off, and the debit flag 

M8021 is set ON when there is a decimal point rounded off. 

 When the operation result is 0, the zero flag M8020 is set ON. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, store the binary floating point open result into D100. 

If D10 is 9,,the result of the calculation is D100 is 3. 

If D10 is 10, the calculation is noted over D100 as 3 and the decimal part is rounded off. 

10D
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4.5 Data processing  

Data conversion 

INT Binary floating point → BIN integer transform 

FLT Binary Data → Binary Floating Point Conversion 

BCD Binary data → BCD data 

BIN BCD data → Binary data 

WTOB Data separation in byte units 

BTOW Data combination in byte units 

UNI 4-bit combination of 16-bit data 

DIS 4-bit separation of 16-bit data 

ASCI HEX → ASCII conversion 

HEX ASCII → HEX conversion 

data transmission 

MOV value transfer 

EMOV Binary floating point transmission 

SMOV (medicine) disposition transport 

BMOV Data transfer in batches 

FMOV One-to-many data transfer 

CML data retrieval and inverse transmission 

Form manipulation 

ZRST All data reset 

Data Shift 

ROR Cyclic right shift 

ROL Circular left shift 

RCR Cyclic right shift with progression 

RCL Cyclic left shift with rounding 

Other data processing 

SWAP Upper and lower byte swap 

BON ON position judgment 

SUM ON is total 

RND Generating random data 

XCH data exchange 

 

  

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据转换指令/INT二进制浮点→BIN整数变换指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据转换指令/FLT二进制整数至浮点数的转换指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据转换指令/EBCD_二进制浮点→十进制浮点转换指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据转换指令/EBIN_十进制浮点→二进制浮点转换指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/MOV__赋值传送指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/EMOV_二进制浮点传送指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/BMOV__数据成批传送指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/FMOV_数据一对多传送指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/CML__数据取反传送指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/表格操作指令/ZRST_全部数据复位指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据移位指令/ROR_循环右移指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据移位指令/ROL_循环左移指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据移位指令/RCL带进位的循环左移指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据移位指令/RCL带进位的循环左移指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/其他数据处理指令/SWAP上下字节交换指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/其他数据处理指令/BON__ON位判断指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/其他数据处理指令/RND产生随机数据指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/其他数据处理指令/XCH_数据交换指令.htm
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4.5.1 Data conversion  

Data conversion 

INT Binary floating point → BIN integer transform 

FLT Binary Data → Binary Floating Point Conversion 

BCD Binary data → BCD data 

BIN BCD data → Binary data 

WTOB Data separation in byte units 

BTOW Data combination in byte units 

UNI 4-bit combination of 16-bit data 

DIS 4-bit separation of 16-bit data 

ASCI HEX → ASCII conversion 

HEX ASCII → HEX conversion 

INT Binary floating point → BIN integer transform 

1. Command form 

Performs a binary floating-point rounding operation, discarding the fractional part and storing the 

binary result in D. 

INT S D 
Binary floating point → BIN integer 

transform 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Binary floating-point variable to be integer 

transformed 
16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

INT continuous 

execution 

INTP pulse 

execution 

32-bit 

instructions 

(9step) 

DINT Continuous 

Enforcement 

DINTP pulse 

execution 

D 

results of 

operation

s 

Storage cell for the result of the transformed BIN 

integer 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction performs a binary floating-point rounding operation, discarding the fractional part 

and storing the binary result in D. 

 The M8020 will be set when S=0. 

 The debit flag (M8021) will be set when 丨 S 丨≤1. 

 If the result of the operation exceeds the following range (overflow), the feed flag (M8022) will be 

set. 

 16-bit instructions: -32768 to 32767. 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据转换指令/INT二进制浮点→BIN整数变换指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据转换指令/FLT二进制整数至浮点数的转换指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据转换指令/EBCD_二进制浮点→十进制浮点转换指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据转换指令/EBIN_十进制浮点→二进制浮点转换指令.htm
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 32-bit instructions: -2147483648 to 2147483647. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the floating point number (D11,D10) is rounded and stored in D100. 

FLT Binary integer to floating point conversion 

1. Command form 

Converts a binary integer to a binary floating point number. 

FLT S D 
Binary integer to floating point 

conversion 
command execution 

S integer  
Address of the binary number or data storage word 

soft component to be converted 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

FLT continuous 

execution 

FLTP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DFLT continuous 

execution 

DFLTP pulse 

execution 

D 
floating 

point 

Floating-point data storage word soft component 

address 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Converts an integer S to a floating point number and stores the result in D and D + 1 cells. 

 The constants K and H are automatically converted in each floating-point instruction, and 

therefore cannot be used in this FLT instruction. The inverse conversion instruction for this 

instruction is INT (converts a 2-in floating-point value to a BIN integer). 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the 32bit number (32-bit BIN integer) in (D11,D10) is converted to a binary 

floating point number and stored in (D101,D100). 

 

BCD Binary Data Conversion BCD Data 

1. Command form 

Conversion of binary data to BCD data. 
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BCD S D 
Binary data conversion to BCD 

data 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

Binary code data or data storage word soft 

component address 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BCD continuous 

implementation 

BCDP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DBCD continuous 

execution 

DBCDP pulse 

execution 

D 

results of 

operation

s 

BCD code data storage word soft component 

address 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Contact drive is required, there are 2 operation variables, and the value of S(BIN) is BCD 

transformed and stored in D. This instruction is often used to format the data before it is 

displayed. 

 When using 16bit instruction, the range is 0-9999, and an error will occur when the conversion 

result exceeds 9999; when using 32bit instruction, the range is 0-999999, and an error will occur 

when the conversion result exceeds 999999999. m8067 and m8068 will set the bit, and d8067 

will record the error code. 

[Example of use] 

 

After converting the BIN value of D0 to a BCD value, store the resulting number of bits in K1Y0 (four bit 

components from Y0 to Y3). 

If D0 = H00F4 (hex) = K244 (decimal), the result of the transformation is Y0~Y3 = 0100 (BIN). 

If D0 = H0046 (hex) = K70 (decimal), the result of the transformation is Y0~Y3 = 0000 (BIN). 

BIN BCD data → Binary data 

1. Command form 

BCD data conversion to binary data. 

 BINSD 
Binary floating point → decimal 

floating point transformation 
command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

BCD code data or data storage word soft component 

address 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

BIN continuous 

execution 

BINP pulse 

32-bit 

instructions 

(9step) 

DBIN continuous 

execution 

D 

results of 

operation

s 

Binary code data storage word soft component 

address 
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execution DBINP pulse 

execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Contact drive is required, and there are 2 operation variables to store the value of S(BCD) into D 

after BIN transformation. This instruction is commonly used to process external port read-in data 

(such as code-disc settings) into a BIN format that can be used directly for arithmetic. 

 Valid range of S (BCD), 16bit: 0~9999; 32bit: 0~99999999 

 If the data content of S is not a BCD value (indicated by Hex with either digit not in the range of 0 

to 9) an arithmetic error will be generated, M8067 and M8068 will be set, and D8067 will record 

the error code. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M0 is ON, the BCD value of D2 is stored into D0 as a BIN conversion. 
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Data separation in WTOB byte units 

1. Command form 

An instruction that separates consecutive 16-bit data by byte (8-bit) units. 

WTOB S D n Data separation in byte units command execution 

S 
source 

data 

Save the soft component start number of the data to be 

separated by byte units 
16-bit instructions (7step) 

WTOB continuous 

implementation 

WTOBP Pulse Enforcement 

D 
result Save the starting number of the soft component that has 

been separated by byte units as a result 

n 

separabl

e 

number 

Number of bytes of data to be separated (n ≥ 0 and not 

processed when n = 0) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

The 16-bit data saved in the soft element starting at [S] is saved in bytes to the low 8 bits of the n-point 

soft element starting at [D], and the high 8 bits are saved at 00H. 

Some of the following conditions will report an error. Error flag bit M8067 is set ON while the error code is 

stored in D8067. error 6705 is reported when the soft component starting from [S], [D] is out of its soft 

component range. 

 

S+0 
high 

byte 

low 

byte 

 
 

D+0 
00H 

low 

byte 

  D+1 00H 
high 

byte 

S+1 
high 

byte 

low 

byte 

 
 

D+2 
00H 

low 

byte 

  D+3 00H 
high 

byte 

...... ...... ......   ...... ...... ...... 

S+n/2 
high 

byte 

low 

byte 

 
 

D+n-

2 

00H 00H 

  
D+n-

1 
00H 

high 

byte 
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[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Separation results 

D100 0X22 

D101 0X11 

D102 0X44 

D103 0X33 

D104 0X66 

D105 0X55 

D106 0X88 

D107 0X77 

source data 

D0 0X1122 

D1 0X3344 

D2 0X5566 

D3 0X7788 
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BTOW byte units of data combined 

1. Command form 

An instruction that combines the lower 8 bits (low byte) of consecutive 16-bit data. 

BTOW S D n Data combination in byte units command execution 

S 
source 

data 

Save the soft component start number of the data to be 

combined in byte units 
16-bit instructions (7step) 

BTOW continuous 

execution 

BTOWP pulse execution 

D 
result Save the starting number of the soft component that has 

been combined in byte units as a result 

n 

separabl

e 

number 

Number of bytes of data to combine (n ≥ 0 and not processed 

when n = 0) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

The 16-bit data after combining the lower 8 bits of the n 16-bit data starting at [S] is saved to the soft 

component starting at [D], and the higher 8 bits of [S] are ignored. 

Some of the following conditions will report a fault. The error flag bit M8067 is set ON, while the error code 

is stored in D8067. 

Error 6706 is reported when a soft component starting at [S], [D] is out of its soft component range. 

 

S+0 
high 

byte 
Byte 1 

 
 

D+0 Byte 2 Byte 1 

S+1 
high 

byte 
Byte 2   

S+2 
high 

byte 
Byte 3 

 
 

D+1 Byte 4 Byte 3 

S+3 
high 

byte 
Byte 4   

...... ...... ......   ...... ...... ...... 

 
high 

byte 

n-1st 

byte 

 
 

D+n/2 
nth 

byte 

n-1st 

byte S+n-

1 

high 

byte 
nth byte   
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 [Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

source data 

D0 0X1122 

D1 0X3344 

D2 0X5566 

D3 0X7788 

D4 0X99AA 

D5 0XBBCC 

D6 0XDDEE 

D7 0XFF00 

Separation results 

D100 0X4422 

  

D101 0X8866 

D102 0XCCAA 

D103 0X00EE 
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UNI 4-bit combination of 16-bit data 

1. Command form 

An instruction that combines the lower 4 bits of consecutive 16-bit data. 

UNI S D n 4-bit combination of 16-bit data command execution 

S 
source 

data 

Save the soft component start number of the data to be 

combined 16-bit instructions (7step) 

UNI continuous 

implementation 

UNIP pulse execution 

D 
result Save the soft component number of the combined data 

n 
combine

d with 

Number of combinations (0 to 4, not processed when n=0) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 The lower 4 bits of the n 16-bit data starting from S are combined into 16-bit data and saved into D. 

 The value of n ranges from 1 to 4. When n=0, the instruction is not executed. n takes the value 1 to 3, 

the remaining high bits are filled with 0. 

An arithmetic error occurs in some of the following cases, the error flag bit M8067 is set ON, and the error 

code is stored in D8067. 

 (a) Error code K6705 is reported when the soft component set in S is out of range. 

 Error code K6706 is reported when the n setting is out of range. 
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 b15 b4 b3 b0 

S+0  
Lower 4 

bits 

S+1  
Lower 4 

bits 

S+2  
Lower 4 

bits 

S+3  
Lower 4 

bits 

 

  

b15 b12 b11 b8 b7 b4 b3 b0 
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[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

                    

  

 

 

 

 

  

source data 

D0 0X1122 

D1 0X3344 

D2 0X5566 

D3 0X7788 

Combined results 

D100 0X8642 
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lo
w byte 

DIS 4-bit separation of 16-bit data 

1. Command form 

An instruction to separate 16-bit data in 4-bit increments. 

DIS S D n 4-bit separation of 16-bit data command execution 

S 
source 

data 

Save the soft component start number of the data to be 

separated 

16-bit instructions (7step) 

DIS continuous execution 

DISP pulse execution 

D result Save the soft component number of the separated data 

n 

separabl

e 

number 

Number of separations (0 to 4, not processed when n=0) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 The 16-bit data of S is separated in 4-bit increments and stored in the low 4 bits of the soft 

component starting with D. The high 12 bits are filled with zeros. 

 The value of n ranges from 1 to 4. When n=0, the processing of the instruction is not executed. 

An arithmetic error occurs in some of the following cases, the error flag bit M8067 is set ON, and 

the error code is stored in D8067. 

 Error code K6705 is reported when the soft component set in D is out of range. 

 Error code K6706 is reported when the n setting is out of range. 

 

 

 

  

  

b15 b12 b11 b8 b7 b4 b3 b0 

    

 b15 b4 b3 b0 

D+0  Low 4 位 

D+1  Low 4 位 

D+2  Low 4 位 

D+3  Low 4 位 
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[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Separation 

results 

D100 0X4 

D101 0X3 

D102 0X2 

D103 0X1 

source data 

D0 0X1234 
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ASCI HEX→ASCII conversion 

1. Command form 

After converting the value of S to ASCII, it is stored in the variable with D as the starting address. 

ASCI S D n HEX → ASCII conversion command execution 

S data sources 
Address of the variable to be converted or the 

value of the constant 

16-bit instructions (7step) 

ASCI continuous execution 

ASCIP pulse execution 

D 
results of 

operations 

The starting address for storing ASCII codes after 

conversion 

n 

Number of 

characters 

converted 

The number of character bits to convert, n ranges 

from 1 to 256 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction converts the value of S to ASCII and stores it in a variable with D as the starting 

address. 

 ASCI value conversion follows the ASCII and HEX binary value comparison table, e.g. ASCII '0' 

corresponds to HEX 'H30'; ASCII 'F' corresponds to HEX'H46', etc. 

[Example of use] 

S D n

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 high lower  

 H L H L 

D10 4 3 2 1 

D11 8 7 6 5 

D12 C B A 9 

D13 0 F E D 
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M8161=OFF16bit mode M8161=ON8bit mode 

Among them, the M8161 flag determines 

the width mode of the destination variable where the calculation results are stored, when M8161=OFF, it is 

16bit mode, that is, the high byte and low byte of the variable are stored separately; when M8161=ON, it is 

8bit mode, only the low byte of the variable stores the results, so the length of the actual use of the variable 

area increases. 

 

Composition of bits when M8161=OFF, n=4            Composition of bits when M8161=OFF, n=5 

(D10~D11) Conversion                                    (D10~D11) Conversion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1  1 

2  1 2 

3  1 2 3 

4 No change 1 2 3 4 

5  1 2 3 4 5 

6  1 2 3 4 5 6 

7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

n 
H L H L H L H L 

D103 D102 D101 D100 

1  1 

2  1 2 

3  1 2 3 

4 No change 1 2 3 4 

5  1 2 3 4 5 

6  1 2 3 4 5 6 

7  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

n 
H L H L H L H L 

D107 D106 D105 D104 D103 D102 D101 D100 

b15 D10=4321H b0 

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 

4 3 2 1 

b15 D11=8765H   b0 

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

8 7 6 5 

b15 D100 b0 

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

[2]=33H [1]=34H 

b15 D101 b0 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

[4]=31H [3]=32H 

b15 D102 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

  

b15 D100 b0 

0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 

[1]=34H [5]=35H 

b15 D101 b0 

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

[3]=32H [2]=33H 

b15 D102 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

 [4]=31H 
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Composition of bits when M8161=ON, n=4                Composition of bits when M8161=ON, n=5 

(D10~D11) Conversion                                    (D10~D11) Conversion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The RS/HEX/ASCI/CCD instructions share the M8161 mode flag, so pay attention when 

programming. 

  

b15 D100 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

 [1]=34H 

b15 D101 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

 [2]=33H 

b15 D102 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

 [3]=32H 

b15 D103 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

 [4]=31H 

b15 D104 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

  

b15 D100 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 

 [5]=35H 

b15 D101 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

 [1]=34H 

b15 D102 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

 [2]=33H 

b15 D103 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

 [3]=32H 

b15 D104 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

 [4]=31H 
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HEX ASCII→HEX conversion 

1. Command form 

After converting the value of the S start variable to a HEX code, it is stored in the variable with D as the 

start address, and the number of characters to be converted and the storage mode can be set. 

HEX S D n ASCII → HEX conversion 
command 

execution 

S data sources 

The address of the variable or constant value to be converted, in 

the case of a register variable, is converted in 32bit variable width 

(i.e. 4 ASCII characters) separated 

16-bit instructions 

(7step) 

HEX continuous 

execution 

HEXP pulse 

execution 

D 
results of 

operations 

The starting address where the converted HEX code is stored, the 

variable space occupied is related to S2 

n 

Number of 

characters 

converted 

Number of character bits converted 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction converts the value of the S start variable into a HEX code and stores it in a variable with D 

as the start address, and the number of characters to be converted and the storage mode can be set. 

 S is the address or constant value of the variable to be converted, and if it is a register variable, it is 

separated by 32bi variable width (i.e. 4 ASCII characters) into conversions. 

 D is the starting address where the converted HEX code is stored, and the variable space occupied is 

related to n. 

 n is the number of character bits to be converted (range: 1 to 256). 
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[Example of use] 

S D n

 

For example, D100 starts with the following data. 

M8161=OFF16 bit mode 

S H L 

D10 31H(1) 30H (0) 

D11 33H(3) 32H(2) 

D12 35H (5) 34H(4) 

D13 37H(7) 36H (6) 

D14 39H (9) 38H (8) 

D15 42H (B) 41H(A) 

D16 44H (D) 43H(C) 

D17 31H(1) 30H (0) 

D18 33H(3) 32H(2) 

 

M8161=ON 8bit mode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Among them, the M8161 flag determines the variable width mode, when M8161=OFF, it is 16-bit bit 

mode, that is, both the high and low bytes of the variable are involved in the operation; when M8161=ON, it 

is 8-bit mode, only the low byte of the variable is involved in the operation, and the content of the high byte 

is discarded, so the length of the actual use variable area S increases. 

 

  

1  0H 

2  01H 

3  012H 

4 No change 0123H 

5  ...0H 1234H 

6  . .01H 2345H 

7  .012H 3456H 

8  0123H 4567H 

9 ...0H 1234H 5678H 

n D102 D101 D100 

1  0H 

2  02H 

3  024H 

4 No change 0246H 

5  ...0H 2468H 

6  . .02H 468AH 

7  .024H 68ACH 

8  0246H 8AC0H 

9 ...0H 2468H AC02H 

n D102 D101 D100 

S H L 

D10 31H(1) 30H (0) 

D11 33H(3) 32H(2) 

D12 35H (5) 34H(4) 

D13 37H(7) 36H (6) 

D14 39H (9) 38H (8) 

D15 42H (B) 41H(A) 

D16 44H (D) 43H(C) 

D17 31H(1) 30H (0) 

D18 33H(3) 32H(2) 
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Composition of bits when M8161=OFF, n=4 Composition of bits when M8161=OFF, n=5 

(D10~D11) Conversion (D10~D11) Conversion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Composition of bits when M8161=ON, n=4                Composition of bits when M8161=ON, n=5 

(D10~D11) Conversion                                        (D10~D11) Conversion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes. 

(a) The RS/HEX/ASCI/CCD instructions share the M8161 mode flag and are programmed with care. 

(a) The source data in the S data area must be ASCII characters, otherwise the conversion is wrong. 

If the output data is in BCD format, after the HEX conversion, a BCD-BIN conversion is required to be the 

correct value. 

  

b15 D100 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 

0 1 2 3 

b15 D101 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

    

b15 D100 b0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 

1 2 3 4 

b15 D101 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

   0 

b15 D100 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 

0 2 4 6 

b15 D101 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

    

b15 D100 b0 

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 

2 4 6 8 

b15 D101 b0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

   0 
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4.5.2 data transmission  

data transmission 

MOV value transfer 

EMOV Binary floating point transmission 

BMOV Data transfer in batches 

FMOV One-to-many data transfer 

CML data retrieval and inverse transmission 

MOV assignment transmission 

1. Command form 

Copy the data in the source address S to the final address D 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Need contact driver with 2 operation variables to copy the value of S into D. 

 When it is a 32bit instruction (DMOV), both S and D will participate in the operation using the 

variable cell at the adjacent high address. For example, the operation result of the statement: 

[DMOVD1D10] is: D1→D10; D2→D11. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the constant 10 is assigned to D10 in 

 

 

 

 

MOV S D Data movement command execution 

S Data sources 
Address of the data or data storage word 

soft component to be transferred 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

MOV continuous 

execution 

MOVP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DMOV continuous 

execution 

DMOVP pulse 

execution 

D 
Data assignment 

destination 

Destination data storage word soft 

component address 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/MOV__赋值传送指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/EMOV_二进制浮点传送指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/BMOV__数据成批传送指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/FMOV_数据一对多传送指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据传送指令/CML__数据取反传送指令.htm
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EMOV binary floating point transfer 

1. Command form 

Performs the transfer of binary floating point data. Contact drivers are required to copy the binary 

floating point data value of S into D when the instruction is executed. 

EMOV S D 
Binary floating point 

transmission 
command execution 

S data sources Transmission source for binary floating-point data 32-bit instructions (9step) 

DEMOV continuous execution 

DEMOVP pulse execution D 
delivery 

destination 
Storage unit for binary floating-point data 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction performs the transfer of binary floating point data. A contact driver is required to 

copy the binary floating-point data value of S into D when the instruction is executed. Where. 

 S is the source of transmission of binary floating-point data. 

 D is the storage unit that holds the binary floating-point data. 

[Example of use] 

 

When X1 is ON, the binary floating point number in (D1,D0) is saved to (D11,D10). 

 

 

  

c

omma

nd
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SMOV shift transmission 

1. Command form 

Move the digit data of a total of m2 digits starting with m1 digits in S to a total of m2 digits starting with 

n digits in destination D. 

SMOV S m1 m2 D n 
(medicine) 

disposition transport 
command execution 

S 
data sources Data storage word soft component 

address for digital transmission 

16-bit instructions (11step) 

SMOV continuous execution 

SMOVP pulse execution 

m1 
Transmission start 

digit 

The position of the starting digit to be 

moved in S 

m2 
Number of 

transmitted digits 

The number of digits to be moved in S 

D 
destination Transmitted destination data storage 

word soft component address 

n 
Destination Start 

Digit 

Move to the position of the starting digit 

in D 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

m1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

Contact drivers are required, with up to 5 operational variables, of which. 

 S is the data source variable to be copied, when M8168 is OFF it is BCD mode (bits in decimal), 

the M operand is in the range 0000 to 9999 and cannot be negative. When M8168 is ON it is BIN 

mode and the S operand can be negative. 

 m1 is the starting bit number of the data source transmission, in the range (1 to 4). 

 m2 is the number of bits transmitted by the data source, in the range (1 to m1). 

 D is the destination variable for the data source transmission. 

 n is the start bit of the destination variable transmitted by the data source, (m2 to 4) range. 

 The data bit transfer process is related to the state of the special flag M8168, when M8168 is OFF 

it is BCD mode (bits in decimal), when M8168 is ON it is BIN mode, in BIN mode 4 bits are used 

as a unit for transfer (bits in hexadecimal). 

c

omma

nd 
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[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assuming D0=K1234 and D10=K5678, when M8168 

is OFF (BCD mode), set M10 to ON, then the value of D10 becomes K5623; when M8168 is ON (BIN mode), 

then D0=H04D2=K1234 and D10=H162E=K5678, set M10 to ON, then D10= H164D=K5709. 

 

 

 

  

                

10 3 10 2 10 1 10 0 

10 3 10 2 10 1 10 0 

                

    

                

No 

change 

No 

change 
  

                

For M8168 = OFF, the calculation is as 

follows. 

D0 (BIN decimal 16bit) 

(automatic conversion) 

D0 (4 bits in BCD format) 

(position shifted) 

D10 (4 bits in BCD format) 

(automatic conversion) 

D10 (BIN format 16bit) 

 

When M8168 = ON, the calculation is as 

follows. 

D0 (4 bits in HEX format) 

 

(position shifted) 

D10 (4-bit HEX format) 
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BMOV data transfer in batches 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, the data of the n registers with S as the first address are transferred one 

by one to the n registers with D as the first address. 

BMOV  S D n Data transfer in batches command execution 

S 
Data source 

first site 

First address of the data storage word soft 

component for batch transfer 

16-bit instructions (7step) 

BMOV continuous execution 

BMOVP pulse execution 

D 

first address 

of a 

transmission 

target 

First address of the data storage word soft element 

of the transmission destination 

n Data length 
Number of points of word soft components 

transmitted in batch 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Contact drive is required with 3 operation variables to copy n variable values specified by S at the 

start address to n cells specified by D at the start address. Where n has a value range of 1 to 512. 

 When the special variable M8024 = 1, the batch transfer is in the opposite direction, i.e., the n 

variable values specified by D at the start address are copied to the n cells specified by S at the 

start address. 

 When the Operations are bit components, the S and D bits must be equal. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M1 is ON, the value of (D3,D2,D1,D0) is transferred to (D13,D12,D11,D10). 
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FMOV data one-to-many transmission 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, transfer the data in S, to the n registers with D as the first address. 

FMOV S  Dn 
One-to-many data 

transfer 
command execution 

S data sources 
Data or data storage word soft 

components for one-to-many transfers 

16-bit 

instructions 

(7step) 

FMOV continuous 

execution 

FMOVP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DFMOV continuous 

execution 

DFMOVP pulse 

actuation 

D 

data transfer 

destination first 

address 

First address of the data storage word 

soft element of the transmission 

destination 

n Number of targets 
Number of points of word soft 

components for multipoint transmission 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Contact drive is required, and there are 3 operation variables that copy data from S to n cells at 

the starting address specified by D. Where n takes values in the range of 1 to 512. 

 FMOV is a 16-bit multipoint transfer instruction, and DFMOV is a 32-bit multipoint transfer. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M1 is ON, 100 is transferred to the four registers D13,D12,D11,D10. 
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CML data pickup and inverse transmission 

1. Command form 

Transfer the source address S to the final address D after bitwise inversion. 

 CMLSD 
data retrieval and 

inverse transmission 
command execution 

S 

fetch the 

inverse data 

source 

Data or data storage word soft component address 

for data inversion 

16-bit 

instructions 

(5step) 

CML continuous 

execution 

CMLP pulse 

execution 

32-bit finger 

(9step) 

DCML continuous 

execution 

DCMLP pulse 

execution 

D 
delivery 

destination 

Data storage word soft component address 

transmitted after data inversion 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Contact drive is required, there are 2 operation variables, and the BIN value of S is copied into D 

after bit-by-bit inversion. 

 (a) When the number of bits in D is less than 16 bits, S is inverted and transferred to the D 

variable by low alignment. 

 When it is a 32bit instruction (DCML), both S and D will participate in the operation using the 

variable unit at the adjacent high address. 

For example the operation of the statement: (DCML D1 D5) results in: /D1→D5; /D2→D6. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M1 is ON, D0 is inverted and stored in D10. 

 

4.5.3 Form manipulation  

Form manipulation 

ZRST All data reset 

ZRST all data reset 

1. Command form 

Batch reset command 

ZRST D1 D2 All data reset command execution 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/表格操作指令/ZRST_全部数据复位指令.htm
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D1 

First 

address of 

the 

approved 

position 

First address of soft components for batch bit 

16-bit instructions (5step) 

ZRST continuous execution 

ZRSTP pulse execution 

D2 

Final 

address of 

the 

approved 

position 

Conducting soft component final address of the batch bit 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

num

ber  

D1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description 

 Clear all variables in the interval D1 to D2 to 0. D1 and D2 may specify word variables, or may be 

Y, M, or S bit variables. Among the requirements are. 

 D1 and D2 must be the same type of soft component. 

 The number D1 shall be no greater than D2, and if they are the same, only the specified soft 

component shall be reset. 

 This instruction is 16bit, but D1 and D2 can specify a 32bit counter, in which case it should 

be the same 32bit type or the same 16bit type. 

[Example of use] 

 

When M1 is ON, all registers from D0 to D10 are reset. 

Additional Note : Bit components Y, M, S and word components T, C, D can also be individually reset 

using the RST instruction; word components T, C, D and bit registers KnY, KnM, KnS can also be cleared at 

multiple points using FMOV. 
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4.5.4 Data Shift  

Data Shift 

ROR Cyclic right shift 

ROL Circular left shift 

RCR Cyclic right shift with progression 

RCL Cyclic left shift with rounding 

ROR cycle right shift 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, the data in D is shifted n bits to the right, without the feed flag bit 

M8022, and the low bit of data shifted out of D is cycled into the high bit of D. 

ROR D n Cyclic right shift command execution 

D 
The device that 

will circulate 
Data storage word soft component address 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

ROR continuous 

execution 

RORP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DROR continuous 

execution 

DRORP pulse 

execution 

n 
Number of digits 

in a single move 

Valid range: 1 ≤ n ≤ 16 (16 bits), 

1 ≤ n ≤ 32 (32 bits) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Shift the loop right by n bits. 

 This instruction generally uses pulse execution type instructions. When it is a 32bit instruction, 

the register variable then occupies a total of 2 cells of the subsequent adjacent address. 

 If KnY, KnM, KnS are specified in D, only K4 (16bit) and K8 (32bit) are valid. 

[Example of use] 

 

(a) When M1 is ON, the count of D0 is cyclically shifted four bits to the right. 

The last bit is held in the feed flag bit M8022. 

 

 

 

 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据移位指令/ROR_循环右移指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据移位指令/ROL_循环左移指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/数据移位指令/RCL带进位的循环左移指令.htm
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ROL loop left shift 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, the data in D is shifted n bits to the left, without the feed flag bit M8022, 

and the high bit of data shifted out of D is cycled into the low bit of D. 

ROL D n Circular left shift command execution 

D 
The device that 

will circulate 
Data storage word soft component address 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

ROL continuous 

execution 

ROLP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DROL continuous 

execution 

DROLP pulse 

execution 

n 
Number of digits 

in a single move 

Valid range: 1 ≤ n ≤ 16 (16 bits), 

1 ≤ n ≤ 32 (32 bits) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Shift the contents of D cyclically left by n bits. 

 This instruction generally uses pulse execution type instructions. When it is a 32bit instruction, 

the register variable then occupies a total of 2 cells of the subsequent adjacent address. 

 If KnY, KnM, KnS are specified in D, only K4 (16bit) and K8 (32bit) are valid. 

[Example of use] 

 

(a) When M1 is ON, the count of D0 is cyclically shifted left by four bits. 

The last bit is held in the feed flag bit M8022. 
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RCR cyclic right shift with advance 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, the data in D with the incoming bit (M8022) is shifted n bits to the right 

and the shifted out high bit with the incoming bit (M8022) is cycled into the high bit of D. 

 RCRDn 
Cyclic right shift with 

progression 
command execution 

D 
The device that 

will circulate 
Data storage word soft component address 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

RCR continuous 

execution 

RCRP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DRCR continuous 

execution 

DRCRP pulse 

execution 

n 
Number of digits 

in a single move 

Valid range: 1 ≤ n ≤ 16 (16 bits), 

1 ≤ n ≤ 32 (32 bits) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Loop the contents of D along with the feed flag M8022 to shift n bits to the right. 

 This instruction generally uses pulse execution type instructions. 

 When it is a 32bit instruction, the register variable then occupies a total of 2 cells of the 

subsequent adjacent address. 

 If KnY, KnM, KnS are specified in D, only K4 (16bit) and K8 (32bit) are valid. 

[Example of use] 

 

(a) When M11 is ON, the count of D0 with the incoming cycle is shifted four bits to the right. 

The last bit is held in the feed flag bit M8022. 
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RCL cyclic left shift with advance 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, the data carry-in (M8022) in D is shifted n bits to the left, and the 

shifted high carry-in (M8022) cycles into the low bit of D. 

RCL D n 
Cyclic left shift with 

rounding 
command execution 

D 
The device that 

will circulate 
Data storage word soft component address 

16-bit instructions 

(5step) 

RCL continuous 

execution 

RCLP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DRCL continuous 

execution 

DRCLP pulse 

execution 

n 
Number of digits 

in a single move 

Valid range: 1 ≤ n ≤ 16 (16 bits), 

1 ≤ n ≤ 32 (32 bits) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Loop the contents of D along with the feed flag M8022 to shift n bits left. 

 This instruction generally uses pulse execution type instructions. When it is a 32bit instruction, 

the register variable then occupies a total of 2 cells of the subsequent adjacent address. 

 If KnY, KnM, KnS are specified in D, only K4 (16bit) and K8 (32bit) are valid. 

[Example of use] 
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(a) When M1 is ON, the count of D0 is shifted four bits left with the incoming cycle. 

The last bit is held in the feed flag bit M8022. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.5.5 Other data processing  

Other data processing 

SWAP Upper and lower byte swap 

BON ON position judgment 

SUM ON is total 

RND Generating random data 

XCH data exchange 

SWAP upper and lower byte exchange 

1. Command form 

Swaps the values of the high and low bytes of the specified variable S with each other. 

SWAP S 
Upper and lower 

byte swap 
command execution 

S 
Operation

s 

Data storage unit for which you want to perform 

an upper/lower byte swap 

16-bit instructions 

(3step) 

SWAP continuous 

execution 

SWAPP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(5step) 

DSWAP continuous 

implementation 

DSWAPP pulse 

execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/其他数据处理指令/SWAP上下字节交换指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/其他数据处理指令/BON__ON位判断指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/其他数据处理指令/RND产生随机数据指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/数据处理指令/其他数据处理指令/XCH_数据交换指令.htm
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S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction swaps the values of the high and low bytes of the specified variable S with each 

other. 

 In the case of a 16-bit instruction, the high 8-bit and low 8-bit values are exchanged with each 

other. 

 In the case of 32-bit instructions, the values of the high 8 bits and low 8 bits of the two registers 

are each swapped with each other. 

Note that this instruction generally uses pulse execution type instructions; otherwise, if a 

continuous execution instruction is used, the program will perform a swap for each scan. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

D0 

 

When M0 changes from OFF to ON, the contents of the high byte H and the low byte L in D0 are 

exchanged. 

 

 

 

 

  

H (8-15 bin) L (0-7 bin) 
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BON ON bit judgment 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, the state of the Kth bit of the binary data in the source address S, 

controls the D state. 

 BONSDn ON position judgment command execution 

S 
source 

data 
Data or data storage word soft component address 

16-bit 

instructions 

(7step) 

BON continuous 

execution 

BONP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DBON continuous 

execution 

DBONP pulse 

execution 

D 
controlled 

position 
controlled bit element 

n 
appointed 

place 

the bits 0 ≤ n ≤ 15 (16 bits) that are specified in the 

source address S. 

0 ≤ n ≤ 31 (32 bits) 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

Determine the state of the nth bit of S. The result is stored in D. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

When M0 is ON, Y0 is set when bit 15 of D0 (bin 15 is the sign bit) is 1, and Y0 is reset when bin 15 

is 0. Y0 remains in the previous state when M0 changes from ON to Off. 
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SUM ON Total number of bits 

1. Command form 

When the driving condition holds, the number of "1's" in the binary data represented in the source 

address S is counted and the result is stored in D. 

 SUMSD 
Total number of ON 

positions 
command execution 

S 

Number of 

persons 

counted 

Data or data storage word soft component 

address 

16-bit 

instructions 

(5step) 

SUM continuous 

execution 

SUMP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DSUM continuous 

execution 

DSUMP pulse 

execution 

D 
statistical 

results 
Data storage soft component address 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Calculate the number of bits in the BIN binary value of S that are 1 and store them in D. 

 In the case of using DSUM and DSUMP instructions, the number of 1's in the 32 bits of (S+1, S) is 

written to D, while D+1 is all 0's. 

 If all the bits in S are zero, the zero flag bit M8020 will be set ON. 

[Example of use] 

 

D0 

D1 

 

RND generates random data 

1. Command form 

Instructions for generating random numbers. 

RND D 
Generating random 

data 
command execution 

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

7 
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D 
destination 

address 
Soft components for saving random numbers 

16-bit instructions (3step) 

RND continuous execution 

RNDP pulse execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This instruction generates a pseudo-random number from 0 to 32767 and saves its value as a 

random number in [D]. 

 Please write a non-zero value (-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647) to (D8311, D8310) only once as 

the initial value at STOP→RUN. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

The generated random numbers are stored in D10. 

XCH data exchange 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, swap the data in S and D. 

 XCHSD data exchange command execution 

S Data 1 
Data storage word soft components for data 

exchange1 

16-bit 

instructions 

(5step) 

XCH continuous 

execution 

XCHP pulse 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

DXCH continuous 

execution 

DXCHP pulse 

execution 

D Data 2 
Data storage word soft components for data 

exchange2 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 
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Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

Contact drive is required, with 2 operational variables that swap the values of S and D with each other. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

When M0 changes from OFF to ON, the data in D0 and D10 are switched with each other. 

When the special variable M8160 = 1 and D and S are at the same address, the completed 

operation will be a swap of the high 8 bits with the low 8 bits, and the same for the 32-bit instruction, 

the completed operation will be a swap of the high 8 bits with the low 8 bits. Equivalent to the 

operation of the SWAP instruction. It is generally implemented with the SWAP instruction. 

 

4.6 Clock command  

Clock reading and writing 

TRD Clock data reading 

TWR Clock data writing 

TRD clock data reading 

1. Command form 

Reads the year/month/day/hour/minute/second/week from the PLC's built-in real time clock and saves 

the seven data in the specified register. 

 TRDD Clock data reading command execution 

D 

time store 

first 

address 

Start storage unit for time, occupying a total of 7 consecutive 

variable cells, with the following addresses in descending 

order: year, month, day, hour, minute, second, week, etc. 

16-bit instructions (3step) 

TRD continuous execution 

TRDP pulse execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 This command reads the year/month/day/hour/minute/second/week from the PLC's built-in real 

time clock and saves the seven data in the specified register. 

 Where D is the start storage unit to save the read time, occupying a total of seven consecutive 

variable cells, the address from small to large in order to store: seconds, minutes, hours, days, 

months, years, weeks and other data. 

[Example of use] 

 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/时钟指令/时钟读写指令/TRD时钟数据读取指令.htm
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When M0 is ON, the instruction operates as follows. 

sports event system variable  After operation D 

Year (2000~2099) D8018 → D0 

Month (January to December) D8017 → D1 

Day (1~31) D8016 → D2 

Time(0~23) D8015 → D3 

Score (0~59) D8014 → D4 

Seconds (0~59) D8013 → D5 

Day of the week [0(day)~6] D8019 → D6 

Note: To use the programmable controller's clock in general, first use the TDR instruction to read 

out the clock into the D register before using it, and do not use the values of D8013~D8019 directly. 

 

TWR clock data writing 

1. Command form 

This command writes 7 data of the specified clock data S (with 

year/month/day/hour/minute/second/week) into the PLC built-in real-time clock data. 

 TWRD Clock data writing command execution 

D 

Time write 

data first 

address 

The start storage unit for reading time, occupying a total of 

7 consecutive variable units, with the following addresses in 

descending order: year, month, day, hour, minute, second, 

week, etc. 

16-bit instructions (3step) 

TWR continuous execution 

TWRP pulse execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

num

ber  

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

This command writes 7 data of the specified clock data S (with 

year/month/day/hour/minute/second/week) into the PLC built-in real-time clock data. 

Where: S is the start storage unit to save the reading time, occupying a total of 7 consecutive variable 

units, the address from small to large in order to store: year, month, day, hour, minute, second, week and 

other data 

[Example of use I] 

 

When M0 is ON, the instruction operates as follows. 
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sports event system variable  After operation D 

Year (2000~2099) D10 → D8018 

Month (January to December) D11 → D8017 

Day (1~31) D12 → D8016 

Time(0~23) D13 → D8015 

Score (0~59) D14 → D8014 

Seconds (0~59) D15 → D8013 

Day of the week [0(day)~6] D16 → D8019 

Note: Note that when writing the clock is written to all 7 data, in the pre-set value can not be missing a 

variable, such as the day of the week is not written, the default is 0, for Sunday; if the month is not pre-

assigned, the month variable is 0 at this time, then the PLC believes that the month you provide is wrong, 

this clock modification is invalid. 

The PLC internal clock will be corrected for ±30 seconds for each On of M8017, where the correction 

means that when the second hand of the PLC's internal clock is between 1 and 29, it will be automatically 

classified as 

When the "0" second and the minute hand remains unchanged, from 30 to 59, it is also automatically 

classified as "0" seconds and the minute hand is added by 1 minute. 

M8015 set ON to stop clock timing. 

The PLC internal clock calibration method is as follows. 
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[Example of use II] 

 

 

Adjust the present time of the PLC to 08:30:0 on April 13, 2013, Saturday; write to D0-D6 some time in 

advance, and set this time into the PLC when M0 is set ON. 

The M8017 can be adjusted for plus or minus 30 seconds at the moment of ON 

Notes. 

 To modify the clock of the programmable controller in general, write the clock to D8013~D8019 

with the TWR instruction. Assigning the value to D8013~D8019 directly with the MOV instruction 

requires setting the M8015 before writing. 

 In the case of the 4-digit Gregorian model, the set value (80-99) corresponds to (1980-1999) and 

(00-79) to (2000-2079). For example: 80 = 1980, 99 = 1999, 00 = 2000, 79 = 2079.  

year 

month 

sun 

time 

a point (in 

sports or 

games) 
second 

week 

Writing the preset time to the perpetual 

calendar 

±30 seconds 

correction 
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4.7 High-speed input. Pulse positioning. Communication positioning commands  

4.7.1 High-speed input  

High-speed input  

SPD Pulse density detection 

DHSCS High-speed count comparison set 

DHSCR High-speed count comparison reset 

4.7.2 Pulse output  

Pulse output 

PWM Pulse Width Modulation Output 

PLSY Pulse output 

PLSR With acceleration and deceleration pulse output 

Note】：For details of PWM, PLSY and PLSR instructions, please refer to the chapter of "High-speed 

Output and Positioning Instructions". 

4.7.3 communications position  

For detailed use of the commands, please refer to the chapter "CANopenAxis Control Commands". 

4.7.4 pulse positioning (physics)  

pulse positioning (physics) 

PLSV Variable speed pulse output 

PLSV2 Variable speed pulse output with acceleration and deceleration 

DRVI relative position positioning 

DRVA absolute position positioning (GPS) 

ZRN return to the origin 

DVIT interrupt and locate 

DPIT Maximum fixed-length interrupt positioning instructions 

Note】：For details of PLSV, DRVI, DRVA and ZRN instructions, please refer to the chapter "High-speed 

Output and Positioning Instructions". 

4.7.5 Refresh processing  

Refresh processing 

REF Input and output refresh 

REFF Input filtering time adjustment 

 

REF input and output refresh commands 

1. Command form 

Update the input or output image store immediately 

2. Operations 

 REFSn Input and output refresh command execution 

S 
bit element initial 

address 

First address of the input or output bit 

element to be refreshed 
16-bit instructions (5step) 

REF continuous implementation 

REFP pulse execution n 
Number of bit 

elements 

Number of input or output bit elements to 

be refreshed 

mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/PLC定位与插补/高速处理指令/PWM脉宽调制输出指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/H2U高速定位指令/脉冲输出/PLSR指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/PLC定位与插补/定位指令/PLSV可变速脉冲输出.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/PLC定位与插补/定位指令/DRVI相对位置定位.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/H2U高速定位指令/脉冲定位/DRVA指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/H2U高速定位指令/脉冲定位/ZRN指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/高速输入脉冲定位通讯定位指令/刷新处理命令/REF_输入输出刷新指令.htm
mk:@MSITStore:C:/Inovance%20Control/AutoShop/AutoShop.chm::/指令详细说明/高速输入脉冲定位通讯定位指令/刷新处理命令/REFF_输入滤波时间调整指令.htm
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Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: to update the state of n components starting at address D immediately. Due to the 

nature of PLC access ports as per-byte access, it is required that. 

(a) The address of S shall be the numbered element with the lowest bit 0 of X0, X10, ......Y0, Y10, ......, 

etc. 

The value of n must be a multiple of 8 (n=8 to 256). 

Normally, the state read of input port X is performed before each program starts executing a scan, and 

the state refresh of output port Y is performed in batches after each program finishes executing a scan 

(executes to END), so that there is a delay in IO processing. The immediate refresh instruction REF can be 

used if the application requires the latest input information and if the result of the operation is desired to be 

output immediately. 

Available between FOR~NEXT instructions, between CJ instructions, etc. 

It can be used in the interrupt subroutine for input and output refreshing to get the latest input 

information and output the result of the operation in time. 

The actual input port state change delay is determined by the filtering time of the input components. X0 

to X1 have digital filtering, and the filtering time can be set in the range of 0 to 60ms (REFF command), and 

the rest of the IO ports are hardware filtered, and the filtering time is about 10ms. 

The actual output port state change delay is determined by the response time of the output element 

(e.g., relay). The output contact in the output refresh will actuate after the output relay (transistor) answer 

time. The answer lag time is approximately 10ms (20ms max) for relay output types, and approximately 

10µs for high speed output ports and 0.5ms for common point output ports for transistor output types. 

[Example of use 1] 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the status of the 8 input points X0-X7 is read immediately and the input signal is 

updated without incurring an input delay. 

[Example of use 2] 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the state of Y0~Y7 will be refreshed immediately and the output signal will be updated 

immediately. It is not necessary to wait until the END command before outputting. 

 

 

REFF input filtering time adjustment 
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1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, set the filter time constant for the X0 to X1 input ports to n milliseconds. 

 REFFn 
Filter parameter 

adjustment 
command execution 

n Filter time Unit: ms 

16-bit instructions (5step) 

REFF continuous execution 

REFFP pulse execution 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

numb

er  

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z 
retou

ch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function Description: Set the filtering time constant of X0~X1 input port to n. 

In the programmable controller, X0 to X7 use digital filters, and the default filter time constant is set by 

D8020, which can be changed to 0 to 60ms by the REFF instruction. 

the remaining X-ports are hardware RC filtered only, with a filter time constant of about 10ms, which 

cannot be modified. 

When a high-speed counter is used, or the X input interrupt function is used, the filter time for the 

relevant port is automatically the minimum time, and the filter time for the unrelated port remains at the 

original setting. 

The filter time can also be changed by assigning a value directly to the D8020 using the MOV instruction. 

[Example of use] 

 

 

 

 

 

When X1 is ON, the filtering time of X0-X7 is 10ms. 

When X1 is OFF, the filtering time of X0-X7 is 15ms. 
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4.8 News story  

communications instruction 

MODBUS MODBUS communication 

MODBUSMODBUS communication 

1. Command form 

MODBUS communication read and write commands 

MODBUS S1 S2 n D MODBUS communication command execution 

S1 
Correspondence address, function 

code 

Slave address (high byte), 

communication command (low byte, 

as defined by MODBUS protocol) 

16-bit instructions 

(9step) 

MODBUS continuous 

execution 

 

S2 slave data first address 
Accessing the slave's register start 

address number 

n Data length Length of data to be read or written 

D host data first address 

The starting address of the storage 

unit for reading or writing data, 

occupying subsequent address units, 

length determined by n 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 S1: Slave address (high byte), communication command (low byte, defined by MODBUS 

protocol). 

 S2: Access the slave's register starts address number. 

 n: The length of the data to read or write. 

 D: The starting address of the storage unit for reading or writing data, occupying the subsequent 

address unit, with the length determined by n. 
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[Example of use] 

 

 

 

Set M0 to ON and the PLC continuously reads the value of the register in #1 slave, address H64, and the 

data is stored in cell D0. 

 

 

 

 

  

The 

slave 

address is 01 

and the 

command 

code is 03 

Register 

start address 

is H64 

Data 

length of 1 

Receive 

storage data 

start address 
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4.9 Peripherals  

PID operation 

PID PID operation 

Bit switch access 

DECO data decoding 

ENCO data encoding 

Other Commands 

ASC ASCII code conversion 

4.9.1 PID operation  

PID operation 

PID PID operation 

PID PID operation 

1. Command form 

Complete PID operations for closed-loop control systems 

PID S1 S2 S3 D PID operation command execution 

S1 target value PID setting target value 
16-bit 

instructions (9step) 

PID continuous 

execution 

 

S2 feedback value Measured feedback values 

S3 operating parameter 
The starting unit for storing the result of an 

operation 

D output value PID output value storage unit 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

S4 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

3. Description of functions and instructions 

1）PID function selection 

Entrance 

number 

Function significance note 

S3+0 sampling 

period 

Sampling and output 

refresh period 

 

S3+1 Operation 0x0 Incremental High 8-bit control instruction 
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mode selection 0** PID operation mode 

0x0

1** 

Position-

based PID 

Selecting different Function instructions, the S3 unit corresponds to different meanings. 

4. Incremental PID command 

The following table describes the functions and setting methods for the parameter values of each unit at 

the start of S3. 

Entrance 

number 

Function Setting Instructions 

S3 Sampling time Setting range 1 to 32767ms (default is 10ms) 

S3+1 Direction of movement 

bit0: 0=positive action; 1=reverse action 

bit1: 0 = Input change amount alarm is invalid; 1 = Input change 

amount alarm is valid 

bit2: 0 = Output change amount alarm is invalid; 1 = Output 

change amount alarm is valid 

bit3: not available 

bit4: 0 = self-tuning inactive; 1 = self-tuning performed (this 

function is not available in the current version) 

bit5: 0 = Output value upper and lower limit settings are invalid; 

1 = Output value upper and lower limit settings are valid 

bit6~bit15 are not available 

Also, please do not make bit5 and bit2 ON at the same time. 

S3+2 Input filtering 

constants 

0 to 99 [%], 0 = no input filtering 

S3+3 Proportional gain 0 to 32767 [%] 

S3+4 Integral time 0 to 32767 (×100ms), 0 = treated as ∞ (no integration) 

S3+5 differential gain 0 to 100 [%], 0 = no differential gain 

S3+6 differential time 0 to 32767 (×10ms), 0 = no differential processing 

S3+ (20 to 24) is occupied when bit1=1, bit2=1 or bit5=1 of <ACT>, defined as follows. 

S3+ (7 to 19) Internal processing of PID operations is occupied and should be cleared before running 

S3+20 Input change amount 

(incremental side) 

alarm setting 

0~32767, (valid when bit1=1 of <ACT>) 

S3+21 Input change amount 

(minus side) alarm 

setting 

0~32767, (valid when bit1=1 of <ACT>) 

S3+22 Output change amount 

(incremental side) 

alarm setting 

0~32767, (valid when bit1=1 of <ACT>) 

Output upper limit setting value -32768~32767, (valid when 

bit1=0 and bit5=1 of <ACT>) note1 

S3+23 Output change amount 

(minus side) alarm 

setting 

0~32767 (valid when bit2=1 and bit5=0 for S3+1<ACT>) 

Output lower limit setting value -32768~32767, (valid when 

bit1=0 and bit5=1 of <ACT>) note1 

S3+24 
Alarm output 

bit0 input change amount (incremental side) overflow 

bit1 input change amount (minus side) overflow 
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Bit2 output change amount (incremental side) overflow 

Bit3 Output change amount (minus side) overflow 

(valid when bit1=1 or bit2=1 of <ACT>) 

S3+25 Internal processing of PID operations occupies 

Note 1: When the output is limited, the PID outputs the post-limit value, and if the output changes 

thereafter, the secondary change is also a change from the post-limit output value. 

 

 

 

5. Position-based PID command (S3+1 selects 0x01**) 

Entrance 

number 

Function Setting Instructions 

S3 Sampling time Setting range 1~32767ms (default 10ms) 

S3+1 
Control mode 

0x0100: Positive 

0x0101: Reverse 

S3+2 Proportional gain 1 0 to 32767 [%] 

S3+3 Integral gain 1 0 to 32767 [%] 

S3+4 Differential gain 1 0 to 32767 [%] 

S3+5 deviation Area 0~32767; 0: not valid; non-0: deviation less than this value is 

considered as deviation 0 

S3+6 Output limit -32768~32767; output max. 

S3+7 Lower output limit -32768~32767; output min. 

S3+8 Point cap -32768~32767; cumulative points max note1 

S3+9 Lower limit of points -32768~32767; cumulative points min. note1 

S3+10 
Accumulated points 32-bit floating point 

S3+11 

S3+12 Last deviation -32768 to 32767. 

S3+13 Proportional gain 2 0 to 32767 [%] 

S3+14 Point Gain 2 0 to 32767 [%] 

S3+15 Differential gain 2 0 to 32767 [%] 

S3+16 Parameter switching 

conditions 

0: no toggle; 1: toggle according to deviation note2 

S3+17 lower limit of deviation 

note3 

0~32767; deviation starting point or custom switch starting point 

S3+18 Upper limit of deviation 

note3 

0~32767; deviation endpoint or custom switch endpoint 

S3+19 reserve  

S3+20~ 

S3+26 
Internal arithmetic use  

Note 1: When both the upper and lower points limits are set to 0, the upper and lower points limits will 

take effect according to the upper limit of 32767 and the lower limit of -32768. 

Note 2: Deviation switching principle (proportional gain Kp switching as an example) 

Note 3: The lower and upper limits of deviation are the absolute values of deviation. 
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E2E1 E

Kp1

Kp2

Kp
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error code What the error indicates 

6780 Unreasonable sampling time settings 

6781 reserve 

6782 Input filter object is not reasonable 

6783 Unreasonable proportionality factor 

6784 Unreasonable points factor 

6785 Differential coefficients are unreasonable 

6786 Output limit not normal (lower output limit greater than upper limit) 

 

4.9.2 Bit switch access  

Bit switch access 

DECO     data decoding 

ENCO     data encoding 

 

 

 

DECO data decoding 

1. Command form 

DECO S D n data decoding command execution 

S translation source 
Data storage word soft component address or bit 

component combination first address 

16-bit 

instructions (7step) 

DECO continuous 

implementation 

DECOP pulse 

execution 

 

D decoding result 
Decode result output data storage word element 

address or bit element combination first address 

n 
Decoding bit 

length 
The length of the bits to be decoded in S 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

3. Description of functions and instructions 

   Compute the value of the last n bits of S as a bit pointer to the corresponding position 1 of D and 

clear the other bits to 0. 

The lower n bits of the source address (n ≤ 4) are decoded to the destination address. n ≤ 3, all high bits 

of the destination are converted to 0. 

(a) The command is not executed when n = 0, and is an arithmetic error when n = other than 0 to 8. 

At n=8, the number of points is 256 if the decoding command D is a bit soft component. 
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When the drive input is OFF, the instruction is not executed and the decoded output that is in action 

remains in action. 

This instruction generally uses pulse execution type instructions. 

Programming examples. 

X2 X1 X0

0 1 1
  

 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

4

7 6 5 4 2 1 0

M17 M16 M15 M14 M13 M12 M11 M10

DECOP   X0    M10    K3
X10 S D n

 

DECOP   D2    D4    K3
X1 S D n

0 1 00 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

D2b15 b0

7 6 5 4 2 1 0

  

 

4

其余清0

D4b15 b0  

 

ENCO data encoding 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, the bit element set ON in the source address S or the bit bit set ON in 

the word element is converted to a binary number and stored in D. The number of bits in S is specified as 2 

nbits. 

ENCO S D n data encoding command execution 

S code source 
Encoding input data or bit component combination 

first address 

16-bit 

instructions (7step) 

ENCO continuous 

implementation 

ENCOP pulse 

execution 

 

D Coding results 
Address of the encoded result data storage word 

element 

n 
Length of coded 

bits 
Number of data bits in D 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

3. Description of functions and instructions 

  (a) When more than one bit in the source address is a 1, only the first bit on the high side is counted as a 

1; an arithmetic error occurs when all bits of S are 0. 

  When the drive input is OFF, the instruction is not executed and the coded output does not change. 

  At   n = 8, the S of the encoded instruction is 256 points if it is a bit component. 

  This instruction generally uses pulse execution type instructions. 
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  Examples of commands. 

ENCOP    M10   D10    K3
X10 S D n

0 00 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

b15 b0
清为0

7 16 5  3 2 0

 2 1

M17 M16 M15 M14 M13 M12 M11 M10

D10

ENCOP   D0    D1    K3
X11 S D n

0 1 00 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

D0b15 b0

7 6 5 4 2 1 0

  

 

4

无效数据

b15 b0
清为0   
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4.9.3 Other Commands  

Other Commands 

ASC ASCII code conversion 

ASC ASCII code conversion 

1. Command form 

When the drive condition holds, the string entered by the computer into S1 is converted to ASCII code 

and stored in a register with D1 as the first address. 

ASCSD ASCII code conversion command execution 

S 
data 

sources 

English string to perform ASCII transformation, maximum 

allowed length is 8 characters 
16-bit instructions 

(11step) 

ASC continuous 

execution 
D 

Conversion 

results 

Store the starting cell number of the ASCII code, occupying 

a total of 4 (M8161=0) or 8 subsequent variable cells 

(M8161=1) 

2. Command form 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 The user enters the corresponding letter 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

[Example of use] 

 

If M8161=OFF, the numeric string is converted to ASCII and stored in D in the order of lower 8 bits and 

higher 8 bits, every 2 characters/1 bytes. 
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If M8161 = ON, the numeric string is converted to ASCII and then transferred sequentially to the lower 8 

bits (1 byte) of D. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix: ASCII Code Cross Reference Table 

 

 

10-bit 

decimal 

ASCII 

(hexadecimal 

numbers) 

0 30 

1 31 

2 32 

3 33 

4 34 

5 35 

6 36 

7 37 

8 38 

9 39 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 High 8 bits Lower 8 bits 

D 42(B) 41(A) 

D+1 44 (D) 43 (C) 

D+2 46 (F) 45 (E) 

D+3 00 47 (F) 

English 

letters 

ASCII 

(hexadecimal 

numbers) 

English 

letters 

ASCII 

(hexadecimal 

numbers) 

A 41 N 4E 

B 42 O 4F 

C 43 P 50 

D 44 Q 51 

E 45 R 52 

F 46 S 53 

G 47 T 54 

H 48 U 55 

I 49 V 56 

J 4A W 57 

K 4B X 58 

L 4C Y 59 

M 4D Z 5A 

10-bit decimal 10-bit decimal 

0 30 

1 31 
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4.10 Electronic cam command  

Electronic cam command 

CAMWR Write to e-cam data 

CAMRD Reading electronic cam data 

CAMSP Master/slave axis position calculation 

Please refer to "Chapter6Electronic Cams"  

4.11 Probe command  

Electronic cam command 

PROBE Probe command 

1. Command form 

PROBE S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 D1 D2 D3 Probe command Applicable models: V5 

S1 Port Selection 
Selecting the port for latching 

triggering 

32-bit instructions 

(33setp) 

Continuous 

implementation 

S2 following the selection of Select the edge trigger type 

S3 Axis selection Select the axis for latching 

S4 source selection 
Selecting the data source for 

latching 

S5 filtered value Set the filter value of the port 

D1 latching position Save the value of the latch 

D2 latching state latching state 

D3 latching phase latching phase difference 

2. Operations 

O
p
e
ra

ti
o
n
s
 bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change 

constan

t 

real 

num

ber 

S1 

X Y M T C S SM D R T C 

S

D 

KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z 

ret

ou

ch 

K H E 

S2 

X Y M T C S SM D R T C 

S

D 

KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z 

ret

ou

ch 

K H E 

S3 

X Y M T C S SM D R T C 

S

D 

KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z 

ret

ou

ch 

K H E 

S4 

X Y M T C S SM D R T C 

S

D 

KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z 

ret

ou

ch 

K H E 
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S5 

X Y M T C S SM D R T C 

S

D 

KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z 

ret

ou

ch 

K H E 

D1 

X Y M T C S SM D R T C 

S

D 

KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z 

ret

ou

ch 

K H E 

D2 

X Y M T C S SM D R T C 

S

D 

KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z 

ret

ou

ch 

K H E 

D3 

X Y M T C S SM D R T C 

S

D 

KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z 

ret

ou

ch 

K H E 

 

3. Description of functions and actions. 

S1 
Range: X0~6: X0~X6; (X4 is temporarily unavailable) 

x300: ez[0]; x304: ez[1]; x310: ez[2]; x314: ez[3] 

S2 Range: OFF: Rising edge ON: Falling edge 

S3 Range: 1~10: represents axis 1~axis 10 

S4 

Range 0: logical position (corresponding to D8356). 

1: Encoder position (corresponding to SD56). 

2: Electronic cam master axis position (corresponds to SD85) 

S5 Range: 0~4095us 

D1 Latch position: output the address corresponding to 32 bits, such as D100, D101 

D2 Latching status: Bit element ON: Latching complete. (Set when latching to data) 

D3 

Latch phase difference: the difference in phase shift between the two latches 

The first latch is unchanged. 

For the second latch, D3 = value of current latch - value of last latch (overflow case is already taken into 

account internally) 

Notes.  

①When the latch source is a logical position, the axis takes the value range: 1~10. 

② When the latching source is the master axis position, the axis takes the value range 1 to 8. 

(iii) When the latching source is the encoder position, the axis takes the value range: 1 to 4. 

④ The maximum number of simultaneous conductors supported by this instruction is 4, and each 

conductor occupies one probe function resource (4 probes in total). 

⑤ Only the modification of the filter value is valid after the command conducts, and the modification of 

the remaining parameters is invalid. 

(6) Terminal X4 is temporarily unavailable, and terminals X5 and X6 are ordinary input terminals present 

for hardware filtering. 

(7) This instruction and the probe register configuration method cannot be used at the same time, 

otherwise the alarm will be raised. 
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5. High-speed input  
The V5-MC104 supports 4 differential high-speed inputs and 4 collector high-speed inputs. 

High-speed input 

channels (8) 
【1】

 

Input 

Type 

Input 

Voltage 
Input method 

Maximum input 

frequency 

Axis 1, 2, 3, 4 differential 5V AB phase 4MHz 

X0, X1 anode 24V 
single phase (elec.) 

AB phase 
200K 

X2, X3 anode 24V single phase (elec.) 200K 

Note 1: Hardware versions A1.0 and A1.1 have only 2 (X0, X1) collector high-speed inputs, hardware 

version A2.0 has 4 collector (X0, X1, X2, X3) high-speed inputs 

5.1 high-speed counter  

1. High-speed counting methods supported by the V5-MC104. 

(1) Single-phase counting: only one counting pulse signal input is required, which is decided by the 

corresponding incremental or decremental counting control special M element as incremental or decremental 

counting. 

 

(2) AB phase counting: Corresponds to having 4 counting pulse signals input, also called AB quadrature 

pulse quadruple frequency. Phase A and phase B signals with a phase difference of 90° are used as inputs, 

and the counting direction is determined according to the phase relationship between phase A and phase B 

signals. The counter can be monitored by reading the special M element corresponding to the counter 

increment/decrement count status. 

 

2. The counting registers used for single-phase high-speed counting are as follows. 

Input 

Assignment 

Single-phase counting (32 bits) 

C235 C236 C237 C238 

X0 U/D    

X1  U/D   

X2   U/D  

X3    U/D 
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The count registers used for AB phase high speed counting (quadruple frequency) are as follows. 

Input 

Assignment 

AB phase count (32 bits) 

C252 (SD56) C253 (SD156) C254 (SD256) C255 (SD756) C247 

Axis 1 

PAX+ 

PAX- 
A    

 

PBX+ 

PBX- 
B    

 

Axis 2 

PAX+ 

PAX- 
 A   

 

PBX+ 

PBX- 
 B   

 

Axis 3 

PAX+ 

PAX- 
  A  

 

PBX+ 

PBX- 
  B  

 

Axis 4 

PAX+ 

PAX- 
   A 

 

PBX+ 

PBX- 
   B 

 

X0     A 

X1     B 

 

The single phase high speed count increase and decrease control bit elements are as follows. 

Single-phase count up/down control bit element 

C235 C236 C237 C238 

M8235 M8236 M8237 M8238 

 

The AB phase high speed count increase and decrease status bit components are as follows. 

AB phase count increment/decrement status bit element 

C247     

M8247     

3. High Speed Counting Usage. 

(1) The high-speed count function needs to be turned on in the program to enable the corresponding 

high-speed count register (the high-speed count of axis 1 to axis 4 is used directly without being turned on in 

the program). If the one-way high-speed count X0 is started, the count can be zeroed by assigning 0 to the 

corresponding count register. 
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(2) High-speed counting is achieved by hardware with an edge-variable count corresponding to the input 

signal, independent of the PLC scan period. 

(3) Available instructions for high-speed counting: High-speed pulse comparison instructions HSCS, 

HSCR, HSZ 

4. Notes on the use of high speed counting. 

X0 and X1 can do single-phase counting and AB-phase counting, but not both single-phase and AB-phase 

counting, otherwise the system will report a conflict error. 

 

X0, X1, X2, X3 Four-axis counter 

1. opened by a timer statement. 

2. switch directions at will in the middle, but there are 

problems with lost counts. 

3. High-speed counters, which are counted can be 

exceeded, are used to exceed the count. 

4. After closing, the value is cleared to zero. 

5. The counting process is modifiable. 

1. No need to open statements 

2. No switching in the middle 

process 

3. Beyond counting 

4. can only be assigned to clear 

the value. 

5. The process of counting is 

modifiable 

5.2 High-speed input commands  

5.2.1 DHSCS comparison set  

summary 

◆ Set the counter to compare with the comparison value, if the comparison is equal, immediately set the 

comparison output, not affected by the PLC scan time 

DHSCS S1 S2 D 
(High-speed counter) Comparison 

set 

Applicable models: 

V5 

S1 source data Set comparison value, 32bit 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DHSCS continuous 

implementation 

S2 source data 

Specify the high-speed counter, which 

must be C235 ~C238, C247, C252 

~C255. 

D result 
Storage unit for comparison 

results 

 

Operations 

Opera

tions 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

Real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S 
S

M 
D R T C 

S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V

, Z 

reto

uch 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S 
S

M 
D R T C 

S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V

, Z 

reto

uch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S 
S

M 

Counter 

interrupt number 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V

, Z 

reto

uch 
K H E 
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Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

 

◆ Function and action description. 

When the current value of the [S2] counter is equal to the set value [S1], [D] is set immediately. 

(a) The [S2] variable must be the high-speed counters C235 to C255, and since the counters involved 

are all 32bit counters, the 32bit instruction DHSCS must be used. 

[D] is the storage unit for the comparison result, or it can be a call to the counting interrupt subroutine: 

when it is a port in the range of Y0 to Y17, it is an immediate output (Y0 to Y17 will be refreshed at the same 

time); when it is a port after Y20, it will wait until this user program scan is finished before outputting; when 

it is an M, S, SM variable, it is an immediate refresh;. 

When item [D] is I1010 to I1080, it is Subroutine to call the high-speed counter interrupt 0~7. Of 

course, you must write the corresponding interrupt subroutine, turn on the corresponding interrupt allow flag 

and global interrupt allow flag, etc., in order to respond to the timer interrupt properly. m8059 set ON then 

all high-speed counter interrupts (I1010-I1080) are disabled 

Difference between the general instruction Y output and the DHSCS instruction Y output: as an example 

(instruction example I). 

-When the present value of C235 changes from 99→100, the C235 contact conducts immediately, but 

when executing to OUT Y10, Y10 is still affected by the scan cycle and is not output until after the program 

executes the IO refresh 

-When the present value of C235 changes from 99→100 and 101→100, the DHSCS command output Y10 

is immediately output to the external output in an interrupt mode, independent of the PLC scan cycle. 

However, it is still subject to the output delay of the output transistor 

1) Instructions for use. 

● When using the DHSCS instruction, ensure that the counter being used is enabled (see instruction 

example one), otherwise the value of that counter will not change. 

● The counter responds to the input signal of the counter by interrupt and compares in time, and if the 

matching relationship is satisfied at the time of this comparison, the comparison output is immediately set. 

For example, in instruction example 1, if the current value of C235 becomes 99→100 or 101→100, Y10 is 

immediately set and remains in that state, after which Y10 remains ON even if the comparison result of C235 

and K100 becomes unequal, unless there is another reset operation. 

Even if DMOV, DADD and other instructions are used to rewrite the contents of high-speed counters C235 

to C255, the comparison output will not change if there is no pulse input; the comparison result cannot be 

changed by simply driving the energy flow of the instruction. 

● When the output target of the DHSCS instruction is the counter interrupt I1010 to I1080, each 

interrupt number can be used only 1 time and cannot be repeated. Refer to the previous section for the 

setting and use of counter interrupts. 

DHSCS, DHSCR and DHSZ can be used as many times as normal instructions, but the number of 

simultaneous instructions driven by these instructions is limited to a total of 8 instructions or less. the DHSZ 

instruction special mode (high-speed table comparison mode, frequency control mode) can only drive 1 

instruction at a time. 

 

2) Example of instruction I. 
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3) Example of instruction II. 

Main procedure. 

 

I1010 interrupt subroutine. 

 

The D operand range of the DHSCS instruction can also specify I10x0, x=1 to 8, as the counter count 

arrives when an interrupt occurs and that interrupt service program is executed. If the M8059 is set ON then 

all high-speed counter interrupts are disabled. 

Note the difference between the D device with I1010 and the ON signal at the Y, M and S output points at 

this point. 

-with Y output point: if the current value of C235 becomes 99→100 or 101→100, Y is immediately set ON 

and remains ON, after which Y remains ON even if the comparison result between C235 and K100 becomes 

unequal, unless there is another reset instruction operation. 

-Use I1010: If the current value of C235 changes to 99→100 or 101→100, I1010 will only generate an 

interrupt once. 

• This instruction currently supports nine high-speed counters, C235, C236, C237, C238, C247, C252, C253, 

C254, and C255. 

5.2.2 DHSCR comparison reset  

◆Summary 

Set the counter to compare with the comparison value, if the comparison is equal, immediately reset the 

comparison output, independent of the PLC scan time 

DHSCR S1 S2 D 
(High-speed counter) Comparison 

reset 
Applicable models: V5 
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S1 source data Set comparison value, 32bit 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DHSCR continuous 

implementation 

S2 source data 

Specify the high-speed counter, 

must be Specify the high-speed 

counter, must be C235 ~C238, 

C247, C252 ~C255. 

D result Storage unit for comparison results 

 

◆  Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

 

◆ Function and action description. 

When the current value of the S2 counter equals the set value S1, D is immediately reset. 

S2 variables must be high-speed counters C235 to C255, and since the counters involved are all 32bit 

counters, the 32bit instruction DHSCR must be used. 

D is the storage unit for comparison results: when it is a port in the range of Y0 to Y17, it is output 

immediately (Y0 to Y17 will be refreshed at the same time); when it is a port after Y20, it will wait until this 

user program scan is completed before outputting; when it is an M, S, SM variable, it is refreshed 

immediately. 

 

1) Points to note. 

The action principle of DHSCR instruction is similar to that of HSCS instruction except that the high-

speed counter interrupt cannot be used as the comparison output, and the comparison output action of 

DHSCR is just the opposite of HSCS instruction, i.e., the specified output is reset when the counter values 

reach equality. " for the description. 

Difference between the general instruction Y output and the DHSCR instruction Y output: as an example 

(instruction example I). 

● When the present value of C235 changes from 99→100, the C235 contact is immediately on, but when 

executing to OUT Y10, Y10 is still affected by the scan cycle and is output only after the IO refresh is 

executed in the program 

● When the present value of C235 changes from 99→100 and 101→100, the DHSCS command output 

Y10 is immediately output to the external output in an interrupt mode, independent of the PLC scan cycle. 

However, it is still subject to the output delay of the transistor. 

 

2) Instructions for use. 

● When using the DHSCR instruction, ensure that the counter being used is enabled (see instruction 

example one), otherwise the value of that counter will not change. 

● The counter responds to the input signal of the counter by interrupt and compares in time, and if the 
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matching relationship is satisfied at the time of this comparison, the comparison output is reset immediately. 

For example, in instruction example 1, if the current value of C235 becomes 99→100 or 101→100, Y10 is 

immediately reset and remains in that state, after which Y10 remains OFF even if the comparison result of 

C235 and K100 becomes unequal, unless there is another set instruction operation. 

Even if DMOV, DADD and other instructions are used to rewrite the contents of high-speed counters C235 

to C255, the comparison output will not change if there is no pulse input; the comparison result cannot be 

changed by simply driving the energy flow of the instruction. 

The DHSCS, DHSCR, and DHSZ instructions can be used as many times as the normal instructions, but 

the number of these instructions driven simultaneously is limited to a total of 8 instructions or less. the DHSZ 

instruction special mode (high-speed table comparison mode, frequency control mode) can only drive one 

instruction simultaneously. 

 

3)  Examples of commands. 

 

 

 

This instruction currently supports nine high-speed counters, C235, C236, C237, C238, C247, C252, C253, 

C254, and C255. 

 

 

5.2.3 SPD pulse density detection  

1. Command Description：Counts pulses at the specified input port for a set period of time, and is used 

for pulse frequency detection. 

SPD S1 S2 D Pulse density detection command execution 

S1 
Input 

terminals 
Specify the pulse signal input port 

16-bit finger 

(7step) 

SPD continuous 

implementation 

 

32-bit finger 

(13step) 

DSPD continuous 

execution 

 

S2 Time (ms) Set pulse detection time 

D result Pulse Counting Results 

2. Operations 

Operat

ions 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User 
Bit 

Designation 

address 

change  
constant 

real 

num

ber  

S1 X Y M T C S S D R T C SKnX K Kn KnKn Vreto K H E 
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M D nY M S SM , Z uch 

S2 X Y M T C S 
S

M 
D R T C 

S

D 
KnX 

K

nY 

Kn

M 

Kn

S 

Kn

SM 

V

, Z 

reto

uch 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S 
S

M 
D R T C 

S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

Kn

M 

Kn

S 

Kn

SM 

V

, Z 

reto

uch 
K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

3. Function description. 

 Save the number of pulses detected by the port specified in [S1] during the time of [S2] to the 

[D] address 

 [S1] is the pulse input port, supporting X0-X3, axis port inputs (axis port bit components are 

defined in the following table). 

 [S2] is the set pulse detection time (ms) 

 [D] Pulse counting results 

For 16-bit instructions, 3 consecutive address cells starting with [D] are occupied. [D+0] sets the 

number of pulses to be counted in the length of time, [D+1] is the real-time pulse count value, 

and [D+2] is the remaining time to complete the current sampling cycle. 

At 32-bit instructions, six consecutive address cells starting with [D] are occupied. [D+0] sets the 

number of pulses to be counted in the length of time, [D+2] is the real-time pulse count value, 

and [D+4] is the remaining time to complete the current sampling cycle. 

 The maximum number of on-state SPD+DSPD is 20. If the instruction execution is not needed, 

the enable needs to be turned off in time to reduce the number of on-state executions. 

 For axis port input SPD counting, the soft components are defined as follows. 

Axis selection Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 

Corresponding 

register 
SD56 SD156 SD256 SD756 

corresponding port X300 X304 X310 X314 

4. Example. 
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6. Axis functions and positioning commands  

6.1 Axis Functions Overview  

The V5-MC104 standard type uses application commands for both positioning commands and trajectory 

control. The features are as follows. 

 High-speed output frequency range: 1 Hz to 3 MHz for the axis port and 1 Hz to 200 kHz for 

the high-speed port. 

 Support for trapezoidal acceleration and deceleration, S-shaped acceleration and 

deceleration. 

 The number of supported axis is 6 real and 4 virtual axis, with the following functions 

supported for each axis. 

axis 

property 

axis 

number 
locate encoders 

Electronic 

gear/cam 
Canopen 

interpolation 

(mathematics) 
overlaying 

real axis 

Axis 

1~4 
√ √ √ √ √ √ 

Axis 

5~6 
√  √ √ √ √ 

virtual 

axis 

Axis 

7~8 
√  √ (M) √  √ 

Axis 

9~10 

√ 

(M) 
    √ 

6.1.1 Real Axis Pulse Output Port Description  

The V5-MC104 has a choice of six high-speed pulse output ports, including four axial ports and two high-

speed transistor output ports, as defined in the following table. 

Output port 

number 
Pulse output port Pulse Output Type structure 

Pulse output 

frequency 

1 
Y300: PUL+/- 

Y301: DIR+/- 

Dual differential 

outputs 

±5V 

axis opening 1Hz~3MHz 

2 
Y304: PUL+/- 

Y305: DIR+/- 

3 
Y310: PUL+/- 

Y311: DIR+/- 

4 
Y314: PUL+/- 

Y315: DIR+/- 

5 
Y0: PUL+/- 

【1】
 

Y2: DIR+/- 
Single open collector 

output 

5~24V 

IO subport 1Hz~200kHz 

6 
Y1: PUL+/- 

Y3: DIR+/- 

Note  [1]: Y0, Y1, Y2 and Y3 cannot be used as normal outputs in the program after they are used for 

axis control instructions. 
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6.1.2 Special soft components for real-axis pulse output ports  

The high-speed output instructions involve numerous special registers and relays, and the special soft 

components associated with the pulses are defined as follows. 

1）The axis port soft element is defined as follows. 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 properties 

SD61 SD161 SD261 SD761 SD861 SD961 

Pulse output form setting 

0: Direction/pulse 

1: AB orthogonal 

2: CW/CCW 

Y302 Y306 Y312 Y316   
Axis port enable output 

【1】
 

X301 X305 X311 X315   Axis port alarm input 
【2】

 

SD56 SD156 SD256 SD756   
Axis port pulse input 

counting 
【3】 

SD38 SD138 SD238 SD738 SD838 SD938 
Current speed pps 

SD39 SD139 SD239 SD739 SD839 SD939 

Note  [1]: Enable enable by setting the soft component ON. 

 [2]: The axis port alarm input is a normally closed input. 

 [3]: The axis port pulse input count is used to count the encoder, and the pulse input form is fixed in 

AB quadrature form. 

2）Special M components are defined as follows. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

M8341 M8361 M8381 M8401 M8421 M8441 Clear signal output such as ZRN is valid 

M8342 M8362 M8382 M8402 M8422 M8442 reserve 

M8343 M8363 M8383 M8403 M8423 M8443 reserve 

M8344 M8364 M8384 M8404 M8424 M8444 reserve 

M8345 M8365 M8385 M8405 M8425 M8445 reserve 

M8346 M8366 M8386 M8406 M8426 M8446 reserve 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 
Acceleration and deceleration 

individually set / pulse change valid 

M8352 M8372 M8392 M8412 M8432 M8452 
Pulse output completion interrupt 

enable 

M8353 M8373 M8393 M8413 M8433 M8453 reserve 

M8354 M8374 M8394 M8414 M8434 M8454 
DSZR instruction execution 

exception end flag bit 

M8355 M8375 M8395 M8415 M8435 M8455 PLSV2 acceleration flag 

M8356 M8376 M8396 M8416 M8436 M8456 PLSV2 deceleration sign 

M8357 M8377 M8397 M8417 M8437 M8457 reserve 

M8358 M8378 M8398 M8418 M8438 M8458 reserve 

M8359 M8379 M8399 M8419 M8439 M8459 reserve 
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3）Special D elements are defined as follows. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 

D8342 D8362 D8382 D8402 D8422 D8442 Maximum speed when set individually 

(Hz) D8343 D8363 D8383 D8403 D8423 D8443 

D8344 D8364 D8384 D8404 D8424 D8444 
Home return velocity (Hz) 

D8345 D8365 D8385 D8405 D8425 D8445 

D8346 D8366 D8386 D8406 D8426 D8446 
Crawling speed when set individually 

(Hz) 

D8347 D8367 D8387 D8407 D8427 D8447 Base speed (Hz) when set individually 

D8348 D8368 D8388 D8408 D8428 D8448 
Acceleration time when set individually 

(ms) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 D8409 D8429 D8449 
Deceleration time when set 

individually (ms) 

D8350 D8370 D8390 D8410 D8430 D8450 Zeroing Soft Component Numbers 

D8500/D8501 
Maximum speed at uniform setting 

(Hz) 

D8502 Baseline speed at uniform setting (Hz) 

D8503 
Acceleration and deceleration time at 

uniform setting (ms) 

6.1.3 Description of the virtual axispulse output port  

Output port 

number 

Pulse output 

port 
Pulse Output Type structure 

Pulse output 

frequency 

7 
Y330: PUL+/- 

Y331: DIR+/- 

-- -- 1Hz~3MHz 

8 
Y334: PUL+/- 

Y335: DIR+/- 

9 
Y340: PUL+/- 

Y341: DIR+/- 

10 
Y344: PUL+/- 

Y345: DIR+/- 

6.1.4 Special soft components for dummy pulse output port  

1）Axis port soft-free parts are defined as follows. 

Axis 7 Axis 8 Axis 9 Axis 10   properties 

R30038 R30138 R30238 R30338   
Current speed pps 

R30039 R30139 R30239 R30339   
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2）Special M components are defined as follows.  
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Axis 7 Axis 8 Axis 9 Axis 10 properties 

M8460 M8480 M7500 M7520 In pulse output 

M8461 M8481 M7501 M7521 
Clear signal output such as ZRN is 

valid 

M8462 M8482 M7502 M7522 reserve 

M8463 M8483 M7503 M7523 reserve 

M8464 M8484 M7504 M7524 reserve 

M8465 M8485 M7505 M7525 reserve 

M8466 M8486 M7506 M7526 reserve 

M8469 M8489 M7509 M7529 Pulse output stop 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530 
Acceleration and deceleration 

individually set / pulse change valid 

M8472 M8492 M7512 M7532 
Pulse output completion interrupt 

enable 

M8473 M8493 M7513 M7533 reserve 

M8474 M8494 M7514 M7534 
DSZR instruction execution 

exception end flag bit 

M8475 M8495 M7515 M7535 PLSV2 acceleration flag 

M8476 M8496 M7516 M7536 PLSV2 deceleration sign 

M8477 M8497 M7517 M7537 reserve 

M8478 M8498 M7518 M7538 reserve 

M8479 M8499 M7519 M7539 reserve 

2）Special D elements are defined as follows. 

Axis 7 Axis 8 Axis 9 Axis 10 properties 

D8460 D8480 D7840 D7860 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8461 D8481 D7841 D7861 

D8462 D8482 D7842 D7862 Maximum speed when set 

individually (Hz) D8463 D8483 D7843 D7863 

D8464 D8484 D7844 D7864 
Home return velocity (Hz) 

D8465 D8485 D7845 D7865 

D8466 D8486 D7846 D7866 
Crawling speed when set 

individually (Hz) 

D8467 D8487 D7847 D7867 
Base speed (Hz) when set 

individually 

D8468 D8488 D7848 D7868 
Acceleration time when set 

individually (ms) 

D8469 D8489 D7849 D7869 
Deceleration time when set 

individually (ms) 

D8470 D8490 D7850 D7870 Zeroing Soft Component Numbers 

6.1.5 Output frequency and acceleration/deceleration time  

The frequency of the pulse output and the acceleration and deceleration times follow the following 

principles. 
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 (a) The frequency of the pulse output from the controller is to be between the maximum and 

minimum frequencies. 

 (a) The controller output frequency at the beginning of acceleration and at the end of 

deceleration is greater than the frequency set for the base speed. 

 (a) The acceleration time is the time taken to accelerate from the base speed to the set 

speed. 

 The deceleration time is the time it takes to decelerate the set speed to the base speed. 

The relationship between output frequency and acceleration/deceleration time is shown in the following 

figure. 

Freq

Vbias

Vset

Vmin

Vmax

Tacc Tdec T

 

Of which. 

Vset: the user-set pulse output frequency. 

Vmin: minimum speed. 

Vbias: basal speed, special soft component setting, factory default 500 Hz. 

Vmax: maximum frequency, special soft component setting, factory default 3 MHz for axis ports, factory 

default 200 kHz for ports. 

Tacc: acceleration time, the time taken to accelerate from the baseline speed to the set speed. 

Tdec: deceleration time, the time to decelerate from the set speed to the base speed. 

6.2 Positioning commands  

6.2.1 Command property sheet  
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PLSY      √ √（M）  

Speed 

position 

Speed + 

Position 
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PLSV √     √  √ speed 

PLSV2 √ √  √（M） √（M） √  √ speed 

ZRN  √   √（M）   √ speed 

PLSR  √  
 

 
√（M） √ √（M）   

DRVA √ √ √（M） √（M） √（M） √ √（M）  position 

DRVI √ √ √（M） √（M） √（M） √ √（M）  position 

DVIT √ √  √（M） √（M） √ √（M）  
Speed + 

Position 

DPIT √ √  √（M） √（M） √ √（M）  
Speed + 

Position 

PWM      √   speed 

 (a) A tick in the attribute table for each instruction indicates that the attribute is 

available/supported, and a blank space in the table indicates that the attribute is not 

available/supported. 

 "√ (M)" in the attribute table of each instruction indicates that a special soft component 

needs to be set to enable the function. 

 Whether a high-speed output instruction has acceleration or deceleration is determined by 

the properties of the instruction itself, and has nothing to do with acceleration or deceleration time. 

Positioning instruction acceleration and deceleration time range: 10ms-5000ms (interpolation 

instruction range acceleration and deceleration time range: 10ms-500ms), less than the minimum 

range value, calculated as the minimum range value, greater than the maximum range value, 

calculated as the maximum range value. 

 The above operation is not supported after DVIT and DPIT interruptions. 

6.2.2 Positioning commands at a glance  

command instructions 

PLSY Pulse output command 

PLSV Variable speed pulse output command 

PLSV2 
Variable pulse output command with acceleration 

and deceleration 

PLSR 
Pulse output command with acceleration and 

deceleration 

DRVA Absolute position control command 

DRVI Relative position control command 

ZRN Home return command 

DSZR DOG Search Origin Returns 

DVIT interrupt and locate 

DPIT 
Maximum fixed-length interrupt positioning 

instructions 

6.2.3 PLSY pulse output command  

1. Form of instruction 

The pulse output command outputs the set number of pulses at the specified pulse output frequency. 
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PLSY S1 S2 D Pulse output command command execution 

S1 Output frequency (Hz) 
Set pulse output 

frequency 16-bit instructions 

(7step) 

PLSY continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DPLSY continuous 

execution 

S2 
Number of outputs 

(PLS) 

Number of set pulses 

output 

D output port 
High-speed pulse 

output port 

2. Operations 

operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change 
constant 

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

 

 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

① S1 is the pulse output frequency in Hz, for 16-bit instructions (PLSY), the setting range is 10~32767; for 

32-bit instructions (DPLSY), the setting range is 10~3,000,000; the value of S1 can be modified during 

the execution of the instruction. Assuming that the set frequency exceeds 3,000,000, the system will be 

limited to 3,000,000. 

② S2 is the number of pulses output in PLS, set in the range of -32768 to 32767 for 16-bit instructions (PLSY) 

and -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 for 32-bit instructions (DPLSY); the value of S2 can be modified 

during the execution of the instruction. 

③ When the value of S2 is set to 0, it means that positive pulses are always sent at the frequency of S1, 

and when the value of S2 is set to 0x80000000 (32-bit instruction), it means that negative pulses are 

always sent at the frequency of S1, and the pulse output stops only when the energy flow of the instruction 

is OFF. 

④ D is the pulse output port, which can be specified as Y300/Y304/Y310/Y314/Y0/Y1. 

3. soft component 

The following is a detailed explanation of the role of the soft components associated with the pulse 

output. 

 

 

 

 

 Pulse Output Counting 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 
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Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

D8460 D8480 D7840 D7860   
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8461 D8481 D7841 D7861   

The pulse output count value records the number of pulses output from the port. This element has the 

characteristics of a D soft element and can be cleared by the associated command or by power-down. The 

element is not cleared when the controller state is changed from RUN→OFF. The axis cannot be cleared to 

zero during operation. 

 In pulse output 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8460 M8480 M7500 M7520   In pulse output 

As shown in the figure below, the M8360 is set when the Y304 pulse is output, and is automatically reset 

when the pulse output is complete. 

 

Figure a: Pulse output in progress        Figure b: Pulse output 

complete 

 Pulse output stop 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8469 M8489 M7509 M7529   Pulse output stop 

When the pulse output stop flag bit is set, the pulse output stops and the pulse will not be output even if 

the energy flow is valid. The effect of the soft element is shown in the figure below. Before the soft element 

is set, the pulse is output normally, but when the soft element is set, the pulse is not output even if the 

energy flow is valid. 

 

Figure a: Before the pulse output stops being set      Figure b: After pulse 
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output stop setting 

 Pulse output complete 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

M8029 
Pulse output 

complete 

When this pulse output is completed, the corresponding M8029 will be set, but the completion of this 

pulse output does not affect the pulse output completion flag bits of other pulse instructions, as in the figure 

below, M10 is set after the first pulse instruction is executed, but neither M11 nor M12 is set. 

 

Figure a: M8029 soft component action 

 

 Pulse output completion interrupt 

If you want to enter the interrupt when the pulse is completed, then different output completion interrupt 

enable soft components can be turned on for different Y ports. See the table below, if you want to enter the 

interrupt when the Y300 pulse output is completed, then you need to set the M8352 to 1. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8352 M8372 M8392 M8412 M8432 M8452 
Output completion 

interrupt enable 

 Acceleration and deceleration are not supported. 

4. Changing parameters during soft component operation 

 The number of pulses output is allowed to be modified during instruction execution 

Before changing, you need to set the special soft element, see the following table, and only when the 

pulse change valid soft element is valid, the number of pulses can be changed. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are set individually / pulse 

change is valid 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

① When the number of pulses output is changed from 0 to a non-zero value, the output mode is changed 

from speed mode to position mode, and after the change, the controller stops output after sending the 

set number of pulses. 

② The number of pulses output cannot be changed from a non-zero value to 0. 

③ The number of pulses to be changed is greater than the current pulse position. 
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④ The subsequent process was modified several times and the position remained absolute relative to the 

first entry. 

 Command execution allows modification of the pulse output frequency 

① During the output output of the command, the frequency of the pulse output is allowed to be modified, 

and the changed pulse output frequency can be greater or less than the current pulse output frequency. 

② The direction of the pulse output of the command is controlled by the number of output pulses. 

When the number of pulses output is set greater than 0, it is a positive pulse output. 

When the number of pulses output is set less than 0, it is negative pulse output. 

③ The pulse output frequency can only be set to a value greater than 0. That is, if the number of pulses 

output is set to 0 and the PLSY command is used as the speed mode, only a positive speed command 

can be issued. 
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6.2.4 PLSV variable pulse output command  

1. Command form 

Variable pulse output command, specified pulse frequency and direction output. 

PLSV S1 D1 D2 
Variable speed pulse 

output command 
command execution 

S1 
Output frequency 

(Hz) 
Set pulse output frequency 

16-bit 

instructions 

(7step) 

PLSV continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DPLSV continuous 

execution 

D1 output port High-speed pulse output port 

D2 Output direction Direction of pulse operation 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation address change  constant  
real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

① S1 is the pulse output frequency in Hz, and the setting range is -32768 to -1; 1 to 32767 for 16-bit 

instructions (PLSV), and -3,000,000 to -1; 1 to 3,000,000 for 32-bit instructions (DPLSV); the value of 

S1 can be modified during the execution of the instruction. 

② D1 is the pulse output port, which can be specified as Y300/Y304/Y310/Y314/Y0/Y1. 

③ D2 is the operation direction port or bit variable, when the output pulse is positive, the component state 

is ON, when the pulse direction is negative, the component state is OFF. 

3. soft component 

The following is a detailed explanation of the role of the soft components associated with the pulse 

output. 

 Pulse Output Counting 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

D8460 D8480 D7840 D7860   
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8461 D8481 D7841 D7861   

The pulse output count value records the number of pulses output from the port. This element has the 

characteristics of a D soft element and can be cleared by the associated command or by power-down. This 

element is not cleared when the controller state is changed from RUN→OFF. 

 In pulse output 

Real axis 1 to 6. 
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Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8460 M8480 M7500 M7520   In pulse output 

 

 

As shown in the figure below, the M8360 is set when the Y304 pulse is output, and is automatically 

reset when the pulse output is complete. 

 

Figure a: Pulse output in 

 Pulse output stop 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8469 M8489 M7509 M7529   Pulse output stop 

When the pulse output stop flag bit is set, the pulse output stops and the pulse will not be output even if 

the energy flow is valid. The effect of the soft element is shown in the figure below. Before the soft element 

is set, the pulse is output normally, but when the soft element is set, the pulse will not be output even if the 

energy flow is valid. 

 

Figure a: Before the pulse output stops being set      Figure b: After pulse 

output stop setting 

 No pulse output completion flag. 

 No pulse output to complete the interrupt. 

 No acceleration or deceleration time. 

4. Changing parameters during operation 

 Command execution allows modification of the pulse output frequency 

① During the output output of the command, the frequency of the pulse output is allowed to be modified, 

and the changed pulse output frequency can be greater or less than the current pulse output frequency. 

② Changing the pulse output direction is allowed in the pulse output and can be done by changing the set 

pulse output frequency; a positive output frequency results in a positive direction and a negative output 

frequency results in a negative direction. 

6.2.5 PLSV2 variable pulse output command with acceleration and deceleration  

1. Command form 

Variable pulse output command with acceleration and deceleration, specified pulse frequency and 

direction output. 
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PLSV2 S1 D1 D2 

Variable pulse output 

command with 

acceleration and 

deceleration 

command execution 

S1 
Output frequency 

(Hz) 
Set pulse output frequency 

16-bit instruction 

(7step)  

PLSV2 

continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

DPLSV2 continuous 

execution 

D1 output port High-speed pulse output port 

D2 Output direction Direction of pulse operation 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User 
System-

User 
Bit Designation 

address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

① S1 is the pulse output frequency in Hz, and the setting range is -32768 to -1; 1 to 32767 for 16-bit 

instructions (PLSV2), and -3,000,000 to -1; 1 to 3,000,000 for 32-bit instructions (DPLSV2); the value 

of S1 can be modified during the execution of the instruction. 

② D1 is the pulse output port, which can be specified as Y300/Y304/Y310/Y314/Y0/Y1. 

③ D2 is the operation direction port or bit variable, when the output pulse is positive, the component state 

is ON, when the pulse direction is negative, the component state is OFF. 

3. Pulse output 

① The output schematic of the PLSV2 pulse is shown below, when the command energy flow is ON, the 

pulse starts to be output and the frequency gradually accelerates from the base speed to the set speed. 

frequency

time

Vbias

Given 

frequency

t0 t1 t2 t3

 

② When the energy flow of the pulse output is OFF, the pulse output frequency will gradually decelerate to 

the base frequency and then stop output. Note that when the flag is ON in the pulse output during the 

deceleration, it will not accept the command to drive again. After the output stops, pulse output 

processing starts again when the energy flow goes from OFF→ON. 

4. soft component 

The following is a detailed explanation of the role of the soft components associated with the pulse 

output. 
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 Pulse Output Counting 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

D8460 D8480 D7840 D7860   
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8461 D8481 D7841 D7861   

The pulse output count value records the number of pulses output from the port. This element has the 

characteristics of a D soft element and can be cleared by the associated command or by power-down. The 

element is not cleared when the controller state is changed from RUN→OFF. The axis cannot be cleared to 

zero during operation. 

 In pulse output 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8460 M8480 M7500 M7520   In pulse output 

As shown in the figure below, the M8360 is set when the Y304 pulse is output, and is automatically reset 

when the pulse output is complete. 

 

Figure a: Pulse output in 

 Pulse output stop 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8469 M8489 M7509 M7529   Pulse output stop 

When the pulse output stop flag bit is set, the pulse output stops and the pulse will not be output even if 

the energy flow is valid. The effect of the soft element is shown in the figure below. Before the soft element 

is set, the pulse is output normally, but when the soft element is set, the pulse will not be output even if the 

energy flow is valid. 

 

Figure a: Before the pulse output stops being set      Figure b: After pulse 

output stop setting 

 No pulse output completion flag. 
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 No pulse output to complete the interrupt. 

 Acceleration and deceleration times are individually set / pulse change is valid 

If you want to have different acceleration and deceleration times for each output axis, or if you want to 

change the number of pulses during operation, the following soft components can be set. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

Note: This soft element is a common soft element for "Separate acceleration and deceleration setting" 

and "Pulse change valid". 

When the above soft element "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" is OFF, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

M8029 
Pulse output 

complete 

When the "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" soft element is ON for an axis, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8342 D8362 D8382 D8402 D8422 D8442 
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8343 D8363 D8383 D8403 D8423 D8443 

D8347 D8367 D8387 D8407 D8427 D8447 Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 D8408 D8428 D8448 Acceleration time (ms) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 D8409 D8429 D8449 Deceleration time (ms) 

 

 

 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

D8462 D8482 D7842 D7862   
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8463 D8483 D7843 D7863   

D8467 D8487 D7847 D7867   Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8468 D8488 D7848 D7868   Acceleration time (ms) 

D8469 D8489 D7849 D7869   Deceleration time (ms) 

5. Modifying parameters during operation 

Change the pulse output frequency during operation as shown in figure a/b below. When changing the 

speed from V1 to V2 or from V2 to V3, the speed does not change suddenly, but accelerates or decelerates to 
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the changed speed according to the set acceleration and deceleration times.  In figure a, the acceleration of 

the velocity from V1 to V2 is the same as the acceleration of the velocity from the base velocity to V1; the 

acceleration of the velocity decelerating from V2 to V3 is the same as the acceleration of V3 decelerating to 

the base velocity. 

Frequency

Time
Energy flow effective Variable speed Variable speed

Energy flow 
invalid

Stop output

Vbias

V1

V3

V2

 

Figure a: Schematic diagram of PLSV2 pulse output variation 

In Figure b, the acceleration of the velocity from the base velocity to V1 is the same as the acceleration 

of the velocity from 0 to V2 and the acceleration of the velocity from 0 to V3; the acceleration of the velocity 

decelerating from V1 to 0 is the same as the acceleration of the velocity from V2 to 0 and the acceleration of 

the velocity decelerating from V3 to the base velocity. 

Frequency

Time
Energy flow 

effective
Variable speed

Vbias

V1

V3

V2

Variable speed

Energy flow invalid Stop output

 

Figure b: Schematic of PLSV2 pulse output variation (reverse variable speed) 

6.2.6 PLSR with acceleration and deceleration pulse output  

1. Form of instruction 

 

 

 

The set number of pulses is issued at the set acceleration and deceleration times and at the specified 

pulse frequency. 

PLSR S1 S2 S3 D 

With acceleration 

and deceleration 

pulse output 

command execution 

S1 Output frequency (Hz) 
Set pulse output 

frequency 

16-bit 

instructions(9step) 

PLSR continuous 

32-bit 

instructions 

(17step) S2 Number of outputs (PLS) Number of set 
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pulses output execution DPLSR 

continuous 

execution S3 
Acceleration and deceleration 

time (ms) 

Set acceleration 

and deceleration 

time 

D output port 
High-speed pulse 

output port 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

① S1 is the pulse output frequency in Hz and is set in the range of 10 to 32767 for 16-bit instructions (PLSR) 

and 10 to 3,000,000 for 32-bit instructions (DPLSR); the value of S1 can be modified during the execution 

of the instruction. 

② S2 is the number of pulses output in PLS and is set in the range of -32768 to 32767 for 16-bit instructions 

(PLSR) and -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 for 32-bit instructions (DPLSR); the value of S2 can be 

modified during the execution of the instruction. 

③ S3 bit set acceleration and deceleration time, range 10~5000 (ms), default acceleration time is the same 

as deceleration time. It can be modified by soft components. 

④ D1 is the pulse output port, which can be specified as Y300/Y304/Y310/Y314/Y0/Y1. 

3. Pulse output 

Frequency

Time

Vbias

Given 

frequency

t0 t1 t2 t3
 

① When the energy flow is enabled, the pulse output frequency will accelerate from the base speed to the 

set speed according to the set acceleration time (t1-t0), and will decelerate from the set speed to the 

base speed according to the set deceleration time (t3-t2) when the output frequency starts to 

decelerate. 

② When the energy flow of the pulse output is OFF, the pulse output frequency will gradually decelerate to 

the base frequency and then stop output. Note that when the flag is ON in the pulse output during the 

deceleration, it will not accept the command to drive again. After the output stops, pulse output 

processing starts again when the energy flow goes from OFF→ON. 

4. soft component 
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The following is a detailed explanation of the role of the soft components associated with the pulse 

output. 

 Pulse Output Counting 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 

 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

D8460 D8480 D7840 D7860   
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8461 D8481 D7841 D7861   

The pulse output count value records the number of pulses output from the port. This element has the 

characteristics of a D soft element and can be cleared by the associated command or by power-down. This 

element is not cleared when the controller state is changed from RUN→OFF. 

 In pulse output 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8460 M8480 M7500 M7520   In pulse output 

As shown in the figure below, the M8360 is set when the Y304 pulse is output, and is automatically reset 

when the pulse output is complete. 

 

Figure a: Pulse output in progress        Figure b: Pulse output 

complete 

 Pulse output stop 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

M8469 M8489 M7509 M7529   Pulse output stop 

The pulse output stops when the pulse output stop flag bit is set, and the pulse will not be output even if 

the energy flow is valid. The effect of the soft element is shown in the figure below. Before the soft element 

is set, the pulse is output normally, and when the soft element is set, the pulse will stop outputting even if 

the energy flow is valid. 
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Figure a: Before the pulse output stops being set       Figure b: After pulse output stop setting 

 Pulse output complete 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

M8029 

Pulse 

output 

complete 

When this pulse output is completed, the corresponding M8029 will be set, but the completion of this 

pulse output does not affect the pulse output completion flag bits of other pulse instructions, as in the figure 

below, M10 is set after the first pulse instruction is executed, but neither M11 nor M12 is set. 

 

Figure a: M8029 soft component action 

 Pulse output completion interrupt 

If you want to enter the interrupt when the pulse is completed, then different output completion interrupt 

enable soft components can be turned on for different Y ports. See the table below, if you want to enter the 

interrupt when the Y300 pulse output is completed, then you need to set the M8352 to 1. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8352 M8372 M8392 M8412 M8432 M8452 
Output completion 

interrupt enable 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8472 M8492 M7512 M7532   
Output completion 

interrupt enable 

 Acceleration and deceleration times are individually set / pulse change is valid 

If you want to have different acceleration and deceleration times for each output axis, or if you want to 

change the number of pulses during operation, the following soft components can be set. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 
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Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are set individually / pulse 

change is valid 

Note: This soft element is a common soft element for "Separate acceleration and deceleration setting" 

and "Pulse change valid". 

When the above soft element "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" is OFF, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

D8500/D8501 Maximum 

speed (Hz) 

D8502 Basal 

velocity (Hz) 

The command itself is set (S3) Acceleration 

and 

deceleration 

time (ms) 

When the "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" soft element is ON for an axis, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8342 D8362 D8382 D8402 D8422 D8442 
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8343 D8363 D8383 D8403 D8423 D8443 

D8347 D8367 D8387 D8407 D8427 D8447 Basal velocity (Hz) 

The command itself is set (S3) Acceleration time (ms) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 D8409 D8429 D8449 Deceleration time (ms) 

 

 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

D8462 D8482 D7842 D7862   
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8463 D8483 D7843 D7863   

D8467 D8487 D7847 D7867   Basal velocity (Hz) 

The command itself is set (S3)   Acceleration time (ms) 

D8469 D8489 D7849 D7869   Deceleration time (ms) 

5. Changing parameters during operation 

 The number of pulses output is allowed to be modified during instruction execution 

Before changing, you need to set the special soft element, see the following table, and only when the 

pulse change valid soft element is valid, the number of pulses can be changed. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 Acceleration and deceleration 
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times are set individually / 

pulse/frequency changes are valid 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are set individually / 

pulse/frequency changes are valid 

Changing the value of the number of pulses output can be greater than the current position or less than 

the current position. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8357 M8377 M8397 M8417 M8437 M8457 Allows for deceleration reversal 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8477 M8497 M7517 M7537   Allows for deceleration reversal 

Note: Equation for the position needed to decelerate: 1/2a*(current velocity^2 - base velocity^2) 

① When the number of modified pulse output is less than the current position, it is necessary to modify the 

setting position to take effect in a special soft component, otherwise it will alarm and operate according 

to the original setting of the number of pulse output. 

② When the number of modified pulses output is greater than the current position, as shown in figure a 

below, the red curve is the curve after the position is changed to smaller, and the green curve is the curve 

after the position is changed to larger. Note that the modification is relative to the target position. 

③ The subsequent process was modified several times and the position remained absolute relative to the 

first entry. 

Frequency

Time

Energy flow effective
Change position

(change to smaller)

Target

 position

Change position

(change to larger)

Current

 position

 

Figure a: Modifying the number of pulse outputs greater than the current position 

 

④ When the number of modified pulse outputs is less than the position required for deceleration, there are 

two cases. 

M8357 is OFF: The currently modified position will not take effect and the error "6713, positioning 

position is too small to decelerate" will be reported. 

M8357 is ON: As shown in figure b below, when the modified position is less than the current 

position, the modified pulse output frequency will gradually decelerate to 0 before 

running backwards to the modified position. 

Note: The slope of the pulse output velocity in the deceleration section is calculated according to the 
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deceleration time, and the slope of the acceleration in the reverse acceleration section is 

calculated according to the acceleration time. 

Frequency

Time
Energy flow effective Target positionCurrent position

After changing the position

 

Figure b: Modifying the number of pulses output less than the current position 

 

 Instruction execution allows the pulse output frequency to be modified. 

① During the output of the command, the frequency of the pulse output is allowed to be modified, and the 

changed pulse output frequency can be greater or less than the current pulse output frequency in the 

range of [10,3000000]. 

② When the frequency is greater than 3,000,000, it will be limited to 3,000,000, and when the frequency 

is less than 10, it will report error 6706 with unreasonable data. 

③ The slope of acceleration and deceleration remain constant during the change in velocity. 

④ If the number of pulses and frequency are modified at the same time, the frequency takes effect 

according to the position first and the next scan cycle. 

 

Frequency

Time
Energy flow effective

Variable

 speed

Variable

 speed

Energy flow

 invalid
Stop output

Vbias

V1

V3

V2

 

 S-curves are not supported. 

 Acceleration modification is not supported. 

6.2.7 DRVA absolute position positioning  

1. Form of instruction 
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Motion based on absolute position with a set number of pulses at a set output port with a specified pulse 

frequency and direction. 

DRVA S1 S2 D1 D2 

absolute position 

positioning 

(GPS) 

command execution 

S1 
Number of 

pulses 
Number of set pulses output (PLS) 16-bit 

instructions 

(9step) 

DRVA 

continuous 

implementation 

32-bit instructions 

(17step) 

DDRVA continuous 

execution 

S2 
Pulse 

Frequency 
Set pulse output frequency (Hz) 

D1 output port High-speed pulse output port 

D2 
Output 

direction 
Pulse run direction port or bit variable 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

① S1 is the number of pulses output in PLS. For 16-bit instructions (DRVA), the setting range is -32768 to 

32767; for 32-bit instructions (DDRVA), the setting range is -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647; the value 

of S1 can be modified during the execution of the instruction. 

② S2 is the pulse output frequency in Hz, set from 10 to 3,2767 Hz for 16-bit instructions (DRVA) and from 

10 to 3,000,000 Hz for 32-bit instructions (DDRVA); the value of S2 can be modified during instruction 

execution. 

③ D1 is the pulse output port, which can be specified as Y300/Y304/Y310/Y314/Y0/Y1. 

④ D2 is the operation direction output port or bit variable, the state of this bit is determined by the 

controller's own pulse output state, when the pulse output is forward operation, the state of D2 is ON, 

when the pulse output is reverse operation, the state of D2 is OFF.  

3. Pulse output 

Frequency

Time

Vbias

Given

 frequency

t0 t1 t2 t3

 

① When the energy flow is enabled, the pulse output frequency will accelerate from the base speed to the 

set speed according to the set acceleration time (t1-t0), and will decelerate from the set speed to the 
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base speed according to the set deceleration time (t3-t2) when the output frequency starts to 

decelerate. 

② When the energy flow of the pulse output is OFF, the pulse output frequency will gradually decelerate to 

the base frequency and then stop output. Note that when the flag is ON in the pulse output during the 

deceleration, it will not accept the command to drive again. After the output stops, pulse output 

processing starts again when the energy flow goes from OFF→ON. 

③ Parameters can be modified during operation as described in "5. Changing parameters during 

operation" 

4. soft component 

The following is a detailed explanation of the role of the soft components associated with the pulse 

output. 

 Pulse Output Counting 

 

 

 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

D8460 D8480 D7840 D7860   
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8461 D8481 D7841 D7861   

The pulse output count value records the number of pulses output from the port. This element has the 

characteristics of a D soft element and can be cleared by the associated command or by power-down. This 

element is not cleared when the controller state is changed from RUN→OFF. 

 In pulse output 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8460 M8480 M7500 M7520   In pulse output 

As shown in the figure below, the M8360 is set when the Y304 pulse is output, and is automatically reset 

when the pulse output is complete. 

 

Figure a: Pulse output in progress        Figure b: Pulse output 

complete 

 

 Pulse output stop 

Real axis 1 to 6. 
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Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8469 M8489 M7509 M7529   Pulse output stop 

The pulse output stops when the pulse output stop flag bit is set, and the pulse will not be output even if 

the energy flow is valid. The effect of the soft element is shown in the figure below. Before the soft element 

is set, the pulse is output normally, and when the soft element is set, the pulse will stop outputting even if 

the energy flow is valid. 

 

Figure a: Before the pulse output stops being set      Figure b: After pulse 

output stop setting 

 Pulse output complete 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

M8029 

Pulse 

output 

complete 

When this pulse output is completed, the corresponding M8029 will be set, but the completion of this 

pulse output does not affect the pulse output completion flag bits of other pulse instructions, as in the figure 

below, M10 is set after the first pulse instruction is executed, but neither M11 nor M12 is set. 

 

Figure a: M8029 soft component action 

 Pulse output completion interrupt 

If you want to enter the interrupt when the pulse is completed, then different output completion interrupt 

enable soft components can be turned on for different Y ports. See the table below, if you want to enter the 

interrupt when the Y300 pulse output is completed, then you need to set the M8352 to 1. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8352 M8372 M8392 M8412 M8432 M8452 

Pulse output 

completion interrupt 

enable 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8472 M8492 M7512 M7532   
Pulse output 

completion interrupt 
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enable 

 Acceleration and deceleration times are individually set / pulse change is valid 

If you want to have different acceleration and deceleration times for each output axis, or if you want to 

change the number of pulses during operation, the following soft components can be set. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are set individually / pulse 

change is valid 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

Note: This soft element is a common soft element for "Separate acceleration and deceleration setting" 

and "Pulse change effective". 

When the above soft element "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" is OFF, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

D8500/D8501 Maximum 

speed (Hz) 

D8502 Basal 

velocity (Hz) 

D8503 Acceleration 

and 

deceleration 

time (ms) 

When the "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" soft element is ON for an axis, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8342 D8362 D8382 D8402 D8422 D8442 
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8343 D8363 D8383 D8403 D8423 D8443 

D8347 D8367 D8387 D8407 D8427 D8447 Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 D8408 D8428 D8448 Acceleration time (ms) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 D8409 D8429 D8449 Deceleration time (ms) 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

D8462 D8482 D7842 D7862   
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8463 D8483 D7843 D7863   

D8467 D8487 D7847 D7867   Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8468 D8488 D7848 D7868   Acceleration time (ms) 

D8469 D8489 D7849 D7869   Deceleration time (ms) 
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5. Changing parameters during operation 

 The number of pulses output is allowed to be modified during instruction execution 

Before changing, you need to set the special soft element, see the following table, and only when the 

pulse change valid soft element is valid, the number of pulses can be changed. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

Changing the value of the number of pulses output can be greater than the current position or less than 

the current position. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8357 M8377 M8397 M8417 M8437 M8457 
How the position change takes 

effect 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8477 M8497 M7517 M7537   
How the position change takes 

effect 

Note: Equation for the position needed to decelerate: 1/2a*(current velocity^2 - base velocity^2) 

① When the number of modified pulse output is less than the current position, it is necessary to modify the 

setting position to take effect in a special soft element, otherwise it will alarm and operate according to 

the original setting of the number of pulse output. 

② When the number of modified pulses output is greater than the current position, as shown in figure a 

below, the red curve is the curve after the position is changed to smaller, and the green curve is the curve 

after the position is changed to larger. Note that the modification is relative to the target position. 

③ The subsequent process was modified several times and the position remained absolute relative to the 

first entry. 

Frequency

Time

Energy flow

 effective

Change position

(change to smaller)

Target

 position

Change position

(change to larger)

Current 

position

 

Figure a: Modifying the number of pulse outputs greater than the current position 
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④ When the number of modified pulse outputs is less than the position required for deceleration, there are 

two cases. 

M8357 is OFF: The currently modified position will not take effect and the error "6713, positioning 

position is too small to decelerate" will be reported. 

M8357 is ON: As shown in figure b below, when the modified position is less than the current 

position, the modified pulse output frequency will gradually decelerate to 0 before 

running backwards to the modified position. 

Note: The slope of the pulse output velocity in the deceleration section is calculated according to the 

deceleration time, and the slope of the acceleration in the reverse acceleration section is 

calculated according to the acceleration time. 

Frequency

TimeEnergy flow

effective
Target positionCurrent position

After changing the position

 

Figure b: Modifying the number of pulses output less than the current position 

 

 Instruction execution allows the pulse output frequency to be modified. 

① During the output of the command, the frequency of the pulse output is allowed to be modified, and the 

changed pulse output frequency can be greater or less than the current pulse output frequency in the 

range of [10,3000000]. 

② When the frequency is greater than 3,000,000, it will be limited to 3,000,000, and when the frequency 

is less than 10, it will report error 6706 with unreasonable data. 

③ The slope of acceleration and deceleration remain constant during the change in velocity. 

④ If the number of pulses and frequency are modified at the same time, the frequency takes effect 

according to the position first and the next scan cycle. 

 

Frequency

TimeEnergy flow

effective
Variable speed Variable speed

Energy flow

 invalid
Stop output

Vbias

V1

V3

V2
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 Instruction execution allows modification of acceleration. 

(see supplementary information document) 

 Support S-curve function 

The S-curve acceleration/deceleration is differentiated by setting the special soft component "S-curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable flag bit", if the flag is not set, the default is trapezoidal 

acceleration/deceleration. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8347 M8367 M8387 M8407 M8427 M8447 
S-curve acceleration/deceleration 

enable flag bit 

D8351 D8371 D8391 D8411 D8431 D8451 S-curve time 

 

 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8467 M8487 M7507 M7527   
S-curve acceleration/deceleration 

enable flag bit 

D8471 D8491 D7851 D7871   S-curve time 

DRVA, DRVI support S-curve acceleration and deceleration, so it can allow the target speed to be 

increased under the same mechanical stability, so it can shorten the positioning time and improve the 

machining efficiency. 

S-curve time range: [2~499] --- For extended range, please contact the manufacturer. 

Actual acceleration and deceleration time = T-shaped acceleration and deceleration + S-curve time. 

6.2.8 DRVI relative position positioning  

1. Form of instruction 

The set number of pulses is sent out at the set output port with the specified pulse frequency and 

direction, and the motion is based on relative position. 

DRVI S1 S2 D1 D2 
relative 

position positioning 
command execution 

S1 
Number of 

pulses 
Number of set pulses output (PLS) 

16-bit 

instructions 

(9step) 

DRVI Continuous 

Implementation 

32-bit instructions 

(17step) 

DDRVI continuous 

execution 

S2 
Pulse 

Frequency 
Set pulse output frequency (Hz) 

D1 output port High-speed pulse output port 

D2 
Output 

direction 
Pulse run direction port or bit variable 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User 
System-

User 
Bit Designation address change  constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 
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S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

① S1 is the number of pulses output in PLS. For 16-bit instructions (DRVI), the setting range is -32768 to 

32767; for 32-bit instructions (DDRVI), the setting range is -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647; the value 

of S1 can be modified during the execution of the instruction. 

② S2 is the pulse output frequency in Hz, set from 10 to 3,2767 Hz for 16-bit instructions (DRVI) and from 

10 to 3,000,000 Hz for 32-bit instructions (DDRVI); the value of S2 can be modified during the execution 

of the instruction. 

③ D1 is the pulse output port, which can be specified as Y300/Y304/Y310/Y314/Y0/Y1. 

④ D2 is the operation direction output port or bit variable, the state of this bit is determined by the 

controller's own pulse output state, when the pulse output is forward operation, the state of D2 is ON, 

when the pulse output is reverse operation, the state of D2 is OFF. 

3. Pulse output 

Frequency

Time

Vbias

Given 

frequency

t0 t1 t2 t3
 

① When the energy flow is enabled, the pulse output frequency will accelerate from the base speed to the 

set speed according to the set acceleration time (t1-t0), and will decelerate from the set speed to the 

base speed according to the set deceleration time (t3-t2) when the output frequency starts to 

decelerate. 

② When the energy flow of the pulse output is OFF, the pulse output frequency will gradually decelerate to 

the base frequency and then stop output. Note that when the flag is ON in the pulse output during the 

deceleration, it will not accept the command to drive again. After the output stops, pulse output 

processing starts again when the energy flow goes from OFF→ON. 

③ Parameters can be modified during operation as described in "5. Changing parameters during 

operation" 

4. soft component 

The following is a detailed explanation of the role of the soft components associated with the pulse 

output. 

 Pulse Output Counting 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 
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Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

D8460 D8480 D7840 D7860   
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8461 D8481 D7841 D7861   

The pulse output count value records the number of pulses output from the port. This element has the 

characteristics of a D soft element and can be cleared by the associated command or by power-down. This 

element is not cleared when the controller state is changed from RUN→OFF. 

 In pulse output 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8460 M8480 M7500 M7520   In pulse output 

As shown in the figure below, the M8360 is set when the Y304 pulse is output, and is automatically reset 

when the pulse output is complete. 

 

Figure a: Pulse output in progress        Figure b: Pulse output 

complete 

 Pulse output stop 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8469 M8489 M7509 M7529   Pulse output stop 

The pulse output stops when the pulse output stop flag bit is set, and the pulse will not be output even if 

the energy flow is valid. The effect of the soft element is shown in the figure below. Before the soft element 

is set, the pulse is output normally, and when the soft element is set, the pulse will stop outputting even if 

the energy flow is valid. 

 

Figure a: Before the pulse output stops being set      Figure b: After pulse 

output stop setting 

 Pulse output complete 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

M8029 

Pulse 

output 

complete 

When this pulse output is completed, the corresponding M8029 will be set, but the completion of this 

pulse output does not affect the pulse output completion flag bits of other pulse instructions, as in the figure 

below, M10 is set after the first pulse instruction is executed, but neither M11 nor M12 is set. 
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Figure a: M8029 soft component action 

 Pulse output completion interrupt 

If you want to enter the interrupt when the pulse is completed, then different output completion interrupt 

enable soft components can be turned on for different Y ports. See the table below, if you want to enter the 

interrupt when the Y300 pulse output is completed, then you need to set the M8352 to 1. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8352 M8372 M8392 M8412 M8432 M8452 

Pulse output 

completion interrupt 

enable 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8472 M8492 M7512 M7532   
Pulse output completion 

interrupt enable 

 Acceleration and deceleration times are individually set / pulse change is valid 

If you want to have different acceleration and deceleration times for each output axis, or if you want to 

change the number of pulses during operation, the following soft components can be set. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration times 

are individually set / pulse change 

is valid 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration times 

are individually set / pulse change is 

valid 

Note: This soft element is a common soft element for "Separate acceleration and deceleration setting" 

and "Pulse change valid". 

When the above soft element "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" is OFF, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

D8500/D8501 Maximum 

speed (Hz) 

D8502 Basal 
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velocity 

(Hz) 

D8503 Acceleration 

and 

deceleration 

time (ms) 

When the "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" soft element is ON for an axis, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

 

 

 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8342 D8362 D8382 D8402 D8422 D8442 
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8343 D8363 D8383 D8403 D8423 D8443 

D8347 D8367 D8387 D8407 D8427 D8447 Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 D8408 D8428 D8448 Acceleration time (ms) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 D8409 D8429 D8449 Deceleration time (ms) 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

D8462 D8482 D7842 D7862   
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8463 D8483 D7843 D7863   

D8467 D8487 D7847 D7867   Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8468 D8488 D7848 D7868   Acceleration time (ms) 

D8469 D8489 D7849 D7869   Deceleration time (ms) 

5. Changing parameters during operation 

 The number of pulses output is allowed to be modified during instruction execution 

Before changing, you need to set the special soft element, see the following table, and only when the 

pulse change valid soft element is valid, the number of pulses can be changed. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration times 

are individually set / pulse change 

is valid 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration times 

are set individually / pulse change is 

valid 

Changing the value of the number of pulses output can be greater than the current position or less than 

the current position. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 
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M8357 M8377 M8397 M8417 M8437 M8457 
How the position change takes 

effect 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8477 M8497 M7517 M7537   
How the position change takes 

effect 

Note: Equation for the position needed to decelerate: 1/2a*(current velocity^2 - base velocity^2) 

① When the number of modified pulse output is less than the current position, it is necessary to modify the 

setting position to take effect in a special soft component, otherwise it will alarm and operate according 

to the original setting of the number of pulse output. 

② When the number of modified pulses output is greater than the current position, as shown in figure a 

below, the red curve is the curve after the position is changed to smaller, and the green curve is the curve 

after the position is changed to larger. Note that the modification is relative to the target position. 

③ The subsequent process was modified several times and the position remained absolute relative to the 

first entry. 

Frequency

Time
Energy flow

effective

Change position

(change to smaller)

Target 

position
Change position

(change to larger)

Current 

position

 

Figure a: Modifying the number of pulse outputs greater than the current position 

④ When the number of modified pulse outputs is less than the position required for deceleration, there are 

two cases. 

M8357 is OFF: The currently modified position will not take effect and the error "6713, positioning 

position is too small to decelerate" will be reported. 

M8357 is ON: As shown in figure b below, when the modified position is less than the current 

position, the modified pulse output frequency will gradually decelerate to 0 before 

running backwards to the modified position. 

Note: The slope of the pulse output velocity in the deceleration section is calculated according to the 

deceleration time, and the slope of the acceleration in the reverse acceleration section is 

calculated according to the acceleration time. 
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频率

时间
能流有效 目标位置当前位置

修改位置后

 

Figure b: Modifying the number of pulses output less than the current position 

 Instruction execution allows the pulse output frequency to be modified. 

① During the output of the command, the frequency of the pulse output is allowed to be modified, and the 

changed pulse output frequency can be greater or less than the current pulse output frequency in the 

range of [10,3000000]. 

② When the frequency is greater than 3,000,000, it will be limited to 3,000,000, and when the frequency 

is less than 10, it will report error 6706 with unreasonable data. 

③ The slope of acceleration and deceleration remain constant during the change in velocity. 

④ If the number of pulses and frequency are modified at the same time, the frequency takes effect 

according to the position first and the next scan cycle. 

频率

时间
能流有效 变速 变速 能流无效 停止输出

Vbias

V1

V3

V2

 

 

 Instruction execution allows modification of acceleration. 

(see supplementary information document) 

 Support S-curve function 

The S-curve acceleration/deceleration is differentiated by setting the special soft component "S-curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable flag bit", if the flag is not set, the default is trapezoidal 

acceleration/deceleration. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8347 M8367 M8387 M8407 M8427 M8447 
S-curve acceleration/deceleration 

enable flag bit 

D8351 D8371 D8391 D8411 D8431 D8451 S-curve time 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 
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Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8467 M8487 M7507 M7527   
S-curve acceleration/deceleration 

enable flag bit 

D8471 D8491 D7851 D7871   S-curve time 

DRVA, DRVI support S-curve acceleration and deceleration, so it can allow the target speed to be 

increased under the same mechanical stability, so it can shorten the positioning time and improve the 

machining efficiency. 

S-curve time range: [2~499]. --- For extended range, please contact the manufacturer. 

Actual acceleration and deceleration time = T-shaped acceleration and deceleration + S-curve time. 

6.2.9 ZRN origin regression  

1. Form of instruction 

After starting, accelerate to the set return output frequency, the actuator moves toward the home 

position (DOG), decelerates to the crawling speed when the DOG signal is detected, and stops output when 

the DOG signal is OFF. 

ZRN S1 S2 S3 D return to the origin command execution 

S1 
Regression 

frequency 
Set home return frequency (Hz) 16-bit 

instructions 

(9step) 

ZRN continuous 

execution 

32-bit instructions 

(17step) 

DZRN continuous 

execution 

S2 
Crawl 

frequency 
Set crawl frequency (Hz) 

S3 DOG signal Designated home input signal (DOG) 

D output port High-speed pulse output port 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User 
System-

User 
Bit Designation 

address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

① This command is output from the specified port at a specified pulse rate when the controller is working 

with the servo drive, causing the actuator to move toward the home position (DOG) until it encounters 

the home signal to meet the conditional position. 

② S1 is the home return action frequency in Hz. for 16-bit instructions (ZRN), the setting range is 10 to 

3,2767 Hz; for 32-bit instructions (DZRN), the setting range is 10 to 3,000,000 Hz. 

③ S2 is the crawling speed after the home signal becomes ON, and the setting range is 10 to 32767 Hz. 

④ S3 is the home signal (DOG) input, and although X/Y/M/S signals are all possible, only the X signal has 

the best timeliness. 

⑤ D is the pulse output port, which can be specified as Y300/Y304/Y310/Y314/Y0/Y1. 

3. Pulse output 

① At power-up and initial operation, the home return instruction ZRN is generally executed to write the 
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data of the home position of the mechanical action in advance; if the position information has a power-

down saving function, the instruction does not need to be run every time the power is turned on; 

during the execution of the instruction, only negative direction movement is possible, so the action of 

returning to the home position must be carried out in front of the DOG signal, going back to the home 

position in the negative direction. 

② The pulse output is shown below, the pulse frequency starts from the base speed and gradually 

accelerates to the home return speed, driving the servo in the negative direction, when it meets the 

rising edge of the DOG signal, it starts to decelerate to the crawling speed and continues to move in the 

negative direction, when it meets the falling edge of the DOG signal, it is considered that the home 

point is found and the pulse output is stopped immediately. 

频率

原点回归速度

DOG

爬行速度

基底速度

DOG下降沿 DOG上升沿

找原点方向

清零信号 
持续20ms+1扫描周期

 

③ When the command energy flow is OFF, it will stop immediately, and when the energy flow goes from 

OFF→ON, the pulse output starts again. 

④ The M8029 flag is set to ON when instruction execution is complete. 

4. soft component 

The following is a detailed explanation of the role of the soft components associated with the pulse 

output. 

 Pulse Output Counting 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 

The pulse output count value records the number of pulses output from the port. This element has the 

characteristics of a D soft element and can be cleared by the associated command or by power-down. This 

element is not cleared when the controller state is changed from RUN→OFF. 

 In pulse output 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

 Pulse output stop 

Master axiss 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

The pulse output stops when the pulse output stop flag bit is set, and the pulse will not be output even if 

the energy flow is valid. 

 No pulse output completion and pulse output completion interrupt 
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 Acceleration and deceleration times are individually set / pulse change is valid 

If you want to have different acceleration and deceleration times for each output axis, or if you want to 

change the number of pulses during operation, the following soft components can be set. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

Note: This soft element is a common soft element for "Separate acceleration and deceleration setting" 

and "Pulse change valid". 

When the above soft element "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" is OFF, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8500/D8501 Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8502 Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8503 
Acceleration and deceleration 

time (ms) 

When the "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" soft element is ON for an axis, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8342 D8362 D8382 D8402 D8422 D8442 
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8343 D8363 D8383 D8403 D8423 D8443 

D8347 D8367 D8387 D8407 D8427 D8447 Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 D8408 D8428 D8448 Acceleration time (ms) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 D8409 D8429 D8449 Deceleration time (ms) 

 Zero signal output 

This signal can be connected to the pulse clear port of the servo to clear the servo pulse deviation, so 

that the servo can stop at the falling edge of DOG accurately. The zero output signal is shown in the following 

table. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8341 M8361 M8381 M8401 M8421 M8441 
DSZR/ZRN and other clear 

signals output valid flag bits 

The clear signal can be specified by a special register and can only be the Y output port, for example, 

D8350 specifies the clear output port of Y300, when D8350 is specified as 5, then the pulse clear output port 

is Y5, see the following table for details. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8350 D8370 D8390 D8410 D8430 D8450 
Zeroing soft component 

numbers (decimal) 

5 

(default) 

6 

(default) 

7 

(default) 

8 

(default) 

9 

(default) 

10 

(default) 

Specify the output port default 

value 

Note: The value of the clear soft component here is a decimal value, while port Y is defined in octal, so 

conversion is required when setting, for example, if D8430 is set to 9, then a decimal 9 is equal to an octal 

11, so it corresponds to port Y11. 

 Zeroing the logic position and encoder position 
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After the return to zero is complete, the system will wait for a delay time SD65 to automatically clear the 

current logic position (D8340,D8341) with the encoder feedback position (SD56, SD57). 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

SD65 SD165 SD265 SD765 SD865 SD965 
Return to zero delay time (default 

20ms) 

SD56 SD156 SD256 SD756 SD856 SD956 
Encoder feedback position (PLS) 

SD57 SD157 SD257 SD757 SD857 SD957 

Note: Setting SD65 too small may result in residual hysteresis in SD56 due to the hysteresis of the 

servo. 

6.2.10 DVIT Interrupt Position  

1. Form of instruction 

After starting, it accelerates to the set speed output frequency, and when an interrupt input signal is 

detected, it immediately accelerates or decelerates to the position segment output frequency and outputs the 

set number of pulses. 

DVIT S1 S2 S3 D1 D2 S4 
interrupt 

and locate 
command execution 

S1 
Number of 

pulses 

Number of position pulses output after the set 

interrupt 

16-bit 

instructions 

(13step) 

DVIT 

continuous 

execution 

32-bit 

instructions 

(25step) 

DDVIT 

continuous 

execution 

S2 
Output 

frequency 1 
Set speed section pulse output frequency 

S3 
Output 

frequency 2 

Set post-interrupt position segment pulse output 

frequency 

D1 output port High-speed pulse output port 

D2 
Output 

direction 
Pulse run direction port or bit variable 

S4 
Interrupt 

input 
Interrupt input signal port (range X0-X4) 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User 
System-

User 
Bit Designation 

address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S4 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

① When the controller works with the servo driver, it outputs pulses from the specified port at the specified 

pulse speed, and when an interrupt signal is detected during operation, it outputs a given number of 

pulses according to the pulse output frequency of the position segment after the interrupt, so that the 
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actuator makes an offset motion based on the current position. 

② S1 is the number of pulses output in PLS, set from -32768 to 32767 for 16-bit instructions (DVIT) and 

from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647 for 32-bit instructions (DDVIT). 

③ S2 is the pre-interrupt speed segment pulse output frequency in Hz, set from 10 to 3,2767 Hz for 16-bit 

instructions (DVIT) and from 10 to 3,000,000 Hz for 32-bit instructions (DDVIT); the value of S2 can be 

modified during the execution of the instruction. 

④ S3 is the post-interrupt position segment pulse output frequency in Hz, set from 10 to 3,2767 Hz for 16-

bit instructions (DVIT) and from 10 to 3,000,000 Hz for 32-bit instructions (DDVIT); the value of S2 can 

be modified during the execution of the instruction. 

⑤ D1 is the pulse output port, which can be specified as Y300/Y304/Y310/Y314/Y0/Y1. 

⑥ D2 is the operation direction output port or bit variable, the state of this bit is determined by the 

controller's own pulse output state, when the pulse output is forward operation, the state of D2 is ON, 

when the pulse output is reverse operation, the state of D2 is OFF. 

⑦ S4 is the interrupt signal input port, which can be specified as X0-X4. 
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3. Pulse output 

Frequency

Time
Start Interrupt

Target 

position

Set number of 

pulses

Output frequency1

Output frequency2

Base speed

 

Change in output frequency after interruption. 

Frequency

TimeStart Interrupt

a

b

c

a:Accelerated running after 

interrupting the fixed length
b: The initial speed running after 

interruption is fixed length
c:Deceleration run after 

interrupting the fixed length

 

4. soft component 

The following is a detailed explanation of the role of the soft components associated with the pulse 

output. 

 Pulse Output Counting 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

D8460 D8480 D7840 D7860   
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8461 D8481 D7841 D7861   

The pulse output count value records the number of pulses output from the port. This element has the 

characteristics of a D soft element and can be cleared by the associated command or by power-down. This 

element is not cleared when the controller state is changed from RUN→OFF. 

 In pulse output 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 
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Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8460 M8480 M7500 M7520   In pulse output 

As shown in the figure below, the M8360 is set when the Y304 pulse is output, and is automatically reset 

when the pulse output is complete. 

 

Figure a: Pulse output in progress        Figure b: Pulse output 

complete 

 Pulse output stop 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8469 M8489 M7509 M7529   Pulse output stop 

The pulse output stops when the pulse output stop flag bit is set, and the pulse will not be output even if 

the energy flow is valid. The effect of the soft element is shown in the figure below. Before the soft element 

is set, the pulse is output normally, and when the soft element is set, the pulse will stop outputting even if 

the energy flow is valid. 

 

Figure a: Before the pulse output stops being set      Figure b: After pulse 

output stop setting 

 

 Pulse output complete 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

M8029 

Pulse 

output 

complete 

When this pulse output is completed, the corresponding M8029 will be set, but the completion of this 

pulse output does not affect the pulse output completion flag bits of other pulse instructions, as in the figure 

below, M10 is set after the first pulse instruction is executed, but neither M11 nor M12 is set. 
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Figure a: M8029 soft component action 

 Pulse output completion interrupt 

If you want to enter the interrupt when the pulse is completed, then different output completion interrupt 

enable soft components can be turned on for different Y ports. See the table below, if you want to enter the 

interrupt when the Y300 pulse output is completed, then you need to set the M8352 to 1. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8352 M8372 M8392 M8412 M8432 M8452 

Pulse output 

completion interrupt 

enable 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8472 M8492 M7512 M7532   

Pulse output 

completion interrupt 

enable 

 Acceleration and deceleration times are individually set / pulse change is valid 

If you want to have different acceleration and deceleration times for each output axis, or if you want to 

change the number of pulses during operation, the following soft components can be set. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

Note: This soft element is a common soft element for "Separate acceleration and deceleration setting" 

and "Pulse change effective". 

When the above soft element "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" is OFF, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

D8500/D8501 Maximum 

speed (Hz) 

D8502 Basal 

velocity (Hz) 
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D8503 Acceleration 

and 

deceleration 

time (ms) 

When the "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" soft element is ON for an axis, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8342 D8362 D8382 D8402 D8422 D8442 
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8343 D8363 D8383 D8403 D8423 D8443 

D8347 D8367 D8387 D8407 D8427 D8447 Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 D8408 D8428 D8448 Acceleration time (ms) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 D8409 D8429 D8449 Deceleration time (ms) 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

D8462 D8482 D7842 D7862   
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8463 D8483 D7843 D7863   

D8467 D8487 D7847 D7867   Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8468 D8488 D7848 D7868   Acceleration time (ms) 

D8469 D8489 D7849 D7869   Deceleration time (ms) 

5. Modify frequency during operation 

Change the pulse output frequency during operation as shown in figure a/b below. When changing the 

speed from V1 to V2 or from V2 to V3, the speed does not change suddenly, but accelerates or decelerates to 

the changed speed according to the set acceleration and deceleration times.  In figure a, the acceleration of 

the velocity from V1 to V2 is the same as the acceleration of the velocity from the base velocity to V1; the 

acceleration of the velocity decelerating from V2 to V3 is the same as the acceleration of V3 decelerating to 

the base velocity. 

Frequency

Time
Energy flow

effective
Variable speed Variable speed

Energy flow 

invalid
Stop output

Vbias

V1

V3

V2

 

Figure a: Schematic diagram of PLSV2 pulse output variation 

In Figure b, the acceleration of the velocity from the base velocity to V1 is the same as the acceleration 

of the velocity from 0 to V2 and the acceleration of the velocity from 0 to V3; the acceleration of the velocity 

decelerating from V1 to 0 is the same as the acceleration of the velocity from V2 to 0 and the acceleration of 

the velocity decelerating from V3 to the base velocity. 
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Frequency

TimeEnergy flow

effective
Variable speed

Vbias

V1

V3

V2

Variable speed

Energy flow 

invalid
Stop output

 

Figure b: Schematic of PLSV2 pulse output variation (reverse variable speed) 

6.2.11 DPIT maximum fixed-length interrupt positioning instruction  

6.2.12.1 Function description 

1. Form of instruction 

After starting, it accelerates to the set speed output frequency, and when an interrupt input signal is 

detected, it immediately accelerates or decelerates to the position segment output frequency and outputs the 

set number of pulses; when no interrupt input signal is detected, it outputs the set maximum number of 

pulses. 

DPIT S1 S2 D1 D2 S3 

Maximum fixed-

length interrupt 

positioning 

instructions 

command execution 

S1 

Maximum 

number of 

pulses 

S1: Maximum number of set pulses output 

16-bit instruction S1+1,32-bit instruction 

S1+2: Set the number of position segment 

pulses output after interrupt [[1]] 

16-bit 

instructions 

(11step) 

DPIT 

continuous 

execution 

32-bit 

instructions 

(21step) 

DDPIT 

continuous 

execution 

S2 
Output 

Frequency 

S2: Set pulse output frequency for the speed 

segment 

16-bit instruction S2+1,32-bit instruction 

S2+2: Set the pulse output frequency of the 

position segment after interrupt [2] 

D1 output port High-speed pulse output port 

D2 
Output 

direction 
Pulse run direction port or bit variable 

S3 
Interrupt 

input 
Interrupt input signal port (range X0-X4) 

Note: [1] When the instruction bit is 16 bits: the address of the number of pulse outputs of the 

position segment after setting the interrupt is S1+1. 

   When the instruction bit is 32 bits: the address of the number of pulse outputs of the position 

segment after setting the interrupt is S1+2. 

[2] When the command bit is 16 bits: Set the pulse output frequency address to S2+1 after the 

interrupt. 

   When instruction bit 32: Set the pulse output frequency address after interrupt to S2+2. 
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2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User 
System-

User 
Bit Designation address change  constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

① The instruction is to output pulses from the specified port at the specified pulse speed when the controller 

works with the servo driver, and to output the given number of pulses according to the pulse output 

frequency of the position segment after the interruption is detected during operation, so that the actuator 

will make an offset movement based on the current position; if the interruption signal is not detected 

during operation, the set maximum number of pulses will be output. 

② S1 is the number of pulses output in PLS, for 16-bit instruction (DPIT), the setting range is -32768~32767; 

for 32-bit instruction (DDPIT), the setting range is -2,147,483,648~2,147,483,647; its positive or 

negative determines the pulse output direction. 

③ S2 is the pre- and post-interrupt pulse output frequency in Hz, set from 10 to 3,2767 Hz for 16-bit 

instructions (DPIT) and from 10 to 3,000,000 Hz for 32-bit instructions (DDPIT); the value of S2 can be 

modified during the execution of the instruction. 

④ D1 is the pulse output port, which can be specified as Y300/Y304/Y310/Y314/Y0/Y1. 

⑤ D2 is the operation direction output port or bit variable, the state of this bit is determined by the 

controller's own pulse output state, when the pulse output is forward operation, the state of D2 is ON, 

when the pulse output is reverse operation, the state of D2 is OFF. 

⑥ S4 is the interrupt signal input port and can be assigned X0-X4, M component. 

⑦ Supports S-curve acceleration and deceleration, and the pre-interrupt pulse and frequency can be modified 

at any moment before interrupting. 

⑧ Pulse 2 can be modified after DPIT enable, but before an interrupt is generated, but frequency 2 

modification is invalid. 

⑨ The parameters are set as follows. 

axis 

number 

Acceleration 

time [1] (ms) 

Deceleration 

time [2] (ms) 

Shared 

acceleration 

and 

deceleration 

time (ms) [3 

Acceleration/deceleration 

time/pulse frequency 

modification is valid [4] 
S-curve 

enable [5] 

Axis 1 D8348 D8349 

D8503 

M8350 M8347 

Axis 2 D8368 D8369 M8370 M8367 

Axis 3 D8388 D8389 M8390 M8387 

Axis 4 D8408 D8409 M8410 M8407 

Axis 5 D8428 D8429 M8430 M8427 
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Axis 6 D8448 D8449 M8450 M8447 

[1], [2], [3]: range of 10ms-5000ms for trapezoidal and S-curve acceleration and deceleration times. 

[4]: bit element write on, DPIT acceleration and deceleration times are [1] and [2], write off, DPIT 

acceleration and deceleration times are [3]. 

[5]: bit element writes on, DPIT uses S-curve acceleration/deceleration, writes off, DPIT uses trapezoidal 

acceleration/deceleration time. 

Examples are as follows. 

The S curve of axis 1 (M8350) enables M8347→OFF off as shown below. 

 

The S curve of axis 1 (M8350) enables M8347 → ON as shown in the following figure. 

 

3. Pulse output 
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Frequency

TimeStart Interrupt Target position

Set number of pulses

Output frequency1

Output frequency2

Base speed

Max. number of pulses output

Max. 

position
 

Change in output frequency after interruption. 

Frequency

TimeStart Interrupt

a

b

c

a:Accelerated running after 

interrupting the fixed length

b: The initial speed running after 

interruption is fixed length

c:Deceleration run after interrupting 

the fixed length

 

4. soft component 

The following is a detailed explanation of the role of the soft components associated with the pulse 

output. 

 Pulse Output Counting 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8340 D8360 D8380 D8400 D8420 D8440 
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8341 D8361 D8381 D8401 D8421 D8441 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

D8460 D8480 D7840 D7860   
Pulse output count value (PLS) 

D8461 D8481 D7841 D7861   

The pulse output count value records the number of pulses output from the port. This element has the 

characteristics of a D soft element and can be cleared by the associated command or by power-down. This 

element is not cleared when the controller state is changed from RUN→OFF. 

 

 In pulse output 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8340 M8360 M8380 M8400 M8420 M8440 In pulse output 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 
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Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8460 M8480 M7500 M7520   In pulse output 

As shown in the figure below, the M8360 is set when the Y304 pulse is output, and is automatically reset 

when the pulse output is complete. 

 

Figure a: Pulse output in progress        Figure b: Pulse output 

complete 

 

 Pulse output stop 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8349 M8369 M8389 M8409 M8429 M8449 Pulse output stop 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8469 M8489 M7509 M7529   Pulse output stop 

The pulse output stops when the pulse output stop flag bit is set, and the pulse will not be output even if 

the energy flow is valid. The effect of the soft element is shown in the figure below. Before the soft element 

is set, the pulse is output normally, and when the soft element is set, the pulse will stop outputting even if 

the energy flow is valid. 

 

Figure a: Before the pulse output stops being set      Figure b: After pulse 

output stop setting 

 

 Pulse output complete 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

M8029 

Pulse 

output 

complete 

When this pulse output is completed, the corresponding M8029 will be set, but the completion of this 

pulse output does not affect the pulse output completion flag bits of other pulse instructions, as in the figure 

below, M10 is set after the first pulse instruction is executed, but neither M11 nor M12 is set. 
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Figure a: M8029 soft component action 

 Pulse output completion interrupt 

If you want to enter the interrupt when the pulse is completed, then different output completion interrupt 

enable soft components can be turned on for different Y ports. See the table below, if you want to enter the 

interrupt when the Y300 pulse output is completed, then you need to set the M8352 to 1. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8352 M8372 M8392 M8412 M8432 M8452 

Pulse output 

completion interrupt 

enable 

 

 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8472 M8492 M7512 M7532   

Pulse output 

completion interrupt 

enable 

 Acceleration and deceleration times are individually set / pulse change is valid 

If you want to have different acceleration and deceleration times for each output axis, or if you want to 

change the number of pulses during operation, the following soft components can be set. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

M8350 M8370 M8390 M8410 M8430 M8450 

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are set individually / pulse 

change is valid 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344   properties 

M8470 M8490 M7510 M7530   

Acceleration and deceleration 

times are individually set / pulse 

change is valid 

Note: This soft element is a common soft element for "Separate acceleration and deceleration setting" 

and "Pulse change valid". 

When the above soft element "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" is OFF, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 Y330 Y334 Y340 Y344 properties 

D8500/D8501 Maximum 
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speed (Hz) 

D8502 Basal 

velocity (Hz) 

D8503 Acceleration 

and 

deceleration 

time (ms) 

When the "Individual setting of acceleration and deceleration time" soft element is ON for an axis, the 

following soft element is used for the corresponding axis parameter. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Y300 Y304 Y310 Y314 Y0 Y1 properties 

D8342 D8362 D8382 D8402 D8422 D8442 
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8343 D8363 D8383 D8403 D8423 D8443 

D8347 D8367 D8387 D8407 D8427 D8447 Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 D8408 D8428 D8448 Acceleration time (ms) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 D8409 D8429 D8449 Deceleration time (ms) 

Virtual axis 7 to 10. 

Y330 Y334 Y330 Y344   properties 

D8462 D8482 D7842 D7862   
Maximum speed (Hz) 

D8463 D8483 D7843 D7863   

D8467 D8487 D7847 D7867   Basal velocity (Hz) 

D8468 D8488 D7848 D7868   Acceleration time (ms) 

D8469 D8489 D7849 D7869   Deceleration time (ms) 

5. Modify frequency during operation 

Change the pulse output frequency during operation as shown in figure a/b below. When changing the 

speed from V1 to V2 or from V2 to V3, the speed does not change abruptly, but accelerates or decelerates to 

the changed speed according to the set acceleration and deceleration times. In figure a, the acceleration of 

the velocity from V1 to V2 is the same as the acceleration of the velocity from the base velocity to V1; the 

acceleration of the velocity decelerating from V2 to V3 is the same as the acceleration of V3 decelerating to 

the base velocity. 

Frequency

TimeEnergy flow

effective
Variable speed Variable speed

Energy flow

 invalid
Stop output

Vbias

V1

V3

V2

 

Figure a: Schematic of PLSV2 speed output variation 

In Figure b, the acceleration of the velocity from the base velocity to V1 is the same as the acceleration 

of the velocity from 0 to V2 and the acceleration of the velocity from 0 to V3; the acceleration of the velocity 

decelerating from V1 to 0 is the same as the acceleration of the velocity from V2 to 0 and the acceleration of 
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the velocity decelerating from V3 to the base velocity. 

Frequency

TimeEnergy flow

effective
Variable speed

Vbias

V1

V3

V2

Variable speed

Energy flow

 invalid
Stop output

 

Figure b: Schematic of PLSV2 speed output variation (reverse variable speed) 

6.3 High-speed processing instructions  

6.3.1 PWM pulse width modulation output command  

1. Form of instruction 

The modulated square wave is output according to the set pulse width and period. 

PWM S1 S2 D 
Pulse Width Modulation Output 

Command 
command execution 

S1 
Output pulse 

width 
Set output pulse width 

16-bit instructions (7step) 

PWM continuous execution S2 pulse period Set pulse period 

D output port High-speed pulse output port 

 

2. Operations 

Operati

ons 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

constan

t  

real 

numb

er  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY 
Kn

M 
KnS 

KnS

M 
V Z 

retouc

h 
K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY 
Kn

M 
KnS 

KnS

M 
V Z 

retouc

h 
K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY 
Kn

M 
KnS 

KnS

M 
V Z 

retouc

h 
K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

 

① The roles of S1 and S2 are shown in the following figure.S1 is the high level duration and S2 is the 

duration of one PWM cycle.S1 and S2 are to satisfy S1≤S2 between S1 and S2. 
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S1

S2
 

② S1 is the set output pulse width, which must satisfy S1 ≤ S2, and the setting range is 0 to 32,767ms. 

③ S2 is the set output period, which must satisfy S1 ≤ S2 and is set in the range of 1 to 32,767ms. 

④ D is the pulse output port, either Y0 or Y1 can be selected as PWM pulse output. 

⑤ S1, S2 can be changed during PWM instruction execution. 
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7. Electronic cams  

7. 1 Introduction to Electronic Cams (E-CAM)  

The conventional mechanical cam mechanism consists of three parts: the cam, the follower and the 

frame. 

A mechanical cam is an irregularly shaped machine part, generally an input part with equal speed, that 

transmits motion to a driven part through direct contact, causing the driven part to move according to a set 

pattern. The follower is the driven part driven by the mechanical cam and is generally the output part that 

produces unequal, discontinuous and irregular motion. The frame is used to support the mechanical cam and 

the follower. 

follower (of a gearbox) 

The use of electronic cams has the following benefits over traditional methods. 

 A more user-friendly interface 

 Different cam curves are required for different products, and the electronic cam data in the 

electronic cam table can be modified using software without modifying the mechanism 

 Can have high acceleration 

 Can run relatively smoothly 

Mechanical 

cam
Controller

Drive Motor
Axis

Clutch

Differential 

GearPhase-integrating 

mechanism

Motor

Motion
Slave

Electronic cam

V5-MC104

Servo 

Drive

Servo 

Motor

Ball 

Screws

Gearbox

Camshaft

 

  

c

ams 

ac

tive 
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7. 2 How electronic cams are implemented  

The V5-MC104 controller supports electronic cams on 6 real axis (axis 1 to 6) and 2 Virtual axis (axis 7 

to 8), and the 6 real and 2 Virtual axis can be used as both master and slave axis. 

 architecture diagram 

Virtual axis 

selection

Real Axis 

Selection

Motor encoder 

position 

feedback

Slave axis pulse 

outputMain 

axis 

select

ion

External 

internal 

input 

selection

Pulse input 

type

AB Quadrature

Electronic 

Gear Ratio

Slave axis 

scaling ratio

Mechanical 

pulse unit 

conversion

Cyclical/

Non-cyclical

Electronic

Cam table

CAM

Cam delay start 

enable

Number of delay 

start pulses

Main axis 

starting 

position

Main axis start 

position enable

Cam table

Select

Cam enable 

selection

Stop/forced 

electronic cam

Cycle 

completion/end 

marker

Real axis 

output pulse

Current position 

of the main axis

Current position 

of slave axis

Accumulated 

main axis pulse

 

 Operation steps 

first step second step third step 

Initial settings Master axis selection / Cam table 

selection 

Start/stop electronic cam 

① Create electronic cam data 

②Terminal setting 

③ Input/output pulse form setting 

④Input/output multiplier 

⑤ Delayed start setting 

(6) Electronic cam start position 

setting 

①Select real/virtual axis 

②Select cam table 

①Electronic cam start 

②Electronic cam stop 

③ Electronic cam forced stop 

 

 Interface to edit master and slave electronic cam configuration 
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7.2.1 Step 1: Initial Setup  

7.2.1.1 Creation of electronic cam data 

The V5-MC104 provides two methods of creating electronic cam data, with their own advantages and 

disadvantages, for different applications. The methods for creating cam data are as follows. 

approach Applicable occasions 

Generating electronic cam data via 

VCAutoDesignsoft's CAM charts 
Where real-time updating of electronic cam data points is not required 

Writing electronic cam data via 

CAMWR command 
Where real-time updates of electronic cam data points are required 

VCAutoDesignsoft's CAM diagrams support electronic gear and electronic cam configurations. 

1、Electronic gear: only the numerator and denominator of the gear ratio need to be configured, and the 

master axis and slave axis maintain a fixed proportional relationship. 

 

2、Electronic cams: you need to plan the electronic cam table, the cam table supports maximum 360 
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points. v5-MC104 supports 6 electronic cam table downloads. The program calls the corresponding electronic 

cam table through the electronic cam table ID. 

Steps for generating electronic cam data using VCAutoDesignsoft's CAM charts. 

(1) New cam table. 

Right click CAM to create a new cam table, right build the new cam table, you can add top bar to the new 

cam table, modify the properties (click properties to modify the cam ID). 

 

(2) Create cam table data. 

Double-click (or right-click-open) on the new cam table to add a master-slave correspondence. You need 

to select units, master axis position (M-Pos), slave axis position (S-Pos), speed ratio (PU-speed), and curve 

type to support 5 times curve (spline) or direct (Line) interpolation fitting. 
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(3) Download cam table data. 
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7.2.1.2 Master axis input method 

Master axis input method instructions 

Axis 1 to Axis 4 
Differential 

encoder input 

The axis 1 to axis 4 encoder feedback can be selected 

as master axis input via the electronic cam configuration 

of the host computer software or by direct assignment to 

the corresponding SDx71. see section 7.2.2.1. 

X0\X1\X2\X3 
Source-drain 

encoder input 

X0\X1 supports AB phase counting, and X0\1\2\3 

supports single phase counting. To do master axis, both 

need to turn on the counter and select the master axis as 

the value of the corresponding counter. 

X0~X3 single-phase counts correspond to 235~238; 

X0\X1-AB counts correspond to 247. 

Example: When the master axis is external input X0 \ X1 and phase AB is counted, the settings are as 

follows. 
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Slave axis 

 

Electronic 

 

7.2.1.3 Input/output scaling 

The electronic cams can be scaled by the proportional scaling function of the cam table. 

 

 

Pulse Input                              Pulse Output 

 

 

The special components used for electronic gear ratios and slave scaling ratios are listed below. 

Real axis 1 to 6.  

Electronic gear ratio / master axis scaling Scaling slave axis 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 

SD44/ 

SD45 

SD144/ 

SD145 

SD244/ 

SD245 

SD744/ 

SD745 

SD844/ 

SD845 

SD944/ 

SD945 

SD73 

/100 

SD173 

/100 

SD273 

/100 

SD773 

/100 

SD873 

/100 

SD973 

/100 

Master axis scaling 

The slave axis scaling, which defaults to when the 

SD component system starts 

100, i.e. a scale value of 1 

Virtual axis 7 to 8.  

Electronic gear ratio / master axis scaling Scaling slave axis 

Axis 7 Axis 8     Axis 7 Axis 8     

R30044/ 

R30045 

R30144/ 

R30145 
  

  R30073/ 

100 

R30173/

100 
  

  

Master axis scaling 
The slave axis scaling, which defaults at system 

startup to 100, i.e. a scale value of 1 

The electronic gear ratio and slave scaling ratio values change to take effect the next time the cam is 

started by default. If the change needs to take effect in the currently running cam, the Cam Table Data 

Modification Special SM or S element needs to be set to take effect in the next cam cycle of the current run, 

and the Cam Table Data Modification Special SM or S element is automatically reset after the change takes 

effect. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Cam table data 

modification 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 instructions 

SM83 SM183 SM283 SM783 SM883 SM983 
Automatic reset to OFF 

after data modification 
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takes effect 

Virtual axis 7 to 8.  

Cam table 

data 

modification 

Axis 7 Axis 8     instructions 

S3083 S3183     
Automatic reset to OFF after data 

modification takes effect 

7.2.1.4 Electronic cam delayed start 

Electronic cams/electronic gears can be used for the delayed start function via SM or S soft components. 

The special soft components for the delayed start function are listed below. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Delayed start soft components Soft Component Status 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 ON OFF 

SM75 SM175 SM275 SM775 SM875 SM975 
Enable delayed 

start 

Prohibit 

delayed start 

Virtual axis 7 to 8.  

Delayed start soft components Soft Component Status 

Axis 7 Axis 8     ON OFF 

S3075 S3175     Enable delayed start 
Prohibit delayed 

start 

When the delayed start function is turned on and the cam is enabled, the slave axis will not start until 

the master axis has run the set position. 

Soft element for setting the number of delayed start pulses from the axis. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Number of delayed start pulses (32bit) 
unit 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 

SD78、

SD79 

SD178 、

SD179 

SD278 、

SD279 

SD778 、

SD779 

SD878 、

SD879 

SD978 、

SD979 

Number of 

pulses 

Virtual axis 7 to 8.  

Number of delayed start pulses (32bit) 
unit 

Axis 7 Axis 8     

R30078 

R30079 

R30178 

R30179 
    

Number 

of 

pulses 

Note: The maximum number of delayed start pulses position can be set to 1,000,000 pulses. 

Example. 

 

主轴位置

从轴位置

从轴位置

主轴位置100

延时启动脉冲数为0

延时启动脉冲数为100
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7.2.1.5 Electronic cam start position 

The electronic cam/electronic gear can be set to the start position by means of the SM or S soft element. 

When the start position setting is turned on, the start position of the slave axis will change when the 

electronic cam is activated. 

The starting position sets the SM or S soft element as follows. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Start position setting soft element Soft Component Status 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 ON OFF 

SM68 SM168 SM268 SM768 SM868 SM968 
Enable start position 

setting 

Close the start 

position setting 

Virtual axis 7 to 8.  

Start position setting soft element Soft Component Status 

Axis 7 Axis 8     ON OFF 

S3068 S3168     
Enable start position 

setting 

Close the start 

position setting 

When the electronic cam is enabled after the start position setting is enabled, the correspondence 

between the slave position and the master axis position will be shifted, and the amount of the shift depends 

on the number of start position pulses. 

The number of starting position pulses SD or R soft components are listed below. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Number of start position pulses (32bit) 
unit 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 

SD68、

SD69 

SD168、

SD169 

SD268、

SD269 

SD768、

SD769 

SD868、

SD869 

SD968、

SD969 

Number of 

pulses 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Number of start position pulses (32bit) 
unit 

Axis 7 Axis 8     

R30068 

R30069 

R30168 

R30169 
    

Number of 

pulses 

Example 1: When the master axis start pulse is set as follows and the electronic cam is activated, the 

master and slave axis position curves are shown below. 
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Example 2: When the electronic cam operation process is interrupted and the master and slave axis need 

to continue to run according to the current position after power-up, the master axis cycle position SDx85 at 

the time of power-off needs to be assigned to the master axis starting pulse SDx68 before coupling the slave 

axis, and the master and slave axis position curve after starting the master axis is shown as follows. 

20 70550

0 35 50

0 15

Main axis position

Slave axis position

Start position pulse number set to 0

Start position pulse number  set to 20

Main axis position

Slave axis position

Start position pulse number set to 55

Cam enable

Cam enable

Cam enable
Main axis position

Slave axis position

 

7.2.1.6 Conversion of mechanical units to pulse units 

The cam table can be created with the option of using mechanical units (mm) or pulse units (pls), whose 

conversion ratio is set according to the special register as follows 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 properties 

SD6 

SD7 

SD106 

SD107 

SD206 

SD207 

SD706 

SD707 

SD806 

SD807 

SD906 

SD907 

Number of pulses required for 

one revolution of the motor (A) 

Unit: pls 

SD8 

SD9 

SD108 

SD109 

SD208 

SD209 

SD708 

SD709 

SD808 

SD809 

SD908 

SD909 

Movement distance of one 

rotation of the motor (B) Unit: 

μm 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Axis 7 Axis 8     properties 

R30006 

R30007 

R30106 

R30107 
    

Number of pulses required for 

one revolution of the motor (A) 

Unit: pls 

R30008 

R30009 

R30108 

R30109 
    

Movement distance of one 

rotation of the motor (B) Unit: 

μm 

 

Mechanical position ×
Pulse number per turn(A) × 1000

distance per turn(B)
= Pulse number 

Mechanical speed ×
Pulse number per turn(A) × 1000

distance per turn(B) × 60
= Output Frequency 

7.2.2 Step 2: Master axis Selection / Cam Table Selection  

7.2.2.1 Master axis selection 

The electronic cam or gear function requires a master axis signal, and the master axis signal source can 
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be selected from external input or internal virtual connection. the V5-MC104 supports switching the master 

axis during electronic gear operation. The master axis options use special components as shown in the 

following table. 

 

 

 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Slave axis corresponds to master axis selection setting SM Slave axis corresponds to master axis selection SD 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 

SM71 SM171 SM271 SM771 SM871 SM971 SD71 SD171 SD271 SD771 SD871 SD971 

OFF: Internal virtual connection 

 

1: Axis 1 as virtual master axis (D8340,D8341) 

2: Axis 2 as virtual master axis (D8360,D8361) 

3: Axis 3 as virtual master axis (D8380,D8381) 

4: Axis 4 as virtual master axis (D8400,D8401) 

5: Y0 as virtual master axis (D8420,D8421) 

6: Y1 as virtual master axis (D8440,D8441) 

7: Virtual axis 7 as virtual master axis (D8460,D8461) 

8: Virtual axis 8 as virtual master axis (D8480,D8481) 

ON: External input 

1: Pulse input of axis 1 as master axis (SD56,SD57) 

2: Pulse input of axis 2 as master axis (SD156,SD157) 

3: Pulse input of axis 3 as master axis (SD256,SD257) 

4: Pulse input of axis 4 as master axis (SD756,SD757) 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Master axis selection setting Master axis selection 

Axis 7 Axis 8     Axis 7 Axis 8     

S3071 S3171     R30071 R30171     

OFF: Internal virtual connection 

1: Axis 1 as virtual master axis 

(D8340,D8341) 

2: Axis 2 as virtual master axis 

(D8360,D8361) 

3: Axis 3 as virtual master axis 

(D8380,D8381) 

4: Axis 4 as virtual master axis 

(D8400,D8401) 

5: Y0 as virtual master axis (D8420,D8421) 

6: Y1 as virtual master axis (D8440,D8441) 

7: Virtual axis 7 as virtual master axis 

(D8460,D8461) 

8: Virtual axis 8 as virtual master axis 

(D8480,D8481) 

If the master axis is set to internal virtual connection, other axis can be used as virtual master axiss 

without external wiring. For example, if axis 1 is the slave axis, you can select axis 2, axis 3, axis 4, Y0, Y1, 

and axis as the virtual master axis of axis 1, but you cannot select itself as the master axis. 

If the master axis is set to external input, the input channels of axis 1, axis 2, axis 3, and axis 4 can be 
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arbitrarily selected as external input master axiss depending on the value of the master axis selection SD 

element. 

Note: When the master axis is set to external input, the pulse form of the external input (SD60, SD160, 

SD260, SD760) must be in the AB quadrature form. See "6.2.1.3 Input/Output Pulse Form Setting" for 

details. 

7.2.2.2 Cam table selection 

A different cam table or electronic gear actuation can be selected by setting different cam table selection 

SD or R element values. 

The special soft components selected for use in the cam table are listed below. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Cam table selection 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 

SD70 SD170 SD270 SD770 SD870 SD970 

 

 

 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Cam table selection 

Axis 7 Axis 8     

R30070 R30170     

Cam table selection of special element setting values in relation to cam table. 

Cam Select SD 

Component Value 
instructions 

10 Electronic Gear 

11 Cam table 1 

12 Cam table 2 

13 Cam table 3 

14 Cam table 4 

15 Cam table 5 

16 Cam table 6 

other 
Does not execute, 

reporting error 16262 

7.2.3 Step 3: Start/stop the electronic cam  

7.2.3.1 Start electronic cam 

Electronic cam/electronic gear start can be selected as software start or event triggered start. 

The start-up mode SM or S components are listed below. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Start-up mode soft components Soft Component Status 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 ON OFF 

SM70 SM170 SM270 SM770 SM870 SM970 
Event Trigger 

Activation 

Software 

Launch 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Start-up mode soft components Soft Component Status 
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Axis 7 Axis 8     ON OFF 

S3070 S3170     
Event Trigger 

Activation 
Software Launch 

When the start mode is selected as software start, the cam enable soft components are listed below. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Cam Enabling Soft Components Soft Component Status 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 ON OFF 

SM78 SM178 SM278 SM778 SM878 SM978 Cam Enable 
Cams do not 

enable 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Cam Enabling Soft Components Soft Component Status 

Axis 7 Axis 8     ON OFF 

S3078 S3178     Cam Enable 
Cams do not 

enable 

When the start mode is selected as event-triggered start, the event-triggered start mode is set as in the 

following table. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Event Trigger Mode Soft Components Soft Component Status 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 OFF ON 

SM60 SM160 SM260 SM760 SM860 SM960 
External input 

triggered start 

Compare interrupt 

triggered start 

 

 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Event Trigger Mode Soft Components Soft Component Status 

Axis 7 Axis 8     OFF ON 

S3060 S3160     
External input 

triggered start 

Compare interrupt 

triggered start 

Note: When the start mode is selected as event triggered start, the cam enable soft element also needs 

to be set to ON, e.g. when the start mode for axis 1 is selected as event triggered start (SM70=ON), the 

trigger start mode is external input trigger (SM60=OFF). For axis 1 to start the electronic cam when 

triggered by external input, it is also necessary to set the cam enable position to SM78=ON. 

External input trigger terminal selection. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

External input trigger terminal soft components Input Terminal Selection 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 X0-X7 

X10-X17 

X20-X25 
SD80 SD180 SD280 SD780 SD880 SD980 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

External input trigger terminal soft components Input Terminal Selection 

Axis 7 Axis 8     X0-X7 

X10-X17 

X20-X25 
R30080 R30180     

Explanation: X0-X25 terminal selection assignment to a decimal number, example: axis 1 selects external 
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trigger as X10, need to assign K8 to SD70. 

Software startup timings. 

 

 

 

 

 

External input trigger  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Compare interrupt triggered start timing: (under development) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Currently, only software start is supported and the SM70 needs to be set to OFF. 

 

  

Cam Enable 

start mode 

Electronic cam 

actuation 

start mode 

Cam Enable 
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mode 
External input trigger 

signal 
Electronic cam 

actuation 

Cam Enable 

start mode 

Event Trigger 

Mode Compare interruptions 

Electronic cam 

actuation 
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7.2.3.2 Stop electronic cam 

The execution of the electronic cam can be stopped by setting the cam enable special soft element to 

OFF when the electronic cam is executed. The stop of the electronic cam will select whether to stop 

immediately or to stop after the execution of the current cycle depending on the stop mode. 

Electronic cam stop mode setting. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Stop Mode Setting Soft Component Status 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 ON OFF 

SM81 SM181 SM281 SM781 SM881 SM981 
immediate stop 

note1 

Stopped at the end 

of the 

implementation cycle 

note2 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Stop Mode Setting Soft Component Status 

Axis 7 Axis 8     ON OFF 

S3081 S3181     
immediate stop 

note1 

Stopped at the end 

of the 

implementation cycle 

note2 

Note 1: Immediate stop means that the electronic cam stops immediately when the cam enable becomes 

OFF or the stop signal is active during electronic cam execution. 

Note 2: Stopping after executing the current cycle means that the electronic cam stops after executing 

the cycle currently being executed when the cam enable becomes OFF or the stop signal is valid during the 

electronic cam execution. 

Note 3: The stop mode is to disconnect the coupling and then coupling again when the execution of the 

current cycle stops in the same cycle, and to stop the current cycle from the axis execution completion, while 

automatically disconnecting the coupling 

Stop Timing Chart. 

 

执行完本周期停止 立即停止
 

When the stop mode of the electronic cam is set to stop after the execution of the current cycle, the cam 

enable position is OFF and the electronic cam will run through the current cycle before stopping. However, if 

the electronic cam execution needs to be stopped immediately, the electronic cam in operation flag bit can be 

set from ON to OFF to force the electronic cam execution to stop. 

Soft element in electronic cam actuation/forced stop. 

Cam Enable 

stop mode 

Slave axis 

position 

Electronic cam 

actuation 
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Auto-positioning

Forced stop

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Forced stopping of soft components Soft Component Status 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 ON ON→OFF 

SM89 SM189 SM289 SM789 SM889 SM989 

Electronic cam 

execution in 

progress note1 

Forced cessation of 

cam enforcement 

note2 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Forced stopping of soft components Soft Component Status 

Axis 7 Axis 8     ON ON→OFF 

S3089 S3189     

Electronic cam 

execution in 

progress note1 

Forced cessation of 

cam enforcement 

note2 

Note 1: Electronic cam execution in the monitored state indicates that the electronic cam is being 

executed and is automatically set by the software. 

Note 2: If the electronic cam is being executed, set the stop soft element to OFF to force the electronic 

cam to stop. 

Forced stop timing diagram. 

The following figure shows the schematic diagram of the e-cam with the stop mode set to stop after 

executing the current cycle. When the e-cam enable is set to OFF, the e-cam will not stop execution 

immediately, but if the e-cam running flag position is set to OFF, the execution of the e-cam will be forcibly 

stopped. 

 

 

 

 

  

Cam Enable 

stop mode 

Electronic cam in operation 

flag bit 

Slave axis position 

Electronic cam 

actuation 
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7.2.3.3 Cyclical/non-cyclical options 

Electronic cams can be selected for cyclic or non-cyclic execution, set by special SM and SD elements. 

The cyclic/non-cyclic option uses special elements as shown in the table below. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

Cyclical/non-cyclical SM Cycle number setting SD 

Axis 

1 
Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 

Axis 

1 
Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 

SM73 SM173 SM273 SM773 SM873 SM973 SD72 SD172 SD272 SD772 SD872 SD972 

OFF: Off-cycle implementation 
Number of off-cycle executions, up to 255 

cycles 

ON: Cycle implementation - 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

Cyclical/non-cyclical SM Cycle number setting SD 

Axis 7 Axis 8     Axis 7 Axis 8     

S3073 S3173     R30072 R30172     

OFF: Off-cycle implementation 
Number of off-cycle executions, up to 255 

cycles 

ON: Cycle implementation - 

Cycle execution: after the electronic cam is activated, the relationship set by the electronic cam table is 

executed in a continuous cycle until a stop command is received. 

Non-cycle execution: After the electronic cam starts, it stops automatically after executing the set cycle. 

The number of cycles of non-cycle execution is set by the SD element (SD72, SD172, SD272, SD772, 

SD872, SD972, R30072, R30172), and the maximum can be set to 255 cycles. 

7.2.3.4 Cycle completion and end markers 

The system automatically sets the cycle completion flag special SM component to ON for each completed 

cycle of the electronic cam. the cycle completion flag remains ON after it is set, and if the completion of the 

next cycle needs to be detected, the user program is required to clear the cycle completion flag to OFF, and 

the system once again sets the cycle completion flag to ON when the next cycle is completed. 

The system automatically sets the end flag special SM element to ON at the end of the electronic 

cam/electronic gear execution. the end flag is cleared to OFF by the system each time the cam is enabled, or 

by the user program. 

The special SM components used for cycle completion and end-of-cycle markers are listed below. 

Real axis 1 to 6. 

 Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 instructions 

Cycle 

completion 

marker 

SM79 SM179 SM279 SM779 SM879 SM979 

The electronic cam 

is set to ON for 

every completed 

cycle 

end marker SM80 SM180 SM280 SM780 SM880 SM980 

Set to ON at the 

end of electronic 

cam/electronic 

gear execution 

Virtual axis 7 to 8. 

 Axis 7 Axis 8     instructions 
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Cycle 

completion 

marker 

S3079 S3179     
The electronic cam is set to ON for every 

completed cycle 

end marker S3080 S3180     
Set to ON at the end of electronic 

cam/electronic gear execution 

 

7. 3 DCAMWR modifies electronic cam data  

1. The instructions that can be supported by the key point modification are as follows. 

NO 
m2 takes the 

value 
instructions 

Effective 

next cycle 

Effective 

immediately 

1 K2~K360 

Single-point or multi-point modification commands 

(only master axis and slave positions can be 

modified) 

●  

2 K361 Top bar modification command ●  

3 K362 
Single data modification command (in a group of 

points, one data) 
 ● 

4 K363 
Single-point data modification command (speed and 

line pattern modification simultaneously) 
●  

5 K10000 Full point modification command ●  

6 K10002 
Flying shear (starting point is the midpoint of the 

synchronization zone) 
●  

7 K10102 
Flying shear band compensation factor (starting point 

is the midpoint of the synchronization zone) 
●  

8 K10012 
Flying shear (starting point is the midpoint of the 

asynchronous zone) 
●  

9 K10112 
Flying shear band compensation factor (starting point 

is the midpoint of the non-synchronous zone) 
●  

10 K10004 
Chase shear clipping (starting point is the beginning 

of the synchronization zone) 
●  

11 K10014 Calculate flying shear parameters (for custom curves) ●  

12 K10030 
Flying shear short material key point modification 

mode 1 
●  
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13 K10031 Fly cutting long material key point modification ●  

14 K10032 
Flying shear short material key point modification 

mode 2 
●  

15 K10033 
Flying shear short material key point modification 

mode 3 
●  

16 K10034 
Flying shear short material key point modification 

mode 4 
●  

17 K99999 
Key Point Modification Effective Immediately 

Directive 
 ● 

 

2. Electronic cam table data modification related to special hosting 

soft 

component 

axis 

number 
description 

SM82 All axis SM82 changes from OFF→ON to indicate the completion of the modification 

SM83 Axis 1 

Electronic cams modify the in-operation effective flag.ON: the modified data 

takes effect on the next cam cycle of the current run and is automatically reset 

to OFF after it takes effect.OFF: The modified data takes effect the next time the 

cam is started. 

SM183 Axis 2 

SM283 Axis 3 

SM783 Axis 4 

SM883 Y0 

SM983 Y1 

7.3.1 Single data modification command  

1. Form of instruction 

Set cam execution data 

DCAMWR S1 S2 D1 D2 

Single point of 

modification 

command 

command execution 

S1 cam table Specify the cam table to be modified 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMWR continuous execution 

S2 Mode Selection Fixed K362 

D1 data Address of data storage to be modified 

D2 

Row where data 

is located, 

column 

Specify the rows and columns of the 

modified data 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation address change  constant  
real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components in gray background in the table indicate unsupported soft components. 
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Description of functions and actions. 

S1 Cam table K11: first cam table; K12, K13 in order, second, third, etc. 

S2 Fixed to K362, decimal 

D1 Address of the data 

D2 The row in which the data are located and the column is calculated as follows: row = D2/100; 

column = D2%100. 

Note 1: The row in which the data is located must not exceed the maximum number of points present. 

2: Data column, range 1~4, corresponding to master axis, slave, speed ratio, type respectively. 

3: When modifying the data type, pay attention to the type to which the data belongs. 

 

Column where the 

data is located 

1 2 3 4 

data type master axis axis kurtosis types 
【1】

 

corresponds 32-bit 32-bit Float 16-bit 

Note: [1] Line type: 0 = straight line , 1 = 5 times curve. 

 

Example: 

The original cam table reads. 

 

Modify the instructions as follows. 

 

The result of the execution: the third point of the, third column data 3.07 is modified to 0.1. 

Note 1: Try to use along-trigger modifications. 

2: The SM82 will set to ON and fail to OFF when the modification takes effect. 

3: The use of this function, please note that the data guarantee at the time of modification at least a 

little before, otherwise it will lead to unpredictable errors. 

 

7.3.2 Single point data modification command  

1. Form of instruction 

Modify electronic cam table data. 

DCAMWR m1 m2 D n 

Single point of 

modification 

command 

command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be modified 
32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMWR continuous execution 
m2 Mode Selection Fixed K363 

D data Address of data storage to be modified 
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n modification 

point 

Specify the key points to be modified 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User 
System-

User 
Bit Designation 

address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

m1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components in the table with gray background indicate supported soft components. 

When m2 = K363, it is a single-point modification function.The parameters of CAMWR are defined in the 

following table. 

parameters description instructions value 

m1 cam table 
Cam table number and choose 

which table to modify 
K11~K16 

m2 
Mode 

Selection 

Select the mode of the 

command 
K363 

D 
starting 

register 
Data point storage register Component D 

n 
modification 

point 

Choose which key point to 

modify 
2~360 

Examples. 

dcamwr k11 k363 d100 k3 

This instruction modifies the electronic cam table 1 by modifying all the data of the 3rd key point in the 

electronic cam with the data starting address D100.The specific data to be modified is shown in the following 

table 

Modify data format position Data storage register 

Key point data 

Master axis position D100D101 

Slave axis position D102D103 

Speed ratio (floating point) D104D105 

linear 
【1】

 D106D107 

Note: [1] Line type: 0 = straight line, 1 = 5 times curve. 

 

3. Points to note 

 DCAMWR is a multi-cycle execution instruction, and the special register SM82 changes from 

OFF→ON to indicate the completion of the modification. 

 The completion of DCAMWR modification indicates that the cam table data cached inside the 

PLC has been changed; if the electronic cam is running and the modified data cannot take effect 

immediately and the special flag bit (SM83, SM183, SM283, etc.) needs to be set, it can take effect 

in the next cam cycle of the current run; if the electronic cam is not executed, or does not need to 
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take effect in the running electronic cam , the modified cam table data takes effect automatically 

the next time the electronic cam is started. 

 Point 1 of the electronic cam table is the starting data and cannot be modified, so m2 must 

be greater than 1. 

 When modifying the cam table data, the master axis position data must be greater than the 

master axis position at the previous point and less than the master axis position data at the next 

point, otherwise the motion controller reports error 16268. 

 Try to use along to trigger this instruction. 

 

7.3.3 Multi-point data modification command  

1. Form of instruction 

Modify electronic cam table data. 

DCAMWR m1 m2 D n 
Electronic cam 

data modification 
command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be modified 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMWR continuous 

execution 

m2 starting point Set the starting point of the cam table data to 

be modified 

D data Address of data storage to be modified 

n points Number of key point data points to be modified 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

m1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components in gray background in the table indicate unsupported soft components. 

 m1 specifies the cam table to be modified, and m1=K11 to K16 specify electronic cam table 

IDs 1 to ID 6, respectively. 

 m2 sets the starting point of the electronic cam key point to be modified, m2 = k2 to k360. 

 D modifies the starting address of the data, occupying multiple consecutive address cells 

starting with D. Each key point occupies two 32bit registers marking the major and slave axis 

positions respectively, i.e. each key point requires four address cells. 

 n the number of keypoints to be modified, m2+n-1 must be less than or equal to the number 

of keypoints already downloaded. 

 

3. Points to note 

 DCAMWR is a multi-cycle execution instruction, and the special register SM82 changes from 

OFF→ON to indicate the completion of the modification. 

 The completion of DCAMWR modification indicates that the cam table data cached inside the 
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PLC has been changed; if the electronic cam is running and the modified data cannot take effect 

immediately and the special flag bit (SM83, SM183, SM283, etc.) needs to be set, it can take effect 

in the next cam cycle of the current run; if the electronic cam is not executed, or does not need to 

take effect in the running electronic cam , the modified cam table data takes effect automatically 

the next time the electronic cam is started. 

 Point 1 of the electronic cam table is the starting data and cannot be modified, so m2 must 

be greater than 1; the command parameter m2+n-1 needs to be less than or equal to the number 

of key points downloaded. 

 When modifying the cam table data, the master axis position data must be greater than the 

master axis position at the previous point and less than the master axis position data at the next 

point, otherwise the motion controller reports error 16268. 

 The DCAMWR command specifies the modified cam table, which must exist in the motion 

control system, i.e. the cam table has been downloaded to the motion control system via 

VCAutoDesignsoft. 

 Try to use along to trigger this instruction. 

 

Examples. 

DCAMWR K11 K2 D100 K3 

This instruction modifies the electronic cam table 1 with a modification start point of point 2, a 

modification of 3 points and a point start position of D100.The specific data to be modified is shown in the 

following table 

Modify Points position Data storage register 

Point 2 
Master axis position D100D101 

Slave axis position D102D103 

Point 3 ibid D104D105 

Point 4 ibid D108D109 

 

7.3.4 Full point data modification command  

1. Form of instruction 

Modify electronic cam table data. 

DCAMWR m1 m2 D n 

Full point 

modification 

command 

command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be modified 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMWR continuous execution 

m2 starting point Fixed K10000 

D data Address of data storage to be modified 

n points Number of key point data points to be 

modified 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User 
System-

User 
Bit Designation address change  constant  

real 

number  
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m1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components in gray background in the table indicate unsupported soft components. 

When m2 = K10000, it is a full point modification function.The parameters of CAMWR are defined in the 

following table. 

 

 

parameters description instructions value 

m1 cam table 
Cam table number and 

choose which table to modify 
K11~K16 

D 
starting 

register 
Data point storage register Component D 

n 
Modify 

Points 

Total number of electronic 

cams 
2~25 

 

3. Points to note 

 DCAMWR is a multi-cycle execution instruction, and the special register SM82 changes from 

OFF→ON to indicate the completion of the modification. 

 The completion of DCAMWR modification indicates that the cam table data cached inside the 

PLC has been changed; if the electronic cam is running and the modified data cannot take effect 

immediately and the special flag bit (SM83, SM183, SM283, etc.) needs to be set, it can take effect 

in the next cam cycle of the current run; if the electronic cam is not executed, or does not need to 

take effect in the running electronic cam , the modified cam table data takes effect automatically 

the next time the electronic cam is started. 

 The electronic cam table point 1 is the starting data and its master axis position slave position 

must be 0. 

 When modifying the cam table data, the master axis position data must be greater than the 

master axis position at the previous point and less than the master axis position data at the next 

point, otherwise the motion controller reports error 16268. 

 The DCAMWR command specifies the modified cam table, which must exist in the motion 

control system, i.e. the cam table has been downloaded to the motion control system via 

VCAutoDesignsoft. 

 Try to use along to trigger this instruction. 

 

Examples. 

dcamwr k11 k10000 d100 k3 

This instruction modifies the electronic cam table 1, modifying the entire electronic cam table by 3 

points, with the starting position of the points being D100. the specific data to be modified is shown in the 

following table 

Modify Points position Data storage register 

Point 1 Master axis position D100D101 
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Slave axis position D102D103 

Speed ratio (floating point) D104D105 

linear 
【1】

 D106D107 

Point 2 ibid D108D109 

Point 3 ibid D116D117 

Note: [1] Line type: 0 = straight line, 1 = 5 times curve. 

 

7.3.5 Key Point Modification Effective Immediately Directive  

1. Form of instruction 

The electronic cam meter data modified by executing this command will take effect immediately. 

DCAMWR m1 m2 D1 D2 

Key Point 

Modification 

Effective 

immediately 

directive 

command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table that needs to take 

effect immediately 
32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMWR continuous 

execution 

m2 Mode Selection Fixed K99999 

D1 Implementation 

status 

Current instruction execution status 

D2 reserve reserve 

 

 

 

2. Operations 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  

con

stant  

r

eal 

num

ber  

m1 X Y M T C S 
S

M 
D R T C 

S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

K

nSM 
V Z 

ret

ouch 
K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S 
S

M 
D R T C 

S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

K

nSM 
V Z 

ret

ouch 
K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S 
S

M 
D R T C 

S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

K

nSM 
V Z 

ret

ouch 
K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S 
S

M 
D R T C 

S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

K

nSM 
V Z 

ret

ouch 
K H E 

Note: Soft components in the table with gray background indicate supported soft components. 

When m2 = K99999 for the cam modification to take effect immediately function. the parameters of 

CAMWR are defined in the following table. 

parameters description instructions value 

m1 cam table 
Cam table number, select 

which table to take effect 
K11~K16 
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m2 Mode Selection 
Selecting the mode of 

instruction execution 
K99999 

D1 
Implementation 

status 

Status of the feedback 

command 

0: abnormal state 

1: Existence of cached data 

to be validated 

2: There is no cached data to 

be validated 

3: Data writing in progress 

D2 reserve pointless - 

List of instruction execution states. 

statuses SM82 SMx83 
The third status 

parameter 

Presence of cached data 

takes effect 
ON OFF 1 

No cached data exists ON - 2 

Data writing in progress ON - 3 

Incorrect parameters or 

abnormal data 
OFF - 0 

The remaining anomalies ON - 0 

 

3. Points to note 

 DCAMWR is a multi-cycle execution instruction, and the special register SM82 changes from 

OFF→ON to indicate that the instruction is executed correctly. 

 The SMx83 will automatically reset when the DCAMWR keypoint takes effect. 

 

7.3.6 Top bar modification command  

1.Command form 

Modify electronic cam table data. 

DCAMWR S1 S2 D1 D2 

Single point of 

modification 

command 

command execution 

S1 cam table Specify the cam table to be modified 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMWR continuous execution 

S2 Mode Selection Fixed K361 

D1 data Address of data storage to be modified 

D2 Number of top 

bars 

Number of top bars to be modified 

 

 

 

 

2.Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation address change  constant  real 
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number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components in the table with gray background indicate unsupported soft components 

Description of functions and actions. 

S1 Cam table K11: first cam table; K12, K13 in order, second, third, etc. 

S2 Fixed to K361, decimal 

D1 The starting address of the data, example into the following 

D2 Number of top bars, 0 bit does not set top bar data 

Note: a. The cam needs to be set by this command before it can be written. 

b. No modifications are allowed during operation. 

Data format table : 

Top bar 

Point 

address figure range add comments to text 

Point 1 

D1 16-

bit 

0,1 Component type 0: M component 1: Y 

component 

D1+1 16-

bit 

variations Component address M component when the 

address is 0 to 7679, Y component when the 

address is 0 to 191 

D1+2 16-

bit 

0,1 Action type 0: OFF, 1: ON 

D1+3 16-

bit 

 reserve 

D1+4 32-

bit 

 Master axis position during top bar action, in 

pulse 

Point 2 

D1+6 16-

bit 

0,1 Component type 0: M component 1: Y 

component 

D1+6+1 16-

bit 

variations Component address M component when the 

address is 0 to 7679, Y component when the 

address is 0 to 191 

D1+6+2 16-

bit 

0,1 Action type 0: OFF, 1: ON 

D1+6+3 16-

bit 

 reserve 

D1+6+4 32-

bit 

 Master axis position during top bar action, in 

pulse 

Point n 

D1+6*(n-1) 16-

bit 

0,1 Component type 0: M component 1: Y 

component 

D1+6*(n-1)+1 16-

bit 

variations Component address M component when the 

address is 0 to 7679, Y component when the 

address is 0 to 191 
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D1+6*(n-1)+2 16-

bit 

0,1 Action type 0: OFF, 1: ON 

D1+6*(n-1)+3 16-

bit 

 reserve 

D1+6*(n-1)+4 32-

bit 

 Master axis position during top bar action, in 

pulse 

Note: For Y address, note the octal to decimal conversion, Y10 corresponds to K8. 

The top bar data for the same soft element needs to be arranged in order from smallest to largest. 

Try to use along to trigger this instruction. 
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7. 4 DCAMRD reads electronic cam data  

The commands that can be supported by keypoint reading are as follows. 

NO 
m2 takes the 

value 
instructions 

Data 

in cache 

Data 

in 

operation 

1 K2~K360 Multi-point read command (data in cache) ●  

2 K20002~K20360 Multi-point read command (data in current run)  ● 

3 K361 Top bar read command (data in cache) ●  

4 K20361 Top bar read command (data in current run)  ● 

5 
K362 Single data read command (in a set of points, one 

data) (data in cache) 
●  

6 
K20362 Single data read command (in a set of points, one 

data) (data in the current run) 
 ● 

7 K363 Single point data read command (data in cache) ●  

8 K20363 Single point data read command (data in current run)  ● 

7 K10000 Full point read command (data in cache) ●  

8 K30000 Full point read command (data in current run)  ● 

 

Classification table. 

Function buffer memory 
Current run 

(+20000) 

Single or multi-point read command K2~K360 K20002~K20360 

Top bar read command K361 K20361 

Single data read command (in a set of 

points, one data) 
K362 K20362 

Single point data read command K363 K20363 

Full point read command K10000 K30000 
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7.4.1 Single data read command  

1. Form of instruction 

Reads individual data from an electronic cam table. 

DCAMRD m1 m2 D n 
Reading electronic 

cam data 
command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be read 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMRD continuous execution 

m2 Mode Selection Data in K362 cacheK20362 data in operation 

D data Store the address of the read cam table data 

n Read Position Key points to read and data types 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

m1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

 m1 specifies the cam table to be read, and m1=K11 to K16 specify electronic cam table 

ID1 to ID6, respectively. 

 m2 sets the read mode to K362 for reading data in the cache and to K20362 for reading 

data in the run. 

 D holds the read cam table data and occupies 1 32bit register. 

 n the row and column where the key point to be read is located. 

 

Description of functions and actions. 

m1 Cam table K11: first cam table; K12, K13 in order, second, third, etc. 

m2 Fixed to K362 (data in cache) or K20362 (data on the run), decimal 

D Address where data is stored 

n The row in which the data are located, calculated as follows: row = n/100; column = n%100. 

Note 1: The row in which the data is located must not exceed the maximum number of points present. 

2: Data column, range 1~4, corresponding to master axis, slave, speed ratio, type respectively. 

Column where 

the data is located 

1 2 3 4 

data type master axis axis speed ratio types 
【1】

 

corresponds 32-bit 32-bit Float 16-bit 

Note: [1] Line type: 0 = straight line , 1 = 5 times curve. 

 

3. Points to note 

 The special register SM82 changes from OFF→ON to indicate the completion of key point 

reading. 
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 This command reads the electronic cam table data in the cache, specifying that the data 

must exist in the cache of the cam table being read, otherwise alarm 16291; when reading the 

electronic cam table data for the current run, specifying that the cam table being read must exist 

in the motion control system, i.e., the cam table has been downloaded via VCAutoDesignsoft or 

modified to the motion controller via a key point, otherwise Alarm 16292. 

 The data that has not yet taken effect through the keypoint modification is the data in 

the cache, and the cam data that is being executed is the running data. 

 If the data in the cache is not in the scope of the read, its read is a combination of the 

cached data and the running data; that is, the read is the cam data executed after the key point 

data is in effect. 

 Try to use along to trigger this instruction. 

 

7.4.2 Single point data read command  

1. Form of instruction 

Reads data from a single point in the electronic cam table. 

DCAMRD m1 m2 D n 
Reading electronic 

cam data 
command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be read 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMRD continuous 

execution 

m2 Mode Selection 
Data in K363 cache 

K20363 data in operation 

D data Store the address of the read cam table data 

n access point Key points to read 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User 
System-

User 
Bit Designation address change  constant  

real 

number  

m1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

 m1 specifies the cam table to be read, and m1=K11 to K16 specify electronic cam table 

ID1 to ID6, respectively. 

 m2 sets the read mode to K363 for reading data in the cache and to K20363 for reading 

data in operation. 

 D stores the starting address of the read cam table data and occupies several consecutive 

address cells starting with D. Each key point occupies four 32bit registers marking the master axis, 

slave axis position, speed ratio and line type respectively, i.e. each key point needs to occupy eight 

address cells. 

 n keypoints to be read, and n needs to be less than or equal to the number of keypoints 
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in the cache. 

 Try to use along to trigger this instruction. 

 

Examples. 

dcamrd k11 k363 d100 k3 

This instruction performs a read of the data in the e-cam table 1 cache, reading all data for key point 3 in 

the e-cam cache, with the read data stored at the starting address of D100.The specific data read out is 

shown in the following table. 

Read data format position Data storage register 

Key point data 

Master axis position D100D101 

Slave axis position D102D103 

Speed ratio (floating point) D104D105 

linear 
【1】

 D106D107 

Note: [1] Line type: 0 = straight line, 1 = 5 times curve. 

3. Points to note 

 The special register SM82 changes from OFF→ON to indicate the completion of key point 

reading. 

 This command reads the electronic cam table data in the cache, specifying that the data 

must exist in the cache of the cam table being read, otherwise alarm 16291; when reading the 

electronic cam table data for the current run, specifying that the cam table being read must exist 

in the motion control system, i.e., the cam table has been downloaded via VCAutoDesignsoft or 

modified to the motion controller via a key point, otherwise Alarm 16292. 

 The parameter n needs to be less than or equal to the actual number of key points. 

 The data that has not yet taken effect through the keypoint modification is the data in 

the cache, and the cam data that is being executed is the running data. 

 If the data in the cache is not in the scope of the read, its read is a combination of the 

cached data and the running data; that is, the read is the cam data executed after the key point 

data is in effect. 

 

7.4.3 Multi-point data read command  

1. Form of instruction 

Reads data from multiple points in an electronic cam table. 

DCAMRD m1 m2 D n 
Reading electronic 

cam data 
command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be read 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMRD continuous 

execution 

m2 starting point 
Set the starting point of the cam table data to 

be read 

D data Store the address of the read cam table data 

n points Number of key point data points to be read 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User System- Bit Designation address constant  real 
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User change  number  

m1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

 m1 specifies the cam table to be read, and m1=K11 to K16 specify electronic cam table 

ID1 to ID6, respectively. 

 m2 sets the starting point of the electronic cam key point to be read, m2 = K2 to K360 

(in cache) or m2 = K20002 to K20360 (in operation). 

 D stores the starting address of the read cam table data and occupies several consecutive 

address cells starting with D. Each key point occupies two 32bit registers marking the major and 

slave axis positions respectively, i.e. each key point requires four address cells. 

 The number of keypoints to be read by n. m2+n-1 needs to be less than or equal to the 

actual number of keypoints. 

 Try to use along to trigger this instruction. 

 

Examples. 

DCAMRD K11 K2 D100 K3 

This instruction reads the data in the electronic cam table 1 cache, starting at point 2, the number of 

points read is 3, and the data is stored at the starting address of D100. The specific data read out is shown 

in the following table. 

 

Modify Points position Data storage register 

Point 2 
Master axis position D100D101 

Slave axis position D102D103 

Point 3 ibid D104D105 

Point 4 ibid D108D109 

 

3. Points to note 

 The special register SM82 changes from OFF→ON to indicate the completion of key point 

reading. 

 This command reads the electronic cam table data in the cache, specifying that the data 

must exist in the cache of the cam table being read, otherwise alarm 16291; when reading the 

electronic cam table data for the current run, specifying that the cam table being read must exist 

in the motion control system, i.e., the cam table has been downloaded via VCAutoDesignsoft or 

modified to the motion controller via a key point, otherwise Alarm 16292. 

 Let the parameter m2+n-1 need to be less than or equal to the actual number of critical 

points. 

 The data that has not yet taken effect through the keypoint modification is the data in 

the cache, and the cam data that is being executed is the running data. 

 If the data in the cache is not in the scope of the read, its read is a combination of the 
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cached data and the running data; that is, the read is the cam data executed after the key point 

data is in effect. 

 

7.4.4 Full point data read command  

1. Form of instruction 

Reads data from all key points in the electronic cam table. 

DCAMRD m1 m2 D n 
Reading electronic 

cam data 
command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be read 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMRD continuous 

execution 

m2 Mode Selection 
Data in K10000 cache 

K30000 Operational Data 

D data Store the address of the read cam table data 

n 
Number of key 

points 
Number of key points read 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

m1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 

supported. 

 m1 specifies the cam table to be read, and m1=K11 to K16 specify electronic cam table 

ID1 to ID6, respectively. 

 m2 sets the read mode to K10000 for reading data in the cache and to K30000 for 

reading data in the run. 

 D stores the starting address of the read cam table data and occupies several consecutive 

address cells starting with D. Each key point occupies four 32bit registers marking the master axis, 

slave axis position, speed ratio and line type respectively, i.e. each key point needs to occupy eight 

address cells. 

 n the number of key points read, n must be a D or R register that cannot be constant. 

 

Examples. 

dcamrd k11 k10000 d100 d0 

This instruction reads the data in the electronic cam table 1 cache and reads all the data in the electronic 

cam cache, the starting address where the read data is stored is D100 and the number of key points read is 

stored in D0. The specific data read out is shown in the following table. 

key point position Data storage register 

Point 1 
Master axis position D100D101 

Slave axis position D102D103 
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Speed ratio (floating point) D104D105 

linear 
【1】

 D106D107 

Point 2 ibid D108D109 

Point 3 ibid D116D117 

Point n ibid ...... 

Note: [1] Line type: 0 = straight line, 1 = 5 times curve. 

 

3. Points to note 

 The special register SM82 changes from OFF→ON to indicate the completion of key point 

reading. 

 This command reads the electronic cam table data in the cache, specifying that the data 

must exist in the cache of the cam table being read, otherwise alarm 16291; when reading the 

electronic cam table data for the current run, specifying that the cam table being read must exist 

in the motion control system, i.e., the cam table has been downloaded via VCAutoDesignsoft or 

modified to the motion controller via a key point, otherwise Alarm 16292. 

 The data that has not yet taken effect through the keypoint modification is the data in 

the cache, and the cam data that is being executed is the running data. 

 If the data in the cache is not in the scope of the read, its read is a combination of the 

cached data and the running data; that is, the read is the cam data executed after the key point 

data is in effect. 

 Try to use along to trigger this instruction. 

 

7.4.5 Read top bar data command  

1. Form of instruction 

Read all the top bar data from the electronic cam table. 

DCAMRD m1 m2 D n 
Reading electronic 

cam data 
command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be read 

32-bit instructions (17step) 

DCAMRD continuous 

execution 

m2 Mode Selection 
Data in K361 cache 

K20361 operational data 

D data Store the address of the read cam table data 

n 
Number of top 

bars 
Number of top bar points read 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

m1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

m2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

n X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: The soft components in the table with gray background indicate the soft components that can be 
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supported. 

 m1 specifies the cam table to be read, and m1=K11 to K16 specify electronic cam table 

ID1 to ID6, respectively. 

 m2 sets the read mode to K361 for reading data in the cache and to K20361 for reading 

data in the run. 

 D holds the starting address of the top bar data read, occupying multiple consecutive 

address cells starting with D. Each top bar point requires six address units. 

 n the number of top bar points read, n must be a D or R register cannot be constant. 

 

Examples. 

DCAMRD K11 K361 D100 D0 

This instruction reads the top bar data in the electronic cam table 1 cache, reads all the top bar data in 

the electronic cam cache, the starting address where the read data is stored is D100, and the number of top 

bars read is stored in D0. The specific data read out is shown in the following table. 

Top bar 

Point 

address figure range add comments to text 

Point 1 

D100 16-bit 0,1 Component type 0: M component 1: Y 

component 

D100+1 16-bit variations Component address M component 

when the address is 0 to 7679, Y 

component when the address is 0 to 191 

D100+2 16-bit 0,1 Action type 0: OFF, 1: ON 

D100+3 16-bit  reserve 

D100+4 32-bit  Master axis position during top bar 

action, in pulse 

Point 2 

D100+6 16-bit 0,1 Component type 0: M component 1: Y 

component 

D100+6+1 16-bit variations Component address M component 

when the address is 0 to 7679, Y 

component when the address is 0 to 191 

D100+6+2 16-bit 0,1 Action type 0: OFF, 1: ON 

D100+6+3 16-bit  reserve 

D100+6+4 32-bit  Master axis position during top bar 

action, in pulse 

Point n 

D100+6*(n-1) 16-bit 0,1 Component type 0: M component 1: Y 

component 

D100+6*(n-1)+1 16-bit variations Component address M component 

when the address is 0 to 7679, Y 

component when the address is 0 to 191 

D100+6*(n-1)+2 16-bit 0,1 Action type 0: OFF, 1: ON 

D100+6*(n-1)+3 16-bit  reserve 

D100+6*(n-1)+4 32-bit  Master axis position during top bar 

action, in pulse 
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3. Points to note 

 The special register SM82 changes from OFF→ON to indicate the completion of the top 

bar data reading. 

 This command reads the top bar data in the cache, specifying that the data must exist 

in the cache of the cam table read, otherwise alarm 16293; when reading the top bar data in the 

current run, specifying that the top bar data in the cam table read must exist in the motion control 

system, i.e., the cam table has been downloaded through VCAutoDesignsoft or through the top bar 

modification command to the motion controller, otherwise Alarm 16294. 

 The data that has not yet taken effect through the top bar modification is the data in the 

cache, and the top bar data that is being executed is the running data. 

 If the data in the cache is not in the range of the read, its read is a combination of the 

cached data and the running data; that is, the read is the top bar data executed after the top bar 

data is in effect. 

 Try to use along to trigger this instruction. 

 

 

 

 

7. 5 Flying Shears Features  

7.5.1 brief introduction  

In the application of feeding and cutting, the traditional practice is to use the walk-stop type, where the 

feeding axis first walks to a fixed length, and then the shearing axis moves again, after which the process of 

"feeding stop" and "shearing stop" is repeated continuously. The disadvantage of this method is that the 

acceleration and deceleration required in the process of feeding and stopping does not improve production 

efficiency, so the new approach is to use the non-stop feeding method to achieve, there are generally two 

types of feeding and cutting methods are flying shear and chasing shear, the difference between the two is 

that chasing shear is a round trip movement, while flying shear is the same direction movement, the CAM 

table curve set is also different. The following is a detailed explanation of the flying shear function. 

7.5.2 principle  

V5-

MC104

Controller

Servo

Encoder

Feedback pulse

Pulse output

Servo

Material movement

Pulse output
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Pictured. 

a: Length of one turn from the axis (mm) 

b: Length of slave axis synchronization zone (mm) 

c: Length of one turn of master axis (mm) 

d: Length of material (mm) 

Length of one rotation of the slave axis: the length of one rotation of the slave axis, i.e. the 

circumference of the slave axis, which is equal to the diameter of the slave axis*π 

Slave axis synchronization zone length: The area when the master axis speed and the slave axis speed 

are the same is the synchronization zone length. 

Master axis length in one revolution: the length of one revolution of the master axis, i.e. the master axis 

circumference, which is equal to the master axis diameter*π 

Material length: the length of the material to be cut. 

7.5.3 Implementing instructions  

7.5.3.1 Flying Shear Command 

 

This function is written via the instruction DCAMWR, which takes the form shown in the following table. 

DCAMWR m1 m2 D n 

Flying shear 

parameter 

writing 

command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be modified 32-bit instructions 

(17step) 

DCAMWR continuous 

execution 

m2 Mode Selection Flying shear mode selection 

D data Address of data storage to be modified 

n reserve  

 The m1 bit cam table selection function selects the modified cam table, and m1 takes values in the 

range K11 to K16. 

 m2 is the mode selection, m2 sets different values to indicate different functions. 

 D is the address where the data to be modified is stored. 

 For flying shear-specific function blocks, n is a reserved bit. 

 

D Data format 

D Address 

Offset 
parameters unit 

data format 

+0 
Length of one turn of master 

axis 
mm 

floating point 

+2 
Number of pulses per 

revolution of the master axis 
Pulse 

32-bit integer 

+4 Length of one turn slave axis mm floating point 

+6 
Number of pulses per 

revolution slave axis 
Pulse 

32-bit integer 

+8 
Length of synchronization 

zone 
mm 

floating point 

+10 length of material mm floating point 

+12 
Synchronization zone 

compensation factor 
- 

floating point 

Note: The synchronous zone compensation factor is valid in K10102 and K10112 modes. 
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7.5.3.2 Flying cut mode 

The modes supported by the flying shears are shown in the table below. 

NO 
m2 takes the 

value 
instructions 

1 K10002 Flying shear (starting point is the midpoint of the synchronization zone) 

2 
K10102 Flying shear band compensation factor (starting point is the midpoint of 

the synchronization zone) 

3 K10012 Flying shear (starting point is the midpoint of the adjustment zone) 

4 
K10112 Compensation factor for flying shear zone (starting point is the midpoint 

of the adjustment zone) 

5 K10014 Calculate flying shear parameters (for custom curves) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A comparison of the master-slave relationships for each of the flying shear models is as follows. 

Flying cut 

mode 

Short material master-slave relationship 

curve 

Long material master-slave relationship 

curve 

K10002 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position
 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position  

K10102 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position

Speed 

compensation K

 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position

Speed 

compensation 

K
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K10012 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position
 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position
 

K10112 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position

Speed 

compensation K

 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position

Speed 

compensation K

 

 

7.5.4 special register  

After the flying shear function parameter is written, it can be selected to take effect with the next cam 

cycle or the next time the electronic cam is started, the way it takes effect depends on the M soft element. 

Mode of entry into force Soft Component 

Status 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 ON OFF 

SM83 SM183 SM283 SM783 SM883 SM983 

Next cam 

cycle in 

effect 

Next start 

cam in 

effect 

 

 

When the corresponding M soft element is set to ON, it takes effect for the next cam cycle, and when the 

corresponding M soft element is set to OFF, it takes effect for the next time the electronic cam is activated. 

Depending on the set material length the internal will automatically determine whether it is a long or 

short material, which can be checked by the SM182 flag. 

types Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 instructions 

Maximum 

speed 

ratio 

SD74 SD174 SD274 SD774 SD874 SD974 floating point 

Minimum 

speed 

ratio 

SD76 SD176 SD276 SD776 SD876 SD976 floating point 

Write 

success 
SM82 

ON: Write 

success 

OFF: Write 

failure 

Long SM182 ON: Long 
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and short 

material 

marking 

material 

OFF: Short 

material 

When the flying shear parameters are written successfully, the software will automatically turn the SM82 

soft element value ON (this soft element is common to all axis). 

The speed ratio value is equal to the slave axis speed than the master axis speed. By using the 

maximum and minimum speed ratio, the maximum and minimum speed of the slave axis during the whole 

operation can be calculated. 

7.5.5 Operation steps  

Step 1: Return to origin (if master-slave data is saved, return to origin may not be performed) 

Step 2: Initialize the electronic cam and write the flying shear data via the CAMWR command 

Step 3: Activate the electronic cam according to the current master-slave position relationship 

For details, see "7.4.11Application Examples". 
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7.5.6 K10002 Start point at midpoint of synchronous zone without compensation  

When the parameter is set to K10002, it is a flying shear function, which is implemented in such a way 

that the starting point of the flying shear curve is the midpoint of the synchronous zone, and no 

compensation factor compensates for the velocity of the slave axis while in the synchronous zone. 

In an actual flying shear system, the slave axis follows the master axis in an electronic cam motion. The 

relationship between the length of the material and the circumference of the cutter is different and the key 

points of the electronic cams are different. The following describes how the slave axis of the K10002 flying 

shear model follows the master axis movement. 

 

7.5.6.1 Cutting short material 

When the speed ratio of the adjustment zone is greater than or equal to 0, the system will determine 

that the material is short and set the SM182 to OFF, and plan in accordance with the curve planning method 

for short materials, with four planning points for short materials. 

As shown in Figure 1.1 below, the cam engagement starts at the midpoint of the synchronization zone, 

and the slave axis runs synchronously from the yellow point to the green point, then moves from the green 

point to the red point again, and then from the red point to the yellow point, completing one cycle of 

movement. 

 

Figure 1.2 gives the curve relationship between the master and slave when cutting short stock. Both the 

yellow to green section and the red to yellow section are synchronization zones; the green to red section is 

the adjustment zone. 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position

Start Point
 

Figure 1.1 Short material point planning   Figure 1.2 Short material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.5.6.2 Cutting long material 

When the speed ratio of the adjustment zone is less than 0, the system will judge the material as long 

material and set the SM182 to ON, and plan according to the curve planning method for long material, and 

the planning points for long material are 6 points. When cutting the long material, the slave axis has a 

waiting zone, when the master axis moves and the slave axis is at standstill. 

As shown in Figure 1.3 below, the cam engagement point is the midpoint of the synchronization zone, 

from which the axis run synchronously from the yellow point to the green point, then from the green point to 

the blue point, then from the blue point to the red point, and finally from the red point to the yellow point. 
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Figure 1.4 gives the curve relationship between the master and slave when cutting long material, with 

yellow point to green point and red point to yellow point both being the synchronization zone and the stop 

zone between the two blue points. Green point to blue point and blue point to red point are the adjustment 

zone areas. 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position

Start Point
 

Figure 1.3 Long material point planning   Figure 1.4 Long material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.5.6.3 Parameter requirements 

NO Parameter Conditions 

1 Synchronization zone length (D) < cut length (L) 

2 Length of synchronization zone (D) < Length of one revolution slave axis (L1) 

3 Synchronization zone length (D) > 0 

 

7.5.6.4 Example of parameter writing 

dcamwr k11 k10002 d100 k0 

This instruction indicates that a set of flying shear parameters headed by the D100 bit is written to cam 

table 1, where the relevant parameters are stored in the 12 D soft components headed by D100, with the 

following parameters. 

data type processor register meaning unit 

floating point D100D101 Length of one turn of master axis mm 

Unsigned integer D102D103 
Number of pulses per revolution of the master 

axis 
Pulse 

floating point D104D105 Length of one turn slave axis mm 

Unsigned integer D106D107 Number of pulses per revolution slave axis Pulse 

floating point D108D109 Length of synchronization zone mm 

floating point D110D111 Cutting length mm 
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7.5.7 K10102 starts at the midpoint of the synchronization zone with compensation  

When the parameter is set to K10102, it is a flying shear function, which is implemented in such a way 

that the starting point of the flying shear curve is the midpoint of the synchronous zone and the speed of the 

slave axis synchronous zone can be compensated by the compensation factor. 

In an actual flying shear system, the slave axis follows the master axis in an electronic cam motion. The 

material length is different in relation to the cutter circumference and the key points of the electronic cam 

are different. The following describes how the slave axis of the K10102 flying shear model follows the master 

axis movement. 

 

7.5.7.1 Cutting short material 

When the speed ratio of the adjustment zone is greater than or equal to 0, the system will determine 

that the material is short and set the SM182 to OFF, and plan in accordance with the curve planning method 

for short materials, with four planning points for short materials. 

As shown in Figure 1.1 below, the cam engagement starts at the midpoint of the synchronization zone, 

and the slave axis runs synchronously from the yellow point to the green point, then moves from the green 

point to the red point again, and then from the red point to the yellow point, completing one cycle of 

movement. 

 

Figure 1.2 gives the curve relationship between the master and slave when cutting short stock. Both the 

yellow to green section and the red to yellow section are synchronization zones; the green to red section is 

the adjustment zone. 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position

Start Point

Speed compensation 

K

Speed 

compensation 

K

 

Figure 1.1 Short material point planning   Figure 1.2 Short material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.5.7.2 Cutting long material 

When the speed ratio of the adjustment zone is less than 0, the system will judge the material as long 

material and set the SM182 to ON, and plan according to the curve planning method for long material, and 

the planning points for long material are 6 points. When cutting long material, the slave axis has a waiting 

zone, when the master axis moves and the slave axis is at standstill. 

As shown in Figure 1.3 below, the cam engagement point is the midpoint of the synchronization zone, 

from which the axis run synchronously from the yellow point to the green point, then from the green point to 

the blue point, then from the blue point to the red point, and finally from the red point to the yellow point. 
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Figure 1.4 gives the curve relationship between the master and slave when cutting long material, with 

yellow point to green point and red point to yellow point both being the synchronization zone and the stop 

zone between the two blue points. The green point to the blue point and the blue point to the red point are 

the adjustment zones. 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position

Start Point

Speed 

compensation 

K

Speed 

compensation 

K

 

Figure 1.3 Long material point planning   Figure 1.4 Long material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.5.7.3 Parameter requirements 

NO Parameter Conditions 

1 
Synchronization zone length (D) × Synchronization zone 

compensation factor (K) < Cut material length (L) 

2 
Synchronous zone length (D) × compensation factor for 

synchronous zone (K) < length of one revolution of slave axis (L1) 

3 Synchronization zone length (D) > 0 

4 Synchronous zone compensation factor (K) >= 0.8 

5 Synchronous zone compensation factor (K) <= 1.2 

 

7.5.7.4 Writing Example 

dcamwr k11 k10102 d100 k0 

This instruction indicates that a set of flying shear parameters headed by the D100 bit is written to cam 

table 1, where the relevant parameters are stored in the 14 D soft components headed by D100 with the 

following parameters. 

data type processor register meaning unit 

floating point D100D101 Length of one turn of master axis mm 

Unsigned integer D102D103 
Number of pulses per revolution of the master 

axis 
Pulse 

floating point D104D105 Length of one turn slave axis mm 

Unsigned integer D106D107 Number of pulses per revolution slave axis Pulse 

floating point D108D109 Length of synchronization zone mm 

floating point D110D111 Cutting length mm 

floating point D112D113 Synchronization zone compensation factor - 
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7.5.8 K10012 starting point at the midpoint of the adjustment zone without compensation  

When the parameter is set to K10012, it is a flying shear function, which is implemented in such a way 

that the starting point of the flying shear curve is the midpoint of the adjustment zone and the speed of the 

slave axis is compensated without a compensation factor while in the synchronization zone. 

In an actual flying shear system, the slave axis follows the master axis in an electronic cam motion. The 

material length is different in relation to the cutter circumference and the key points of the electronic cam 

are different. The following describes how the slave axis of the K10012 flying shear model follows the master 

axis. 

 

7.5.8.1 Cutting short material 

When the speed ratio of the adjustment zone is greater than or equal to 0, the system will determine 

that the material is short and set the SM182 to OFF, and plan in accordance with the curve planning method 

for short materials, with four planning points for short materials. 

As shown in Figure 1.1 below, the cam engagement starts at the midpoint of the adjustment zone, and 

the slave axis runs from the yellow point to the green point by deceleration, then from the green point to the 

red point by synchronization again, and then from the red point to the yellow point by acceleration, 

completing one cycle of movement. 

 

Figure 1.2 gives the curve relationship between the master and slave when cutting short stock. The 

green to red section is the synchronization zone; both the red to yellow section and the yellow to green 

section are the adjustment zones. 

Slave axis speed

Main axis position

Start Point

 

Figure 1.1 Short material point planning      Figure 1.2 Short material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.5.8.2 Cutting long material 

When the speed ratio of the adjustment zone is less than 0, the system will judge the material as long 

material and set the SM182 to ON, and plan according to the curve planning method for long material, and 

the planning points for long material are 6 points. When cutting the long material, the slave axis has a 

waiting zone, when the master axis moves and the slave axis is at standstill. 

As shown in Figure 1.3 below, the cam engagement point is the midpoint of the adjustment zone, and 

the slave axis is at standstill waiting at the yellow point, then accelerating from the yellow point to the green 

point, then running synchronously from the green point to the red point, and finally decelerating from the red 

point to the yellow point. 
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Figure 1.4 gives the curve relationship between master and slave when cutting long material, with yellow 

point to green point and red point to yellow point being the adjustment zone and several yellow points 

between them being the stop zone. The green point to to the red point is the synchronization zone. 

Slave axis speed

Master axis 

position

Start Point

 

Figure 1.3 Long material point planning         Figure 1.4 Long material 

master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.5.8.3 Parameter requirements 

NO Parameter Conditions 

1 Synchronization zone length (D) < cut length (L) 

2 
Length of synchronization zone (D) < Length of one 

revolution slave axis (L1) 

3 Synchronization zone length (D) > 0 

 

7.5.8.4 Example of parameter writing 

dcamwr k11 k10012 d100 k0 

This instruction indicates that a set of flying shear parameters headed by the D100 bit is written to cam 

table 1, where the relevant parameters are stored in the 12 D soft components headed by D100, with the 

following parameters. 

data type processor register meaning unit 

floating point D100D101 Length of one turn of master axis mm 

Unsigned integer D102D103 
Number of pulses per revolution of the master 

axis 
Pulse 

floating point D104D105 Length of one turn slave axis mm 

Unsigned integer D106D107 Number of pulses per revolution slave axis Pulse 

floating point D108D109 Length of synchronization zone mm 

floating point D110D111 Cutting length mm 

 

7.5.9 The start of K10112 is compensated at the midpoint of the adjustment zone  

When the parameter is set to K10112, it is a flying shear function, which is implemented in such a way 

that the starting point of the flying shear curve is the midpoint of the adjustment zone and the speed of the 

slave synchronization zone can be compensated by the compensation factor. 
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In an actual flying shear system, the slave axis follows the master axis in an electronic cam motion. The 

material length has a different relationship to the cutter circumference and the key points of the electronic 

cam are different. The following describes how the slave axis of the K10112 flying shear model follows the 

master axis. 

 

7.5.9.1 Cutting short material 

When the speed ratio of the adjustment zone is greater than or equal to 0, the system will determine 

that the material is short and set the SM182 to OFF, and plan in accordance with the curve planning method 

for short materials, with four planning points for short materials. 

As shown in Figure 1.1 below, the cam engagement starts at the midpoint of the adjustment zone, and 

the slave axis runs from the yellow point to the green point by deceleration, then from the green point to the 

red point by synchronization again, and then from the red point to the yellow point by acceleration, 

completing one cycle of movement. 

 

Figure 1.2 gives the curve relationship between the master and slave when cutting short stock. The 

green to red section is the synchronization zone; both the red to yellow section and the yellow to green 

section are the adjustment zones. 

Slave axis speed

Master axis 

position

Speed 

compensation K

Start Point

Speed 

compensation K

 

Figure 1.1 Short material point planning   Figure 1.2 Short material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.5.9.2 Cutting long material 

When the speed ratio of the adjustment zone is less than 0, the system will judge the material as long 

material and set the SM182 to ON, and plan according to the curve planning method for long material, and 

the planning points for long material are 6 points. When cutting the long material, the slave axis has a 

waiting zone, when the master axis moves and the slave axis is at standstill. 

As shown in Figure 1.3 below, the cam engagement point is the midpoint of the adjustment zone, and 

the slave axis is at standstill waiting at the yellow point, then accelerating from the yellow point to the green 

point, then running synchronously from the green point to the red point, and finally decelerating from the red 

point to the yellow point. 

 

Figure 1.4 gives the curve relationship between master and slave when cutting long material, with yellow 

point to green point and red point to yellow point being the adjustment zone and several yellow points 
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between them being the stop zone. The green point to to the red point is the synchronization zone. 

Slave axis speed

Master axis 

position

Start Point

Speed 

compensation K

Speed 

compensation K

 

Figure 1.3 Long material point planning  Figure 1.4 Long material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.5.9.3 Parameter requirements 

NO Parameter Conditions 

1 
Synchronization zone length (D) × Synchronization zone 

compensation factor (K) < Cut material length (L) 

2 
Synchronous zone length (D) × compensation factor for 

synchronous zone (K) < length of one revolution of slave axis (L1) 

3 Synchronization zone length (D) > 0 

4 Synchronous zone compensation factor (K) >= 0.8 

5 Synchronous zone compensation factor (K) <= 1.2 

 

7.5.9.4 Example of parameter writing 

dcamwr k11 k10112 d100 k0 

This instruction indicates that a set of flying shear parameters headed by the D100 bit is written to cam 

table 1, where the relevant parameters are stored in the 14 D soft components headed by D100 with the 

following parameters. 

data type processor register meaning unit 

floating point D100D101 Length of one turn of master axis mm 

Unsigned integer D102D103 
Number of pulses per revolution of the master 

axis 
Pulse 

floating point D104D105 Length of one turn slave axis mm 

Unsigned integer D106D107 Number of pulses per revolution slave axis Pulse 

floating point D108D109 Length of synchronization zone mm 

floating point D110D111 Cutting length mm 

floating point D112D113 Synchronization zone compensation factor - 
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7.5.10 K10014 Custom Flying Shear Curve  

Use DCAMWR's K10014 model to calculate custom curves for flying shear-related parameters. 

 

instructions 

A. The Directive is used independently and without conditions. 

B. Calculated immediately and without delay. 

C. SM82 is indicated ON and calculated correctly. 

D. It's best to use it and then turn it off to be able to stay, or use an edge trigger. 

 

7.5.10.1 Parameter Description 

NO parameters name  R/W types note 

1 

Master axis 

synchronization 

length 

SynMas W 

32-bit 

without a 

character 

 

2 

Slave axis 

synchronization 

length 

SynSlv W 32-bit  

3 
Total length of 

master axis 
MasLen W 

32-bit 

without a 

character 

 

4 
Total length 

slave axis 
SLvLen W 32-bit  

5 
Synchronous 

zone speed ratio 
SynVel R 

floating 

point 
 

6 
Curve speed 

ratio 
CurVel R 

floating 

point 

When the curve speed ratio is 

negative, it means long material, 

then the curve speed ratio has no 

practical meaning 

When positive, it indicates short 

material and makes sense. 

7 

Deceleration 

section master 

axis length 

DecMas R 

32-bit 

without a 

character 

For long material, it is the length 

of the master axis of the 

acceleration/deceleration section; 
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(a) 0 for short material. 

Caution. 

1. master axis synchronization length < total master axis length, otherwise error 16275 is reported. 

2. The last parameter, points, has no real meaning. 

3. You can also judge the long and short material according to the value of DecMas, which means short 

material when it is 0 and long material when it is not 0. 

 

7.5.10.2 Short material actual effect 

Example of short material. 

 

The full point data are as follows. 

Pt master axis axis speed ratio Line Type preferences 

1 0 0 CurVel NA Ng 

2 (MasLen- SynMas)/2 (SlvLen- SynSlv)/2 SynVel curved line yes 

3 (MasLen+ SynMas)/2 (SlvLen+ SynSlv)/2 SynVel biometrics yes 

4 MasLen SLvLen CurVel curved line yes 

Graphical drawing effects. 
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7.5.10.3 The actual effect of long material 

Examples of long material. 

 

The full point data are as follows. 

Pt master axis axis 
speed 

ratio 
Line Type preferences 

1 0 0 0 NA Ng 

2 
(MasLen- SynMas)/2-

DecMas 
0 0 straightness yes 

3 (MasLen- SynMas)/2 
(SlvLen- 

SynSlv)/2 
SynVel curved line yes 

4 (MasLen+ SynMas)/2 
(SlvLen+ 

SynSlv)/2 
SynVel straightness yes 

5 
(MasLen+ 

SynMas)/2+DecMas 
SLvLen 0 curved line yes 

6 MasLen SLvLen 0 straightness yes 
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Graphical drawing effects. 

 

 

7.5.11 Application Examples  

7.5.11.1 Base case 

An example of the use of the K10002 flying shear mode will be given below. Its flying shear parameters 

are as follows. 

 Master axis diameter: 150mm 

 Master axis drive ratio: 1:10 

 Slave axis diameter: 200mm 

 Synchronization zone angle: 60° 

 Slave drive ratio: 1:3 

 Cutting material length: 500mm 

Based on the above system parameters, calculate the values that need to be set for the CAMWR 

instruction. 

(Servo using SD700 servo with 10,000 pulses servo motor selection one turn internal setting) 

Length of one turn of master axis = 150*π=471 

Number of pulses in one revolution of master axis = 10000*10=100000 

Length of one turn from the axis = 200*π=628 

Number of pulses in one revolution from the axis = 10000*3 = 30000 

Length of synchronization zone = 60°/360° * length of one revolution from the axis = 104.667 

parameters unit setting 

Length of one turn of 

master axis 
mm 471 

Number of pulses per 

revolution of the master 

axis 

Pulse 100000 

Length of one turn slave mm 628 
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axis 

Number of pulses per 

revolution slave axis 
Pulse 30000 

Length of synchronization 

zone 
mm 104.667 

length of material mm 500 

We give below a simple example of using flying shears. 

Step 1: Set the basic parameters of the electronic cam 

 

Step 2: Set the flying shear parameters 

 

Step 3: After the initialization is complete, start the electronic cam that is in accordance with the flying 

shear curve to run 

The main function is shown in the following figure. 
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The actual results of the run are shown in the following figure. 
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7.5.11.2 Power-up-and-run case 

If it is necessary to start running the system immediately, then this can be done with the non-zero start 

function. 

The ladder implementation is shown in the following figure. 

 

One of the ladder diagrams for the non-zero start calculation is shown in the following figure. 
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The final operation result is shown in the figure below, from which it can be seen that when the PLC is set 

to OFF, if the PLC is then set to ON, it can be started immediately, and the start still follows the position at 

the time of the stop to run. 

 

 

 

7. 6 Chase shear function  

7.6.1 brief introduction  

Chasing shear is the process of cutting and filling the material in motion vertically. Its whole process is 

shown in the figure below. V5-MC104 with two servo axis - feeding axis and chasing shear axis, the feeding 

axis mainly pulls the material forward and the chasing shear axis mainly tracks the feeding axis so as to 

process in the synchronous zone. 

7.6.2 principle  

V5-

MC104

Controller

Servo

Encoder

Feedback pulse

Pulse output

Servo

Material movement

Pulse output

a

b

 

Pictured. 

a: One-turn lead slave axis (mm) 
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b: Slave axis travel range (mm) 

c: Synchronization zone (mm) 

d: Length of material (mm) 

e: length of one turn of the master axis (mm) 

The slave axis one-turn lead is the distance that the slave axis moves when the slave motor rotates for 

one week. If the slave axis is of screw construction, then this value refers to the lead of the screw. 

Slave movement range, the range of movement of the slave axis, the slave axis only moves within this 

safety range, the blue dot is the starting point of the slave axis movement range, the red dot is the end point 

of the slave axis movement range. 

Synchronous zone refers to the zone when the master axis and slave axis speed are the same, in this 

zone, the master axis moves at the same speed as the slave axis moves, and some cutting and other 

movements can be done in this zone. 

Material length refers to the length of the material to be cut. 

One turn of the master axis length refers to the master axis drive wheel circumference and its value is 

equal to the master axis drive wheel diameter*π. 

7.6.3 Implementing instructions  

7.6.3.1 Catching and cutting instructions 

This function is written via the instruction DCAMWR, which takes the form shown in the following table. 

DCAMWR m1 m2 D n 

Chase 

clipping 

parameter 

writing 

command execution 

m1 cam table Specify the cam table to be modified 32-bit instructions 

(17step) 

DCAMWR continuous 

execution 

m2 Mode Selection Chase shear Cut Mode Selection 

D data Address of data storage to be modified 

n reserve  

 The m1 bit cam table selection function selects the modified cam table, and m1 takes values in the 

range K11 to K16. 

 m2 is the mode selection, m2 sets different values to indicate different functions. 

 D is the address where the data to be modified is stored. 

 For the chase-cut dedicated function block, n is a reserved bit. 

D Data format 

D Address 

Offset 
parameters unit 

data 

format 

+0 
Length of one turn of 

master axis 

mm floating point 

+2 

Number of pulses per 

revolution of the master 

axis 

Pulse 32-bit integer 

+4 
One turn of lead slave 

axis 

mm floating point 

+6 
Number of pulses per 

revolution slave axis 

Pulse 32-bit integer 

+8 
Length of synchronization 

zone 

mm floating point 
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+10 Slave axis travel range mm floating point 

+12 Return factor - 32-bit integer 

+14 length of material mm floating point 

+16 
Synchronization zone 

compensation factor 

- floating point 

Note: The synchronous zone compensation factor is valid in K10104 and K10124 modes. 

 

DCAMWR chase shear command only needs to configure the shear length, chase shear curve parameters 

and mechanical and electrical parameters to automatically generate the chase shear curve.CAM chase shear 

curve has smooth acceleration and deceleration, extending the service life of machinery, in which the curve 

consists of acceleration zone, synchronization zone, deceleration zone, return zone and waiting zone and 

other five segments, the five-segment position curve is shown in the following figure. 

Chase shear position

Feeding position*0 *1 *2 *3 *4

 

Curve distance 

(mm) 
concept 

Acceleration 

distance (*0) 

Distance of acceleration before chase shear follows 

feed synchronization 

Synchronization 

distance (*1) 

The distance at which the trailing shear follows the 

feed synchronization 

Deceleration 

distance (*2) 

Distance of deceleration after chase shear 

synchronization 

Return distance 

(*3) 
Distance to chase cutback 

Waiting distance 

(*4) 

Distance to wait after chasing the clipping return to 

the origin 

The above table curve distance are relative to the feeding axis distance, the specific calculation formula 

is shown below, where the acceleration distance and deceleration distance affect the smoothness of the servo 

chase shear when starting and stopping, the greater the acceleration and deceleration distance the smoother 

the start and stop. 

Material length = acceleration + synchronization + deceleration + change of direction + return + wait 

 

7.6.3.2 Chase shear mode 

The modes supported by the chase cut are shown in the table below. 
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NO 
m2 takes the 

value 
instructions 

1 
K10004 Chase shear clipping (starting segment is the beginning of the 

synchronization zone) 

2 
K10104 Shear band compensation factor (starting segment is the beginning 

of the synchronization zone) 

3 
K10024 Catching shear (starting segment is the beginning of the acceleration 

zone) 

4 
K10124 Shear band compensation factor (starting segment is the beginning 

of the acceleration zone) 

 

symbolic name  

L2 Slave axis travel range (mm) 

D Synchronization zone (mm) 

K1 Synchronization zone compensation factor 

Difference between K10x04 mode and K10x24 mode 

Chase shear 

mode 
beginning 

Slave axis travel range 

K10x04 
Synchronized zone 

starting point 

Short material range.−(𝐿2 − (𝐷 × 𝐾1))/4 ~ D + (𝐿2 − (𝐷 × 𝐾1))/4 

Long material range.−(𝐿2 − (𝐷 × 𝐾1))/2 ~ D + (𝐿2 − (𝐷 × 𝐾1))/2 

K10x24 
Start of 

accelerated section 

Short material range: 0 ~ L2 

Long material range: 0 ~ L2 

Note: In non-compensated mode, K1 can be brought into the calculation equal to 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A comparison of the master-slave relationships for each of the shear chasing models is as follows. 

Chase 

shear 

mode 

Short material master-slave relationship curve Long material master-slave relationship curve 
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K10004 

从轴速度

主轴位置

 

从轴速度

主轴位置

 

K10104 

从轴速度

主轴位置

速度补偿K1

 

从轴速度

主轴位置

速度补偿K1

 

K10024 

从轴速度

主轴位置

 

从轴速度

主轴位置

 

K10124 

从轴速度

主轴位置

速度补偿K1

 

从轴速度

主轴位置

速度补偿K1

 

 

7.6.4 special register  

After the chase shear function parameter is written, it can be selected to take effect with the next cam 

cycle or the next time the electronic cam is started, the way it takes effect depends on the M soft element. 

Mode of entry into force Soft Component 

Status 

Axis 

1 
Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 ON OFF 

SM83 SM183 SM283 SM783 SM883 SM983 

Next 

cam cycle in 

effect 

Next 

start cam 

in effect 

When the corresponding M soft element is set to ON, it takes effect for the next cam cycle, and when the 
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corresponding M soft element is set to OFF, it takes effect for the next time the electronic cam is activated. 

Depending on the set material length the internal will automatically determine whether it is a long or 

short material, which can be checked by the SM182 flag. 

types 
Axis 

1 
Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 

instruction

s 

Maximu

m speed 

ratio 

SD7

4 

SD17

4 

SD27

4 

SD77

4 

SD87

4 

SD97

4 

floating 

point 

Minimu

m speed 

ratio 

SD7

6 

SD17

6 

SD27

6 

SD77

6 

SD87

6 

SD97

6 

floating 

point 

Write 

success 
SM82 

ON: Write 

success 

OFF: 

Write failure 

Long 

and short 

material 

marking 

SM182 

ON: Long 

material 

OFF: 

Short material 

When the chase shear parameter is written successfully, the software will automatically turn the SM82 

soft element value ON (this soft element is common to all axis). 

The speed ratio value is equal to the slave axis speed than the master axis speed, and the maximum and 

minimum speed of the slave axis during the whole operation can be calculated by the maximum and 

minimum speed ratio. 

 

7.6.5 Operation steps  

7.6.5.1 Start segment is in synchronous zone mode 

According to the actual application of chasing shears, there are long and short materials, but the starting 

point of the synchronization zone is fixed regardless of long or short materials, so we set the starting point of 

the whole operation here at the starting point of the synchronization zone. The operation flow of the whole 

system is shown below. 

Step 1: Return to home position. Control the return of the slave axis to the home position through the 

controller's return to home command. Here we take the blue point as the home point, i.e., we control the 

return of the slave axis to the blue point position. 

从轴
原点 同步区起点

 

Step 2: Slave axis front. After returning to the home position, the slave axis needs to be controlled to 

move to the starting position of the synchronous zone, which is the starting point of the cam engagement. 

Leading amount = (Slave axis travel range - (Sync zone length * Sync zone compensation factor))/2 
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从轴
原点 同步区起点

 

Step 3: Configure the universal cam and write the shear parameters via the DCAMWR command. See 

"7.5.10Application example" for details. 

Step 4: Enable the cam. Make the master and slave axiss engage. 

Step 5: The controller controls the master axis movement. The master-slave relationship operates 

according to the set cam relationship. 

Notes. 

① The first and second steps generally only need to be performed once when commissioning the 

machinery, and the cams can be engaged immediately after power-up once the master and slave axis 

positions have been subsequently saved. 

The second step of the slave axis front operation is not necessary in the actual application, but the slave 

axis moves in the negative direction of the origin for a certain distance each time (the distance is the front 

amount for long materials, and the front amount/2 for short materials). 

(iii) The amount of lead is related to the compensation coefficient of the synchronization zone, and the 

amount of lead varies for different compensation coefficients. 

④ The preamble of the K10004 model can be calculated by substituting the synchronous zone 

compensation factor equal to 1 into Eq. 

 

7.6.5.2 The starting segment is the acceleration zone mode 

For the two modes where the starting section is the acceleration zone K10024 and K10124, the starting 

point of the entire operation is set at the beginning of the acceleration section, so there is no need for a 

slave-axis front operation, i.e. the origin is the starting point. 

Step 1: Return to home position. Control the return of the slave axis to the home position through the 

controller's return to home command. Here we take the blue point as the home point, i.e., we control the 

return of the slave axis to the blue point position. 

从轴
原点 同步区起点

 

Step 2: Configure the universal cam and write the chase parameters via the DCAMWR command. See 

"6.5.1.4 DCAMWR_K10004 instruction" for details. 

Step 3: Enable the cam. Make the master and slave axiss engage. 

Step 4: The controller controls the master axis movement. The master-slave relationship operates 

according to the set cam relationship. 

Notes. 

① This mode does not require a slave axis front, i.e. the origin is the starting point. 
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7.6.6 K10004 Model Description  

When the parameter is set to K10004, the shear chasing function is implemented in such a way that the 

starting point of the shear chasing curve is the starting point of the synchronous zone, and no compensation 

factor compensates for the velocity of the slave axis while in the synchronous zone. 

In an actual chase shear system, the slave axis follows the master axis in an electronic cam movement. 

The relationship between the length of the material and the range of movement of the slave axis is different, 

and the key points of the electronic cams are also different. The following describes how the slave axis 

follows the master axis movement in the K10004 shear chasing mode. 

7.6.6.1 Cutting long material 

When the material length > slave axis moving range × (2 + return factor / 50) - synchronization length, 

the system will judge the material as long material and set SM182 to ON, according to the curve planning 

method of long material, the planning points of long material are 6 points. The specific sequence of its 

movement from the axis is shown in the following figure. 

 

Point 1: The first point is the green point, which is the start of the synchronization zone. 

Point 2: The second point is the yellow point, the end of the synchronization zone, from which the axis 

moves from the green point to the yellow point at a uniform speed in the synchronization zone. 

Point 3: The third point is the red point, which is the end of the range of movement from the axis, from 

which the axis gradually decelerates from the second point to the third point. 

Point 4: The fourth point is the blue point, the starting point of the range of movement from the axis, 

from which the axis returns from the third point to the fourth point and stops at the waiting point. 

Point 5: The fifth point is the blue point, which is the waiting time until the acceleration from the axis to 

the beginning of the synchronization zone. 

Point 6: The sixth point is the green point, as in the first point. 

A schematic of the long material movement is shown in the following diagram. 

从轴

同步区

从轴移动范围

凸轮开始啮合点

长料

 

Planning for long material points 

从轴速度

主轴位置
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Long material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.6.6.2 Cutting short material 

When the material is short, if the slave axis still moves according to the 6 points of the long material, 

then it may cause the slave axis to return too fast and the servo will not track. Therefore, we have modified 

the movement point for the case of short cut material. 

Modifications. 

1) Reduce the deceleration time, i.e., decelerate from the axis from the yellow point, decelerate 

quickly to 0, and instead of decelerating to the red point, decelerate to the position behind the red 

point. 

2) Narrow the acceleration time, i.e., instead of accelerating from the blue point, the slave axis 

starts accelerating from the position before the blue point, which requires that when the slave axis 

returns, it does not fully return to the blue point position, but returns to the position before the blue 

point. The exact sequence of the slave axis movement is shown in the following figure. 

 

A schematic of the short material movement is shown in the following figure. 

从轴

同步区

从轴移动范围

凸轮开始啮合点

短料

 

Short material point planning 

从轴速度

主轴位置

 

Short material master-slave relationship curve 

Note: The material length should not be too short. If the material length is too short, it may cause the 

slave axis to return too fast, which may lead to a servo alarm. 

 

7.6.6.3 Parameter requirements 

 

NO Parameter Conditions 

1 
Synchronization zone length (D) < Slave axis travel 

range (L2) 
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2 Slave axis travel range (L2) < material length (L1) 

3 Synchronization zone length (D) > 0 

4 Return factor (K) >= 40 

5 Return factor (K) <= 500 

7.6.6.4 Example of parameter writing 

dcamwr k11 k10004 d100 k0 

This instruction indicates that a set of chase clipping parameters headed by the D100 bit is written to the 

cam table 1, where the relevant parameters are stored in the D100-headed 16 

data type 
processor 

register 
meaning unit range of values 

floating 

point 
D100D101 

Length of one turn of 

master axis 
mm - 

Unsigned 

integer 
D102D103 

Number of pulses per 

revolution of the master 

axis 

Pulse - 

floating 

point 
D104D105 

One turn of lead slave 

axis 
mm - 

Unsigned 

integer 
D106D107 

Number of pulses per 

revolution slave axis 
Pulse - 

floating 

point 
D108D109 

Length of 

synchronization zone 
mm - 

floating 

point 
D110D111 Slave axis travel range mm - 

7.6.7 K10104 Model Description  

When the parameter is set to K10104, the chase shear function is implemented in such a way that the 

starting point of the chase shear curve is the starting point of the synchronous zone, and the speed of the 

slave axis synchronous zone can be compensated by the compensation factor. 

In an actual chase shear system, the slave axis follows the master axis in an electronic cam movement. 

The relationship between the length of the material and the range of movement of the slave axis is different, 

and the key points of the electronic cams are also different. The following describes how the slave axis 

follows the master axis movement in the K10104 shear chasing mode. 

7.6.7.1 Cutting long material 

When the material length > Slave axis moving range × (2 + return coefficient / 50) - (2 × compensation 

coefficient of synchronous area - 1) × synchronous length, the system will judge the material as long 

material and set SM182 to ON, according to the curve planning method of long material, and the planning 

points of long material are 6 points. The specific sequence of its movement from the axis is shown in the 

following figure.  

 

Point 1: The first point is the green point, which is the start of the synchronization zone. 

Point 2: The second point is the yellow point, the end of the synchronization zone, from which the axis 

moves from the green point to the yellow point at a uniform speed in the synchronization zone. 
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Point 3: The third point is the red point, which is the end of the range of movement from the axis, from 

which the axis gradually decelerates from the second point to the third point. 

Point 4: The fourth point is the blue point, the starting point of the range of movement from the axis, 

from which the axis returns from the third point to the fourth point and stops at the waiting point. 

Point 5: The fifth point is the blue point, which is the waiting time until the acceleration from the axis to 

the beginning of the synchronization zone. 

Point 6: The sixth point is the green point, as in the first point. 

A schematic of the long material movement is shown in the following diagram. 

从轴

同步区

从轴移动范围

凸轮开始啮合点

长料

速度补偿K1

 

Planning for long material points 

从轴速度

主轴位置

速度补偿K1

 

Long material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.6.7.2 Cutting short material 

When the material is short, if the slave axis still moves according to the 6 points of the long material, 

then it may cause the slave axis to return too fast and the servo will not track. Therefore, we have modified 

the movement point for the case of short cut material. 

Modifications. 

1) Reduce the deceleration time, i.e., decelerate from the axis from the yellow point, decelerate 

quickly to 0, and instead of decelerating to the red point, decelerate to the position behind the red 

point. 

1）2) Narrow the acceleration time, i.e., instead of accelerating from the blue point, the slave axis starts 

accelerating from the position before the blue point, which requires that when the slave axis returns, it does 

not fully return to the blue point position, but returns to the position before the blue point. The exact sequence 

of the slave axis movement is shown in the following figure. 

 

A schematic of the short material movement is shown in the following figure. 
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从轴

同步区

从轴移动范围

凸轮开始啮合点

短料

速度补偿K1

 

Short material point planning 

从轴速度

主轴位置

速度补偿K1

 

Short material master-slave relationship curve 

Note: The material length should not be too short. If the material length is too short, it may cause the 

slave axis to return too fast, which may lead to a servo alarm. 

 

7.6.7.3 Parameter requirements 

NO Parameter Conditions 

1 
Synchronization zone length (D) × Synchronization zone 

compensation factor (K1) < Slave axis travel range (L2) 

2 Slave axis travel range (L2) < material length (L1) 

3 Synchronization zone length (D) > 0 

4 Return factor (K) >= 40 

5 Return factor (K) <= 500 

6 Synchronous zone compensation factor (K1) >= 0.8 

7 Synchronous zone compensation factor (K1) <= 1.2 

8 

Slave axis travel range (L2) + (1 - compensation factor for 

synchronization zone (K1)) × length of synchronization zone (D) < 

material length (L1) 

7.6.7.4 Example of parameter writing 

dcamwr k11 k10104 d100 k0 

This instruction indicates that a set of chase clipping parameters headed by D100 bits are written to cam 

table 1, where the relevant parameters are stored in the 18 D soft components headed by D100 with the 

following parameters. 

data type 
processor 

register 
meaning unit range of values 

floating 

point 
D100D101 

Length of one turn of 

master axis 
mm - 
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Unsigned 

integer 
D102D103 

Number of pulses per 

revolution of the master 

axis 

Pulse - 

floating 

point 
D104D105 

One turn of lead slave 

axis 
mm - 

Unsigned 

integer 
D106D107 

Number of pulses per 

revolution slave axis 
Pulse - 

floating 

point 
D108D109 

Length of 

synchronization zone 
mm - 

floating 

point 
D110D111 Slave axis travel range mm - 

Unsigned 

integer 
D112D113 Return factor - 40-500 

floating 

point 
D114D115 Cutting length mm - 

floating 

point 
D116D117 

Synchronization zone 

compensation factor 
- 0.8-1.2 

7.6.8 K10024 Model Description  

When the parameter is set to K10024, the shear chasing function is implemented in such a way that the 

starting point of the shear chasing curve is the starting point of the acceleration section, and the speed of the 

slave axis is compensated without a compensation factor during the synchronization zone. 

In an actual chase shear system, the slave axis follows the master axis in an electronic cam movement. 

The relationship between the length of the material and the range of movement of the slave axis is different, 

and the key points of the electronic cam are also different. The following describes how the slave axis follows 

the master axis movement in the K10024 shear chasing mode. 

7.6.8.1 Cutting long material 

When the material length > slave axis moving range × (2 + return factor / 50) - synchronization length, 

the system will judge the material as long material and set SM182 to ON, according to the curve planning 

method of long material, the planning points of long material are 6 points. The specific sequence of its 

movement from the axis is shown in the following figure. 

 

Point 1: The first point is the blue point, the start of the acceleration section, from the axis acceleration 

to the start of the synchronization zone. 

Point 2: The second point is the green point, which is the start of the synchronization zone. 

Point 3: The third point is the yellow point, the end of the synchronization zone, from which the axis 

moves from the green point to the yellow point at a uniform speed in the synchronization zone. 

Point 4: The fourth point is the red point, which is the end of the range of movement from the axis, from 

which the axis gradually decelerates from the third point to the fourth point. 

Point 5: The fifth point is the blue point, the starting point of the range of movement from the axis, from 

which the axis returns from the fourth point to the fifth point and stops at the waiting point. 

Point 6: The sixth point is the blue point, as in the first point. 
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A schematic of the long material movement is shown in the following diagram. 

从轴

同步区

从轴移动范围

凸轮开始啮合点
长料

 

Planning for long material points 

从轴速度

主轴位置

 

Long material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.6.8.2 Cutting short material 

When the material is short, the K10024 mode, because the cam engagement point is the starting point of 

the acceleration section, in order to ensure that the short and long material can be switched normally during 

the operation, so it no longer reduces the movement range of the slave axis like the K10x04 mode (the 

shortest material that can be cut is longer than the K10x04 mode); only for the case of cutting short 

material, the slave axis no longer stops and waits, and its specific slave axis movement sequence The 

specific slave movement sequence is shown in the figure below. 

 

A schematic of the short material movement is shown in the following figure. 

从轴

同步区

从轴移动范围

凸轮开始啮合点
长料

 

Short material point planning 
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从轴速度

主轴位置

 

Short material master-slave relationship curve 

Note: The material length should not be too short. If the material length is too short, it may cause the 

slave axis to return too fast, which may lead to a servo alarm. 

Position of the master axis at the start point of the synchronization zone: (range of travel from the axis - 

length of the synchronization zone) × number of pulses in one revolution of the master axis / length of one 

revolution of the master axis. 

7.6.8.3 Parameter requirements 

NO Parameter Conditions 

1 
Synchronization zone length (D) < Slave axis travel range 

(L2) 

2 Slave axis travel range (L2) < material length (L1) 

3 Synchronization zone length (D) > 0 

4 Return factor (K) >= 40 

5 Return factor (K) <= 500 

6 
2 x slave axis travel range (L2) - length of synchronization 

zone (D) < material length (L1) 

7.6.8.4 Example of parameter writing 

dcamwr k11 k10024 d100 k0 

This instruction indicates that a set of chase clipping parameters headed by D100 bits are written to cam 

table 1, where the relevant parameters are stored in the 16 D soft components headed by D100 with the 

following parameters. 

data type 
processor 

register 
meaning unit range of values 

floating 

point 
D100D101 

Length of one turn of 

master axis 
mm - 

Unsigned 

integer 
D102D103 

Number of pulses per 

revolution of the master 

axis 

Pulse - 

floating 

point 
D104D105 

One turn of lead slave 

axis 
mm - 

Unsigned 

integer 
D106D107 

Number of pulses per 

revolution slave axis 
Pulse - 

floating 

point 
D108D109 

Length of 

synchronization zone 
mm - 

floating D110D111 Slave axis travel range mm - 
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point 

Unsigned 

integer 
D112D113 Return factor - 40-500 

floating 

point 
D114D115 Cutting length mm - 

7.6.9 K10124 Model Description  

When the parameter is set to K10004, the shear chasing function is implemented in such a way that the 

starting point of the shear chasing curve is the starting point of the acceleration section, and the speed of the 

slave axis synchronization zone can be compensated by the compensation factor. 

In an actual chase shear system, the slave axis follows the master axis in an electronic cam movement. 

The relationship between the length of the material and the range of movement of the slave axis is different, 

and the key points of the electronic cams are also different. The following describes how the slave axis 

follows the master axis movement in the K10124 shear chasing mode. 

7.6.9.1 Cutting long material 

When the material length > Slave axis moving range × (2 + return factor / 50) - (2 × compensation 

factor of synchronous area - 1) × synchronous length, the system will judge the material as long material 

and set SM182 to ON, and plan according to the curve planning method of long material, and the planning 

points of long material are 6 points. Its specific slave axis movement sequence is shown as follows.  

 

Point 1: The first point is the blue point, the start of the acceleration section, from the axis acceleration 

to the start of the synchronization zone. 

Point 2: The second point is the green point, which is the start of the synchronization zone. 

Point 3: The third point is the yellow point, the end of the synchronization zone, from which the axis 

moves from the green point to the yellow point at a uniform speed in the synchronization zone. 

Point 4: The fourth point is the red point, which is the end of the range of movement from the axis, from 

which the axis gradually decelerates from the third point to the fourth point. 

Point 5: The fifth point is the blue point, the starting point of the range of movement from the axis, from 

which the axis returns from the fourth point to the fifth point and stops at the waiting point. 

Point 6: The sixth point is the blue point, as in the first point. 

A schematic of the long material movement is shown in the following diagram. 

从轴

同步区

从轴移动范围

凸轮开始啮合点
长料

速度补偿K1

 

Planning for long material points 
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从轴速度

主轴位置

速度补偿K1

 

Long material master-slave relationship curve 

 

7.6.9.2 Cutting short material 

When the material is short, K10124 mode, because the cam engagement point is the starting point of the 

acceleration section, in order to ensure that the short and long material can be switched normally during the 

operation, so it no longer reduces the slave axis movement range as K10x04 mode (the shortest material 

that can be cut is longer than K10x04 mode); only for the case of cutting short material, the slave axis will 

no longer stop and wait, and its specific slave axis movement sequence The specific slave movement 

sequence is shown in the figure below.  

 

A schematic of the short material movement is shown in the following figure. 

从轴

同步区

从轴移动范围

凸轮开始啮合点
长料

速度补偿K1

 

Short material point planning 

从轴速度

主轴位置

速度补偿K1

 

Short material master-slave relationship curve 

Note: The material length should not be too short. If the material length is too short, it may cause the 

slave axis to return too fast, which may lead to a servo alarm. 

Master axis position at the start point of the synchronous zone: (Slave axis travel range - length of 

synchronous zone × compensation factor of synchronous zone) × number of pulses in one revolution of the 

master axis / length of one revolution of the master axis. 
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7.6.9.3 Parameter requirements 

NO Parameter Conditions 

1 
Synchronization zone length (D) × Synchronization zone 

compensation factor (K1) < Slave axis travel range (L2) 

2 Slave axis travel range (L2) < material length (L1) 

3 Synchronization zone length (D) > 0 

4 Return factor (K) >= 40 

5 Return factor (K) <= 500 

6 Synchronous zone compensation factor (K1) >= 0.8 

7 Synchronous zone compensation factor (K1) <= 1.2 

8 
2 x slave axis travel range (L2) + (1 - 2K1) x synchronization zone 

length (D) < material length (L1) 
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7.6.9.4 Example of parameter writing 

dcamwr k11 k10124 d100 k0 

This instruction indicates that a set of chase clipping parameters headed by D100 bits are written to cam 

table 1, where the relevant parameters are stored in the 18 D soft components headed by D100 with the 

following parameters. 

data type 
processor 

register 
meaning unit range of values 

floating 

point 
D100D101 

Length of one turn of 

master axis 
mm - 

Unsigned 

integer 
D102D103 

Number of pulses per 

revolution of the master 

axis 

Pulse - 

floating 

point 
D104D105 

One turn of lead slave 

axis 
mm - 

Unsigned 

integer 
D106D107 

Number of pulses per 

revolution slave axis 
Pulse - 

floating 

point 
D108D109 

Length of 

synchronization zone 
mm - 

floating 

point 
D110D111 Slave axis travel range mm - 

Unsigned 

integer 
D112D113 Return factor - 40-500 

floating 

point 
D114D115 Cutting length mm - 

floating 

point 
D116D117 

Synchronization zone 

compensation factor 
- 0.8-1.2 

7.6.10 Application Examples  

7.6.10.1 Base case 

A practical example of the K10004 chase clipping mode is given below to illustrate the Functionity of the 

chase clipping, with the following system parameters. 

 Master axis diameter: 60mm 

 Master axis reduction ratio: 1:10 

 Slave screw pitch: 20mm 

 Slave axis reduction ratio: 1:1 

 Moveable distance slave axis: 400mm 

 Length of slave axis synchronization zone: 300mm 

 Cutting length: 1320mm 

To calculate the parameters required for the chase shear CAMWR command (using a drive of SD700 drive 

with 10,000 pulses input and one rotation of the motor). 

Length of one turn of master axis = 60*π=188.4 

Number of pulses in one revolution of master axis = 10000*10=100000 

Number of pulses in one revolution from the axis = 10000*1 = 10000 

The return factor is recommended to be set to 100 
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parameters unit setting 

Length of one turn of 

master axis 
mm 188.4 

Number of pulses per 

revolution of the master 

axis 

size 100000 

One turn of lead slave 

axis 
mm 20 

Number of pulses per 

revolution slave axis 
size 10000 

Length of 

synchronization zone 
mm 300 

Slave axis travel 

range 
mm 400 

Return factor  100 

length of material mm 1320 

Next, we will follow the steps in "2.1.3 Procedure for Chasing the Cut" to get our chasing system up and 

running step by step. 

 Step 1: Control the slave axis back to the home position by ZRN command 

 

 Step 2: After returning to the origin, from the axis front 
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 Step 3: Electronic cam initialization, configure electronic cam related parameters; write the 

chase shear parameters via DCAMWR command. 

 

 Step 4: Engage the electronic cam, the controller controls the master axis movement and the 

slave axis automatically moves according to the generated electronic cam curve 
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The entire run is shown in the figure. 

 

① is the process of returning to the origin. Here the ZRN command is used to return to the home point. 

② is the slave axis leading process. Front amount = (slave axis moving range - synchronous zone 

distance)/2. 

(iii) is a chase clipping cycle. From the figure it can be seen that a chase clipping cycle starts at the 

beginning of the synchronization zone and ends at the beginning of the synchronization zone. 

Note: Processes ① and ② generally only need to be executed once, and the master and slave positions 

can subsequently be saved and the cams engaged directly after power-up. This way there is no wasted 

material. 

7.6.10.2 Power-up-and-run case 

In the operation of the chase shear, if it is necessary to engage directly after power-up without finding 

the home position, this can be achieved by the electronic cam non-zero start function, refer to the relevant 

section of the manual for the implementation principle. 

The following is based on the above example with the addition of a direct start function. The ladder 

diagram implementation is shown below. 
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The results of the run are shown in the following figure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. 7 Special Features  

7.7.1 top bar  

The top lever function enables the bit element (M/Y) to match the electronic cam master axis position 

and control the bit element with the master axis position change. The top lever is set as follows. 

1、Create a new cam table set the master axis range and units in the cam table, right mouse click on 

this cam table new top bar, double click to open the electronic cam top bar editing interface:. 
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2、Click on the top bar data table to add or delete top bar data. 

 

3、Set top bar data. 

M-Pos: setting of the electronic cam master axis position. 

Type: sets the type of bit element, supporting M elements and Y elements. 

Addr: sets the component label. 

Action: The action of the bit element when the master axis position is equal to the M-Pos setting 

value; NA means no action; ON means set ON; OFF means set OFF; INV means take reverse;. 

7.7.2 Master to slave speed ratio calculation  

This function calculates the speed ratio between the master and slave axis. When this function is 

executed after setting the cam parameters, the system will calculate the maximum and minimum speed 

ratios of the master and slave axis. 

This function allows the user to calculate the speed ratio between the master and slave axis to verify that 

the cam points are set properly. 

The user can also limit the master axis speed with the calculated speed ratio to prevent over speeding of 

the slave axis. 

 

 

 

 

The relevant soft components for this function are shown in the following table. 

 Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 instructions 

Turn on 

calculations 

note1 

SM72 SM172 SM272 SM772 SM872 SM972 

If the soft element is set to ON, 

the calculation of the master-

slave speed ratio will be carried 

out, and the system will 
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automatically set the soft 

element to OFF after the 

calculation is completed. 

Maximum 

speed ratio 

note2 

SD74 SD174 SD274 SD774 SD874 SD974 

Master to slave maximum 

speed ratio, 32-bit floating 

point 

Minimum 

speed ratio 

note2 

SD76 SD176 SD276 SD776 SD876 SD976 
Master to slave minimum speed 

ratio, 32-bit floating point 

Note 1: After setting the SM soft element for calculating the master/slave speed ratio to ON, the system 

will start calculating the master/slave maximum/minimum speed ratio, and after the calculation is 

completed, the system will set the soft element to OFF. 

Note 2: The calculated maximum/minimum speed ratio. Note that the data type of this soft component is 

floating point. 

Note 3: Speed ratio calculation is not accurate when the speed ratio curve is not symmetrical. 

Examples. 

① If the maximum speed ratio of master and slave is calculated as 10.0 after the master-slave speed 

ratio calculation function is turned on, if the maximum pulse frequency that the slave axis can receive is 

100kHz, it is recommended that the master axis frequency does not exceed 10kHz when it is used, otherwise 

it may cause the slave axis to overspeed. 

②If the master-slave minimum speed ratio is calculated as -1.0 after the master-slave speed ratio 

calculation function is turned on, but if the slave axis is not allowed to reverse during machining, the set cam 

point is not reasonable and the cam point needs to be adjusted. 

 

7.7.3 Master axis interval position monitoring  

Monitors where the master axis is located during a cam cycle. 

The display shows the interval of the current master axis, [1,Len), where Len is the length of the master 

axis. 

 Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 instructions 

Master 

axis 

interval 

monitoring 

SD85, 

SD86 

SD185, 

SD186 

SD285, 

SD286 

SD785, 

SD786 

SD885, 

SD886 

SD985, 

SD986 

Unit: pls 

32-bit integer 

 

7.7.4 Master axis accumulation pulse monitoring  

The number of pulses received cumulatively by the master axis while the cam is running can be obtained 

with the SD element. 

 Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 instructions 

Master axis 

accumulation 

monitoring 

SD48, 

SD49 

SD148, 

SD149 

SD248, 

SD249 

SD748, 

SD749 

SD848, 

SD849 

SD948, 

SD949 

Unit: pls 

32-bit integer 

Note 1: In case of delayed start, the delayed start pulse is not counted. 

Note 2: Internal 64-bit count, take the lower 32 bits, for example, 0x7fffffff count up 0x80000000, 

0x80000000 count down 0x00000000. 
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7.7.5 Electronic cam direction setting  

The operation mode setting allows you to set the operation mode of the slave axis when it is in different 

master axis directions. The positive operation along the cam curve means that the slave axis follows the 

master axis signal and runs along the set cam curve; the reverse operation along the cam curve means that 

the slave axis follows the master axis signal and runs along the cam curve in the opposite direction. 

When the master axis runs in one direction for a certain distance and then reverses, the slave axis runs 

in the reverse direction along the set cam curve, i.e. the end of the cam curve is used as the starting point 

for slave axis operation, and the slave axis runs against the cam curve relative to the end of the cam curve. 

If the master axis continues to run in this direction, the slave axis does not operate and a fault is reported. 

 Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 instructions 

Cam 

direction 

Set SD 

SD84 SD184 SD284 SD784 SD884 SD984 

0: Positive running along the 

cam curve when the master axis 

direction is positive 

1: Positive running along the 

cam curve when the master axis 

direction is negative 

2: Reverse running along 

the cam curve when the master 

axis direction is positive 

3: Reverse running along 

the cam curve when the master 

axis direction is negative 

Note: In the electronic cam just engaged position if the servo parameters are not tuned properly, it will 

cause the feedback pulse to fluctuate, resulting in a reported fault. 

 

7.7.6 Master axis position calculation  

1. Form of instruction 

Calculate the master axis position from the electronic cam slave position. 

DCAMSP S1 S2 D 

Master axis 

position 

calculation 

command execution 

S1 Slave axis position 

32-bit instructions (13setp) 

Continuous implementation 

S2 Cam slave axis number + 1 

D 

D+0: Total number of points 

D+2: point 1: interval (interval starts from 1) 

D+4: point 1: master axis position 

D+6: point 2: interval 

D+8: point 2: master axis position 

 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User System- Bit Designation address constant  real 
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User change  number  

s1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

s2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate that they are not supported. 

Function description 

 The cam must be engaged to obtain a valid slave position. 

 To turn on the function, the SM82 needs to be cleared to zero and the SM82 is automatically set 

when the calculation is completed. 

 Try to use edge triggering to prevent multiple calculations. 

 Difference from the previous calculation: cam slave axis number +1. 

7.7.7 Calculated slave axis position  

1.Command form 

 

 

 

 

Calculate the slave axis position from the electronic cam master position. 

DCAMSP S1 S2 D 
Calculated slave 

axis position 
command execution 

S1 Master axis position 32-bit instructions 

(13setp) 

Continuous 

implementation 

S2 Cam Slave Axis No. 

D Slave axis position 

2.Operations 

Operations 

bit soft 

component 
word soft component 

System-User 
System-

User 
Bit Designation 

address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate that they are not supported. 

Description of functions and actions. 

 S1: Cam master axis position in number of pulses, the setting of [S1] should be within the master 

axis range of one cycle of the cam. 

 S2: Cam slave axis number, Y300, Y304, Y310, Y314 correspond to axis 1, axis 2, axis 3, axis 4 

respectively. 

 D: Based on the master axis position set in [S1], calculate the slave axis position corresponding to 

the cam table used in [S2]. 

NOTE: a. Cams must be engaged to obtain a valid slave axis position. 

b. To turn on the function, the SM82 is required to be cleared to zero and the SM82 is automatically 

set when the calculation is completed. 
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c. Use along-trigger as much as possible to prevent multiple calculations. 

Example: 
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7.7.8 probes  

See Probe command. 

7.7.9 Campaign Overlay  

MOVIMPOS motion overlay 

1. Command form 

Motion pulse superimposition 

MOVIMPOS S1 S2 S3 D 
Campaign 

Overlay 
command execution 

S1 Number of pulses 
Set the total number of pulses to 

be superimposed 16-bit instructions 

(9step) 

MOVIMPOS 

continuous 

execution 

 

32-bit instructions 

(17step) 

DMOVIMPOS 

continuous execution 

 

S2 frequency 
Set the superimposed pulse 

frequency 

S3 mode stacking mode 

D output port 
Set the superimposed pulse output 

port 

2. Operations 

Operations 

bit soft component word soft component 

System-User System-User Bit Designation 
address 

change  
constant  

real 

number  

S1 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

D X Y M T C S SM D R T C SD KnX KnY KnM KnS KnSM V, Z retouch K H E 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Function description. 

 Based on the current pulse output, a certain number of pulses are superimposed at a set superimposed 

frequency. 

 S1: Total number of pulses to be superimposed, 16 bits: -32767~32767, 32 bits: -2000000~2000000, 

the symbol indicates the direction of superimposition, when it is positive, it means pulse increase, when 

it is negative, it means pulse decrease. Note: pulse increase or decrease can only be done in one 

direction, pulse decrease cannot change the direction of the current pulse output command, the 

maximum decrease to the output pulse frequency is 0. 

 S2: Superimposed pulse frequency, 16 bits: 1~65535, 32 bits: 1~3M in Hz, the actual superimposed 

frequency may be different from the set frequency, acceleration 1K/ms. the actual port output pulse 

frequency is: positioning command frequency ± superimposed frequency. 

 S3: stacking mode, 0: acceleration/deceleration mode; other: reserved. 

 D: Pulse output port, axis 1, axis 2, axis 3, axis 4, Y0, Y1. 

Points to note. 

Only one overlay instruction can be used on an axis ladder diagram, otherwise the instruction will not 

operate properly. 

Special flag bits used to monitor the status of the motion overlay. 

Axis Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 Function 
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1 

SM22 SM122 SM222 SM722 SM822 SM922 

Movement 

superimposed 

state 

ON:Movement 

overlay in 

progress 

OFF: 

Movement 

overlay complete 

After the motion superposition is started, the pulse output port changes the current output frequency at 

an acceleration of 1 KHz/ms based on the current output frequency, and increases or decreases the 

superposition frequency based on the current output frequency, so that the total number of output pulses 

increases or decreases by the set number of pulses. 

 

[Example of use] 

 

脉冲频率

M0

M1

SM22

运动叠加中

脉冲增加

脉冲减少

启动DRVA脉冲输出

启动运动叠加

 

 

After M0 starts the DRVA positioning command output pulse, set M1 to start the motion superposition 

function, which can change the superposition of a motion to change the current pulse frequency and increase 

or decrease the number of positioning pulses. 

In the electronic cam chasing application, the motion superposition function can be activated by 

detecting the time or distance between 2 color marks to compensate the feeding axis in real time and 

improve the chasing accuracy. 
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运动叠加后位移

运动叠加前位移

运动叠加后速度

运动叠加前速度

 

7.7.10 Control cycle  

The control period is a fixed time to calculate a data, the default is 500, unit us. change the value can 

affect the response time of the system, the parameter is SD87,16 bits. 

Setting range 125,250,500,1000, corresponding to 125us, 250us, 500us, 1ms respectively. where the 

setting can be adjusted with reference to the current overhead, maximum overhead, it is recommended to 

set no more than 70%. For example, the current SD88=100, then 100/0.7=142, then the set data, set 

250,500,1000. 

NO Parameter 

Variables 

instructions figure 

1 SD87 Set control period (R/W) 16-bit 

2 SD88 Real-time sampling task overhead (R) 16-bit 

3 SD89 Maximum sampling task overhead (R) 16-bit 

Note: For high response requirements, it is recommended that the setting be as small as possible. 
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7. 8 List of soft components related to electronic cams  

D register and SD register. 

Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 description 

D8340 

D8341 

D8360 

D8361 

D8380 

D8381 

D8400 

D8401 

D8420 

D8421 

D8440 

D8441 
Internal Logic Position 

SD61 SD161 SD261 SD761 SD861 SD961 Pulse output setting 

SD56 

SD57 

SD156 

SD157 

SD256 

SD257 

SD756 

SD757 

SD856 

SD857 

SD956 

SD957 
External encoder position 

SD68 

SD69 

SD168 

SD169 

SD268 

SD269 

SD768 

SD769 

SD868 

SD869 

SD968 

SD969 

Non-zero start master 

axis position 

SD70 SD170 SD270 SD770 SD870 SD970 Cam table selection 

SD71 SD171 SD271 SD771 SD871 SD971 
Cam master axis 

selection 

SD72 SD172 SD272 SD772 SD872 SD972 
Number of cam setting 

cycles 

SD73 SD173 SD273 SD773 SD873 SD973 Cam slave scaling ratio 

SD74 

SD75 

SD174 

SD175 

SD274 

SD275 

SD774 

SD775 

SD874 

SD875 

SD974 

SD975 

Cam maximum rate ratio 

(floating point) 

SD76 

SD77 

SD176 

SD177 

SD276 

SD277 

SD776 

SD777 

SD876 

SD877 

SD976 

SD977 

Cam minimum rate ratio 

(floating point) 

SD78 

SD79 

SD178 

SD179 

SD278 

SD279 

SD778 

SD779 

SD878 

SD879 

SD978 

SD979 

Number of delayed start 

pulses 

SD80 SD180 SD280 SD780 SD880 SD980 reserve 

SD81 

SD82 

SD181 

SD182 

SD281 

SD282 

SD781 

SD782 

SD881 

SD882 

SD981 

SD982 

Number of cam cycles 

executed 

SD83 SD183 SD283 SD783 SD883 SD983 reserve 

SD84 SD184 SD284 SD784 SD884 SD984 Cam direction setting 

SD85 

SD86 

SD185 

SD186 

SD285 

SD286 

SD785 

SD786 

SD885 

SD886 

SD985 

SD986 

Cam master axis interval 

length monitoring 
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SM Soft Components 

Axis 

1 
Axis 2 Axis 3 Axis 4 Y0 Y1 description 

SM68 SM168 SM268 SM768 SM868 SM968 
Cam non-zero start 

enable 

SM70 SM170 SM270 SM770 SM870 SM970 Cam trigger mode 

SM71 SM171 SM271 SM771 SM871 SM971 
Cam master axis 

selection 

SM72 SM172 SM272 SM772 SM872 SM972 
Cam speed ratio 

calculation enable 

SM73 SM173 SM273 SM773 SM873 SM973 Cam Cycle Mode Enable 

SM74 SM174 SM274 SM774 SM874 SM974 reserve 

SM75 SM175 SM275 SM775 SM875 SM975 Cam delay start enable 

SM76 

SM77 

SM176 

SM177 

SM276 

SM277 

SM776 

SM777 

SM876 

SM877 

SM976 

SM977 
reserve 

SM78 SM178 SM278 SM778 SM878 SM978 Cam Enable 

SM79 SM179 SM279 SM779 SM879 SM979 Cam cycle completed 

SM80 SM180 SM280 SM780 SM880 SM980 
Cam stop status 

monitoring 

SM81 SM181 SM281 SM781 SM881 SM981 Cam stop mode 

SM82 
Key Point Modification 

Completion Flag 

SM83 SM183 SM283 SM783 SM883 SM983 
Cam key point 

modification mode 

SM84 

SM88 

SM184 

SM188 

SM284 

SM288 

SM784 

SM788 

SM884 

SM888 

SM984 

SM988 
reserve 

SM89 SM189 SM289 SM789 SM889 SM989 Cam completion mark 

 

 

 

8. Interruption  

8.1 summarize  

Independent of the operation cycle of the main program, the interrupt function is used as a trigger signal 

to execute the function of the interrupt program (interrupt subroutine) immediately. 

The delay caused by the operation cycle and the deviation of time in the general processing of the 

parallelogram can be improved. 

Interrupt Type 
External 

Interrupts 

X0-X4 input interrupts, number I_0□ (_ indicates the input 

signal bit number, □ indicates: 0 falling edge interrupt, 1 rising 

edge interrupt). When the interrupt disable flag bit register is set 
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ON, the corresponding input interrupt is disabled. 

The Z interrupt number is I50□ and the Z0\Z1\Z2\Z3 

interrupt and filter time can be set by register D8175. [1] 

Timed 

interruptions 
I6□□□, I7□□□, I8□□□, 3 points (□□=1~99, time base=1ms) 

Counting 

completion interrupt 
I1010 to I1018 

Pulse 

completion interrupt 
I502~I504, 3 points 

[1] The Z interrupt register is set as follows (Z interrupts need to use the software A2 beginning 

version). 

D8175 [15:14] [13:0] 

instructions 

0: Z0 

1: Z1 

2: Z2 

3: Z3 

Filter register in ns 

Actual 1ns 

0~800000 for 0~800us 

8.2 External Interrupts  

8.2.1 summarize  

Use the input signals of inputs X000 to X004 to execute the interrupt subroutine. 

Where X0, X1, X2 and X3 are high speed inputs and X4 is a low speed input. 

The Z interrupt is used for feedback of Z signals from the axis 1 to axis 4 encoders. axis 1 to axis 4 

correspond to Z signals Z0\Z1\Z2\Z3 respectively. only one Z interrupt can be used at a time. 

Since external input signals can be processed independent of the operation cycle of the programmable 

controller, it is suitable for performing high-speed control and acquiring short-time pulses. 

 

 

 

 

 

8.2.2 External Interrupt Type  

Enter the number 

Interruption number 
Prohibition of 

interruptions 
Rising edge 

interruption 

Interruptions along 

the descent 

X0 I001 I000 M8050 

X1 I101 I100 M8051 

X2 I201 I200 M8052 

X3 I301 I300 M8053 

X4 I401 I400 M8054 

Z0 I501 I500 -- 
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Z1 -- 

Z2 -- 

Z3 -- 

Note: When M8050~M8054 are ON, the interrupt events of their respective input numbers are disabled. 

External interrupt event notes. 

Repeated use of inputs is prohibited: The number of the input relay used as an interrupt pointer should 

not be duplicated with the "High-speed counter", "Pulse catch function", "Pulse density", etc., which use the 

same input range. Do not duplicate application commands such as "high-speed counter", "pulse catch 

function", "pulse density", etc. that use the same input range. 

About the automatic adjustment of the input filter: After the input interrupt pointer I□0□ is specified, the 

input filter of the input relay is automatically changed for high-speed reading. Therefore, it is not necessary 

to change the filter adjustment using the REFF instruction and the special data register D8020 (input filter 

adjustment). 

In addition, the input filter of an input relay that is not used as an input interrupt pointer operates at 

10ms (initial value). 

Reuse of pointer numbers: rising and falling edge interrupts for the same input like I001 and I000, etc., 

cannot be written at the same time. 

8.2.3 Examples of use  

Program to count the falling edge of external input interrupt X0 

（1）Create a falling edge interrupt subroutine for X0, number I000 

 

（2）Interrupt subroutine content 

When X0 comes to a falling edge, enter interrupt subroutine D0 plus 1 

 

 

 

(3) Turn on the corresponding X0 interrupt allowance in the main program 
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8.3 Timer interrupts  

8.3.1 summarize  

Independent of the programmable controller operation cycle, the interrupt program is executed every 

1ms to 99ms. 

It is suitable for high-speed processing of a specific program when the main program has a long 

operation cycle, or when the program needs to be executed at a certain time interval of the by-controlled 

operation time. 

8.3.2 Timer interrupt type  

Pointer Number interruption cycle Prohibition of 

interruptions 

I6□□□  

In □□ of the pointer name, enter an integer from 1 

to 99. 

Example:I650 = timer interrupt every 50ms 

M8056 

I7□□□ 
M8057 

I8□□□ 
M8058 

When M8056 to M8057 are ON, interrupt events for their respective corresponding input numbers are 

disabled. 

The pointer numbers (I6, I7, I8) cannot be reused. 

8.3.3 Examples of use  

Add 1 to data D0 every 50ms. 

（1）Create a 50ms timed interrupt subroutine, number I650. 

 

（2）Interrupt subroutine content 

Enter timer interrupt every 50ms, enter interrupt subroutine D0 plus 1 

 

(3) Main program open interrupt EI 
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8.4 Counting completion interrupt  

8.4.1 summarize  

The count completion interrupt needs to be used in conjunction with the high-speed count comparison 

DHSCS instruction. If the output of the instruction is entered into the count completion interrupt event 

number, the corresponding count completion interrupt program is executed when the count is equal to the 

set value. 

8.4.2 Counting Completion Interrupt Type  

 

Pointer Number Prohibition of interruptions 

I1010 to I1018 M8059 

8.4.3 Examples of use  

When the count value of high-speed count X0 is 100, count interrupt program I1010 is executed and Y10 

is output. 

Main procedure. 

 

I1010 interrupt subroutine. 

 

8.5 Pulse completion interrupt  

8.5.1 summarize  

By using special bits M8352, M8372, M8392, M8412, M8432, and M8452 (corresponding to Axis1, Axis2, 

Axis3, Axis4, Y0, and Y1, respectively) when they are ON, pulse output completion interrupts can be 

implemented in positioning instructions such as PLSY, PLSR, DRVA, and DRVI. 

8.5.2 Pulse Completion Interrupt Type  

Its pulse completion interrupt corresponds to the following. 

 interrupting object Correspondence with V5 

Axis1 
Axis1 output completion 

interrupt 
Axis1 pulse output interrupt I502 

Axis2 
Axis2 output completion 

interrupt 
Axis2 pulse output interrupt I503 
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Axis3 
Axis3 output completion 

interrupt 
Axis3 pulse output interrupt I504 

Axis4 
Axis4 output completion 

interrupt 
Axis4 pulse output interrupt I505 

Axis5 Y0 output completion interrupt Y0 pulse output interrupt I506 

Axis6 Y1 output completion interrupt Y1 pulse output interrupt I507 
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8.5.3 Examples of use  

(1) Establish Y300 high-speed output port pulse completion interrupt, No. I502 

 

（1）Main program opens interrupts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enabling global interruption of EI. 

M8352 is ON to turn on the Y0 pulse output completion interrupt flag. 

The number of pulses specified by D0 and D10 is output at the Y0 port. 

（2）Pulse completion interrupt subroutine 
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9. Communications  

9.1 summary  

V5 motion control module comes with, CAN communication, support CANopen protocol, MODBUS 

protocol. 

Contains three independent physical serial communication ports, respectively COM0 and COM1 and 

COM2. COM0 has programming and monitoring functions; COM1 contains RS485 communication functions 

completely defined by the user freely, CAN communication functions; COM2 is a network port, supporting 

CAN/RS485(232) communication. 

9.2 presentation  

The COM0 hardware is standard RS422 and the interface terminal is an 8-hole mouse header female 

chassis. The interface is defined as follows. 

 

pin number signal description 

1 RXD- receive negative 

2 RXD+ receive positive 

3 GND Ground, 9, 10 no electrical connection 

4 TXD-/RXD- Send negative to external, if RS485, also as receive negative 

5 +5V External power supply +5V, same as logic +5V for internal use 

6 CCS 

Communication direction control line, high level means send, low level 

means receive, in serial port as RS485 

The PLC controls whether pins 4 and 7 receive or transmit when If it is 

RS422 when fixed 4 and 

Pin 7 is always transmitting 

7 TXD+/RXD+ Send positive to external, if RS485, also as receive positive 

8 NC empty-handed 

There are two ways to connect the V5 to a computer or touch screen via the COM0 port. 

①Mode 1: RS422 on the V5 side and USB on the computer side. the computer is connected to the 

program download port of COM0 via a dedicated USB download cable. 

②Mode 2: RS422 on the V5 side and RS232 on the computer side. The computer is connected to the 

program download port of COM0 through a special serial download cable. 

 

COM1 is RS485, interface is terminal block, interface definition.  
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COM1 communication connection method with other devices. Through terminal blocks, user field wiring. 

COM2 is CAN/RS485 (232) and the interface is defined as follows. 

CAN/485（232）
1.CANH
2.CANL
3.CANG
4.RS485-2-
5.RS485-2+
6.RS232-T
7.TGND
8.RS232-R

8

1

 

RS232-R, RS232-T 
RS232 communication signal (cannot be used simultaneously with 

RS485-2) 

TGND RS232/RS485-2 reference ground 

RS485-2+, RS485-2- Second set of RS485 communication signal lines 

CANH, CANL, TGND 

The reference level of the CAN communication line is TGND, so 

please make sure that each TGND is connected to each other when 

multiple units are used. 
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9.3 Communication protocol setting instructions  

9.3.1 COM0 Protocol Configuration  

Right-click on COM0 in the Project Manager under "Communication Configuration" and click Open. 

 

The COM0 communication parameters are configured as follows. 

 

COM0 protocol: default is download/HMI monitoring protocol 

COM0 protocol D8116 
Half duplex/full duplex 

mode 

COM0 

communication format 

Download / HMI Monitoring 

Protocol 
Non-02h No support fixation 

MODBUS-RTU Slave 02h semi-duplex 

The COM0 

configuration is 

determined by the 
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D8110 View. 
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9.3.2 COM1 Protocol Configuration  

COM1 is configured as shown in the figure. 

 

 

 

Protocol switching conditions: The protocol can be switched in the system power-up operation or in the 

downtime state COM1 of the user program, and no changes are made to the protocol in the operation state. 

Note: When using the ladder Modbus command COM1 as a master, the M8260 flag bit needs to be reset. 

  M8260=OFF, COM1 is valid for master. 

  M8260 = ON, COM2 is valid for master. 

For using the Modbus configuration table there is no need to switch masters via the M8260, COM1 and 

COM2 can be masters at the same time. 

COM1 protocol D8126 Half duplex/full duplex mode 
COM1 communication 

format 

Download / HMI 

Monitoring Protocol 
01h 

semi-duplex 

fixation 

MODBUS-RTU/QLINK 

Slave 
02h 

Determined by COM1 

configuration, viewed by 

D8260. 

MODBUS-RTU Master 20h 

MODBUS Master 

Configuration 
60h 

Motion Track Oscilloscope 

Communication Protocol 
70h fixation 
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9.3.3 COM2 Protocol Configuration  

COM2 is configured as shown in the figure. 

 

 

Protocol switching conditions: The protocol can be switched in the system power-up operation or in the 

downtime state COM2 of the user program, and no changes are made to the protocol in the operation state. 

Note: When using the ladder Modbus command COM2 as a master, the M8260 flag position bit is 

required. 

M8260=OFF, COM1 is valid for master. 

  M8260 = ON, COM2 is valid for master. 

For using the Modbus configuration table there is no need to switch masters via the M8260, COM1 and 

COM2 can be masters at the same time. 

COM2 protocol. 

COM2 protocol D8266 Half duplex/full duplex mode 
COM2 communication 

format 

Download / HMI 

Monitoring Protocol 
01h 

semi-duplex 

fixation 

MODBUS-RTU/QLINK 

Slave 
02h 

Determined by COM1 

configuration, viewed by 

D8260. 

MODBUS-RTU Master 20h 

MODBUS Master 

Configuration 
60h 

Motion Track Oscilloscope 

Communication Protocol 
70h fixation 
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9.3.4 Serial communication format  

After completing the communication configuration, the system will automatically generate the 

communication format, which is defined in the following table. 

port Corresponding D component 

COM0 D8110 (display only), D8112 (modified) 

COM1 D8120 

COM2 D8260 

Protocols and Communication Formats Comparison Table 

Name of 

agreement 
Baud rate (Bit7-Bit4) Stop bit (Bit3) 

Check bits (Bit2-

Bit1) 
Data bits (Bit0) 

Download / HMI 

Monitoring Protocol 

0011b:300Bits/s 

0100b:600Bits/s 

0101b:1200Bits/s 

0110b:2400Bits/s0111b

:4800Bits/s 

1000b:9600Bits/s 

1001b:19200Bits/s 

1010b:38400Bits/s 

1011b:57600Bits/s 

1100b:115200Bits/s 

0:1 Bits 

1:2Bits 

00b: No 

checksum (N) 

01b: Odd check 

(O) 

11b: Even check 

(E) 

0b:7Bits 

1b:8Bits 

Note: MODBUS-

RTU slave protocol 

and master only 

support 8-bit data 

bits, otherwise it 

will cause 

communication 

errors 

MODBUS-RTU 

Slave 

MODBUS-RTU 

Master 

MODBUS Master 

Configuration 

Motion Track 

Oscilloscope 

Communication 

Protocol 

1100b:115200Bits/s 0:1 Bits 
00b: No 

checksum (N) 
1b:8Bits 
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9.3.5 List of soft components for serial communication format  

COM0: 

M8110 reserve D8110 communication format 

M8111 reserve D8111 Communication station number 

M8112 
Modbus-communication 

execution status 
D8112 

Download, HMI Monitoring Protocol - 

Communication Format 

M8113 
Modbus-communication 

error flag 
D8113 reserve 

M8114 reserve D8114 reserve 

M8115 reserve D8115 reserve 

M8116 reserve D8116 communications protocol 

M8117 reserve D8117 reserve 

M8118 reserve D8118 Modbus-communication error station number 

M8119 timeout determination D8119 Communication timeout time 

 

COM1. 

M8120 reserve D8120 communication format 

M8121 reserve D8121 Communication station number 

M8122 

Modbus-communication 

execution status 

RS command - send flag 

D8122 reserve 

M8123 reserve D8123 reserve 

M8124 reserve D8124 reserve 

M8125 reserve D8125 reserve 

M8126 reserve D8126 communications protocol 

M8127 reserve D8127 reserve 

M8128 reserve D8128 reserve 

M8129 reserve D8129 Communication timeout time 

 

COM2: 

M8260 

Switching the master 

M8260=0:COM1 master 

(when commanded) 

M8260=1:COM2 master 

(when commanded) 

D8260 communication format 

M8261 reserve D8261 Communication station number 

M8262 

Modbus-communication 

execution status 

RS command - send flag 

D8262 reserve 

M8263 reserve D8263 reserve 

M8264 reserve D8264 reserve 

M8265 reserve D8265 reserve 

M8266 reserve D8266 communications protocol 
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M8267 reserve D8267 reserve 

M8268 reserve D8268 reserve 

M8269 reserve D8269 Communication timeout time 

 

 

9.3.6 List of communication error codes  

Parallel connection communication error M8063 (D8063) continues to run 

0000 not unusual  

6301 Parity error over error into frame error 

Check that the power to the 

programmable controllers on both sides 

is ON, and that the connections between 

the adapter and the controller, and 

between the adapters, are correct. 

6302 Error in communication characters 

6303 
Inconsistent sums of communication 

data 

6304 Wrong data format 

6305 There was a mistake in the instructions. 

6306 Monitoring timer overflows 

6307~6311 not 

6312 Parallel link character error 

6313 Parallel connections and counting errors 

6314 Parallel connection format error 

6330 MODBUS slave address set incorrectly 

COM0 communication error Please 

check if the communication cable of 

COM0 is connected correctly. 

6331 Data frame length error 

6332 incorrect address 

6333 CRC check error 

6334 Unsupported command codes 

6335 Receive timeout 

6336 Data error 

6337 buffer overflow 

6338 frame error 

6339 Serial port protocol error 

6340 MODBUS slave address set incorrectly 

COM1 communication error, check 

that the COM1 communication cable is 

properly connected. 

Check that the communication 

formats of the two communicating 

parties match. 

6341 Data frame length error 

6342 incorrect address 

6343 CRC check error 

6344 Unsupported command codes 

6345 Receive timeout 

6346 Data error 

6347 buffer overflow 

6348 frame error 

6349 Serial port protocol error 

6323 Modbus configuration table data Check that Modbus configuration 
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exception table data is downloaded properly 

6324 
Modbus configuration table does not 

exist 

 

 

 

 

9.4 HMI Monitoring Protocol  

1. Hardware connection 

Communication through COM0, the connection method is RS422, which can only be connected through 

the download port. Communication through COM1 and COM2, the connection method is RS485, connected 

through terminal block or network port wiring. 

2. Software Configuration 

 

3. Description of the agreement 

The HMI monitoring protocol is internal to the V5 motion controller and communicates with the V5 using 

VCAutoDesignsoft software, which allows VCAutoDesignsoft to erase, read and download user programs; it 

allows telemetry, telecontrol and remote control of the V5. Specifically, it can monitor the status of any 

component in the V5, forcibly change any component, and control the start and stop of the V5. 
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9.5 MODBUS protocol  

9.5.1 MODBUS Protocol Description  

MODBUS communication of the underlying RS485 signal, the use of twisted-pair cable for coupling can 

be, so the transmission distance is long, up to 1000 meters, anti-interference performance is relatively good, 

and low cost, in the industrial control equipment communication is widely used, and now many 

manufacturers of inverters, controllers are used in the protocol. 

There are two types of data formats for transmission, HEX code data and ASCII code, which are called 

MODBUS-RTU and MODBUS-ASC protocols, respectively. The former is for direct data transmission, while the 

latter needs to convert the data into ASCII code and then transmit it, so the MODBUS-RTU protocol is more 

efficient for communication and simple to handle, and is used more often. 

MODBUS is a single master and multiple slave communication method, using the master ask and reply 

method, each communication is initiated by the master first, and the slave station passively answers. 

Therefore, controlled devices such as inverters generally have built-in slave protocols, while control devices 

such as PLCs need to have master and slave protocols. 

9.5.2 MODBUS Function Codes and Data Addressing  

MODBUS protocol function codes 0x01, 0x03, 0x05, 0x06, 0x0f, 0x10; with these function codes, the 

read and writeable coils are M, S, T, C, X (read only), Y and other variables; the registers are D, T, C. 

When accessing (reading or rewriting) the internal variables of the PLC slave, the MODBUS 

communication host must follow the following communication command frame definition, and variable 

address indexing method, for normal communication operation. In case of communication errors, see "(g) 

Error Response Frames". 

 

1. MODBUS frame format (MODBUS-RTU as an example) 

 Function code 0x01 (01): read coil 

Request frame format: slave address + 0x01 + coil start address + coil number + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x01 (function code) 1 byte reading coil 

3 Coil Start Address 2 bytes Highs in front, lows in back, see coil addressing 

4 Number of coils 2 bytes High in front, low in back (N) 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

Response frame format: slave address + 0x01 + number of bytes + coil status + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x01 (function code) 1 byte reading coil 

3 byte count 1 byte Value: [(N+7)/8] 

4 Coil Status 
[(N+7)/8] 

byte 

Every 8 coils are combined into one byte, and if the last 

one is less than 8 bits, the undefined part is filled with 0. 

The first 8 coils are in the first byte, and the coil with the 
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smallest address is in the lowest bit. And so on 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

N is a maximum of 255. 
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 Function code 0x02 (02): read coil 

Request frame format: slave address + 0x02 + coil start address + coil number + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x02 (function code) 1 byte reading coil 

3 Coil Start Address 2 bytes Highs in front, lows in back, see coil addressing 

4 Number of coils 2 bytes High in front, low in back (N) 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

Response frame format: slave address + 0x02 + number of bytes + coil status + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x02 (function code) 1 byte reading coil 

3 byte count 1 byte Value: [(N+7)/8] 

4 Coil Status 
[(N+7)/8] 

byte 

Every 8 coils are combined into one byte, and if the last 

one is less than 8 bits, the undefined part is filled with 0. 

The first 8 coils are in the first byte, and the coil with the 

smallest address is in the lowest bit. And so on 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

N is a maximum of 255. 

 

 Function code 0x03 (03): Read register 

Request frame format: slave address + 0x03 + register start address + number of registers + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x03 (function code) 1 byte read register 

3 Register Start Address 2 bytes High in front, low in back, see register addressing 

4 Number of registers 2 bytes High in front, low in back (N) 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

Response frame format: slave address + 0x03 + number of bytes + register value + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning Number of bytes instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x03 (function code) 1 byte read register 

3 byte count 1 byte Value: N*2 
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4 register value N*2 bytes 

Each two bytes represents a register value, with the 

high bit first and the low bit second. The smaller 

register address comes first 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

N is 125 max. 
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 Function code 0x04 (04): Read register 

Request frame format: slave address + 0x04 + register start address + number of registers + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x04 (function code) 1 byte read register 

3 Register Start Address 2 bytes High in front, low in back, see register addressing 

4 Number of registers 2 bytes High in front, low in back (N) 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

Response frame format: slave address + 0x04 + number of bytes + register value + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning Number of bytes instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x04 (function code) 1 byte read register 

3 byte count 1 byte Value: N*2 

4 register value N*2 bytes 

Each two bytes represents a register value, with the 

high bit first and the low bit second. The smaller 

register address comes first 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

N is 125 max. 

 

 Function code 0x05 (05): write single coil 

Request frame format: slave address + 0x05 + coil address + coil status + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning Number of bytes instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x05 (function code) 1 byte writing coil 

3 Coil Address 2 bytes Highs in front, lows in back, see coil addressing 

4 Coil Status 2 bytes 
The high is in front and the low is behind. FF00 is 

valid 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

Response frame format: slave address + 0x05 + coil address + coil status + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning Number of bytes instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x05 (function code) 1 byte writing coil 

3 Coil Address 2 bytes Highs in front, lows in back, see coil addressing 

4 Coil Status 2 bytes 
The high is in front and the low is behind. FF00 is 

valid 
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5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 
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 Function code 0x06 (06): Write a single register 

Request frame format: slave address + 0x06 + register address + register value + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning Number of bytes instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x06 (function code) 1 byte Writing a single register 

3 Register Address 2 bytes High before, low after, see register value addressing 

4 register value 2 bytes High in front, low in back. 0 is valid 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

Response frame format: slave address + 0x06 + register address + register value + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning Number of bytes instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x06 (function code) 1 byte write register 

3 Register Address 2 bytes High in front, low in back, see register addressing 

4 register value 2 bytes 
Highs are in front, lows are behind. Non-zero is 

considered valid 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

 

 Function code 0x0f (15): write multiple coils 

Request frame format: slave address + 0x0f + coil start address + coil number + byte count + coil 

status + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x0f (function code) 1 byte Writing multiple single coils 

3 Coil Start Address 2 bytes Highs in front, lows in back, see coil addressing 

4 Number of coils 2 bytes High in front, low in back. n, max 1968 

5 byte count 1 byte Value: [(N+7)/8] 

6 Coil Status 
[(N+7)/8] 

byte 

Every 8 coils are combined into one byte, and if the last 

one is less than 8 bits, the undefined part is filled with 0. 

The first 8 coils are in the first byte, and the coil with the 

smallest address is in the lowest bit. And so on 

7 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

Response frame format: slave address + 0x0f + coil start address + coil number + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x0f (function code) 1 byte Writing multiple single coils 
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3 Coil Start Address 2 bytes Highs in front, lows in back, see coil addressing 

4 Number of coils 2 bytes The highs are in the front and the lows are in the back. 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

N is a maximum of 255. 
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 Function code 0x10 (16): Write multiple registers 

Request frame format: slave address + 0x10 + register start address + number of registers + number of 

bytes + register value + CRC check 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 0x10 (function code) 1 byte Writing multiple registers 

3 Register Start Address 2 bytes High in front, low in back, see register addressing 

4 Number of registers 2 bytes High in front, low in back. n max 120 

5 byte count 1 byte Value: N*2 

6 register value N*2 (N*4)  

7 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 

Response frame format: slave address + 0x10 + register start address + number of registers + CRC 

check 

Serial 

number 

Data (bytes) 

meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 
0x10 (function 

code) 
1 byte Writing multiple registers 

3 
Register Start 

Address 
2 bytes High in front, low in back, see register addressing 

4 Number of registers 2 bytes 
The highs are in front and the lows are behind. n is 

a maximum of 123 

5 CRC checksum 2 bytes 
The highs are in the front and the lows are in the 

back. 

N maxis out at 123. 

 

 error response frame 

Error response: slave address + (function code + 0x80) + error code + CRC checksum 

Serial 

number 
Data (bytes) meaning 

Number of 

bytes 
instructions 

1 slave address 1 byte Takes values 1 to 247, set by D8121 

2 Function code +0x80 1 byte error function code 

3 error code 1 byte 1~4 

4 CRC checksum 2 bytes Highs in front, lows at the back 
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2. Addressing of variables 

 Coil Address 

Coils: refers to bit variables with only two states 0 and 1. Contains variables M, S, T, C, X, Y, etc. in V5. 

Variable Name starting address Number of coils 

M0~M7679 0x0000 (0) 7680 

M8000~M8511 0x1F40 (8000) 512 

SM0~SM1023 0x2400 (9216) 1024 

S0~S4095 0xE000 (57344) 4096 

T0~T511 0xF000 (61440) 512 

C0~C255 0xF400 (62464) 256 

X0~X377 0xF800 (63488) 256 

Y0~Y377 0xFC00 (64512) 256 

 

 register addressing 

Register: means 16-bit or 32-bit variable, in this PLC, 16-bit variable contains D, T, C0~199; 32-bit 

variable is C200~255. 

Variable Name starting address Number of registers instructions 

D0~D8511 0 (zero) 8512 16-bit register 

SD0~SD1023 0x2400 1024 16-bit register 

R0~R32767 0x3000 32768 16-bit register 

T0~T511 0xF000 (61440) 512 16-bit register 

C0~C199 0xF400 (62464) 200 16-bit register 

C200~C255 0xF700 (63232) 56 32-bit register 

 

Note: When accessing the C200~C255 segment 32-bit registers through MODBUS, one register is treated 

as two registers, and one 32-bit register occupies two 16-register spaces. For example, if the user wants to 

read or write the 4 registers of C205~C208, the MODBUS address is 0xF70A (0xF700+10), and the number 

of registers is 8 (4*2). 

Writing a single register (0x06) function code is not supported for 32-bit registers. 
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9.5.3 MODBUS communication address  

When the V5 Motion Controller is used as a MODBUS slave, the soft component addresses are as follows. 

1. Address of the word variable register 

Indicates 16-bit (word) or 32-bit (double-word) variables. The first addresses of these variable types are 

listed below, and the specific address of each register (first address + variable serial number) is as follows. 

Variable Name starting address Number of registers instructions 

D0~D8511 0x0000 (0) 8512 16-bit register 

SD0~SD1023 0x2400 (9216) 1024 16-bit register 

R0~R32767 0x3000 (12288) 32768 16-bit register 

T0~T511 0xF000 (61440) 512 16-bit register 

C0~C199 0xF400 (62464) 200 16-bit register 

C200~C255 0xF700 (63232) 56 32-bit register 

Note: When accessing 32-bit registers via MODBUS, one register is treated as two registers. If you want 

to read or write the 5 registers C200-C205, the MODBUS address is 0xF700,and the number of registers is 

10 (5*2). 

2. Coil address of bit variable 

Bit variables, also called coils, such as M/S/T/C/X/Y, have only two states, 0 or 1. These are 

variables with the following addresses. 

Specific address (first address + variable serial number). 

Variable Name starting address Number of coils 

M0~M7679 0x0000 (0) 7680 

M8000~M8511 0x1F40 (8000) 512 

SM0~SM1023 0x2400 (9216) 1024 

S0~S4095 0xE000 (57344) 4096 

T0~T511 0xF000 (61440) 512 

C0~C255 0xF400 (62464) 256 

X0~X377 0xF800 (63488) 256 

Y0~Y377 0xFC00 (64512) 256 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.5.4 MODBUS configuration usage instructions  

Modbus configuration can realize the centralized configuration of Modbus communication data and 
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download the configuration data to the V5 motion controller, which will realize the communication with the 

slave devices according to the configuration information to achieve the purpose of data exchange; using 

Modbus configuration reduces the difficulty of using Modbus, reduces the workload and improves the effect of 

user experience. 

 Creating a Modbus Configuration  

In the Project Manager, right click the "COM1" or "COM2" node under the "Communication Configuration" 

node, and select "Add Modbus Configuration" in the pop-up menu. "Add Modbus Configuration" to add the 

Modbus configuration node, as shown in the following figure. 
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 Modbus configuration data addition  

Double click on the "Modbus Configuration" node to open the Modbus configuration interface and set the 

relevant parameters as follows. 

 

Interface operation description. 

buttons icon  Function 

additional  Add a new configuration record to the next line 

removing  Delete the configuration record for the current row 

move up  Move the current row up by one line, with the first row moving up at the same 

position 

shift down  Moves the current line down one line, with the last line moving down at the 

same position 

introduce 

into 

 Import data from Excel to the interface for easy data handling 

induce  Export interface data to Excel for easy data handling 

removal  Clear all configuration information from the window 

Configuration data description. 

Configuration 

parameters 

Description of data 

Device Name Custom text messages that will not be downloaded to the PLC, just for interface 

convenience to distinguish between master and slave 

From station 

number 

Decimal representation of slave station numbers in the range (1 to 247) 

communication 

method 

(a) The communication methods are "triggered" and "cyclic". 

Trigger: "Trigger condition" is set to "ON" and the communication operation is 

triggered; trigger element type: M, S, and will be reset automatically after successful 

transmission. 

Loop: the "trigger condition" is "empty" and the communication operation is executed 

in a loop with a cycle time of 5 ms. 

Function 4 functions: read register, write register, read coil, write coil 

Trigger 

conditions 

When the communication method is "trigger", the trigger condition element can be 

input, and the element type is M and S. 
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Slave register 

address 

Start address of the slave side of the communication operation, in hexadecimal 

Data length 

The length of the read register and write register data indicates the number of registers, 

i.e., n registers starting from the "slave register address"; the length of the read coil 

and write coil data indicates the number of coils, i.e., n coils starting from the "slave 

register address". 

Master buffer 

address 

Master-side buffer when master and slave exchange data; the buffer is the D-element 

of the PLC and the number of elements is determined by the data length. 

Number of 

reissues 

Number of retransmissions in case of communication timeout 

COM Master Modbus communication serial port 
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 Protocol settings for the configuration table when MODBUS is the master 

In addition to configuring the Modbus configuration parameters, you also need to configure the 

parameters of the COM port corresponding to the Modbus configuration, COM1 and COM2 can be used as the 

communication port of the Modbus master. If the communication port of the Modbus master is COM1, in the 

"Project Manager", double click on the "COM1" node under the "Communication Configuration" node or right 

click on the "COM1" node and select "Open". "COM1" node and select "Open" to enter the "COM1 

Configuration" interface, as shown in the following figure. 

 

Then select the "Enable Communication Parameters" option, select "MODBUS Master Configuration" for 

the protocol type, and modify the required parameters such as "Baud Rate", "Check Bit", "Stop Bit" and 

"Communication Timeout". You can modify the required parameters such as "baud rate", "parity bit", "stop 

bit", "communication timeout", etc. The default master station number is "1". You can click "Read 

Configuration" or "Write Configuration" to read and set the configuration, and click "OK" button to finish the 

master communication. Click "OK" button to finish the master communication setting. 
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Modbus master configuration download. 

Click on the "Download" menu in the "PLC" menu, or use the shortcut key "F8", or click on the "PLC 

Toolbar" download button ( ) to open the download window, select "Communication COM Configuration" and 

"Modbus Configuration", click on the "Download" button. Click "Download" button ( ) to open the 

download window, select "Communication COM Configuration" and "Modbus Configuration", click "Download" 

button The Modbus master communication protocol configuration can be downloaded, as shown in the 

following figure. 

 

Caution. 

If the communication protocol has already been set up before, simply download the "Modbus 
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Configuration". 

The same COM port Modbus configuration table and ladder Modbus command can not be used at the 

same time, when using Modbus configuration table its protocol selects "MODBUS master configuration", when 

using ladder command its protocol selects "MODBUS-RTU master " 
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 MODBUS slave configuration 

In addition to setting the master communication configuration, you also need to configure the slave 

communication parameters accordingly, COM1 and COM2 can be used as communication ports for Modbus 

slaves. If the communication port of the Modbus slave is COM1, in the "Project Manager", double-click the 

"COM1" node under the "Communication Configuration" node or right-click the "COM1" node and select 

"Open". "COM1" node and select "Open" to enter the "COM1 Configuration" interface, as shown in the 

following figure. 

 

Then select the "Enable communication parameters" option, select "MODBUS-RTU/QLINK slave" as the 

protocol type, and modify the required parameters such as "Baud rate", "Check bit", "Stop bit", "Station 

number" and "Communication timeout". You can modify the required parameters such as "Baud Rate", 

"Check Bit", "Stop Bit", "Station Number", "Communication Timeout", etc. Here, set the slave station Click 

the "OK" button to finish the slave communication setting. 
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Modbus slave configuration download. 

There is no "Modbus configuration" data for the slave, select "Communication COM configuration" in the 

"Download" window, and click the "Download" button to complete the Modbus slave protocol configuration 

download. Click the "Download" button to complete the Modbus slave communication protocol configuration 

download, as shown in the following figure. 
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9.5.5 Instructions for using MODBUS commands  

 MODBUS master communication applications 

The COM1 communication port on the V5 Motion Controller can be set as MODBUS-RTU or MODBUS-ASC 

master. 

（1）Hardware Connection 

 

（2）Software Setup 

 

Set as MODBUS-RTU master, baud rate is 9600, parity bit is none, stop bit is set to 2, station number is 

1, communication timeout is set to 10, click OK after setting. 

（3）Description of the agreement 

The MODBUS command is valid for serial port COM1, and the user can program the V5 as a master to 

communicate with MODBUS slave devices via the MODBUS command. 

MODBUS commands can exist multiple times at the same time and all are driven, the system internally 

coordinates the sequential execution of the commands, and the MODBUS protocol requires an answer from 

the slave (except for broadcasts) for both writes and reads. A MODBUS instruction can take a long time to 

execute, typically requiring multiple scan cycles. Within a scan cycle, the instruction is driven, but not 

necessarily executed. 

If there are multiple MODBUS instructions, the order of execution is as follows: starting from power on, 

the first driven MODBUS instruction is scanned, and if scanned, the parameters of that MODBUS are recorded 

and executed in the background. After execution, it returns to the user program and scans for the next 

driven MODBUS instruction and executes it from the position of the MODBUS instruction just executed, and 

so on and so forth. 

Command format: MODBUS(S1, S2, n, D) 

   

V5 

Slave 

V5 

Slave 

V5 

main site 
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①S1: Slave address and MODBUS function code, the high 8 bits indicate the slave address, i.e. the 

target device address. The lower 8 bits indicate the MODBUS function code, which is defined by the standard 

MODBUS protocol, currently the supported function codes are 0x01, 0x02, 0x03, 0x04, 0x05, 0x06, 0x0f, 

0x10. Please refer to the standard MODBUS protocol or the target device MODBUS protocol for the specific 

meaning. 

②S2: Address of the slave coil (1 bit) or register (16 bits) to be read or written, take the value with 

reference to the slave MODBUS protocol. It can be a component or constant. 

③n: the number of slave coils or registers to be read or written, can be components or constants. 

④D: D component only. The start register used by the local machine to store data, i.e. data buffer. The 

buffer length is related to REGLEN, at least take 1. If MODBUS command is read, read the slave data into the 

buffer after the command is successfully executed, if MODBUS command is write, send the buffer to the 

slave. Users need to calculate the buffer length and reserve enough registers for buffer when designing the 

program. 

Related status flags 

①M8122: MODBUS command execution status indication, OFF means the command execution is finished, 

ON is in execution. If M8122 is OFF and the instruction is valid for energy flow in one scan cycle, M8122 is 

set to ON and the system will record the instruction parameters and transfer to the background to execute 

the communication requirement of this instruction. After the communication is executed, when it runs to the 

position of this instruction again, regardless of whether the instruction energy flow is valid or not, it will reset 

the M8122 to OFF, immediately scan the next instruction with valid energy flow, record the instruction 

parameters and go to the background to execute the communication request of this instruction. 

②M8123: Command communication status indication, ON indicates abnormal communication, OFF 

indicates normal communication. 

③M8063: Instruction error indication, error code is stored in D8063. 

④D8063: Error code (see list of communication error codes). 

Caution. 

When reading and writing registers, V5 meets the MODBUS protocol standard requirements and supports 

a maximum of 125 registers read and 123 registers written at a time. If the read or write exceeds the 

maximum value, a parameter error will be reported. 

When reading and writing coils, V5 meets the MODBUS protocol standard requirements and supports a 

maximum of 255 coils read and 255 coils written at one time. If the read/write exceeds the maximum value, 

a parameter error will be reported. 
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（4）Example 1: Read the register with slave address 100 and the data is stored in D100. 

 

D0 = H0103 slave address is 01 and function code is 03. 

D1=H0064 the register address of the slave to be operated. 

D2 = the number of registers to be operated by H0001. 

D100 data buffer to store the read data in D100. 

The ladder diagram is as follows. 

 

 

When M0 is ON, the register with slave address 100 is read and stored in D100. 

The following frame of data (in hex) is sent via COM1: 010300640001D5E5 

01: represents the slave address, the high 8 bits of D0. 

03: MODBUS command code, low 8 bits of D0, meaning read slave register. 

0064: the address of the slave register to be read, the value of D1. 

0001: number of registers to be read, value of D2. 

D5E5: CRC check digit. 
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If the slave is also a V5 motion controller, set to MODBUSRTU slave protocol, the ladder diagram is as 

follows. 

 

The slave is configured as follows. 

 

 

The correct corresponding data frame for the slave (in hex): 0203020520F2C3 

The slave sends D100 (register address H0064) to the master. 

02: represents the slave address. 

03: MODBUS command code. 

02: indicates a response of 2 bytes of valid data. 

0520: register data, i.e. the value of D100. 

F2C3: CRC check digit. 
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 MODBUS Slave Communication Applications 

There are some industrial applications where the V5 motion controller, as part of an industrial automation 

system, is to be monitored and controlled by an automation control network. Typical host computers such as 

DCS, industrial PCs running configuration software, etc., act as monitoring hosts and communicate with 

devices such as the V5 motion controller using the MODBUS master protocol, at which point the V5's 

communication port needs to communicate with the host computer using the MODBUS slave protocol. The V5 

motion controller has a built-in MODBUS-RTU slave protocol and can run this protocol on both COM1 and 

COM2 ports. 

1. Configuration of COM1 slave 

 

 

2. Description of the agreement 

MODBUS slave protocols include MODBUSRTU protocol (hereinafter referred to as RTU protocol) and 

MODBUSASC protocol (hereinafter referred to as ASC protocol), the difference between the two is in the data 

link, the data transmitted by the communication RTU protocol is real data, ASC protocol data transmitted is 

converted to ASC code data. In addition, there is a difference between the two in the frame structure, RTU 

protocol is to time to distinguish the data frame, if the communication has 3.5 bytes of time not received 

data, it is considered that the other party data transmission is complete; ASC protocol that is the ASC code 

":" for the start of the frame, to \CR\LF (0D0Ah) for the end of the frame. From the viewpoint of 

communication efficiency, RTU protocol is higher than ASC protocol, probably RTU protocol is about twice of 

ASC protocol. 
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9.6 CANopen communication  

9.6.1 summarize  

CANopen is an application layer protocol of CAN network, CANopen application layer communication 

protocol specification called CiA301, also known as DS301. The sub-protocol definition CiA301 is based on 

and then expanded, such as CiA401 for I/O modules and CiA402 for motion control. 

2. V5 motion controller supports CANopen protocol, only master mode is supported. Through the 

configuration CANopen configuration interface, set the master baud rate and node number. Theoretically, 126 

slave nodes are supported. In practice, the maximum number of nodes depends on the performance of the 

CAN transceiver used. 32 slaves can be taken using DS301 protocol and 16 slaves can be taken using DS402 

protocol. 

model number V5-MC104 

Supports CANopen protocol DS301V4.02 

Maximum number of TPDO/RPDO 64 

Number of slave nodes 32 

Supported baud rates and corresponding 

communication distances 

1Mbps/25m 

800Kbps/50m 

500Kbps/100m 

250Kbps/250m 

125Kbps/500m 

100Kbps/600m 

50Kbps/1000m 

20Kbps/2500m 

10Kbps/6700m 

Slave PDO mapping register range D0-D7999 

3、Type and description of CANopen communication object 

targets CAN-ID instructions 

NMT network 

management commands 
000h 

The host manages the slave through 

NMT messages and performs the 

corresponding operations such as "start 

node" and "stop node". 

Sync 

synchronization 

messages 

080h 

By synchronizing signals, all nodes can 

upload data or execute the given 

application commands at the same 

moment 

Emergency 

emergency message 
080h + slave node number 

When an error occurs in a CANopen 

node, the node sends an emergency 

telegram frame. When the master 

receives this telegram, it will process it 

accordingly. 

PDO Process Data 

Objects 
See Table 1 

For read and write operations from 

master to slave 

http://baike.baidu.com/view/1501678.htm
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SDO Service Data 

Objects 

"A": 580h + slave node 

number 

"Ask": 600h + slave node 

number 

It is used mainly for parameter setting 

of the slave. When configuring the 

contents of the slave's object dictionary, 

the one-question-and-answer format 
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Table 1. 

targets CAN-ID 

TPDO1 181h-1FFh (180h+node-ID) 

RPDO1 201h-27Fh (200h+node-ID) 

TPDO2 281h-2FFh (280h+node-ID) 

RPDO2 301h-37Fh (300h+node-ID) 

TPDO3 381h-3FFh (380h+node-ID) 

RPDO3 401h-47Fh (400h+node-ID) 

TPDO4 481h-4FFh (480h+node-ID) 

RPDO4 501h-57Fh (500h+node-ID) 
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9.6.2 Hardware Configuration  

1. The V5 controller CAN communication interface has two forms: terminal (serial number 8 in the 

following figure) and RJ45 (serial number 9 in the following figure). 

Both are internally wired to be connected, and only one of the two can be used, with a 120 ohm resistor 

already connected internally. 

9

10

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

W

H

DD1

12

11 13

 

2. Terminal description. 

name  Function Description schema 

RS485+ 

RS485- 

First set of RS485 communication signal 

lines 

 

CANH 

CANL 
CAN communication line 

TGND 

RS485/CAN reference level TGND, please 

make sure each TGND is connected to each 

other when using multiple units. 
RS232-R 

RS232-T 

RS232 communication signal (cannot be 

used simultaneously with RS485-2) 

CAN/485（232）
1.CANH
2.CANL
3.CANG
4.RS485-2-
5.RS485-2+
6.RS232-T
7.TGND
8.RS232-R

8

1

 

TGND RS232/RS485-2 reference ground 

RS485-2+ 

RS485-2- 

Second set of RS485 communication 

signal lines 

CANH 

CANL 

TGND 

The reference level of the CAN 

communication line is TGND, so please make 

sure that each TGND is connected to each 

other when multiple units are used. 
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3. Wiring instructions (to improve communication immunity and ensure communication quality from the 

station terminal to be connected in parallel with a 120-ohm resistor). 

 

9.6.3 Creating a Configuration  

The CANopen function is used to configure CANopen communication and consists of a CANopen master, 

which is responsible for managing all slaves in the network, up to 126 slaves, each with an individual node-

ID. 

1. Double click on the "CANopen" node in the "Project Manager" or open the menu with the right mouse 

button and select "Open" to open the following configuration interface. 

 

2. Add a slave: Select the device in the "CANopen Device List" on the right side of the window and 

double-click it to add a slave, as shown in the following figure. 
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3, delete the slave: select the slave in the configuration window, right-click the pop-up menu to execute 

"Delete" to delete the selected slave, as shown in the following figure. 

 

4. Copy and paste 

Select "Slave" in the configuration window, right-click on the pop-up menu to execute the "Copy" item, 

and right-click on the blank space to execute the "Paste" item on the pop-up menu. 

5. Add a new EDS file 
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9.6.4 Master Configuration  

1. Select "V5-MC104" master picture in the window, double-click the left mouse button or click the right 

mouse button to pop-up menu to execute "Properties" to enter the master configuration interface, as shown 

in the following figure. 
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Description of master station parameters 

parameters Function 

Master Node ID 
Set the master station number. When this station number is the same as the 

station number of the PLC itself, this PLC is initialized as a CANopen master. 

baud rate The communication baud rate at which the master is in effect. 

Enabling synchronous 

production 

Check this box, this site will send the synchronization frames cyclically 

according to the time set by "Synchronization Period (ms)". 

COB-ID 
Synchronous frame send ID, this uses the default value of 0x80 and is not 

allowed to be set. 

Synchronization 

period (ms) 
The cycle period for sending sync frames. Default 200, in ms. 

Enabling Heartbeat 

Production 

Check this box to send the heartbeat frames cyclically according to the time 

set in "Production Time (ms)". 

Production time (ms) The cycle period for sending heartbeats. Default 300, in ms. 

Disable SDO, NMT 

access during program 

operation 

When this feature is checked, the online debugging function will not be 

available during runtime. This feature is restricted for backend software only. 

All SDO errors 

continue to be configured 

When this function is checked, the configuration will continue if there is an 

SDO configuration error (other than a checksum error). This function is valid for 

all slave stations. Without this function checked, the master will broadcast a reset 

of the slave when an SDO error occurs. 

SDO timeout time 

Default 500 in ms. the SDO frame is used primarily as a network 

configuration. the SDO does not receive the return frame on time after 3 

retransmissions. the master determines a configuration timeout. The wait interval 

for each frame is this time. 

Enabling Site 

Monitoring 

The master will write the slave's status to the corresponding set register when 

this item is checked. 

Monitor register start 

address 

The default value is 7800. i.e. D7800 is set as the starting address for device 

status monitoring. d7800 is the master status and D(7800+slave station number) 

is the corresponding slave status. The status values have the following meanings: 

0 is the initial state, 4 is the stop state, 5 is the run state, 127 is the pre-run 

state, and 255 is the dropout state. If the corresponding slave station does not 

exist, then the corresponding register is not updated. For example, if station 3 

does not exist, the data of D7803 will not be updated. The slave needs to set the 

heartbeat or node protection function for this function to be meaningful. This is 

because this status is fed by the slave's heartbeat or node protection frame. 
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2. Node list configuration 

 

Auto-assign: check this function, the register address of master-slave data interaction will be assigned 

automatically; if this function is not checked, users need to set the starting address of data interaction 

manually (set the starting address of each PDO separately), this function is checked by default. 

Slave receive mapping register start address: automatically assign the start address of the data sent by 

the master. 

Slave transmit mapping register start address: automatically assigns the start address of the master's 

received data. 

I. When auto-assigning, select the available nodes and click the right arrow to automatically assign the 

address. 

II. When canceling the automatic alposition, you need to enter the address manually. In the added node 
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address table, double-click the D register to be manually allocated to bring up the mapping register setting 

interface, and manually enter the address to be allocated, and note that the address should not be duplicated 

when manually allocated. 

 

9.6.5 Slave Configuration  

1. Double-click the slave icon in the window to enter the slave configuration interface, as shown in the 

following figure. 
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Slave parameters description 

parameters Function 

Slave Node ID 
Set the slave station number. When this station number is the same as the 

station number of the PLC itself, this PLC is initialized as a CANopen slave. 

uninitialized 
When this is selected, this slave will not be initially configured (only selectable 

if using the default configuration). Unchecked by default. 

Factory Settings 

When this function is checked, the corresponding operation will be available 

for selection later. The default is unchecked (this function requires the selected 

slave to support the corresponding function before it can be checked). 

SDO errors continue 

to be configured 

A configuration error when valid will continue to configure the next 

configuration (except for checksum type errors), a configuration error when 

invalid will not continue with the master and will stop the entire network in the 

event of a network start. This option is unchecked by default. 

Create all SDOs 
When selected, this feature will add a dictionary of all writable objects in the 

EDS, initialized during the configuration process. Unchecked by default. 

emergency message 
Check this feature, the emergency message COB-ID setting will be performed 

during the configuration process. Unchecked by default. 

heartbeat generation 

When the function is checked, the slave will generate a heartbeat. Checked 

by default. When the slave checks the heartbeat, the master monitors this slave's 

heartbeat status by default. 

Heartbeat generation 

time (ms) 
The time when the heartbeat cycle is sent. 

Consumer Heartbeat 

Attributes 

This function is used to set the heartbeat of other stations that this slave will 

monitor. This function is not selected by default. This function also requires the 

slave to support the heartbeat monitoring feature. 

Node Protection When this function is checked, the node protection function of the slave will 
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be set, which is unchecked by default. Node protection is a network evaluation 

function with frame return for mutual monitoring between master and slave. Only 

one of the Heartbeat and Node Protection functions can be selected. 

Node protection timeout = protection time * life cycle factor. 

Protection time (ms) Node protection time, default 200ms 

life cycle factor Node protection factor, default is 3. 

Enabling synchronous 

production 

Check this box, this site will send synchronization frames cyclically according 

to the "Synchronization period (ms)" setting, only one synchronization frame can 

be sent in a network. The prerequisite is that the slave station should support 

sending synchronization function. 

COB-ID 
Synchronous frame send ID, this uses the default value of 0x80 and is not 

allowed to be set. 

Synchronization 

period (ms) 
The cycle period for sending sync frames. Default 200, in ms. 

Check on reboot 

Detect Vendor ID, Detect Product ID, Detect Version: Check the 

corresponding function and the corresponding checksum will be performed before 

the slave starts configuration. If the checksum does not pass, the network will 

not start. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. PDO mapping and configuration interface 
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PDO Property Description 

parameters Function 

COB-ID 

ID number used for PDO sending. According to the CANopenDS301 protocol, the first 4 

PDO's have default COB-ID initial values, the others need to be set by the user (if supported 

by the slave). The setting principle is that no duplicate COB-IDs are allowed for the whole 

network, and the setting range is 0x180-0x57F. 

Type of 

transmission 

types 
Data sending 

conditions 
Conditions for data validity 

0: Acyclic-Synchronous 
The data changes and a 

sync frame is received 

The data does not take effect 

immediately after receiving, and 

requires another frame of sync 

to take effect 

1~240: Cyclic-

Synchronous 

Data is sent after the 

corresponding "sync 

number" frame is received 

and synchronized 

The data does not take effect 

immediately after receiving, and 

requires another frame of sync 

to take effect 

252: Asynchronous - 

RTR only 
No support No support 

253: Asynchronous - 

RTR only 
No support No support 

254: Asynchronous-

producer specified 

Customized by individual 

manufacturers 

Customized by individual 

manufacturers 

255: Asynchronous-

device profile designation 

Data changes or meets 

the event time and 

changes less frequently 

than the suppression time 

Effective immediately 

Inhibition 

time 

When the inhibit time is less than 0.5ms or equal to 0, the inhibit time interval is 0.5ms, 

and when the inhibit time is greater than 0.5ms, the inhibit interval is the inhibit time * 0.1ms. 

Time of 

event 

When 0, this function indicates sending by data change. When not 0, it indicates sending 

by timing cycle. (This transmission is also subject to the inhibition time) 
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1) Add PDO mapping address. 

You can click the box corresponding to the number to cancel the PDO download configuration for the PDO 

that has been configured with a mapping address, PDO without configuration cannot be checked, and the 

mapping is automatically checked by default after adding a mapping to a PDO without configuration. The 

maximum mapping length for each PDO is 64 bits. 

Adding a PDO mapping address operates as follows. 

 

2) Set the PDO attribute: asynchronous or synchronous mode. 

 

3. Service data object interface 

The information inside this table is the SDO configuration data that is automatically generated based on 

the user's settings. You can also click Add to manually add another data dictionary. 
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9.6.6 Configuration Download  

Click on the "Download" menu in the "PLC" menu, or use the shortcut key "F8", or click on the "PLC 

Toolbar Click on the "Download" button in the "PLC" menu, or use the shortcut key "F8", or click on the "PLC 

Toolbar" button (  ) to open the download window, click on the "Download" button to complete the 

download of the CANopen configuration, as shown below. 

 

9.6.7 Online debugging  

In the CANopen configuration interface, when the PLC and the upper computer maintain communication, 

double-click CANopen debug to open the debug interface, you can select the node ID to perform NMT 

commands and SDO read/write operations on the online slave, and the execution results are displayed in the 

result dialog. 
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SDO Read and Write Instructions 

parameters instructions 

Node ID number PLC sites that need to be read and written. 

index Index of the PLC site object dictionary. 

subindex Subindex of the PLC site object dictionary. 

Data length The bit length of the data at that index, subindex. 

data value For the data sent or returned, hexadecimal and decimal displays can be 

selected. 

Read SDO Performs the corresponding object dictionary read operation. 

Write SDO Performs the corresponding object dictionary write operation. 

SDO reception The content of the data received from the PLC station is displayed. 

 

Diagnostic functions 

parameters instructions 

Online status Display the status of the selected node 

SDO error steps Show the position of the SDO configuration error in the Service Data 

Object table 

Diagnostic String SDO misconfigured abort codes (see section 6.1.9 SDO abort codes) 

Emergency error Display of emergency telegrams generated by the master or slave (see 
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message section 6.1.9 Emergency telegram error codes) 

9.6.8 Bus Monitoring  

Click on "CAN Bus Monitor" in the "Tools" menu to open the CAN Bus Monitor interface, as shown in the 

following figure. 

Click Start Monitoring to monitor the status of the device in which it is located. The network load is the 

percentage of bandwidth occupied by the data transmitted by the network bus in 1 s. It reflects the size of 

the entire CAN bus communication data volume and is the basis for judging whether the CAN configuration 

data communication method is reasonable. 

Emergency error messages and service data object table configuration errors corresponding to slave and 

service object table error positions and error codes can also be monitored. 

 

 

9.6.9 Fault Codes and Troubleshooting  

1. SDO abort code (hexadecimal) 

Abort Code instructions 

0x05040001 Control commands are invalid (SDO only supports 0x40, 0x2F, 0x2B, 0x23 

commands) 

0x06010002 Attempting to write a read-only object 

0x06020000 Object in the object dictionary does not exist 

0x06040041 Objects cannot be mapped to PDO 

0x06040042 The number and length of mapped objects exceed the PDO length 

0x06070010 Write length mismatch (the length of the object dictionary definition does 

not match the length of the write) 
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0x06070012 Data type mismatch, service parameter length mismatch 

0x06090011 Subindex does not exist 

0x06090031 Write parameter value too large 

0x06090032 Write parameter value too small 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Emergency message error code (hexadecimal) 

Emergency error 

code 
instructions 

Emergency error 

code 
instructions 

0000 
Error reset or no 

error 
6300 Data Setup 

1000 General errors 7000 
Additional Module 

Error 

2000 Current error 8000 Monitoring errors 

2100 Device input current 8100 General errors 

2200 
Internal current of 

the device 
8110 

CAN communication 

overload 

2300 
Device output 

current 
8120 CAN Passive Error 

3000 Voltage error 8130 
Node protection or 

heartbeat error 

3100 Power supply error 8140 
Bus shutdown 

recovery 

3200 
Internal voltage of 

the device 
8150 CAN-ID conflict 

3300 Output Voltage 8200 Protocol error 

4000 Temperature error 8210 PDO length error 

4100 
environmental 

temperature 
8220 

PDO length 

exceeded 

4200 
Equipment 

temperature 
8240 

Cannot recognize 

sync data length 

5000 
Device hardware 

error 
8250 RPDO timeout 

6000 
Device software 

error 
9000 External errors 

6100 Internal software F000 
Additional Function 

Error 

6200 user software FF00 
Special equipment 

error 

3、Communication failure troubleshooting 
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(1) It is recommended to use a shielded twisted pair connection with two 120-ohm termination matching 

resistors at each end of the bus to prevent signal reflection, and the shield is generally grounded reliably at a 

single point. 

(2) Use a multimeter to measure the resistance value between CANH and CANL to confirm whether the 

site termination resistance is correct, the normal resistance value should be about 60Ω (two resistors in 

parallel), if there is no resistance of about 60Ω, without access to the bus, measure the resistance value 

between CANH and CANL of the head and tail devices respectively whether there is 120 ohms, if there is, the 

middle CAN device may have matching resistors, remove the middle CAN device matching resistors. CAN bus 

communication, the middle device can not access the matching resistor, otherwise it will affect the normal 

communication of subsequent devices. 

(3) The master and slave baud rate settings must be the same, otherwise they cannot communicate with 

the slave. 

(4) The station address cannot be duplicated, otherwise the master cannot correctly read or write to the 

slave with the duplicate address. 

(5) When CAN devices communicate over long distances, the common ground CGND of different CAN 

circuits shall be connected to each other to ensure that the reference potentials between different 

communication devices are equal, and the baud rate shall be reduced appropriately to ensure normal 

communication. 

(6) When there is a lot of interference and the above methods are not effective, reduce the baud rate by 

the appropriate bus. 

(7) When the bus load rate is too high (more than 90%), the bus is blocked, and communication failure 

and dropout may occur, and the high load rate often occurs when the program plans the data. At this time, 

the amount of data exchanged should be reasonably planned, and different types of transmission methods 

should be selected for data exchange. Generally in synchronous mode, choose a short synchronous period, 

synchronous number is small, but also when the transmission data volume is large, there will be 

communication failure, dropout, at this time to improve the synchronous period or synchronous number. In 

the asynchronous mode, the suppression time is too short, and the communication will fail and drop out, so 

the suppression time should be increased. 

 

 

 

 

 

9.6.10 Communication variables  

Table of CANopen communication variables. 

M variable instructions D 

Variable 

instructions 

M8282 

0: reset only the current 

node 

1: Current node and total 

network reset 

D8240 Bus load factor 

M8284 Setting the CAN address D8241 Error - master number 

M8285 Set baud rate D8242 Error - Error Code 

  D8243 Error - 0x11 
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  D8244 Error - Auxiliary Byte L 

  D8245 Error - Auxiliary Byte L 

  D8246 SDO Read and Write - Node 

  D8247 SDO Read and Write - Index 

  D8248 
SDO read/write - byte length + 

subindex 

  D8249 
SDO read/write - data 1 (or error 

code) 

  D8250 
SDO read/write - data 2 (or error 

code) 

  D8251 SDO Read/Write - Data 3 

  D8252 SDO Read/Write - Data 4 

  D8253 

High 8: Online - Judgment 

01: Communication sending 

00: Communication successful 

Lower 8 bits: online - command 

0:Write SDO 

1:Read SDO 

2:Start node 

3:Stop node 

4:Pre-run 

5:Reset node 

6:Reset communication 

0xff:Waiting 

Example: send write SDO, 

D8253=#0100, high 8 bits reply 00 

(D8253=#0000) for success, D8253 

high 8 bits reply other for failure. 

  D8254 SDO error abort code L 

  D8255 SDO error abort code H 

  D8284 Setting the CAN address 

  D8285 Set baud rate 

  D8287 
CANOpen configuration error 

station number 

  D8288 
CANOpen configuration error 

number 

  D8289 CAN bus error 

  D8290 CAN receive error count 

  D8291 
Total number of frames sent and 

received per second by CAN 

  D7800 Status - Master 

  D7801 Status - Slave 1 

  D78xx The last one is filled with 255 
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9.6.11 Communication routines  

1. SD700 servo naming (to determine if the servo drive is with CAN communication). 

SD700-3R3A-PA*
A B C D E F G

 

Field 

Identifica

tion 

Field Details 

A SD: Servo product code 

B 700: Product Line 

C 

Current Rating. 

1R1: 1.1A 1R8: 1.8A 3R3: 3.3A 5R5: 5.5A 7R6: 7.6A 9R5: 9.5A 

2R5: 2.5A 3R8: 3.8A 6R0: 6A 8R4: 8.4A 110: 11A 170: 17A   

240: 24A 300: 30A 

D 
Input voltage level. 

A: 220VAC; D: 400VAC 

E 

Machine type. 

P: Pulse type   

S: Standard    

C: CANopen bus type   

N: EtherCAT bus type 

M: MECHATROLINK-II bus type   

L: MECHATROLINK-III bus type 

F 

Supported encoder types. 

A absolute value type 

B incremental 

T Rotary Transformer Type 

G Product management number, standard product default 

 

2. Definition of SD700 communication terminals CN6A and CN6B (can be connected to the V5 and S700 

can communication ports with a network cable). 
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CN6A/CN6B Interface Definition 

pin 

number 
Signal Name Function pin number Signal Name Function 

1 CANH CAN Data+ 6 -  

2 CANL CAN data- 7 GND 
485 Signal 

Ground 

3 CANG 
CAN signal 

ground 
8 - - 

 

3. Schematic of CANopen wiring between V5 and SD700. 

 

4、Servo CANopen communication parameters (station address, baud rate, internal position command 

selection selection 4-Canopen) are set. 

 

5, the upper group configuration master-slave station relationship, write V5 control servo forward and 

reverse program. 

(1) Upper unit configuration: Configure the slave station, and modify the slave address to be the same as 

the servo address. Modify the master baud rate to be the same as that of the slave. 
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(2) PDO attribute setting. 

TPDO1 and RPDO1 are set to synchronous mode with a synchronization period of 4ms (the 

synchronization period or number of synchronizations can be set according to the number of slaves taken 

and the amount of communication data) and a synchronization number of 1. 

RPDO2 and RPDO3 are set to asynchronous mode with both inhibit time and event time set to 0 and sent 

as data changes. 
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(2) Main procedure. 
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(3) Subroutines. 

Network 1. 

 

 

Network 2. 
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Network 3. 
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(4) Download the program and monitor the motor parameters with the oscilloscope function of the 

SD700 servo upper computer software command speed. 
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9.6.12 Summary of Axis Control Instructions  

Command Name Function V5 

MCPOWER enable  

MCRESET reset (a dislocated joint)  

MCSTOP stop  

MCHALT pause (media player)  

MCRDPOS Read the current actual position  

MCRDPOS_D Read the current actual position (integer)  

MCRDVEL Read the current actual speed  

MCRDPAR read parameter  

MCWRPAR write a parameter  

MCHOME return to the origin  

MCHOME_D Origin regression (integer)  

MCMOVABS absolute positioning   

MCMOVABS_D Absolute positioning (integer)  

MCMOVREL relative positioning   

MCMOVREL_D Relative positioning (integer)  

MCMOVVEL speed mode  

MCMOVVEL_D Speed mode (integer)  

MCJOG Pointing (speed mode)  

MCJOG_D Point movement (speed mode (integer))  

9.6.13 Description of the Axis Control Command State Machine  

(1) Axis state machine  

Each servo actuator unit acts as a motion control axis, and the control of the axis is based on the 

following state machine. 

原点回归

停止

就绪 未使能

故障停止

连续运动定位

MCMOVABS

MCMOVREL

MCHOME

MCJOG

MCMOVVEL

MCHALT

MCSTOP

Done

Done

①

②

③
④

⑤

⑥
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(2) Axis state description 

statuses description 

Not enabled 

(Disable) 

Power-up initialization state 

All motion control commands in this state are invalid, and the servo actuator is 

not enabled. 

⑤ State transition: MCPOWER instruction is valid, the host sends 

0x06,0x07,0x0F control instructions to the servo 0x6040 object dictionary 

successively, and the servo is in the enable state after completion. 

② No. State transition: other state (non-fault) instruction MCPOWER is invalid, 

the host sends 0x00 servo execution unit to servo 0x6040 to enable, when servo 

0x6041 feedback it is in non-running state is state transition completed. 

No. ③ State transition: fault state executes MCRESET, at this time the servo 

402 state machine is in the fault state, sending 0x80 to servo 0x6040, servo 

0x6041 feedback fault reset and not in the enable state. 

Errorstop 

(Errorstop) 

highest priority 

(①) State transition: When other states, the axis itself generates a fault or the 

servo 402 state transitions to the fault state. 

Some axis control failures do not cause servo shutdown 

Standstill 

Servo actuator enabled and fault-free 

No other valid instructions 

④ State transition: This fault state executes MCRESET execution and the servo 

actuator is in the enable state 

(6) Status transition: Stop completed, MCSTOP execution completion flag is 

valid and MCSTOP busy flag is invalid 

Stopping 

(Stopping) 

The execution unit is executing the stop command according to the set stop 

method 

Positioning 

(Discrete Motion) 

MCMOVABS, MCMOVABS_D are being executed 

MCMOVREL, MCMOVREL_D are being executed 

These instructions are executed by sending 0x0F and 0x1F instructions to 

servo 0x6040 in succession. 

This state servo is in PP control mode 

Continuous 

movement 

(Continuous) 

(MOtion) 

MCMOVVEL, MCMOVVEL_D are being executed 

MCJOG, MCJOG_D being executed 

These instructions are executed by sending 0x0F and 0x1F instructions to 

servo 0x6040 in succession. 

This state servo is in PV control mode 

Return to 

Origin (Homing) 

MCHOME, MCHOME_D are being executed 

These instructions are executed by sending 0x0F and 0x1F instructions to 

servo 0x6040 in succession. 

This state servo is in HM control mode 
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9.6.14 CANopen axis control commands  

9.6.14.1 MCPOWER: Enabled 

■ Overview  

Control servo axis enable or disable. 

MCPOWER S D1 D2 Axis Enable Applicable models: V5 

S axis number axis number 16-bit instructions 

(7step) 

MCPOWR continuous 

implementation 

 D1 axial state enable state 

D2 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Axis Status: The actual status output of the axis, ON means the axis is enabled, OFF means the axis is 

not enabled. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

Note: The MCPOWER command can be used only once per axis. 

The MCPOWER instruction writes the corresponding control word (6041h) according to the status word 

(6041h) read, thus putting the axis into the enable state. The writing correspondence between the status 

word (6041h) and the control word (6040h) is shown in the table below. 

energy 

flow state 

Status word (6041h) Control word (6040h) 

ON 

Not ready to switch on xxxx xxxx x0xx 0000b 
Shutdown 

0000 0000 0000 

0110b Switch on disabled xxxx xxxx x1xx 0000b 

Ready to switch on xxxx xxxx x01x 0001b Switch on 
0000 0000 0000 

0111b 

Switched on xxxx xxxx x01x 0011b 
Switch on + eable 

operation 

0000 0000 0000 

1111b 

Fault reaction active xxxx xxxx x0xx 1111b 
- 

xxxx xx00 xx00 

xxxxb Fault xxxx xxxx x0xx 1000b 

other - xxxx xxxx xxxx 

xxxxb 

OFF 

Ready to switch on xxxx xxxx x01x 0001b 

Disable voltage 
0000 0000 0000 

0000b 
Switched on xxxx xxxx x01x 0011b 

Operation enabled xxxx xxxx x01x 0111b 

other - xxxx xx00 xx00 

xxxxb where x denotes any value (status word) or remains unchanged (control word). 
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9.6.14.2 MCRESET: Reset 

■ Overview  

Reset axis-related errors that put the axis into the "ready" or "not enabled" state. 

MCRESET S D1 D2 axis reset Applicable models: V5 

S axis number axis number 16-bit instructions 

(7step) 

MCRESET continuous 

execution 

 D1 accomplish accomplish 

D2 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Done: Reset operation execution completion output. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

The correspondence between the MCRESET status word (6041h) and control word (6040h) writes is 

shown in the table below. 

energy 

flow state 

Status word (6041h) Control word fault reset (6040h.bit7) 

ON 

Switch on disabled xxxx xxxx x1xx 0000b 
0 

Operation enabled xxxx xxxx x01x 0111b 

Fault xxxx xxxx x0xx 1000b 1 

- other control 

OFF 
- xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxb 0 

- xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxxb control 

where x denotes any value (status word) or remains unchanged (control word). 
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9.6.14.3 MCSTOP: Stop 

■ Overview  

The control axis stops and enters the "stop" state and no longer responds to commands to move the axis 

at will. 

MCSTOP S D1 D2 D3 axis stop Applicable models: V5 

S axis number axis number 16-bit 

instructions (9step) 

MCSTOP 

continuous execution 

 
D1 accomplish Command execution is complete 

and the axis has entered the stop 

state 

D2 hurriedly Command in progress. 

D3 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Complete: The command execution is complete and the axis has proceeded to the stop state. 

Busy: The command is being executed. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

Note: After the MCSTOP instruction is executed, the energy streams of the MCMOVABS, MCMOVREL, 

MCMOVVEL, MCJOG, MCMOVABS_D, MCMOVREL_D, MCMOVVEL_D, and MCJOG_D instructions must be re-

conducted if they were originally on before they will be executed. 

      The deceleration at stop is the deceleration set by the previous make axis movement. 

MCSTOP command CANOpen object operation steps 

steps Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6040 = 0x0F Reset control word 

2 

6040 = 0x10F 

6060h = 3 

60FFh = 0 

Control word trigger motion stop 

Switching to speed mode 

Target speed write zero 

3 

606Ch = 0 

Waiting for the stop to be completed 6061h = 3 and 6041h.bit12 = 1 

6061h ! = 3 and 6041h.bit10 = 1 
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MCSTOP Timing Diagram 
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9.6.14.4 MCHALT: Pause 

■ Overview  

The control terminates the current motion and continues to respond to other commands that make the 

axis move when the energy flow is disconnected. 

MCHALT S D1 D2 D3 axis pause Applicable models: V5 

S axis number Axis number (1~16), 16-bit integer 16-bit instructions 

(9step) 

MCHALT continuous 

execution 

 
D1 accomplish Command execution is complete, the 

axis has stopped, and the bit element D2 hurriedly Instruction in progress, bit element 

D3 error code Error Code, 16-bit integer 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Done: The command execution is complete and the axis has been stopped. 

Busy: The command is being executed. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

Note: When MCMOVABS, MCMOVREL, MCMOVVEL, MCJOG, MCMOVABS_D, MCMOVREL_D, 

MCMOVVEL_D, MCJOG_D are executed, the axis stops moving when the MCHALT instruction energy flow is 

on, and the above instructions continue to be executed when the MCHALT instruction energy flow is off ( (The 

final position of MCMOVREL and MCMOVREL_D is the current stop position plus the set target position after 

the execution of the instructions is completed). 

     The deceleration at stop is the deceleration set by the previous make axis movement. 

MCHLAT command CANOpen object operation steps. 

steps Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6040 = 0x0F Reset control word 

2 

6040 = 0x10F 

6060h = 3 

60FFh = 0 

Control word trigger motion stop 

Switching to speed mode 

Target speed write zero 

3 

606Ch = 0 

Waiting for the stop to be completed 6061h = 3 and 6041h.bit12 = 1 

6061h ! = 3 and 6041h.bit10 = 1 
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MCHALT Timing Diagram 

9.6.14.5 MCRDPOS: reads the current physical position 

■ Overview  

Retrieve the current actual position. 

MCRDPOS S D Axis current position Applicable models: V5 

S axis number axis number 32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

MCRDPOS continuous 

execution 

 
D position Current physical position 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Position: the current actual position of the axis, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: pulse) 

 

9.6.14.6 MCRDPOS_D: Read the current actual position (integer) 

■ Overview  

Retrieve the current actual position. 

MCRDPOS_D S D Axis current position Applicable models: V5 

S axis number axis number 32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

MCRDPOS_D 

continuous execution 

 
D position Current physical position 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

energy 

flow state 

h

urried

ly 

Compl

etion signal 

speed 

Scan 

cycle 
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D X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Position: the current actual position of the axis, 32-bit integer. (Unit: pulse) 

9.6.14.7 MCRDVEL: reads the current actual speed 

■ Overview  

Reads the current actual speed. 

MCRDVEL S D Axis current speed Applicable models: V5 

S axis number axis number 32-bit instructions 

(9step) 

MCRDVEL continuous 

execution 

 
D speed Current actual speed 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

Kn

SM 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Speed: Current actual speed of the axis, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: r/min) 

 

9.6.14.8 MCRDPAR: Read Parameters 

■ Overview  

Read parameter command. 

MCRDPAR S1 S2 D axis reading parameter Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

MCRDPAR Continuous 

execution 

 S2 Parameter Number Parameter number, 16-bit 

integer S3 Numerical output Parameter value output, 

32-bit integer ▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Parameter Number: See "Parameter Number List" below. 

Numerical output: Parametric numerical output element, 32-bit data. 
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9.6.14.9 MCWRPAR: writing parameters 

■ Overview  

Write parameter command. 

MCWRPAR S1 S2 S3 axial writing parameters Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 32-bit instructions 

(13step) 

MCWRPAR continuous 

execution 

 S2 Parameter Number Parameter number, 16-bit 

integer S3 numerical value Parameter value, 32-bit 

integer ▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the upper computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Parameter Number: See "Parameter Number List" below. 

Numeric: new parameter value, 32-bit data. 

▪ List of parameter numbers 

Paramet

er Number 

name  data type Read/writ

e 

instructions 

K1000 
interrupt 

mode 
UINT32 

Read/writ

e 

Positioning interruption mode 

0 (default): executing a new positioning instruction 

while the previous positioning instruction can stream is 

broken will immediately interrupt the current positioning 

(note: the same positioning instruction must be currently 

running the positioning instruction to interrupt it when it is 

interrupted). 

1: The axis cannot be interrupted during positioning and 

new command execution is invalid. 

Note: Power down is not saved. 
K1001 

DI input 

status 
UINT32 read 

DI input status 

[31:16]: manufacturer customization  

[15:3]: reservations  

[1]: Positive limit 0: Invalid  1: Valid  

[0]: reverse limit 0: invalid  1: valid 
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K1010 
axial 

state 
INT32 read 

Current Axis Status 

-1: Not configured 

0: Not enabled (Disabled) 

1: Ready (Standstill) 

2: Stopping (Stopping) 

3: Return to the point of origin (Homing) 

4: Continuous Motion (Continuous Motion) 

5: Positioning / Discrete Motion (Discrete Motion) 

15: Errorstop (Errorstop) 

9.6.14.10 MCHOME: Return to the Origin 

■ Overview  

Performs an automatic search for the origin. 

MCHOME 

S1 S2 D1 D2 D3 
Axis origin regression Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 32-bit instructions 

(21step) 

MCHOME continuous 

execution 

 

S2 position Target position after origin 

return D1 accomplish Return of origin completed 

D2 hurriedly Command in progress. 

D3 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Position: target position after origin return, 32-bit floating point. (in pulses)  

Done: origin return complete. 

Busy: Origin return is being executed. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

Note: The home return method and speed need to be set in the object dictionary of the CANopen 

configuration interface. Please refer to the servo/motor driver related manual for each home return method 

description. 

MCHOME command CANOpen object operation steps 

steps Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6060h = 6 Switching to home return mode 

2 6061h = 6 Waiting for switch home return mode to 

complete 
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3 6040h.bit4 = 0 Reset control word 

4 607Ch = Origin Offset Setting the origin offset 

5 6040h.bit4 = 1 Begin the return to the origin 

6 
6041h.bit10 = 1 and 6041h.bit13 = 1 Failed return to origin 

6041h.bit10 = 1 and 6041h.bit12 = 1 Successful return to the point of origin 
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9.6.14.11 MCHOME_D: origin return (integer) 

■ Overview  

Performs an automatic search for the origin. 

MCHOME_D  

S1 S2 D1 D2 D3 
Axis origin regression Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 32-bit instructions 

(21step) 

MCHOME continuous 

execution 

 

S2 position Target position after origin 

return D1 accomplish Return of origin completed 

D2 hurriedly Command in progress. 

D3 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Position: target position after origin regression, 32-bit integer. (in pulses) 

Done: origin return complete. 

Busy: Origin return is being executed. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

Note: The home return method and speed need to be set in the object dictionary of the CANopen 

configuration interface. Please refer to the servo/motor driver related manual for each home return method 

description. 

MCHOME_D command CANOpen object operation steps 

steps Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6060h = 6 Switching to home return mode 

2 6061h = 6 Waiting for switch home return mode to 

complete 3 6040h.bit4 = 0 Reset control word 

4 607Ch = Origin Offset Setting the origin offset 

5 6040h.bit4 = 1 Begin the return to the origin 

6 
6041h.bit10 = 1 and 6041h.bit13 = 1 Failed return to origin 

6041h.bit10 = 1 and 6041h.bit12 = 1 Successful return to the point of origin 
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9.6.14.12 MCMOVABS: absolute positioning 

■ Overview  

Absolute positioning, which controls the movement of the axis to the specified position. 

MCMOVABS 

S1 S2 S3 S4S5 D1 D2 D3 
Axis absolute positioning Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 

32-bit instructions 

(33step) 

MCMOVABS 

continuous 

implementation 

 

S2 position Locating the target position 

(absolute position) S3 speed Positioning speed 

S4 acceleration time Positioning acceleration time 

S5 Deceleration time Positioning deceleration time 

D1 accomplish Positioning complete 

D2 hurriedly Positioning in progress 

D3 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S4 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S5 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Position: Specifies the position of the positioning target, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: pulse) 

Speed: Specifies the maximum speed of positioning, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: r/min) 

Acceleration Time: Specifies the positioning acceleration time, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: ms) 

Deceleration time: Specifies the positioning deceleration time, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: ms) 

Done: The positioning is complete and the axis has moved to the specified position. 

Busy: being positioned. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

MCMOVABS command CANOpen object operation steps 
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Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6060h = 1 Switching to position mode 

2 6061h = 1 Waiting for switching position mode to complete 

3 6040h.bit4 = 0 Reset control word 

4 607Ah = Position Write (absolute) target position 

5 6083h = Acceleration Write acceleration 

6 6084h = deceleration write deceleration 

7 6081h = speed Write positioning speed 

8 

6040h.bit4 = 1 

6040h.bit5 = m 

6040h.bit6 = 0 

6040h.bit8 = 0 

6040h.bit9 = 0 

 

The control word is written to the corresponding mode. 

Interrupt mode (parameter number: K1000) = 0, then m = 1; 

otherwise, m = 0. 

trigger positioning 

9 

607Ah < 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 

and 

60FDh.bit0 = 1 

Negative motion meets negative limit, positioning ends 

607Ah > 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 

and 

60FDh.bit1 = 1 

Positive motion meets positive limit, positioning ends 

6041h.bit10 = 1 Target position reached. Positioning complete. 
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9.6.14.13 MCMOVABS_D: absolute positioning (integer) 

■ Overview  

Absolute positioning, controlling the movement of the axis to the specified position. 

MCMOVABS_D 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 D1 D2 D3 
Axis absolute positioning Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 

32-bit instructions 

(33step) 

MCMOVABS_D 

continuous execution 

 

S2 position Locating the target position 

(absolute position) S3 speed Positioning speed 

S4 acceleration time Positioning acceleration time 

S5 Deceleration time Positioning deceleration time 

D1 accomplish Positioning complete 

D2 hurriedly Positioning in progress 

D3 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 
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al 
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▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Position: Specifies the position of the positioning target, a 32-bit integer. (Unit: pulse) 

Speed: Specify the maximum speed for positioning, 32-bit integer. (Unit: r/min) 

Acceleration Time: Specifies the positioning acceleration time, a 32-bit integer. (Unit: ms) 

Deceleration time: Specifies the positioning deceleration time, 32-bit integer. (Unit: ms) 

Done: The positioning is complete and the axis has moved to the specified position. 

Busy: being positioned. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

MCMOVABS_D command CANOpen object operation steps 
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Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6060h = 1 Switching to position mode 

2 6061h = 1 Waiting for switching position mode to complete 

3 6040h.bit4 = 0 Reset control word 

4 607Ah = Position Write (absolute) target position 

5 6083h = Acceleration Write acceleration 

6 6084h = deceleration write deceleration 

7 6081h = speed Write positioning speed 

8 

6040h.bit4 = 1 

6040h.bit5 = m 

6040h.bit6 = 0 

6040h.bit8 = 0 

6040h.bit9 = 0 

 

The control word is written to the corresponding mode. 

Interrupt mode (parameter number: K1000) = 0, then m = 1; 

otherwise, m = 0. 

trigger positioning 

9 

607Ah < 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 

and 

60FDh.bit0 = 1 

Negative motion meets negative limit, positioning ends 

607Ah > 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 

and 

60FDh.bit1 = 1 

Positive motion meets positive limit, positioning ends 

6041h.bit10 = 1 Target position reached. Positioning complete. 
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9.6.14.14 MCMOVREL: relative positioning 

■ Overview  

The axis is positioned relative to each other and the control axis continues to move the specified position 

(distance) at the current position. 

MCMOVREL 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 D1 D2 

D3 

axial relative positioning Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 

32-bit instructions 

(33step) 

MCMOVREL continuous 

execution 

 

S2 position Locating the target position (relative 

position) S3 speed Positioning speed 

S4 acceleration 

time 

Positioning acceleration time 

S5 Deceleration 

time 

Positioning deceleration time 

D1 accomplish Positioning complete 

D2 hurriedly Positioning in progress 

D3 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 
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▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Position: Specifies the position of the positioning target, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: pulse) 

Speed: Specifies the maximum speed of positioning, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: r/min) 

Acceleration Time: Specifies the positioning acceleration time, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: ms) 

Deceleration time: Specifies the positioning deceleration time, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: ms) 

Done: The positioning is complete and the axis has moved to the specified position. 

Busy: being positioned. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

Note: The relative positioning position is actually an incremental position, i.e. the corresponding target 

position is added to the current position; when the relative positioning command is used to interrupt other 

positioning commands, the final position of the axis is the sum of the target positions of the two positioning 

commands. 

MCMOVREL command CANOpen object operation steps 
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Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6060h = 1 Switching to position mode 

2 6061h = 1 Waiting for switching position mode to complete 

3 6040h.bit4 = 0 Reset control word 

4 607Ah = Position Write (relative) target position 

5 6083h = Acceleration Write acceleration 

6 6084h = deceleration write deceleration 

7 6081h = speed Write positioning speed 

9 

6040h.bit4 = 1 

6040h.bit5 = m 

6040h.bit6 = 1 

6040h.bit8 = 0 

6040h.bit9 = 0 

 

The control word is written to the corresponding mode. 

Interrupt mode (parameter number: K1000) = 0, then m = 1; 

otherwise, m = 0. 

trigger positioning 

10 

607Ah < 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 

and 

60FDh.bit0 = 1 

Negative motion meets negative limit, positioning ends 

607Ah > 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 

and 

60FDh.bit1 = 1 

Positive motion meets positive limit, positioning ends 

6041h.bit10 = 1 Target position reached. Positioning complete. 
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MCMOVREL Timing Diagram 
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9.6.14.15 MCMOVREL_D: relative positioning (integer) 

■ Overview  

The axis is positioned relative to each other and the control axis continues to move the specified position 

(distance) at the current position. 

MCMOVREL_D 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 D1 D2 

D3 

axial relative positioning Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 

32-bit instructions 

(33step) 

MCMOVREL_D 

continuous execution 

 

S2 position Locating the target position (relative 

position) S3 speed Positioning speed 

S4 acceleration 

time 

Positioning acceleration time 

S5 Deceleration 

time 

Positioning deceleration time 

D1 accomplish Positioning complete 

D2 hurriedly Positioning in progress 

D3 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 
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al 
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▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Position: Specifies the position of the positioning target, 32-bit integer. (Unit: pulse) 

Speed: Specify the maximum speed for positioning, 32-bit integer. (Unit: r/min) 

Acceleration Time: Specifies the positioning acceleration time, a 32-bit integer. (Unit: ms) 

Deceleration time: Specifies the positioning deceleration time, 32-bit integer. (Unit: ms) 

Done: The positioning is complete and the axis has moved to the specified position. 

Busy: being positioned. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

Note: The relative positioning position is actually an incremental position, i.e. the corresponding target 

position is added to the current position; when the relative positioning command is used to interrupt other 

positioning commands, the final position of the axis is the sum of the target positions of the two positioning 

commands. 

MCMOVREL_D Command CANOpen Object Operation Procedure 
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Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6060h = 1 Switching to position mode 

2 6061h = 1 Waiting for switching position mode to complete 

3 6040h.bit4 = 0 Reset control word 

4 607Ah = Position Write (relative) target position 

5 6083h = Acceleration Write acceleration 

6 6084h = deceleration write deceleration 

7 6081h = speed Write positioning speed 

9 

6040h.bit4 = 1 

6040h.bit5 = m 

6040h.bit6 = 1 

6040h.bit8 = 0 

6040h.bit9 = 0 

 

The control word is written to the corresponding mode. 

Interrupt mode (parameter number: K1000) = 0, then m = 1; 

otherwise, m = 0. 

trigger positioning 

10 

607Ah < 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 

and 

60FDh.bit0 = 1 

Negative motion meets negative limit, positioning ends 

607Ah > 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 

and 

60FDh.bit1 = 1 

Positive motion meets positive limit, positioning ends 

6041h.bit10 = 1 Target position reached. Positioning complete. 
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MCMOVREL_D Timing Diagram 

 

9.6.14.16 MCMOVVEL: Speed mode 

■ Overview  

Speed mode, which controls the movement of the axis at a specified speed. 

MCMOVVEL 

S1 S2 S3 S4 D1 D2 D3 
Axis velocity mode motion Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 

32-bit instructions 

(29step) 

MCMOVVEL continuous 

execution 

 

S2 speed speed 

S3 acceleration time acceleration time 

S4 Deceleration time Deceleration time 

D1 Speed to The speed specified by the 

command has been reached D2 hurriedly Implementation is in progress 

D3 error code error code 
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▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Speed: Specifies the speed of motion, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: r/min) 

Acceleration Time: Specifies the acceleration time, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: ms) 

Deceleration time: Specifies the deceleration time, 32-bit floating point number. (Unit: ms) 

Speed Arrival: The speed flag output specified by the command has been reached. 

Busy: The command is being executed. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

MCMOVVEL command CANOpen object operation steps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

steps Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6040h = 0x0F Reset control word 

2 6083h = Acceleration Write acceleration 

3 6084h = deceleration write deceleration 

4 6060h = 3 Switching to speed mode 

5 6061h = 3 Wait for switching speed mode to 

complete 6 

 

 

 

 

 

6 

60FFh = target speed Set target speed 

7 6041h.bit10 = 1 Target speed reached 

8 

60FFh < 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 and 60FDh. bit0 = 

1 

or 60FFh = 0 

Negative movement meets negative 

limit, movement ends 

9 

607Ah > 6040h and 6041h.bit11 = 1 and 

60FDh.bit1 = 1 

or 60FFh = 0 

Positive motion meets positive limit, 

motion ends 

10 60FFh = 0 Command energy flow is invalid. 

Campaign is over. 
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MCMOVVEL Timing Diagram 
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9.6.14.17 MCMOVVEL_D: Speed mode (integer) 

■ Overview  

Speed mode, which controls the movement of the axis at a specified speed. 

MCMOVVEL_D 

S1 S2 S3 S4 D1 D2 D3 
Axis velocity mode motion Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 

32-bit instructions 

(29step) 

MCMOVVEL_D 

continuous execution 

 

S2 speed speed 

S3 acceleration time acceleration time 

S4 Deceleration time Deceleration time 

D1 Speed to The speed specified by the 

command has been reached D2 hurriedly Implementation is in progress 

D3 error code error code 
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▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Speed: Specifies the speed of motion, 32-bit integer. (Unit: r/min) 

Acceleration Time: Specifies the acceleration time, a 32-bit integer. (Unit: ms) 

Deceleration time: Specifies the deceleration time, a 32-bit integer. (Unit: ms) 

Speed Arrival: The speed flag output specified by the command has been reached. 

Busy: The command is being executed. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

MCMOVVEL_D command CANOpen object operation steps 
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steps Operation / Conditions instructions 

1 6040h = 0x0F Reset control word 

2 6083h = Acceleration Write acceleration 

3 6084h = deceleration write deceleration 

4 6060h = 3 Switching to speed mode 

5 6061h = 3 Wait for switching speed mode to 

complete 6 

 

 

 

 

 

6 

60FFh = target speed Set target speed 

7 6041h.bit10 = 1 Target speed reached 

8 

60FFh < 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 and 60FDh. bit0 = 

1 

or 60FFh = 0 

Negative movement meets negative 

limit, movement ends 

9 

607Ah > 6040h and 6041h.bit11 = 1 and 

60FDh.bit1 = 1 

or 60FFh = 0 

Positive motion meets positive limit, 

motion ends 

10 60FFh = 0 Command energy flow is invalid. 

Campaign is over. 
 

 

MCMOVVEL_D Timing Diagram 
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9.6.14.18 MCJOG: Point of Action 

■ Overview 

MCJOG 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 D1 D2 
axial point action Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 

32-bit instructions 

(29step) 

MCJOG continuous 

execution 

 

S2 forward-

pointing 

forward-pointing 

S3 reversed point 

action 

reversed point action 

S4 speed Operating speed 

S5 Acceleration/d

eceleration time 

Acceleration/deceleration time 

D1 hurriedly It's moving. 

D2 error code error code 
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▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Forward pointing: Forward pointing. 

Reverse pointing: reverse pointing. 

Speed: Specify the speed, 32-bit floating point. (Unit: r/min) 

Acceleration/deceleration time: Specify the acceleration/deceleration time, 32-bit floating point number. 

(Unit: ms) 

Busy: The command is being executed. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

MCJOG command CANOpen object operation steps 
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step

s 

Operation/conditions instructions 

1 6040h = 0x0F Reset control word 

2 6083h = acceleration/deceleration Write acceleration 

3 6084h = acceleration/deceleration write deceleration 

4 6060h = 3 Switching to speed mode 

5 6061h = 3 Wait for switching speed mode to 

complete 

6 

Forward pointing: 60FFh = target speed 

Reverse pointing: 60FFh = - target speed  

Other: 60FFh = 0 

forward and reverse point 

movement 

7 

60FFh < 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 and 60FDh.bit0 

= 1 

or 60FFh = 0 

Negative motion meets negative 

limit, end of pointing 

8 

607Ah > 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 and 60FDh.bit1 

= 1 

or 60FFh = 0 

Positive motion meets positive 

limit, end of pointing 

9 60FFh = 0 Command energy flow invalid, end 

of pointing  

 

MCJOG Timing Diagram 
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9.6.14.19 MCJOG_D: Point movement (integer) 

■ Overview 

MCJOG_D 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 D1 D2 
axial point action Applicable models: V5 

S1 axis number axis number 

32-bit instructions 

(29step) 

MCJOG_D continuous 

execution 

 

S2 forward-

pointing 

forward-pointing 

S3 reversed point 

action 

reversed point action 

S4 speed Operating speed 

S5 Acceleration/d

eceleration time 

Acceleration/deceleration time 

D1 hurriedly It's moving. 

D2 error code error code 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S4 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S5 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

▪ Instruction parameter description. 

Axis number: Specify the number of the control axis, which corresponds to the node number of each 

slave station configured in the host computer (the node number should be less than or equal to 31 when 

using the axis control command). 

Forward pointing: Forward pointing. 

Reverse pointing: reverse pointing. 

Speed: Specify the speed, 32-bit integer. (Unit: r/min) 

Acceleration/deceleration time: Specify the acceleration/deceleration time, 32-bit integer. (Unit: ms) 

Busy: The command is being executed. 

Error Codes: Refer to "Command Error Code Definitions in 9.6.15". 

MCJOG_D command CANOpen object operation steps 
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step

s 

Operation/conditions instructions 

1 6040h = 0x0F Reset control word 

2 6083h = acceleration/deceleration Write acceleration 

3 6084h = acceleration/deceleration write deceleration 

4 6060h = 3 Switching to speed mode 

5 6061h = 3 Wait for switching speed mode to 

complete 

6 

Forward pointing: 60FFh = target speed 

Reverse pointing: 60FFh = - target speed  

Other: 60FFh = 0 

forward and reverse point 

movement 

7 

60FFh < 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 and 60FDh.bit0 

= 1 

or 60FFh = 0 

Negative motion meets negative 

limit, end of pointing 

8 

607Ah > 0 and 6041h.bit11 = 1 and 60FDh.bit1 

= 1 

or 60FFh = 0 

Positive motion meets positive 

limit, end of pointing 

9 60FFh = 0 Command energy flow invalid, end 

of pointing  

 

MCJOG_D Timing Diagram 
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9.6.15 Axis control instruction error code definition  

code instructions 

0 There are no mistakes.  

1 

Axis number error. 

The axis number does not exist in the CANOpen configuration or the PDO is incorrectly 

configured. 

2 

Command parameter error. 

MCMOVABS, MCMOVREL, MCMOVVEL, MCJOG instructions add/subtract velocities of less 

than or equal to 0; MCMOVABS, MCMOVREL instructions velocities of less than or equal to 0. 

3 The values of command parameters (position, home position offset) are out of range. *1 

4 The command parameter (speed) value is out of range. *2 

5 The command parameter (acceleration) value is out of range. *2 

6 The command parameter 

(deceleration) value is out of range. *2 

 

8 The current instruction is interrupted, enabled lost, or dropped by another instruction 

during execution, causing the instruction to stop executing because it cannot complete. 9 Forward overtravel causes the instruction to stop execution because it cannot be 

completed. ※4 10 Reverse overtravel causes the instruction to stop execution because it cannot be 

completed. ※4 11 Origin return failed. *4 

16 The axis is not enabled and the current command cannot be executed. 

17 The MCRESET command cannot be executed in a state other than "fault stop". 

18 The axis is in the "stopped" state and the current command cannot be executed. 

19 The axis is returning to the home position and the current command cannot be 

executed. 20 The axis is in continuous motion and the current command cannot be executed. 

21 The axis is being positioned and the current command cannot be executed. 

31 The axis is in the "fault stop" state, and the current command cannot be executed. *3 

33 If the axis is still in the "stop" state or the drive is disconnected and reconnected during 

command execution, the current command cannot be executed*4 

. *4 

250 Axis enable timeout. 

251 Servo/motor driver error. ※3 

255 The servo/motor driver drops out of line. ※3 

*1 The value cannot exceed the 32-bit integer range. 

*2 The value cannot exceed 30,000. 

The 3 axis are in a "fault stop" state and must be reset using the MCRESET command before the 

command can be executed. 

*4 The reconductor energy flow command will be executed only after troubleshooting. 

9.7 Ethernet communication  

The V5 controller Ethernet communication function requires the additional installation of an Ethernet 

communication module, which supports 10M/100M adaptive rate and ModbusTCP function. 

The V5 controller needs to set D8102 to 6 when using the Ethernet function and ensure that D8102 is 6 

at every power up to use the Ethernet function properly. 

The V5 controller supports 8 connections (one connection with the same IP address and the same port 

number) and can exchange data with a maximum of 8 stations, whether as master or slave, and the same 

station can act as both master and slave. 

Ethernet send and receive frames are processed in the background, so the read and write speed is not 

affected by the user program scan cycle, but is related to the number of instructions read and written. 
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9.7.1 Ethernet Configuration Notes  

9.7.1.1 Local IP address configuration 

"(a) Double-click on the Ethernet configuration in the Project Management window to open the Ethernet 

Configuration page. 

 

As a slave, simply set the IP address of the local machine, and the default is 8 slaves. (Note: If the slave 

does not communicate with the master for 3S after the connection is established, the slave will automatically 

close the open port again.) 

When acting as a master, you need to right click to add an Ethernet configuration with the number of 

slaves configured = 8 - the number of masters. 

 

① IP address: the identification of the device's identity in the network, you must ensure the uniqueness 

of each device IP address, otherwise the device will not be able to access the network. 

The IP address is set by the VCAutoDesignsoft software for the first 3 segments, and the last segment of 

the address can be customized to take a range of values from 1-254. 

② Subnet Mask: Addresses multiple physical networks under the same network address. The mask is 

used to divide the subnet address and the device address of the host ID. If there is no special requirement, 

the subnet mask is 255.255.255.0. 

③ Gateway Address: allows you to route messages to devices that are not in the current network. If 

there is no gateway, the gateway address is 0.0.0.0 and the default is: 192.168.1.1. 
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④Port: TCP port 502 listening is reserved for ModbusTCP communication, and this product forces 

listening to this port, which cannot be set by users. 

 

9.7.1.2 Master Configuration 

 

When the V5 is used as the master, in addition to the IP address settings mentioned above, you also 

need to configure some details of the access device, such as IP address, data, length, etc. In the screen in 

the previous section, double click on "Ethernet Configuration". The following window pops up. 

 

① Device name: Auxiliary information, you can customize the device name. 

②Slave IP address: set according to the actual address of the device. Double click on the blank space to 

pop up the existing IP address, or create a new IP address. Allow multiple configurations for one IP address. 

③Communication mode: "Cyclic mode" means cyclic access to the slave, "Trigger mode" is used with the 

trigger element behind, when the element is ON to access the slave, it is automatically set to OFF when the 

access is completed. 

Cyclic: send data frames, then wait for the server to reply, and automatically send data frames again 

after receiving a reply or waiting for a timeout. (The frames are sent cyclically in the order of the 

configuration table with an interval of 5ms) 

Trigger: send a frame of data after the trigger condition is set, then wait for the server to reply, the 

trigger condition will be reset automatically after receiving the reply, and the data frame will be sent again 

automatically if the waiting timeout. (Trigger condition detection time 1ms) 

Note: If there is a logical sequence between multiple commands, please judge the sending 

status of the previous one before triggering the next command. 

④ Function: including read coil, write coil, read register, write register. 

⑤ Trigger condition: can be set to a non-special M or S component. 

(6) Slave register address: the address of the coil or data register to be accessed. 

(7) Data length: the length of data to be accessed. If you need to access M0-M10 of the slave, it will be 

11 components, so fill in 11. 

(8) Master buffer address: the starting address of the master buffer. As in the first configuration above, 
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the local machine reads the data from the slave and puts the read data into D213, which can be accessed in 

the user program at this time. as in the eighth configuration above, the local machine writes the 100 

component values starting from D1000 into the 100 registers starting from the 1000 address of the other 

device. 

⑨ Port number: default 502, ModbusTCP specified port, generally no need to change. 

⑩ Station number: for some Ethernet to serial devices, specify the serial port number for distribution. 

The default is 255, which generally does not need to be modified. 

No display protocol: Currently, the V5 controller Ethernet only supports ModbusTCP protocol. 

Note that ModbusTCP has a maximum length limit in each configuration. 

Type of 

operation 

Maximum 

Operations 

reading coil 1968 

write a coil 1936 

read register 123 

write a 

register 

121 

ModbusTCP command codes supported by V5 

command 

code 

Function 

0x01 reading coil 

0x02 reading coil 

0x03 read register 

0x04 read register 

0x05 Writing a single 

coil 

0x06 Writing a single 

register 

0x0F Writing 

multiple coils 

0x10 Writing 

multiple registers 

 

Once downloaded, the Ethernet master configuration automatically creates connections without user 

intervention and manages the status of the connections. 

9.7.2 ModbusTCP soft component address  

When the V5 is used as a ModbusTCP communication slave, the soft components correspond to the 

ModbusTCP addresses as follows. 

9.7.2.1 Address of PLC word variable register 

Refers to 16-bit (word) or 32-bit (double word) variables, in this PLC 16-bit variables contain D, SD, R, T, 

C0~199; 32-bit variables are C200~255. the first address of these variable types is shown in the table 

below, and the specific address of each register is obtained based on (first address + variable serial number). 

Variable 

Name 
starting address 

Number of 

registers 
instructions 

D0-D8511 0 (zero) 8512 16-bit register 
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SD0-

SD1023 
0x2400 (9216) 1024 16-bit register 

R0-R32767 0x3000 (12288) 32768 16-bit register 

T0-T511 0xF000 (61440) 512 16-bit register 

C0-C199 0xF400 (62464) 200 16-bit register 

C200-C255 0xF700 (63232) 56 32-bit register 

 

Note: When accessing the C200-C255 segment 32-bit registers via Modbus, one register is 

treated as two registers, and one 32-bit register occupies the space of two 16-bit registers. For 

example, if the user wants to read and write the six registers of C200-C205, the Modbus address 

is 0xF700 and the number of registers is 12 (6*2). 

9.7.2.2 Coil address of PLC bit variable 

The bit variables in PLC, also called "coils", such as M, S, T, C, X, Y, etc., have only two states 0 and 1. 

The first addresses of these variable types are shown in the table below, and their registers are specified 

according to (first address + variable number). 

 

Variable Name starting address Number of coils 

M0-M7679 0 (zero) 7680 

M8000-M8511 0x1F40 (8000) 512 

SM0-SM1023 0x2400 (9216) 1024 

S0-S4095 0xE000 (57344) 4096 

T0-T511 0xF000 (61440) 512 

C0-C255 0xF400 (62464) 256 

X0-X377 0xF800 (63488) 256 

Y0-Y377 0xFC00 (64512) 256 

 

9.7.3 Use of TCP commands  

9.7.3.1 TCPSTA command 

TCPSTA command to obtain TCP connection status 

TCPSTA S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 D Get TCP connection status Applicable models: V5 

S1 
IP address 

segment 1 
First paragraph of IP address 

16-bit 

instruction 

(13step) TCPSTA 

continuous 

execution 

 

S2 
IP address 

segment 2 
Second paragraph of IP address 

S3 
IP address 

segment 3 
Third paragraph of IP address 

S4 
IP address 

segment 4 
Fourth paragraph of IP address 

S5 port number TCP port number 

D 
connection 

status 

TCP (client) connection status / number of 

TCP (server) connections 

 

▪ Operators 
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Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S4 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S5 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

D X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

 

▪ Command parameter description 

IP address: IP address format is S1.S2.S3.S4. When IP address is 127.0.0.1, it means to get the number 

of local port connection; other IP address means to get the connection status of PLC for client and specified 

remote server IP address and port number. 

Port number: When IP address is 127.0.0.1, it is the local port number; when other IP addresses are 

used, it is the remote port number. 

Connection status: when the IP address is 127.0.0.1, it is the number of local port connections. 

-1: Not listening to the current port. 

Other values: the number of current port connections. 

Other IP addresses, for the remote server IP address with the connection status of the port. 

-1, the current IP and port are not configured. 

0: CLOSED, off state, no connection status 

1: LISTEN, listening for connection requests from a distant TCP port 

2: SYN_RCVD, waiting for a matching connection request after sending a connection request 

3. SYN_RCVD, after receiving and sending a connection request waiting for the other party's 

acknowledgement of the connection request 

4. ESTABLISHED, the connection has been established 

5. FIN_WAIT_1, waiting for a remote TCP connection break request, or an acknowledgement of a 

previous connection break request 

6: FIN_WAIT2, wait for connection break request from remote TCP 

7: CLOSE_WAIT, waiting for a connection break request from the local user 

8: CLOSING, waiting for remote TCP acknowledgement of connection break 

9: LASK_ACK, waiting for an acknowledgement of the original connection break request sent to the 

remote TCP 

10: TIME_WAIT, wait long enough to ensure that the remote TCP receives an acknowledgement of the 

connection break request 

Example program. 

 

9.7.3.2 TCPCON command 

TCPCON: Establishing/closing a connection 
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The TCPCON command is to manually control the TCP client to establish/disconnect the connection, the 

command can stream to establish the connection when it is valid and close the connection when it is invalid, 

for the IP and port not specified in the command is automatically connected by default. 

TCPCON S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 TCP establishes/closes a connection Applicable models: V5 

S1 
IP address 

segment 1 
First paragraph of IP address 

16-bit 

instruction 

(13step) TCPCON 

continuous 

execution 

 

S2 
IP address 

segment 2 
Second paragraph of IP address 

S3 
IP address 

segment 3 
Third paragraph of IP address 

S4 
IP address 

segment 4 
Fourth paragraph of IP address 

S5 port number TCP port number 

 

▪ Operators 

Oper

ations 

bit soft component word soft component 

system user system user Bit Designation address 

change  

cons

tant  

re

al 

numb

er  

S1 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S2 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S3 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S4 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

S5 X Y M T C S S

M 

D R T C S

D 

K

nX 

K

nY 

K

nM 

K

nS 

KnS

M 

V Z ret

ouch 

K H E 

 

▪ Command parameter description 

IP address: the IP address format is S1.S2.S3.S4. the IP address is the specified remote server IP 

address. 

Port number: The remote server port number. 

▪ Routine. 
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9.7.4 Ethernet Special Soft Components  

component Function 

D8320 IP address 1 

D8321 IP address 2 

D8322 IP address 3 

D8323 IP address 4 

D8324 Ethernet Slave Listening Port Number 

D8325 MAC address 1 

D8326 MAC address 2 

D8327 MAC address 3 

D8328 MAC address 4 

D8329 MAC address 5 

D8330 MAC address 6 

D8331 Timeout time (unit: 10ms) Default 20 

D8332 Number of servers configured 

The IP address and MAC address are stored in a read-only D component, where the first 3 MAC 

addresses can be modified. 

9.7.5 V5 connection fault detection  

1. Is the D8102 powered up to 6, if it is not powered up to 6 then set it to 6 and re-power it. 

2. Whether the network connection cable is normal. 

If the network is unstable, it may be caused by interference or poor contact. Please use a shielded 

network cable and redo the crystal head. (Initial determination of network status can be tested using the 

ping command that comes with the computer). 

3. Is the IP address set correctly, check D8320-D8323. 

4. If a gateway is used, is the gateway address set correctly. 

5. Check if the slave register address in the configuration table is correct, and pay attention to the data 

format. 

6. If two IP addresses of different network segments (the first three segments of IP addresses are not 

the same) want to communicate, you need to add a device with routing function to connect. 

7, check whether the physical address (MAC address) is conflicting, check the value of D8325-D8330, if 

the conflict can manually modify the first three MAC addresses and then re-run. 

8, V5 and V5 need to use crossover cable to communicate properly without going through the router for 

Ethernet communication with each other. 

9. If the network problem is excluded and the slave communication timeout often occurs (such as slow 

frame return time when the PC is used as a slave), please change the value of D8331 timeout time to a 

larger value. 

9.7.6 Ethernet Download and Monitoring  

Set the IP address information of the slave station and download it. The Ethernet settings are in the 

"Ethernet" option of the "Project Management Window", and the currently active IP addresses can be viewed 

via D8320~D8323. 
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The factory default IP address is 192.168.1.2, the subnet mask is: 255.255.255.0, and the gateway IP 

is: 192.168.1.1. 

The IP address of the PC on the LAN needs to be set to an IP address on the same network segment 

(first three segments of the IP address are the same) as the PLC (a router connection is required for different 

network segments). 

 

Click on the serial port configuration in the Tools option in the menu bar of the host computer to bring up 

the following screen, select Ethernet and fill in the correct IP address of the V5 you need to connect to by 

clicking OK. 
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Note: Ethernet download does not support firmware upgrade function. 

 

 

10. Subroutines  

10.1 summarize  

10.1.1 V5 Subroutine Overview  

  summarize 

SBR 

The CALL 

command is 

used 

There can be multiple subroutines within a project, no more than 64. 

Subroutines are called by the main program or other subroutines, mainly to 

perform some common or reusable functions, and subroutines can only be 

written by ladder diagrams or instruction lists. 

P 

The CJ 

command is 

used 

512 points, for use with LBL command 

I 
interrupting 

subroutine 

External 

Interrupts 

PG0-PG2 input interrupts, numbered I000, I001, 

I100, I101, I200, I201 (I000 indicates X0 falling edge 

interrupt, I001 indicates X0 rising edge interrupt, 

I100 indicates X1 falling edge interrupt, I101 

indicates X1 rising edge interrupt, I200 indicates X2 

falling edge interrupt, I201 indicates X2 rising edge 

interrupt). When its interrupt disable flag bit register 

is set ON, the corresponding input interrupt is 

disabled. 

Pulse completion 

interrupt 
I502, I502, I504. 

Timed I600 (I6 for timed interrupt 0, 00 for time base, 
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interruptions time base range 1 to 99), I700 (timed interrupt 1), 

I800 (timed interrupt 2). 

Counting 

completion interrupt 

I010, I020, I030, I040, I050, I060, I070, I080, 8 

points (for DHSCS command) 
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10.1.2 V5 subroutine execution mechanism  

Main program, subroutine execution logic, cyclic scan mode. 

主程序

内务处理

中断子程序

SBR_子程序

调用启动子程序（CALL调用）

执行完成返回

Subroutine nesting hierarchy 

Subroutines are nested up to 6 levels, with the main program calling Subroutine as the first level, adding 

one more nesting level for each call, or no additional nesting level if the nesting returns, as shown below. 

主程序

内务处理

中断子程

序

SBR_子程

序

调用启动子程序

（CALL调用）

执行完成返回

SBR_子程

序

SBR_子程

序

SBR_子程

序

SBR_子程

序

SBR_子程

序

SBR_子程

序

1 2 3 4 5 6
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10.2 Generic subroutine applications  

10.2.1 Create subroutines  

 

Right-click on the Block node in the Project Manager window and select Insert Subroutine or Insert 

Interrupt Subroutine. "The default name of the new subroutine is SBR_*, and the default name of the new 

interrupt subroutine is INT_* (where * is a number automatically calculated by the software), you can 

change the default program name to a more meaningful name through Subroutine properties dialog after 

creation. As soon as the new program node is inserted in the project tree, the program will be opened and it 

can be edited immediately. 

10.2.2 Export subroutine  

VCAutoDesignsoft provides import and export functions for subroutine libraries, so that a generic function 

can be written in a subroutine and then used again in a different project by using the import/export function, 

avoiding duplicate code writing for the same function. The common subroutines can first be exported to a 

directory to form a reusable library file, and in projects that need to use these subroutines, the library file 

can be imported into the current project as a standard subroutine using the import function. 

Select the "Program File Guide" menu item under "File" to open the Program Export dialog box, which 

automatically lists the programs that can be exported from the project. directory under the software 

installation path for the first time, users can click the "..." button to change the path. The path selected by 

the user automatically becomes the default export/import path of the program. 
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You can edit the export program name and program description, and finally check the box in front of the 

program you want to export, and then click the "Export Program" button. After the program is exported 

correctly, the check mark in front of the program will disappear automatically, otherwise it will still be in the 

state before exporting. 

 

10.2.3 Import subroutine  

Select the "Program File Import" menu item under the "File" menu to open the Program Import dialog 

box: The dialog box automatically lists the programs that can be imported under the default import and 

export paths, and you can click the " ..." button to change the path. When the imported program name is not 

legal, it will be underlined in red color in the list to indicate whether to overwrite it. After selecting the 

program, click the "Import Program" button to import the program into the project. 
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10.2.4 Subroutine Properties  

Select Subroutine node, then click the right mouse button to bring up the menu and select "Properties" 

to open Subroutine Properties dialog box, where you can modify the program name, author, program 

description and encryption of Subroutine, as shown in the following figure. 

 

Click OK to save, and Subroutine name will be renamed with the newly entered "program name", as shown 

in the following figure. 
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10.2.5 Subroutine calls  

Subroutine call rules. 

1. in the main program you can nest subroutines (place subroutine call instructions in subroutines) to a 

maximum nesting depth of 5. Subroutine calls are not allowed in interrupt programs. 

2. Prohibit explicit circular calls between user programs, such as subroutines A and B calling each other. 

3, the user program prohibits recursive calls, for example, the user program A calls program B, program 

B calls program C, program C then calls program A, forming a ring, in addition to subroutines are not allowed 

to call itself. 

Other program units call subroutines: subroutines can be called by the main program, other subroutines 

using Call, Callp instructions. 

 Calling other blocks in a subroutine: other subroutines, electronic cams, control interrupt subroutines, 

etc. can be called in a subroutine. 

 

10.3 Interrupt subroutine application  

10.3.1 Interrupt Subroutine Properties  

Select the Interrupt Subroutine node, then click the right mouse button to open the Interrupt Subroutine 

Properties dialog box. For interrupt subroutines, you can assign an interrupt number to them (the default 

interrupt number for a new interrupt subroutine is -1, which means it is not set). 

 

Clicking the "..." button will bring up the Interrupt Assignment dialog box, where the currently available 

free interrupts and interrupts already used by other interrupt subroutines are displayed, and you can select 

an interrupt number from the free interrupts to assign to the current interrupt subroutine, as shown below. 
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After selecting the interrupt number in the Interrupt Settings window and clicking OK to return to the 

Interrupt Properties window, the newly set interrupt is shown as follows. 

 

The Interrupt Properties window allows you to set the program name, author, program description and 

encryption at the same time. 
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10.3.2 Interrupt subroutine calls  

1. Description of interruptions 

The interrupt subroutine is executed immediately after being triggered by the interrupt function and is 

not affected by the scan cycle of the user program; the delay caused by the operation cycle and the time 

deviation to the mechanical action in the general processing of the parametric program can be improved in 

the interrupt subroutine. 

The types of interrupts supported by the V5-MC104 are shown in the following table. 

Interrupt Type interruption number 

External 

Interrupts 

PG0-PG2 input interrupts, numbered I000, I001, I100, I101, I200, I201 (I000 

indicates X0 falling edge interrupt, I001 indicates X0 rising edge interrupt, I100 

indicates X1 falling edge interrupt, I101 indicates X1 rising edge interrupt, I200 

indicates X2 falling edge interrupt, I201 indicates X2 rising edge interrupt). When 

its interrupt disable flag bit register is set ON, the corresponding input interrupt is 

disabled. 

Pulse 

completion 

interrupt 

I502, I502, I504. 

Timed 

interruptions 

I600 (I6 indicates timed interrupt 0, 00 indicates time base, time base range 1 

to 99), I700 (timed interrupt 1), I800 (timed interrupt 2). 

Counting 

completion 

interrupt 

I010, I020, I030, I040, I050, I060, I070, I080, 8 points (for DHSCS command) 

2、Enable and disable interrupt 

When the PLC program starts to run, the default is interrupt forbidden state; after the EI statement is 

executed, the interrupt function is allowed; when the interrupt is allowed and the DI statement is executed, 

it enters the interrupt forbidden state. In the program if there is no interrupt inserted into the prohibited 

interval, you can not use the DI instruction. 

 

 

10.4 Application with reference to subroutines  

The V5 series programmable controllers support subroutine calls with parameters, provide local variables 

(VM, VD), allow parameter passing, and can define inputs and outputs for subroutines. 
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10.4.1 Creation of subroutines with references  

 

10.4.2 Definition of input and output parameters  

1. Variable address 

Up to 32 VM components and 96 VD components are supported, except for input and output pass 

parameters, which can be used as temporary variables. 

 

2. Syntax rules for defining variable names. 

 Variable names can contain alphanumeric characters, underscores, and the first character cannot 

be a number. 

 You may not use keywords as variable names, such as IN, OUT, LD, ADD, etc. 

 The maximum length of the symbol name is 8 characters (or 4 Chinese characters). 
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3. Define variable name error prompt. 

Variable names that are defined incorrectly are indicated by the upper software in red and underlined 

 

 Red text indicates that the syntax is invalid. 

 Variable names cannot begin with a number. 

 Variable names cannot use keywords. 

 Variable names cannot be repeated. 

4. Variable type 

Variable Type instructions 

IN 
If you want to pass a data value to a subroutine, create a variable in 

Subroutine variable table and specify its type as IN 

OUT 

If you want to pass the data values created in Subroutine back to the calling 

program, create a variable in Subroutine's variable table and specify its type as 

OUT. 

IN _OUT 
The value of the specified parameter position is passed to Subroutine, and the 

resulting value from Subroutine is returned to the same address 

 Defines the total number of IN, OUT, and IN_OUT parameters up to 16 

5. Data type 

Supports BOOL, 16-bit integers, 32-bit integers and floating point numbers. 

10.4.3 Call with reference to subroutine  

 

Enter CALL in the program and hit the space bar to bring up the call subroutine box, select the desired 

subroutine with parameters whose names have been filled in, so you can see their aliases. Enter the 

parameters to be passed in and the output parameters at the caller. 
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Examples. 

The referenced subroutine implements a mathematical operation, e.g. para1*2 if SEL = ON, otherwise 

para1*4 

X Y

X*2

X*4
 

where para1 is a 32-bit floating point number and para2 is a 32-bit floating point number. sel is a bit 

variable. 

 

10.4.4 Main matters with reference to subprocedures  

 Subroutines are not reentrant, so they cannot be called recursively, nor can they be called in 

interrupts 

 The following instructions OUT C(235-255), PLSY, DPLSY, PLSR, DPLSR, DRVI, DDRVI, DRVA, 

DDRVA, PLSV, DPLSV, SPD, and other high-speed input and output instructions cannot be 

used. 
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11. motion control  

11.1 Execution and calling of motion control subroutines  

1) Execution mechanism of motion control subroutines (MC subroutines and G-code 

subroutines) 

The V5-MC104 series PLC supports motion control subroutines: MC subroutines and G-code subroutines 

(G-code subroutines can be considered as a type of MC subroutines). 

The main program, subroutine execution logic, in a circular scan fashion, is as follows. 

主程序

各类子程序

内务处理

中断

子程序

 

Motion control subroutine execution mechanism, parallel execution with main program, subroutines, etc., 

single trigger execution, parallel execution mode, as follows. 

主程序

各类子程序

内务处理

中断

子程序

运动控制

子程序

触发启动

运动控制子程序

执行完成返回

 

In this case, two "processes" are virtualized in the PLC, one of which is the "main process" and the other 

is the "motion process", which is started by the "main process" and then runs in parallel. In this case, two 

"processes" are virtualized in the PLC, one of which is the "main process" and the other is the "motion 

process", and the "main process" starts the "motion process" and then runs in parallel. 
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The main program, subroutines, etc. are part of the "main process" and can use various instructions, 

including positioning instructions. You can start programs in the "motion process", but only one motion 

control subroutine can be started at any one time, otherwise an error is reported! 

The motion control subroutines (MC subroutine and G-code subroutine) are part of the "motion process" 

and can be called using subroutines in the motion process and M98 in the G-code.  
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2) Calling of motion control subroutines (MC subroutine and G-code subroutine) 

Relationship of the main program, various subroutines and application instructions. 

V5-MC104 

Supported 

commands 

General 

logic control 

and process 

control 

instructions 

High-

speed 

counting 

and high-

speed input 

instructions 

High-

speed 

output 

Motion 

control 

commands 

SFC 

Quantity 

and 

markings 

MAIN main 

program 
√ √ √ - √ 1 

general 

subroutine 
√ √ √ - - 512 

encryption 

subroutine 
√ √ √ - - 512 

parameterized 

subroutine 
√ √ √ - - 512 

MC subroutine - - - √ - 64 

G-code 

subroutine 
- - - √ - 

1 (to be 

expanded) 

The V5-MC104 subroutine category considers the normal subroutine, the encrypted subroutine, and 

Subroutine with reference to be the same subroutine, only with different attributes. Like the main program, 

all can call the motion control subroutines. The inter-call relationship between Subroutines is as follows. 

      invoiced party 

 

caller 

general subroutine 

encryption 

subroutine 

parameterized 

subroutine 

MC subroutine G-code subroutine 

MAIN main program CALL command call 
(SD/SM component 

setting) 

(SD/SM component 

setting) 

general subroutine 

encryption 

subroutine 

parameterized 

subroutine 

CALL command call 
(SD/SM component 

setting) 

(SD/SM component 

setting) 

MC subroutine - 
(MCALL instruction 

call) 
- 

G-code subroutine - - (M98 call) 

 

Note: 1, the caller and the called party, to MAIN main program call MC subroutine for example, the 

caller is MAIN main program, the called party 

       Yes MC subroutine. 

2. Up to 64 MC subroutines are supported, numbered MC00-MC63. 

3. Up to 1 G-code subroutine file, number CNC00 (corresponding to MC10000) is supported, and the G-

code subroutine file can have internal 
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   Multiple Oxxxx with internal numbers O0000-O9999 and can be called as subroutines. 

 

a) Motion control subroutine nesting hierarchy 

The motion control subroutine supports up to 6 levels of nesting, with the main program and subroutine 

calling the motion control subroutine as the first level. Each call adds one level of nesting. If already nested 

returns, no nesting level is added. As shown in the following figure. 

主程序
各类子程

序

内务处理

中断

子程序

运动控制

子程序

触发启动

运动控制子程序

执行完成返回

1 2

运动控制

子程序

运动控制

子程序

3

运动控制

子程序

4

运动控制

子程序

5

运动控制

子程序

6

 

b) Creating and calling MC subroutines 

Create MC subroutine. 

Right-click on "Block" - "Insert Motion Control Subroutine (M)". 

 

Once created, the interface is the same as the ladder input method. the MC subroutine needs to be 

programmed inside using MC instructions, which are directly connected to the bus as shown in the following 

figure. 
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MC subroutine call.  

(1) The MC subroutine is called in the main program as follows. 

Setting the MC number in the SD300 and turning the SM300 ON to call the MC subroutine. 

 

(2) Call the MC subroutine in the MC subroutine as follows. 

The MC subroutine is called by entering the MCALL instruction in the MC subroutine. See 11.5.1 

MCALLOperation Control Program Call Instruction for details on the MCALL instruction. 
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c) Create G-code subroutine 

To create the G-code subroutine, set the MC number to 10000 (CNC00) in the main program SD300 and 

turn SM300 ON to call the G-code subroutine as shown below. 

 

 

The CNC subroutine is the G-code subroutine and its input is in the form of a text-based input, as shown 

below.  

 

You can import and export G-code files by right-clicking on the input screen in the CNC subroutine 

screen, and at the bottom of the menu bar. If there is a third-party tool that generates G-code, the file 

import can be done directly, as follows. 
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11.2 Description of motion control commands  

1) Motion control command attribute table 

The main motion control commands, see the following table. 

comman

d 
Function 

no 

acceleratio

n or 

deceleratio

n 

trapezoidal 

acceleration/decelerati

on 

S-

curve 

acceleratio

n and 

deceleratio

n 

Acceleratio

n and 

deceleration 

times are set 

individually 

DRV 
High-speed 

positioning 
√ √ 

√ 

(SM) 
√ 

LIN 
linear 

interpolation 
√ √  √ 

INTR 
linear 

interpolation 
√ √  √ 

CW 

Clockwise 

circular 

interpolation 

√ √  √ 

CCW 

Counterclockwi

se circular 

interpolation 

√ √  √ 

DRVZ 
Mechanical 

origin return 
√ √ 

√ 

(SM) 
√ 

DRVR 
Return of 

electrical origin 
√ √  √ 

SINTR 

Single-speed 

interrupt 

positioning 

√ √  √ 
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DINTR 

Two-speed 

interrupt 

positioning 

√ √  √ 

G00 
High-speed 

positioning 
√ √ 

√ 

(SM) 
√ 

G01 
linear 

interpolation 
√ √  √ 

G02 

Clockwise 

circular 

interpolation 

√ √  √ 

G03 

Counterclockwi

se circular 

interpolation 

√ √  √ 

 

Notes. 

1、 The V5-MC104's motion control instructions (some instructions support both no 

acceleration/deceleration operation and acceleration/deceleration operation) are determined by 

the acceleration/deceleration time or not. Positioning instruction acceleration and deceleration 

time range: 10ms-5000ms (interpolation instruction range acceleration and deceleration time 

range: 10ms-5000ms); less than the minimum range value, calculated as the minimum range 

value, greater than the maximum range value, calculated as the maximum range value. 

2、 SM indicates that a SM special soft component setting is required to enable the 

function. 

3、 The motion control subroutine "this run" means that after the SM300 enable flag is valid, it remains 

in the run state until the SM301 completion flag is ON, indicating that the execution of this run is 

complete. If another motion control subroutine is called, the called program is also included in the 

scope of this run. Modal instructions that function in this run (①Modal instructions: called 

continuation instructions, once specified in the program segment, they remain in effect until 

another instruction of the same group appears later or is canceled by another instruction. ② Non-

modal instructions: called non-continuing instructions, whose function is valid only in the program 

segment in which they appear) are enabled and remain valid until execution is completed or 

changed. 

4、 After the motion control subroutine is enabled and started, it is executed in the default mode (in 

the XY plane, absolute position mode) and will remain in effect if the current mode is not changed. 

2) Modes that can be used for motion control commands 

The support of each MC instruction for modalities is as follows. 

comman

d 
Function 

Running 

plane 

position 

mode 

Interpolation speed 

default 

XYP/ZXP/YZ

P 

ABST/INC

T 

Maximu

m speed 

Inherite

d self-word 

function 

DRV 
High-speed 

positioning 
√ √ 

√  

LIN linear √ √  √ 
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interpolation 

INTR 
linear 

interpolation 
√ √ 

 
√ 

CW 
Clockwise 

circular interpolation 
√ √ 

 
√ 

CCW 

Counterclockwis

e circular 

interpolation 

√ √ 

 

√ 

DRVZ 
Return of 

electrical origin 
√ √ √ 

 

DRVR 
Mechanical 

origin return 
√ √ √ 

 

SINTR 
Single-speed 

interrupt positioning 
√ √ √ 

 

DINTR 
Two-speed 

interrupt positioning 
√ √ √ 

 

The G-code directives have the following modal-specific support. 

command 

Running plane position mode Interpolation speed default 

G17/G18/G19 G90/G91 Maximum 

speed 

Inherited self-

word function 

G00 √ √ √  

G01 √ √  √ 

G02 √ √  √ 

G03 √ √  √ 

 

Notes. 

1、The scope of the modal instruction in the motion control subroutine is: from the time the modal 

instruction is enabled until the end of "this run" (SM301=ON), or the modal instruction is changed. If 

other motion control subroutines are called, the called program also belongs to the scope of the current 

run. 

2、After the motion control subroutine is enabled and started, it will be executed in the default mode and 

will remain valid if the current mode is not changed. 

 

11.3 Similarities and differences between MC subroutines and G-code subroutines  

The MC subroutine and the G-code subroutine are both motion control subroutines, and the MC 

subroutine and the G-code subroutine have much in common in that they both implement motion trajectory 

control. 

The points of difference are as follows. 

MC subroutines borrow ladder diagram method, its parameters can be soft components or immediate 

numbers, so you can set parameters more flexible. For example, to make a subroutine to execute circular 

interpolation, the radius, center and target position are all parameters, which can be sent down after setting 

the recipe through HMI and then executed to realize the trajectory of any circle. 

G-codes are edited in a similar way to text, and their parameters are generally immediate numbers. 
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General trajectory control can automatically generate G-codes through third-party software, which reduces 

the editing effort after import. 

The common denominator is as follows. 

The special soft components SM0 to SM299 and SD0 to SD299 are used together as settings for motion 

control-related (interpolation-type commands and electronic cams). The Function similarities are shown in 

the table. 

comm

and 

no 

accelerati

on or 

decelerati

on 

trapezoidal 

acceleration/deceler

ation 

S-

curve 

accelerati

on and 

decelerati

on 

Accelera

tion and 

deceleration 

times are 

set 

individually 

(range: 

10ms-

5000ms) 

Operat

ion with or 

allowing 

commutati

on 

Speed/posi

tion control 

DRV/G

00 
√ √ 

√ 

(SM) 
√  position 

LIN/G

01 
√ √  √  position 

CW/G0

2 
√ √  √ √ position 

CCW/

G03 
√ √  √ √ position 

 

Note: 1. SM indicates that the SM special soft component setting is required to enable the function. 

2, G01, LIN command acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually (SD), range: 10ms-

5000ms; interpolation parameters, such as acceleration and deceleration time, are subject to the master axis. 

3、CW/G02/G03 acceleration/deceleration time can be set individually (SM), range: 10ms-5000ms; when 

interpolating circular arc, the arc length should be greater than 20 pulses, otherwise an error is reported; when 

interpolating spiral line, the number of pulses of the third axis should not be greater than the number of pulses 

corresponding to the arc length * 0.9, otherwise an error is reported; the maximum radius supported by circular 

arc interpolation is 8000000 pulses; counted by the default ratio, i.e. 4000mm; interpolation parameters, such 

as acceleration and deceleration time, etc., are based on the master axis. 

 

interpolation axis master axis 

X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis X-axis 

X-axis, Y-axis X-axis 

Y-axis, Z-axis Y-axis 

Z-axis, X-axis Z-axis 
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11.4 List of motion control commands supported by MC subroutines  

The instructions that can be supported by the MC subroutine are listed below. 

Motion 

control 

related 

commands 

"DRV High Speed Positioning Instructions" on page 431 

"LIN, INTR linear interpolation instructions" on page 435 

"CW Clockwise Circular Interpolation Instruction, CCW Counterclockwise Circular 

Interpolation Instruction" on page 438 

"TIM delay wait command" on page 444 

"MCALL Operations Control Program Call Instructions" on page 444 

"MRET Operations Control Program Return Instructions" on page 445 

"ABST absolute position modal command, INCT relative position modal command" on 

page 446 

"XYP, YZP, ZXP, set current plane modal command" on page 446 

"SETT set current position command" on page 447 

"SETR set electrical home command" on page 448 

"DRVZ Mechanical Home Return Command" on page 448 

"DRVR Electrical Home Return Instructions" on page 452 

"MOVC linear displacement compensation" on page 454 

"CNTC Arc Circumference Compensation" on page 455 

"RADC radius compensation" on page 455 

"CANC cancels motion compensation" on page 456 

Other 

instructions 

"MSET, MRST Bit Component M Set and Reset Instructions" on page 457 

"MMOV assignment instructions, MADD, MSUB, MMUL, MDIV addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division instructions" on page 458 

11.5 Format and use of MC subroutine instructions  

LIN X DD 100 

 

① Motion control commands 

② Function word type, ② ③ ④ together denoting a parameter, may be omitted. 

③ Soft component type, which may be omitted; omission generally indicates a floating-point number; 

omission for a particular instruction indicates an integer. 

④ Value of soft component serial number or immediate number 

The motion control subroutine is suitable for completing each action behavior, but is not applicable to the 

control of logical contacts. in the MC subroutine, the motion control commands are entered directly on the 

bus, only one in a row is allowed and the bus is connected directly. 

2 1 3 4 1 
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For the use of the above instructions, the soft component types of their Operations are as follows. 

Sup

port 

Compon

ents 

floa

ting 

point 

int

eger  

HE

X 
D SD R M SM 

bit 

compon

ents 

- - - - - - Mxxxx 
SMxx

xx 

16-

bit 

integer 

- 
Kx

xxx 

Hxx

xx 
Dxxxx 

SDxx

xx 
Rxxxx - - 

32-

bit 

integer 

- 
KK

xxxx 

HH

xxxx 

DDxx

xx 

SDDx

xxx 

RRxxx

x 
- - 

floati

ng point 

xxx

x.xx 
- - 

DExxx

x 

SDEx

xxx 

RExxx

x 
- - 

displ

ayed 

value 

act

ual 

value 

act

ual 

value 

act

ual 

value 

Comp

onent 

Serial 

Number 

Comp

onent 

Serial 

Number 

Comp

onent 

Serial 

Number 

Comp

onent 

Serial 

Number 

Comp

onent 

Serial 

Number 

The same applies to other word components. 

As an example of the 100 immediate count. 

(a) If 100 immediate is expressed as a 16-bit integer in decimal, K100 is used. 

(a) If 100 immediate is expressed as a 32-bit integer in decimal, KK100 is used. 

(a) If the number of 100 immediate is expressed as a 16-bit integer in hexadecimal, use H64. 

If 100 immediate is expressed as a 32-bit integer hexadecimal, use HH64. 

The floating point number supports 32-bit single precision, just enter 100 directly, which means 100.00. 

Motion control instructions support mixed 16-bit and 32-bit programming. The supported function words 

are listed in the following table. 

Function 

Moti

on 

control 

comma

Pa

ramet

er 1 

Pa

ramet

er 2 

Pa

ramet

er 3 

Para

meter 4 

Para

meter 5 

Para

meter 6 

Para

meter 7 

p

rope

rties 
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nds 

High-speed 

positioning 
DRV X F Y F Z F - 

c

ombi

ne 

linear 

interpolation 
LIN X Y Z F - - - 

c

ombi

ne 

Clockwise 

circular 

interpolation 

CW 

X Y Z I J K F 

c

ombi

ne 

X Y Z R 

defa

ult 

(setting

) 

defa

ult 

(setting

) 

F 

c

ombi

ne 

Counterclock

wise circular 

interpolation 

CC

W 

X Y Z I J K F 

c

ombi

ne 

X Y Z R 

defa

ult 

(setting

) 

defa

ult 

(setting

) 

F 

c

ombi

ne 

Delayed 

waiting 
TIM 

in

teger  
- - - - - - - 

absolute 

position 

ABS

T 
- - - - - - - - 

relative 

position 

INC

T 
- - - - - - - - 

XY plane XYP - - - - - - - - 

ZX plane ZXP - - - - - - - - 

YZ plane YZP - - - - - - - - 

Mechanical 

origin return 

DRV

Z 
- - - - - - - - 

Return of 

electrical origin 

DRV

R 
- - - - - - - - 

Setting the 

electrical origin 

SET

R 
- - - - - - - - 

Set Present 

Position 

SET

T 
X Y Z - - - - 

c

ombi

ne 

linear 

interpolation 

INT

R 
X Y Z F - - - 

c

ombi

ne 

Single-speed 

interrupt 

SIN

TR 

X/

Y/Z 
F - - - - - - 
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positioning (to 

be developed) 

Two-speed 

interrupt 

positioning (to 

be developed) 

DIN

TR 

X/

Y/Z 
F F - - - - - 

Linear 

displacement 

compensation 

MO

VC 
X Y Z - - - - 

c

ombi

ne 

Circularity 

compensation 

CNT

C 
I J K - - - - - 

Radius 

compensation 

RAD

C 
R - - - - - - - 

Removal of 

motion 

compensation 

CAN

C 
- - - - - - - - 

Calling 

subroutines 

MCA

LL 

P 

intege

r 

- - - - - - - 

Subroutine 

returns 

MRE

T 
- - - - - - - - 

In the above parameters, X,Y,Z denotes the X,Y,Z position, R denotes the radius, F denotes the feed 

speed, and I,J,K denotes the relative circle center position (relative to the current position). 

For example, entering LIN XKK1000 YHH2000 FKK50000 indicates that a linear interpolation instruction 

is executed at 50,000Hz, with the X-axis running to 1000PLS in 32-bit integer decimal and the Y-axis running 

to 0x2000PLS in 32-bit integer hexadecimal. 

P denotes a subroutine, e.g. MCALL P5, indicates a call to the fifth motion control subroutine. 

Notes. 

1、In the motion control subroutine, if the data type is integer, it means the unit is the number of pulses. 

If the data type is floating point number, it means the unit is mechanical unit. You need to pay attention to 

set the relevant special registers, set the ratio of pulse to mechanical, and can not exceed the maximum 

speed or travel range set, otherwise it will report an error in operation. 

2. For positioning or trajectory control support acceleration and deceleration form, acceleration and 

deceleration time, maximum speed, and base speed setting. These are set in special soft components. 

3. When multiple axis are involved in simultaneous action, the axis not in use can be used without 

inputting parameters. This does not take up the resources of that axis, which can be used for positioning or 

electronic cam operation. 

Other MC additional instructions. 

Function 
Application 

instructions 
command format 

Number of 

parameters 

position MSET MSET S1 1 

reset (a dislocated 

joint) 
MRST MRST S1 1 

assign a value to MMOV MMOV S1 D1 2 
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Add 

(integer/floating point) 
MADD MADD S1 S2 D1 3 

Subtract 

(integer/floating point) 
MSUB MSUB S1 S2 D1 3 

Multiply 

(integer/floating point) 
MMUL MMUL S1 S2 D1 3 

Division 

(integer/floating point) 
MDIV MDIV S1 S2 D1 3 

 

11.5.1 DRV high-speed positioning command  

1. Form of instruction 

Drives the 3 axis and runs to the target position or outputs a set number of pulses according to the 

output frequency set for each axis. 

DRV X_F_Y_F_Z_F_ High-speed positioning 

X X-axis position X-axis target position 

F X-axis speed X-axis output frequency 

Y Y-axis position Y-axis target position 

F Y-axis speed Y-axis output frequency 

Z Z-axis position Z-axis target position 

F Z-axis speed Z-axis output frequency 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

X M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

F M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Y M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

F M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Z M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

F M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

The XYZ axis run simultaneously at the speed set for each axis to the target position or the set number 

of output pulses. The axis with the F function word omitted runs at the axis maximum speed. Absolute 

position and relative position modes are supported. Both absolute and relative are based on the current 

position. 

Schematic diagram of the single-axis pulse output, as follows. 

Notes. 

1. the MSET and MRST instructions support only M and SM bit components, while the other application 

instructions support only word components, not bit components in the form of KnX, and do not support 

variable-address addressing. 

2. The above instructions can only be used in the MC subroutine. 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Floating point immediate number 

types are not shown, e.g. X100 means X floating point 100.00. 
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基
底

速
度

加速时间 减速时间

基
底

速
度

输出频率

频率

时间

设定的脉冲

输出个数

 

4. Points to note. 

1) Multiple command forms are supported; axis that omit the F function word operate at the maximum 

speed of the axis. 

Single-axis 

command form 

Two-axis 

command form 

Three-axis 

command form 

Standard instruction 

form 

DRV X_ DRV X_ Y_ DRV X_ Y_ Z_ DRV X_ F_ Y_ F_ Z_ F_ 

DRV X_ F_ DRV X_ F_ Y_ DRV X_ F_ Y_ Z_ - 

DRV Y_ DRV X_ Y_ F_ DRV X_ Y_ F_ Z_ - 

DRV Y_ F_ DRV X_ F_ Y_ F_ DRV X_ Y_ Z_ F_ - 

DRV Z_ DRV Y_ Z_ DRV X_ F_ Y_ F_ 

Z_ 

- 

DRV Z_ F_ DRV Y_ F_ Z_ DRV X_ Y_ F_ Z_ 

F_ 

- 

- DRV Y_ Z_ F_ DRV X_ F_ Y_ Z_ 

F_ 

- 

- DRV Y_ F_ Z_ F_ - - 

- DRV X_ Z_ - - 

- DRV X_ F_ Z_ - - 

- DRV X_ Z_ F_ - - 

- DRV X_ F_ Z_ F_ - - 

(2) The current pulse position or mechanical position can be queried via the special register assignment 

table. 

As follows (assuming the X, Y, and Z corresponding axis are axis 1 to 3, respectively), 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

(3) Conversion of mechanical and impulse units. 

The position function word (XYZ, IJK, etc.) uses a floating point number, indicating that it is a mechanical 

unit (in mm), and an integer number, indicating that it is the number of pulses. The speed function word (F, 

etc.) uses a floating point number, indicating that it is a mechanical unit (in mm/min), and an integer 
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number, indicating that it is a frequency. As follows. 

 Floating point form integer form 

Position (XYZ) X100 means 100 (mm) 
XKK100 means 100PLS 

XDD100 means DD100PLS 

Speed (F) F60 means 60 (mm/min) 
FKK200 means 200Hz 

FRR200 means RR200HZ 

The conversion ratio is set according to the special register. a default 2000PLS, b default 1000um. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD6, SD7 SD106, SD107 SD206, SD207 
Number of pulses required to 

rotate the motor one revolution (A) 

SD8, SD9 SD108, SD109 SD208, SD209 
Distance of movement for one 

revolution of the motor (B) 

Mechanical position × 
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵(单圈距离)
  = Number of pulses 

Mechanical speed x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）×60
 = Output frequency 

X100 means 100mm, after conversion 100 x 2000 x 1000/1000 = 200000PLS. 

F60, which means 60mm/min, after conversion, 2000Hz output frequency. 

4) Support for trapezoidal acceleration/deceleration and S-curve acceleration/deceleration. 

The S-curve acceleration/deceleration is set by setting the special soft component "S-curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable flag bit", if the flag is not set, the default is trapezoidal 

acceleration/deceleration, as shown in the following table (assuming axis 1 to 3 for X, Y and Z respectively). 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties note 

M8347 M8367 M8387 

S-curve 

acceleration enable 

flag 

ON is an S-curve, OFF is 

a trapezoidal curve 

DRV supports S-curve acceleration and deceleration, so it can increase the target speed under the same 

mechanical stability, so it can shorten the positioning time and improve the machining efficiency. 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

梯形加减速

加速度存在阶跃

S曲线加减速

加速度连续变化

速度

时间

定位完成时间T0

定位完成时间T1

节省

时间

 

(5) Acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually, and the range of acceleration and 

deceleration time is 10-5000ms. trapezoidal acceleration and deceleration and S-curve acceleration and 
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deceleration time can be set individually. 

Parameters such as maximum speed, base speed, acceleration and deceleration times for the high-speed 

output axis are set individually for each axis. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD10/SD11 SD110/SD111 SD210/SD211 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

SD12 SD112 SD212 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

SD20 SD120 SD220 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

SD21 SD121 SD221 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

6) The lowest frequency value that can actually be output, i.e. the lowest base frequency of the output, 

is calculated according to the following equation. 

Vmin=√
设定输出频率 Vset（Hz）

2×加减速时间 Tacc（ms）÷1000
 

5. Examples of procedures 

 

Indicates that in absolute position mode, the X-axis runs at an output frequency of 20000Hz to the 

1000000 pulse position, the Y-axis runs at an output frequency of 25000Hz to the 25000000 pulse position, 

and the Z-axis runs at an output frequency of 17500Hz to the 1500000 pulse position. 

11.5.2 LIN, INTR linear interpolation instructions  

1. Form of instruction 

Supports up to 3 axis for linear interpolation at a set synthetic output frequency. 

LIN X_ Y_ Z_ F_ linear interpolation 

X X-axis position X-axis target position 

Y Y-axis position Y-axis target position 

Z Z-axis position Z-axis target position 

F 
Interpolation synthesis 

speed 
Interpolation axis synthesis output frequency 

 

INTR X_ Y_ Z_ F_ linear interpolation 

X X-axis position X-axis target position 

Y Y-axis position Y-axis target position 

Z Z-axis position Z-axis target position 

F 
Interpolation synthesis 

speed 
Interpolation axis synthesis output frequency 

2. Operations 

parameters bit soft word soft component immediate count 
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component 

X M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Y M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Z M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

F M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Floating point immediate number 

types are not shown, e.g. X100 means X floating point 100.00. 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Enables linear interpolation of up to 3 axis. Omits the axis of the F function word to inherit the running 

speed of the previous interpolation instruction. Supports absolute and relative position modes. Both absolute 

and relative are based on the current position. 

The current position can be queried by looking at the special registers as follows (assuming the X, Y and 

Z corresponding axis are axis 1 to 3 respectively), 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

A schematic of the pulse output, as follows. 

第一段 第二段

第三段

当前位置（起点）

100,50

终点2 终点3

200,50 250,50

目标位置（终点1）

（200,150）

 

Supports arbitrary linear interpolation in 3D space 

X轴

Y轴

Z轴

 

4. Points to note. 

1) Interpolation parameters, such as acceleration and deceleration times, are based on the master axis: 

XYZ-axis interpolation, based on the X-axis; XY-axis interpolation, based on the X-axis; XZ-axis interpolation, 

based on the X-axis; YZ-axis interpolation, based on the Y-axis. 
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2) Supports multiple instruction forms; omits the axis of the F function word to inherit the running speed 

of the previous interpolation instruction. 

Single-axis 

command form 

Two-axis 

command form 

Three-axis 

command form 

Standard instruction 

form 

LIN X_ LIN X_ Y_ LIN X_ Y_ Z_ LIN X_ Y_ Z_ F_ 

LIN X_ F_ LIN X_ Y_ F_ - - 

LIN Y_ LIN Y_ Z_ - - 

LIN Y_ F_ LIN Y_ Z_ F_ - - 

LIN Z_ LIN X_ Z_ - - 

LIN Z_ F_ LIN X_ Z_ F_ - - 

 

INTR command as above. 

3) the current pulse position, which allows monitoring of special registers. 

As follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

(4) Conversion of mechanical and impulse units. 

The position function words (XYZ, IJK, etc.) use floating point numbers and are expressed in mechanical 

units (in mm). 

The position function word (XYZ, IJK, etc.) uses an integer, indicating that it is the number of pulses. 

The speed function word (F, etc.) uses a floating point number and is expressed in mechanical units (in 

mm/min). 

The speed function word (F, etc.) uses integers and indicates that it is the frequency. As shown in the 

table below. 

 Floating point form integer form 

Position (XYZ) X100 means 100 (mm) 
XKK100 means 100PLS 

XDD100 means DD100PLS 

Speed (F) F60 means 60 (mm/min) 
FKK200 means 200Hz 

FRR200 means RR200Hz 

The conversion ratio is set according to the special register. a default 2000PLS, b default 1000um. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD6, SD7 SD106, SD107 SD206, SD207 
Number of pulses required to 

rotate the motor one revolution (A) 

SD8, SD9 SD108, SD109 SD208, SD209 
Distance of movement for one 

revolution of the motor (B) 

Mechanical position x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）
 = Number of pulses 

Mechanical speed x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）×60
 = Output frequency 
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For example: X100 means 100mm, after conversion it is 100 x 2000 x 1000/1000 = 200000 pulses. 

F60, which means 60mm/min, after conversion, 2000Hz output frequency. 

(5) Linear interpolation instructions support only trapezoidal acceleration and deceleration. 

6) Acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually, and the range of acceleration and 

deceleration time is 10-5000ms. 

Parameters such as maximum speed, base speed, acceleration and deceleration times for the high-speed 

output axis are set individually for each axis. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD10/SD11 SD110/SD111 SD210/SD211 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

SD12 SD112 SD212 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

SD20 SD120 SD220 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

SD21 SD121 SD221 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

7) The lowest frequency value that can actually be output, i.e. the lowest base frequency of the output, 

is calculated according to the following equation. 

Vmin=√
设定输出频率 Vset（Hz）

2×加减速时间 Tacc（ms）÷1000
 

5. Examples of procedures 

 

It means that in relative position mode, the XY axis is interpolated linearly with respect to the current 

position, and the X axis outputs 10000 pulses, the Y axis outputs 20000 pulses, and the interpolation output 

frequency is 30000Hz. 

Another example, representing XYZ linear interpolation in relative position mode, at distances (100mm, 

200mm, 300mm) relative to the current position, with an interpolation axis synthesis speed of 300mm/min. 

11.5.3 CW clockwise circular interpolation, CCW counterclockwise circular interpolation command  

1. Form of instruction 

Supports 2-axis clockwise or counterclockwise circular interpolation at a set synthetic output frequency. 

Also supports 3-axis helix interpolation in 3 planes. 

CW X_ Y_ Z_ I_ J_ K_ F_ Clockwise arc 

interpolation, helix 

interpolation 
CW X_ Y_ Z_ R_ F_ 

X X-axis position X-axis target position 

Y Y-axis position Y-axis target position 

Z Z-axis position Z-axis target position 

I 
X-axis circle center 

position 
X-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 

J Y-axis circle center Y-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 
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position 

K 
Z-axis circle center 

position 
Z-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 

R radius of a circle Radius of circle, R mode (radius mode) use 

F 
Interpolation 

synthesis speed 
Interpolation axis synthesis output frequency 

 

CCW X_ Y_ Z_ I_ J_ K_ F_ Counterclockwise circular 

interpolation, helix 

interpolation 
CCW X_ Y_ Z_ R_ F_ 

X X-axis position X-axis target position 

Y Y-axis position Y-axis target position 

Z Z-axis position Z-axis target position 

I 
X-axis circle center 

position 
X-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 

J 
Y-axis circle center 

position 
Y-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 

K 
Z-axis circle center 

position 
Z-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 

R radius of a circle Radius of circle, R mode (radius mode) use 

F 
Interpolation 

synthesis speed 
Interpolation axis synthesis output frequency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

X M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Y M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Z M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

I M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

J M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

K M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

R M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

F M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Note: The floating point immediate type is not shown, e.g. X100 means X floating point 100.00. 
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Realizes circular interpolation of 2 axis or helix interpolation of 3 axis in 3 planes. Omits the axis of the F 

function word to inherit the running speed of the previous interpolation instruction. Supports absolute 

position mode and relative position mode. Both absolute and relative are based on the current position. 

The current position can be checked by looking at the special registers, as follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

Clockwise arc interpolation schematic. 

当前位置（起点）

（100,50）

目标位置（终点）

（150,100）

第二段 R=50

或

I=50，J=0

第一段 R=-50

或

I=0，J=50

X轴

Y轴

 

Clockwise arc interpolation, where (150,100) in the above figure is the target position of XY axis; with 

the target position unchanged, examples of IJ mode (circular coordinate mode) and R mode (radius mode) 

are generated for arcs less than 180 degrees (inferior arc) and greater than 180 degrees (superior arc), 

respectively. Schematic diagram of counterclockwise arc interpolation. 

X轴

Y轴

当前位置（起点）
(100,50)

目标位置（终点）
(150,100)

第二段 R=50

或

I=0，J=50

第一段 R=-50

或

I=50，J=0

 

Counterclockwise arc interpolation, where (150,100) in the above figure is the target position of the XY 

axis; examples of arc generation using IJ mode (circular center coordinate mode) and R mode (radius 

mode), less than 180 degrees (bad arc) and greater than 180 degrees (good arc), respectively, are shown 

with the target position unchanged. 

1） (a) The user needs to set a reasonable target position to ensure that the target arc path can be 

generated correctly. 

absolute position mode, when the specified target position of the interpolation axis of the arc is equal 
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to the current position and an integer circle is generated. 

(a) In relative position mode, when the specified target position of the interpolation axis of the arc is 

equal to 0, an integer circle is generated. 

2) There are two modes to choose from: IJ mode (circle center coordinate mode) and R mode (radius 

mode). 

(3) In the IJ mode (circle center coordinate mode), whether it is absolute or relative position 

interpolation, IJK only represents the difference of the pulse output number of the circle center coordinate in 

XYZ axis relative to the current position, which is the offset value. 

4) In R mode (radius mode) 

(a) A value of R greater than or equal to 0 indicates a circular arc of less than or equal to 180 

degrees. 

A value of R less than 0, indicating a circular arc greater than 180 degrees; an integer circle cannot 

be generated in R mode (radius mode) because of infinitely many solutions. 

(5) When interpolating circular arcs, the arc length should be greater than 20 pulses, otherwise an error 

is reported. 

(6) The maximum radius supported by circular interpolation is 8,000,000 pulses; in the default scale, 

that is, 4,000 mm. 

(7) When interpolating spirals, the number of pulses in the third axis should not be greater than the 

number of pulses corresponding to the arc length * 0.9, otherwise an error is reported. 

圆弧轴周长

平移轴高度

平移轴高度
——————
圆弧轴周长

 0.9

 

8) When interpolating circular arcs (CW, CCW), such as acceleration and deceleration times, etc., the 

master axis prevails, as follows.  

plane (flat surface) master axis 

XY X 

YZ Y 

ZX Z 

 

● Support circular interpolation, support switching XY, YZ, XZ planes and doing circular interpolation : 
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X轴

Y轴

Z轴

 

● Helix interpolation. To achieve helix interpolation, set a non-zero value in the axis that is not the 

current interpolation plane (the third axis). For example, if you interpolate in the XY plane circularly and set 

Z=100, you are interpolating in a helix. 

Z轴

X轴

Y轴

Z轴

Z轴

X轴

Y轴

 

4. Points to note. 

(1) Support multiple instruction forms; the axis that omits the X, Y, Z, and F function words inherits the 

value of the previous interpolation instruction; IJK omission is 0, and R cannot be omitted. 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, XY plane 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, XY plane, Z-

axis as third axis 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, XY plane, 

R mode 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, XY plane, Z 

axis as third axis, R mode 

CW/CCW X_ I_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ I_ CW/CCW X_ R_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ R_ 

CW/CCW X_ I_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ I_ F_ CW/CCW X_ R_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ R_ F_ 

CW/CCW X_ J_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ J_ CW/CCW Y_ R_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ R_ 

CW/CCW X_ J_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ J_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ R_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ R_ F_ 

CW/CCW Y_ I_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ I_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ R_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ R_ 

CW/CCW Y_ I_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ I_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ R_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ R_ 
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F_ F_ 

CW/CCW Y_ J_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ J_ - - 

CW/CCW Y_ J_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ J_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ I_ J_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ I_ J_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ I_ J_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ I_ J_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW Y_ I_ J_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ I_ J_ - - 

CW/CCW Y_ I_ J_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ I_ J_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ I_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ I_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ I_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ I_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ J_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ J_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ J_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ J_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ I_ J_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ I_ J_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ I_ J_ 

F_ 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ I_ J_ 

F_ 

- - 

 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, YZ plane 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, YZ plane, X-

axis as third axis 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, YZ plane, 

R mode 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, YZ plane, X-

axis as third axis, R mode 

CW/CCW Y_ J_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ J_ CW/CCW Y_ R_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ R_ 

CW/CCW Y_ J_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ J_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ R_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ R_ F_ 

CW/CCW Z_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ K_ CW/CCW Z_ R_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ R_ 

CW/CCW Z_ K_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ K_ F_ CW/CCW Z_ R_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ R_ F_ 

CW/CCW Y_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ K_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ R_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ R_ 

CW/CCW Y_ K_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ K_ F_ 
CW/CCW Y_ Z_ R_ 

F_ 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ R_ 

F_ 

CW/CCW Z_ J_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ J_ - - 

CW/CCW Z_ J_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ J_ F - - 

CW/CCW Y_ J_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ J_ K_ - - 

CW/CCW Y_ J_ K_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ J_ K_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW Z_ J_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ J_ K_ - - 

CW/CCW Z_ J_ K_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ J_ K_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW Y_ Z_ J_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ J_ - - 

CW/CCW Y_ Z_ J_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ J_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW Y_ Z_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ K_ - - 

CW/CCW Y_ Z_ K_ F_ 
CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ K_ 

F_ 

- - 

CW/CCW Y_ Z_ J_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ J_ K_ - - 

CW/CCW Y_ Z_ J_ K_ 

F_ 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ J_K_ 

F_ 

- - 

 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, ZX plane 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, ZX plane, Y-

axis as third axis 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, ZX plane, 

R mode 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, ZX plane, Y 

axis as third axis, R mode 
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CW/CCW X_ I_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ I_ CW/CCW X_ R_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ R_ 

CW/CCW X_ I_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ I_ F_ CW/CCW X_ R_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ R_ F_ 

CW/CCW X_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ K_ CW/CCW Z_ R_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ R_ 

CW/CCW X_ K_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ K_ F_ CW/CCW Z_ R_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ R_ F_ 

CW/CCW Z_ I_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ I_ CW/CCW X_ Z_ R_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ R_ 

CW/CCW Z_ I_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ I_ F_ 
CW/CCW X_ Z_ R_ 

F_ 

CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ R_ 

F_ 

CW/CCW Z_ K_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ K_ - - 

CW/CCW Z_ K_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ K_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ I_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ I_ K_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ I_ K_ F_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ I_ K_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW Z_ I_ K_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ I_ K_ - - 

CW/CCW Z_ I_ K_ F_ CW/CCW Y_ Z_ I_ K_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Z_ I_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ I_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Z_ I_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ I_ F_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Z_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ K_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Z_ K_ F_ 
CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ K_ 

F_ 

- - 

CW/CCW X_ Z_ I_ K_ CW/CCW X_ Y_ Z_ I_ K_ - - 

CW/CCW X_ Z_ I_ K_ 

F_ 

CW/CCW X_Y_ Z_ I_ K_ 

F_ 

- - 

2) the current pulse position, which allows monitoring of special registers. 

As follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

(3) Conversion of mechanical and impulse units. 

The position function word (XYZ, IJK, etc.) uses a floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in 

mm) and an integer number to indicate the number of pulses. The speed function word (F, etc.) uses a 

floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in mm/min) and an integer number to indicate a 

frequency. As follows. 

 Floating point form integer form 

Position (XYZ) X100 means 100 (mm) 
XKK100 means 100PLS 

XDD100 means DD100PLS 

Speed (F) F60 means 60 (mm/min) 
FKK200 means 200Hz 

FRR200 means RR200Hz 

The conversion ratio is set according to the special register. a default 2000PLS, b default 1000um. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD6, SD7 SD106, SD107 SD206, SD207 Number of pulses required to 
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rotate the motor one revolution (A) 

SD8, SD9 SD108, SD109 SD208, SD209 
Distance of movement for one 

revolution of the motor (B) 

Mechanical position × 
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）
  = Number of pulses 

Mechanical speed x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）×60
 = Output frequency 

X100 means 100mm, after conversion 100 × 2000 × 1000/1000 = 200000 pulses. 

F60, which means 60mm/min, after conversion, 2000Hz output frequency. 

4) Acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually, and the range of acceleration and 

deceleration time is 10-5000ms. 

Parameters such as maximum speed, base speed, acceleration and deceleration times for the high-speed 

output axis are set individually for each axis. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD10/SD11 SD110/SD111 SD210/SD211 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

SD12 SD112 SD212 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

SD20 SD120 SD220 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

SD21 SD121 SD221 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

5) The lowest frequency value that can actually be output, i.e. the lowest base frequency of the output, 

is calculated according to the following equation. 

Vmin=√
设定输出频率 Vset（Hz）

2×加减速时间 Tacc（ms）÷1000
 

5. Examples of procedures 

 

The interpolation speed is 600mm/min. 

 

Indicates that in relative position mode, XY plane, XYZ performs helix interpolation relative to the current 

position. XY circular interpolation, the end point is (10000,10000) pulses relative to the current position, and 

the circle center coordinates are (5000,5000) pulses relative to the current position. At the same time, the Z-

axis is interpolated to 3000 pulses relative to the current position. The interpolation speed is 20000Hz. 

11.5.4 TIM waits for a delay command  

1. Form of instruction 
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Delay the set time before continuing with the next motion control command. 

TIM 1 Delayed waiting 

1 delay time Delay time in ms 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

1 M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Delay the set time before executing the next instruction. Unit ms. 

4. Examples of procedures. 

 

Indicates a delay of 1000ms. 

11.5.5 MCALL Operations Control Program Call Instructions  

1. Form of instruction 

The set motion control subroutine is called, and the set number of times is called continuously. 

MCALL P_ L_ 
Operation Control Program 

Call Instructions 

P program number Motion control subroutine serial number called 

L Number of calls Number of calls to subroutines 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

P M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

L M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

L can be omitted to indicate that it is called once by default. The current call count function is not 

available at the moment and can only be called 1 time. 

3. Description of functions and actions 

MC subroutines call other MC subroutines via the MCALL instruction. 

When called, motion control executes the called motion control subroutine first, and when execution is 

complete MRET returns, then the current call point continues execution. Up to 6 levels of nesting. 

11.5.6 MRET Operations Control Program Return Instructions  

1. Form of instruction 

MRET 
Operation control program 

return instruction 

2. Operations 

not 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Immediate number types are not shown, 

e.g. P10 means P integer 10. 
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3. Description of functions and actions 

Examples of use are as follows. 

MCALL  P3

运动控制子程序

运动控制子程序

MRET

MC_02 MC_03

... n
触发启动运动

控制子程序

执行完成返回

1

 

MC02 calls MC03 using MCALL P3, MC03 execution is complete and MRET returns. 

4. Points to note 

1) MCALL can only be used in MC subroutines and can be nested up to 6 levels and cannot be called per 

se. 

2) MC subroutines may not call G-code subroutines. 

3) This command is added automatically by the programming tool and does not need to be written by the 

user. 

11.5.7 ABST absolute position modal command, INCT relative position modal command  

1. Form of instruction 

Set the current motion control coordinate system to absolute position mode or relative position mode, 

modal command. 

ABST absolute position modality  

 

INCT relative position modality  

2. Operations 

not 

3. Description of functions and actions 

The motion control subroutine "this run" means that after the SM300 enable flag is valid, it remains in 

the run state until the SM301 completion flag is ON, indicating that the execution of this run is complete. If 

another motion control subroutine is called, the called program is also included in the scope of this run. A 

modal instruction that functions in this run remains in effect after it is enabled until execution is completed or 

is changed. 

After the motion control subroutine is enabled and started, it is executed in the default mode and will 

remain in effect if the current mode is not changed. 

ABST and INCT are modal commands, and the modalities are mutually exclusive. When enabled, the 

current mode is always maintained unless another mode is enabled. The default mode is in the XY plane, 
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absolute position mode. 

11.5.8 XYP, YZP, ZXP, set current plane modal command  

1. Form of instruction 

Set the main plane of the current motion control coordinate system to XY plane, or YZ plane, or ZX 

plane, modal command. It is mainly used for interpolation of circular arcs and spirals. 

XYP XY plane modal command 

 

YZP YZ plane modal command 

 

ZXP ZX plane modal command 

2. Operations 

not 

3. Description of functions and actions 

The motion control subroutine "this run" means that after the SM300 enable flag is valid, it remains in 

the run state until the SM301 completion flag turns ON, indicating that the execution of this run is complete. 

If another motion control subroutine is called, the called program is also included in the scope of this run. A 

modal instruction that functions in this run remains in effect after it is enabled until execution is completed or 

is changed. 

After the motion control subroutine is enabled and started, it is executed in the default mode and will 

remain in effect if the current mode is not changed. 

XYP, YZP, and ZXP are modal commands, and the modalities are mutually exclusive. When enabled, they 

remain in the current mode unless another mode is enabled. The default mode is in the XY plane, absolute 

position mode. 

11.5.9 SETT set current position command  

1. Form of instruction 

Changes the current position of the XYZ axis to the set value. 

SETT X_ Y_ Z_ Set current position 

X X-axis setting position X-axis current position setting 

Y Y-axis setting position Y-axis current position setting 

Z Z-axis setting position Z-axis current position setting 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

X M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Y M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Z M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Set the current position. The current position can be checked by looking at the special registers, as 

follows, 32-bit registers. 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Floating point immediate number types are 

not shown, e.g. X100 means X floating point 100.00. 
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X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

This command is to rewrite the current position value to a user set value. 

For example, if the current position is (100, 200, 300), use SETT XKK123 YKK456 ZKK789; then the 

current position becomes (123, 456, 789). The above registers change synchronously. 

4. Points to note 

1)  Support for multiple instruction forms; support for combinations of instructions, with uncontained 

axis whose current placements remain unchanged. 

Command form instructions 

SETT X_ Y_ Z_ standard format 

SETT X_ 

Other formats 

SETT Y_ 

SETT Z_ 

SETT X_ Y_ 

SETT Y_ Z_ 

SETT X_ Z_ 

2)  Conversion of mechanical units and pulse units. 

In the V5 model, the position function words (XYZ, IJK, etc.) use floating-point numbers, which indicate 

mechanical units (in mm), and integers, which indicate the number of pulses. 

The speed function word (F, etc.) uses a floating point number to indicate that it is a mechanical unit (in 

mm/min) and an integer number to indicate that it is a frequency. As follows. 

 Floating point form integer form 

Position (XYZ) X100 means 100 (mm) 
XKK100 means 100PLS 

XDD100 means DD100PLS 

Speed (F) F60 means 60 (mm/min) 
FKK200 means 200Hz 

FRR200 means RR200Hz 

The conversion ratio is set according to the special register. a default 2000PLS, b default 1000um. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD6, SD7 SD106, SD107 SD206, SD207 
Number of pulses required to 

rotate the motor one revolution (A) 

SD8, SD9 SD108, SD109 SD208, SD209 
Distance of movement for one 

revolution of the motor (B) 

Mechanical position x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）
 = Number of pulses 

Mechanical speed x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）×60
 = Output frequency 

X100 means 100mm, after conversion 100 x 2000 x 1000/1000 = 200000 pulses. 

F60 means 60mm/min, after conversion, 2000Hz output frequency. 
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11.5.10 SETR set electrical home command  

1. Form of instruction 

Sets the current position of the XYZ axis to the electrical origin. Related to the DRVR command. 

SETR Setting the electrical origin 

2. Operations 

not 

3. Description of functions and actions 

The current position is set as the electrical origin. the electrical origin to be returned by the DRVR 

instruction is the electrical origin set by the SETR instruction. The current position can be checked by looking 

at the special registers, as follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

This instruction is to set the current position value to the electrical home position. The current electrical 

home position can be viewed in special registers, as follows, 32-bit registers with default values (0, 0, 0). 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD26, SD27 SD126, SD127 SD226, SD227 Electrical zero position (for display 

purposes only) 

After setting, the above registers are changed synchronously. 

11.5.11 DRVZ mechanical home return command (to be developed)  

1. Form of instruction 

The XYZ axis return independently to the mechanical origin. Each axis searches and moves towards the 

home point (DOG) and decelerates to the base speed when the DOG signal is detected. 

After the DOG signal is turned off, the zero signal is detected and the output is stopped immediately. 

DRVZ 
Mechanical home return 

command 

2. Operations 

not 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Similar to DSZR instruction. All three axis return to the origin at the same time, and the instruction 

execution is completed only when all three axis return to the origin, so that the next instruction can be 

executed. The instruction is executed with a proprietary input and output signal. 

The "DRVZ command enable" can be used to disable the return of the set axis to the home position to 

enable the return of other axis. The special SM elements are defined as follows. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SM12 SM112 SM212 
DRVZ home return direction 

marker 

SM18 SM118 SM218 DRVZ command enable 

Special SD elements are defined as follows. 
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X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD10, SD11 SD110, SD111 SD210, SD211 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

SD12, SD13 SD112, SD113 SD212, SD213 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

SD14, SD15 SD114, SD115 SD214, SD215 Home return velocity 

SD20 SD120 SD220 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

SD21 SD121 SD221 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

:: For maximum velocity, home return velocity, and basal velocity, follow. 

(i) Basal velocity ≤ origin return velocity ≤ maximum velocity. 

(ii) Basal velocity ≤ maximum velocity. 

● Please select the appropriate parameters with reference to the set parameter range: 

(i) Home return velocity, in the range 10 to 200,000 Hz. 

(ii) Basal velocity, in the range of 10 to 32,767 Hz. 

● This instruction is to output pulses from the pulse output port at the pulse speed specified in the 

special data register when the PLC works with the servo driver, so that the actuator moves toward the action 

home in the pre-set action sequence, and stops pulse output immediately when the zero signal is detected 

from OFF to ON after the near point signal (DOG) turns ON to OFF during operation. The zero signal is output 

at the end of return. 

● In systems with forward and reverse limits set, home return can be performed by enabling the DOG 

search mode; in systems where forward and reverse limits are not set and home return is not performed 

using forward and reverse limits, home return can be performed by specifying the home return direction. 

● Specifying the home return direction: Specify the return home direction by turning the home return 

direction designation flag bit ON/OFF. The base speed accelerates until the home return speed, moving in the 

direction specified by the home return direction designation flag bit. The near point signal (DOG) is measured 

to be ON and deceleration begins until the crawling speed. After the near point signal (DOG) goes from ON to 

OFF, if the zero point signal is detected from OFF to ON, the pulse output is stopped immediately. 

After the pulse output is stopped (within 1ms), the clear signal remains ON for [20ms]. ending the home 

return action. 

● This is the description of the near-point signal logic inversion flag bit and the zero-point signal logic 

inversion flag bit being OFF. If this logic flag bit is ON, ON is changed to OFF and OFF is changed to ON for 

the corresponding near-point and zero-point signals. 

:: Schematic diagram of the single-axis pulse output, as follows. 
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4、DOG search function 

When the forward and reverse limits are designed, the home return using the DOG search function is 

performed. In this case, the original return action differs depending on the start position of the home return. 

反转限位1

（反转极限）

原点

DOG

后端 前端

原点回归方向

正转动作

反转动作

正转限位1

（正转极限）

1）2）3）4）

 

1) When the start position is before passing the DOG, including when positive rotation limit 1 is ON. 

● Start the home return action by executing the command for home return. 

● Start moving in the direction of origin return at origin return speed. 

● Once the front end of the DOG is detected, it begins to slow down to a crawling speed. 

● After detecting the back end of the DOG, it stops when the first zero signal is detected. 

2) When the starting position is within the DOG. 

● Start the home return action by executing the command for home return. 

● Start moving in the direction opposite to the direction of origin return at the speed of origin return. 

● Decelerate and stop after detecting the front end of the DOG. (leaving the DOG) 

● At home return speed, start moving in the home return direction. (Re-enter DOG) 

● Once the front end of the DOG is detected, it begins to slow down to a crawling speed. 

● After detecting the back end of the DOG, it stops when the first zero signal is detected. 

3) When the start position is at the near point signal OFF (after passing the DOG). 

● Start the home return action by executing the command for home return. 

● Start moving in the direction of origin return at origin return speed. 

● Deceleration stop when reversing limit 1 (reversing limit) is detected. 
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● Start moving in the direction opposite to the direction of origin return at the speed of origin return. 

● Decelerate and stop after detecting the front end of the DOG. (Detecting (leaving) DOG) 

● At home return speed, start moving in the home return direction. (Re-enter DOG) 

● Once the front end of the DOG is detected, it begins to slow down to a crawling speed. 

● After detecting the back end of the DOG, it stops when the first zero signal is detected. 

4) When the limit switch in the home return direction (reversing limit 1) is ON. 

● Start the home return action by executing the command for home return. 

● Start moving in the direction opposite to the direction of origin return at the speed of origin return. 

● Decelerate and stop after detecting the front end of the DOG. (Detecting (leaving) DOG) 

● At home return speed, start moving in the home return direction. (Re-enter DOG) 

● Once the front end of the DOG is detected, it begins to slow down to a crawling speed. 

● After detecting the back end of the DOG, it stops when the first zero signal is detected. 

5) Note: When designing the near point signal (DOG), consider having enough ON time to decelerate to 

the crawling speed; please make the crawling speed as slow as possible, because its stopping without 

deceleration and crawling too fast may cause the position to shift. 

5. Points to note 

1) The current pulse position, which allows monitoring of special registers. 

As follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

2) Support only trapezoidal acceleration and deceleration. 

3) Acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually, and the range of acceleration and 

deceleration time is 10-5000ms. 

Parameters such as maximum speed, base speed, acceleration and deceleration times for the high-speed 

output axis are set individually for each axis. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD10, SD11 SD110, SD111 SD210, SD211 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

SD12, SD13 SD112, SD113 SD212, SD213 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

SD14, SD15 SD114, SD115 SD214, SD215 Home return velocity 

SD20 SD120 SD220 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

SD21 SD121 SD221 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

4) The lowest frequency value that can actually be output, i.e. the lowest base frequency of the output, 

is calculated according to the following equation. 

Vmin=√
设定输出频率 Vset（Hz）

2×加减速时间 Tacc（ms）÷1000
 

(5) Designation of the direction of origin return. 

The home return direction can be specified by setting the special soft component "Home return direction 

flag bit" to return in the positive direction. See the following table. 
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X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SM12 SM112 SM212 
DRVZ home return direction 

marker 

(6) Prohibit the return of specific axis to their home points. 

The special soft component "axis return function disable flag bit" can be set to disable the set axis return 

to the home position to enable the return to the home position of other axis. See the following table. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SM18 SM118 SM218 DRVZ command enable 

7) Reversal of signal logic. 

See the following table. 

OFF: positive logic (when the input is ON, the near/zero signal is ON). 

ON: Negative logic (when the input is OFF, the near/zero signal is ON). 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

   Selection of input poles 

SDxx: Selection of input poles 

The soft components are set as follows. 

b0 

Input A signal polarity setting 

0: Positive polarity, valid when input is ON  1: Negative polarity, valid when input 

is OFF 

b1 

Input B signal polarity setting 

0: Positive polarity, valid when input is ON  1: Negative polarity, valid when input 

is OFF 

b2 

Input START signal polarity setting 

0: Positive polarity, valid when input is ON  1: Negative polarity, valid when input 

is OFF 

b3 

Input DOG signal polarity setting 

0: Positive polarity, valid when input is ON  1: Negative polarity, valid when input 

is OFF 

b4 

Input STOP signal polarity setting 

0: Positive polarity, valid when input is ON  1: Negative polarity, valid when input 

is OFF 

b5 

Input LSN signal polarity setting 

0: Positive polarity, valid when input is ON  1: Negative polarity, valid when input 

is OFF 

b6 

Input LSP signal polarity setting 

0: Positive polarity, valid when input is ON  1: Negative polarity, valid when input 

is OFF 

b7 

Input PG signal polarity setting 

0: Positive polarity, valid when input is ON  1: Negative polarity, valid when input 

is OFF 

b8~b15 reserve 

11.5.12 DRVR Electrical Home Return Command  

1. Form of instruction 

The XYZ axis return to the electrical home independently at their respective set maximum speeds. 
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Associated with SETR command. 

DRVR 
Electrical home return 

command 

2. Operations 

not 

3. Functionity and description 

The XYZ axis return to the electrical home position set by SETR at the maximum speed set for each axis 

at the same time, and only when all returns are completed does the command execution complete and the 

next command is executed. This is a 3-axis absolute position positioning. 

The electrical home point to be returned by the DRVR instruction is the electrical home point set by the 

SETR instruction. The current position can be queried by looking at the special registers, as follows, 32-bit 

registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

The current electrical home position allows you to view the special registers, as follows, 32-bit registers 

with default values (0, 0, 0). 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD26, SD27 SD126, SD127 SD226, SD227 Electrical home position (for 

display purposes only) 

The maximum speed of each axis can be set by setting special registers, as follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD10, SD11 SD110, SD111 SD210, SD211 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

Schematic diagram of the single-axis pulse output, as follows. 

基
底

速
度

加速时间 减速时间

基
底

速
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设定的脉冲
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4. Points to note 

1) The current pulse position, which allows monitoring of special registers. 

As follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 Current Position (PLS), for display 
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purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

2)  Support for trapezoidal acceleration and deceleration and S-curve acceleration and deceleration. 

The S-curve acceleration/deceleration is differentiated by setting the special soft component "S-curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable flag bit", if the flag is not set, the default is trapezoidal 

acceleration/deceleration. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties note 

SM17 SM117 SM217 

S-curve 

acceleration enable 

flag 

ON is an S-curve, OFF is 

a trapezoidal curve 

DRVR supports S-curve acceleration and deceleration, so it can allow to increase the target speed under 

the same mechanical stability, so it can shorten the positioning time and improve the machining efficiency. 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

梯形加减速

加速度存在阶跃

S曲线加减速

加速度连续变化

速度

时间

定位完成时间T0

定位完成时间T1

节省

时间

 

The S-curve acceleration and deceleration uses an advanced pulse-by-pulse modulation algorithm where 

each pulse is adjusting frequency, resulting in smoother positioning. 

3) The acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually in the range of 10-500 ms. Both 

trapezoidal acceleration and deceleration and S-curve acceleration and deceleration time can be set 

individually. 

Parameters such as maximum speed, base speed, acceleration and deceleration times for the high-speed 

output axis are set individually for each axis. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

D8342, D8343 D8362, D8363 D8382, D8383 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

D8347 D8367 D8387 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

4) The lowest frequency value that can actually be output, i.e. the lowest base frequency of the output, 

is calculated according to the following equation. 

Vmin=√
设定输出频率 Vset（Hz）

2×加减速时间 Tacc(ms)÷1000
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11.5.13 SINTR single-speed interrupt positioning instruction, DINTR two-speed interrupt positioning instruction 

(to be developed)  

1. Form of instruction 

When an interrupt input signal (DOG signal) is detected, the single-speed interrupt positioning speed 

remains unchanged and the two-speed interrupt positioning accelerates or decelerates to the output 

frequency after the interrupt and outputs the set number of pulses. For single-speed interrupt positioning 

and two-speed interrupt positioning, the number of pulses is an incremental value, independent of the 

coordinate system. 

SINTR X/Y/Z_F_ Single-speed interrupt positioning 

X 
intermediate decision 

length 

Number of pulses output after interruption, relative 

position mode 

Y 
intermediate decision 

length 

Number of pulses output after interruption, relative 

position mode 

Z 
intermediate decision 

length 

Number of pulses output after interruption, relative 

position mode 

F Output Frequency Set output frequency 

 

DINTR X/Y/Z_F_F_ Two-speed interrupt positioning 

X 
intermediate decision 

length 

Number of pulses output after interruption, relative 

position mode 

Y 
intermediate decision 

length 

Number of pulses output after interruption, relative 

position mode 

Z 
intermediate decision 

length 

Number of pulses output after interruption, relative 

position mode 

F 
Output frequency before 

interruption 

The set output frequency before the interrupt signal is 

detected 

F 
Output frequency after 

interruption 

The set output frequency before the interrupt signal is 

detected 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

X M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Y M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Z M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

F M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

F M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of Function actions 

When an interrupt input signal (DOG signal) is detected, the single-speed interrupt positioning speed 

remains unchanged and the two-speed interrupt positioning accelerates or decelerates to the output 

frequency after the interrupt and outputs the set number of pulses. For single-speed interrupt positioning 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Floating point immediate number types are 

not shown, e.g. X100 means X floating point 100.00. 
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and two-speed interrupt positioning, the number of pulses is an incremental value, independent of the 

coordinate system. 

Schematic diagram of the single-axis pulse output, as follows. 

    frequency 

 

 

 

 

      V1        V2 

 

 

                  times 

 

 

Start         Generate interrupt Target position 

The output pulse frequency of the velocity segment before the DINTR instruction interrupt occurs and the 

output pulse frequency of the position segment after the interrupt occurs can be different, as follows. 

 

           

                 A 

            B 

           C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    times 

 

Start        Generate interrupt 

4. Points to note 

1) Multiple command forms are supported; and the command can only drive one axis movement. 

Single axis single speed Single-axis, two-speed 

SINTR X_F_ DINTR X_F_F_ 

SINTR Y_F_ DINTR Y_F_F_ 

SINTR Z_F_ DINTR Z_F_F_ 

2)  Conversion of mechanical units and pulse units. 

In the V5 model, the position function words (XYZ, IJK, etc.) use floating point numbers, which indicate 

mechanical units (in mm), and integers, which indicate the number of pulses. 
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The speed function word (F, etc.) uses a floating point number to indicate that it is a mechanical unit (in 

mm/min) and an integer number to indicate that it is a frequency. As follows. 

 Floating point form integer form 

Position (XYZ) X100 means 100 (mm) 
XKK100 means 100PLS 

XDD100 means DD100PLS 

Speed (F) F60 means 60 (mm/min) 
FKK200 means 200Hz 

FRR200 means RR200Hz 

The conversion ratio is set according to the special register. a default 2000PLS, b default 1000um. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD6, SD7 SD106, SD107 SD206, SD207 
Number of pulses required to 

rotate the motor one revolution (A) 

SD8, SD9 SD108, SD109 SD208, SD209 
Distance of movement for one 

revolution of the motor (B) 

Mechanical position x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）
 = Number of pulses 

Mechanical speed x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）×60
 = Output frequency 

X100 means 100mm, after conversion 100 x 2000 x 1000/1000 = 200000 pulses. 

F60 means 60mm/min, after conversion, 2000Hz output frequency. 

3) Support only trapezoidal acceleration and deceleration. 

4) Acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually, and the range of acceleration and 

deceleration time is 10-5000ms. 

Parameters such as maximum speed, base speed, acceleration and deceleration times for the high-speed 

output axis are set individually for each axis. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD10/SD11 SD110/SD111 SD210/SD211 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

SD12 SD112 SD212 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

SD20 SD120 SD220 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

SD21 SD121 SD221 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

5) The lowest frequency value that can actually be output, i.e. the lowest base frequency of the output, 

is calculated according to the following equation. 

Vmin=√
设定输出频率 Vset（Hz）

2×加减速时间 Tacc（ms）÷1000
 

   (   6) During the execution of the multi-segment pulse output command, the acceleration and 

deceleration calculation is based on the first segment; when different frequencies are switched, the 

acceleration and deceleration slope (i.e. acceleration and deceleration) remains unchanged. 

For example, if the first section has an output frequency of 100 kHz and an acceleration time of 100 ms, 

and the second section has an output frequency of 150 kHz, the acceleration from the first section to the 

second section is approximately 50 ms. The deceleration is the same. The schematic is as follows. 
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11.5.14 MOVC Linear Displacement Compensation  

1. Form of instruction 

Enables linear interpolation compensation, when linear interpolation is performed, each axis is 

compensated according to the set value. The compensation values are relative and independent of the 

coordinate system. LIN, INTR, and G01 commands are involved. 

MOVC X_Y_Z_ Linear displacement compensation 

X X-axis compensation value Compensation for straight-line interpolation on the X-axis 

Y Y-axis compensation value Compensation for straight-line interpolation on the Y-axis 

Z Z-axis compensation value Compensation for linear interpolation in the Z-axis 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

X M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Y M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Z M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of Function actions 

Enables linear interpolation compensation, when linear interpolation is performed, each axis is 

compensated according to the set value. The compensation values are relative and independent of the 

coordinate system. LIN and INTR commands are involved. 

After setting, in executing the linear interpolation command, each axis will be compensated according to 

the set compensation value. 

11.5.15 CNTC circular arc compensation  

1. Form of instruction 

Enables arc center compensation. When arc interpolation uses IJK mode (circle center mode), the center 

position is compensated according to the set value. The compensation value is a relative value, independent 

of the coordinate system. The CW and CCW commands are involved. 

CNTC I_J_K_ Circularity compensation 

I X-axis center of circle Compensation for the center of the circle on the X-axis 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Floating point immediate number types are 

not shown, e.g. X100 means X floating point 100.00. 
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compensation value 

J 
Y-axis center of circle 

compensation value 
Compensation for the center of the circle on the Y-axis 

K 
Z-axis circle compensation 

value 
Compensation of the center of the circle on the Z-axis 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

I M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

J M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

K M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Enables arc center compensation. When arc interpolation is done in IJK mode (center mode), the center 

of the circle is compensated according to the set value. The compensation value is a relative value, 

independent of the coordinate system. CW and CCW commands are involved. 

After setting, when the arc interpolation command is executed, it will compensate according to the set 

compensation value. 

11.5.16 RADC radius compensation  

1. Form of instruction 

Enables arc radius compensation, when arc interpolation uses R mode (radius mode), the radius length is 

compensated according to the set value. The compensation value is relative and independent of the 

coordinate system. CW and CCW commands are involved. 

RADC R_ Radius compensation 

R 
Radius compensation 

value 
Compensation for circular interpolation on radius length 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

R M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Enables arc radius compensation, when arc interpolation uses R mode (radius mode), the radius length is 

compensated according to the set value. The compensation value is relative and independent of the 

coordinate system. CW and CCW commands are involved. 

After setting, when the arc interpolation command is executed, it will compensate according to the set 

compensation value. 

11.5.17 CANC Cancellation Compensation Campaign  

1. Form of instruction 

Cancel the set compensation of execution displacement compensation, arc circle compensation, arc 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Floating point immediate number types are 

not shown, e.g. X100 means X floating point 100.00. 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Floating point immediate number types are 

not shown, e.g. X100 means X floating point 100.00. 
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radius compensation, etc. 

CANC Removal of motion compensation 

2. Operations 

not 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Cancels all straight line compensation, circular arc center compensation, circular arc radius 

compensation, etc., involving compensation instructions MOVC, CNTC, RADC, involving instructions LIN, 

INTR, CW, CCW. 

4. Points to note 

1) MOVC, CNTC, RADC, CANC are modal instructions that, once enabled, remain until changed or 

cancelled. 

Support for multiple forms of instructions. 

MOVC CNTC RADC CANC 

MOVC X_ Y_ Z_ CNTC I_ J_ K_ RADC R_ CANC 

MOVC X_ CNTC I_ - - 

MOVC Y_ CNTC J_ - - 

MOVC Z_ CNTC K_ - - 

MOVC X_ Y CNTC I_ J_ - - 

MOVC Y_ Z_ CNTC J_ K_ - - 

MOVC X_ Z_ CNTC I_ K_ - - 

 

 

 

2) Display of compensation values. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD50, SD51 SD150, SD151 SD250, SD251 

Axis offset compensation values 

(DRV, LIN, INTR) (for display 

purposes only) 

   

Axis circular coordinate offset 

compensation values (CW, CCW) 

) (for display purposes only) (to 

be developed) 

   

Axis radius offset compensation 

values (CW, CCW) 

) (for display purposes only) (to 

be developed) 

(3) Conversion of mechanical and impulse units. 

The position function word (XYZ, IJK, etc.) uses a floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in 

mm) and an integer number to indicate the number of pulses. The speed function word (F, etc.) uses a 

floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in mm/min) and an integer number to indicate a 

frequency. As follows. 

 Floating point form integer form 

Position (XYZ) X100 means 100 (mm) XKK100 means 100PLS 
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XDD100 means DD100PLS 

Speed (F) F60 means 60 (mm/min) 
FKK200 means 200Hz 

FRR200 means RR200Hz 

The conversion ratio is set according to the special register. a default 2000PLS, b default 1000um. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD6, SD7 SD106, SD107 SD206, SD207 
Number of pulses required to 

rotate the motor one revolution (A) 

SD8, SD9 SD108, SD109 SD208, SD209 
Distance of movement for one 

revolution of the motor (B) 

Mechanical position x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）
 = Number of pulses 

Mechanical speed x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）×60
 = Output frequency 

X100 means 100mm, after conversion 100 x 2000 x 1000/1000 = 200000 pulses. 

F60, which means 60mm/min, after conversion, 2000Hz output frequency. 

11.5.18 MSET, MRST bit component M set and reset commands  

1. Form of instruction 

MSET 1 Bit Element Reset Instruction 

1 
Components to be 

positioned 
Soft components to be positioned 

 

MRST 1 Bit element reset command 

1 Components to be reset Soft components to be reset 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

1 M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Displaces and resets the corresponding M or SM soft components. Used for interaction with the main 

program or for logic control. 

4. Points to note 

1) MSET and MRST instructions support only M and SM bit elements, not word elements, not bit elements 

of the form KnX, and not variable addressing. 

2) The MSET and MRST instructions omit the function word. 

5. Application examples 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 
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After circular interpolation, set M23 for other controls. 

11.5.19 MMOV assignment instruction, MADD, MSUB, MMUL, MDIV addition, subtraction, multiplication and 

division instructions  

1. Form of instruction 

Assignment, addition, subtraction, multiplication and division operations in the motion control subroutine, 

supporting mixed 16-bit and 32-bit, integer and floating-point operations. 

MMOV 1 2 assignment instruction 

1 source data source data 

2 Target data calculation result 

 

MADD 1 2 3 addition 

1 additive additive 

2 addition addition 

3 Target data calculation result 

 

MSUB 1 2 3 subtractive operation 

1 decrement decrement 

2 subtractive subtractive 

3 Target data calculation result 

 

MMUL 1 2 3 multiplication operation 

1 multiplier multiplier 

2 multiplier multiplier 

3 Target data calculation result 

 

MDIV 1 2 3 division operation 

1 dividend dividend 
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2 divisor  divisor  

3 Target data calculation result 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

1 M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

2 M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3 M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

MMOV is the assignment operation. 

The MADD, MSUB, MMUL, and MDIV instructions are addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division 

operations. 

4. Points to note 

(1) The MMOV, MADD, MSUB, MMUL, and MDIV instructions support only D, R, SD, and K, H, and E 

elements; they do not support bit elements, word elements combined with bit elements (e.g., KnX), or 

variable-address addressing. 

(2) The MMOV, MADD, MSUB, MMUL and MDIV instructions omit the function word. 

(3) MMOV, MADD, MSUB, MMUL, and MDIV instructions support mixed operations on 16-bit integers, 32-

bit integers, and floating-point numbers. 

5.  Application examples 

 

MMOV Floating point to 32-bit integer. 

16-bit integer plus 1. 

The floating point number is assigned to a 32-bit integer by subtracting 10. 

A 16-bit integer is multiplied by a floating-point number and the result is assigned to a 32-bit integer. 

Integer division, assigned to a 16-bit integer. 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. 
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11.6 List of motion control commands supported by the G-code subroutine  

Motion 

control 

related 

commands 

"G00 High Speed Positioning" "G00High 

Speed Positioning" 

High-speed positioning, executing to the 

specified position at the set maximum speed 

Independent operation of three axis 

"G01 linear interpolation" linear interpolation 

"G02 clockwise circular interpolation, G03 

counterclockwise circular interpolation" 

Clockwise circular interpolation, 

counterclockwise circular interpolation 

"G04 waiting delay" Delayed waiting 

"G90 absolute position modal, G91 

relative position modal" 

Modal command settings: G90 absolute 

position, G91 relative position 

"G17, G18, G19 Directives" 

Modal command setting: G17 switch to 

XY plane 

Modal command setting: G18 switch to 

ZX plane 

Modal command setting: G19 switch to 

YZ plane 

"M auxiliary function code", "Mxxxx 

component setting function code" 

Special function auxiliary function codes, 

including M00-M99, of which M02, M30, M98, 

M99 have been defined 

M component placement, contains M100-

M7679 

"S,T Auxiliary Function Code" 

S auxiliary function code to set the 

master axis speed 

T auxiliary function code, selected tool 

used 

11.7 Format and use of G-code subroutine instructions  

G01 X 100 

 

① G code instructions, as shown in the table below. 

② Function word type. 

(iii) The value of the parameter. 

Supported commands and function words. 
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Plane 19 

Au
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functio

ns 

M

00-

M9

9 

-        

G 

Code 

main 

progra

m end 

M

02 
-        

G 

Code 

main 

progra

m end 

M

30 
-        

G 

Code 

subrou

tine 

call 

M

98 

P 

integ

er 

L 

Whole 

numb

er 

(t

o be 

devel

oped) 

      

G 

Code 

subrou

tine 

returns 

M

99 
-        

M 

Compo

nent 

reset 

comm

and 

M M100-M7679 

Ma

ster 

axis 

speed 

S  

To

ol No. 
T  

Notes. 

1. the above instructions may only be used in G-code subroutines. 

2. M00-M99 indicates auxiliary functions, reserved for use; M100-M7679 is used to position the M 

element. 
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The G-code instruction supports only immediate numbers of floating-point type (converted to the target 

pulse number by a user-set conversion factor in single-board software processing). 

 

Support Parameters floating point integer  

32-bit integer - 

G04 Pxxxx. 

M98 Pxxxx Lxxxx. 

(The parameters used for the P and L function 

words above can only be 32-bit integers, as 

shown in the following table) 

floating point xxxx.xx - 

The G-code subroutine instructions use function words X, Y, and Z for position, R for radius, I,J,K for 

circle position relative to the start position, and F for feed speed. These input values are mechanical units. 

and their ranges are limited. The following table shows. 

Movement 

instructions 

Parameter 

Type 
unit range 

X-axis 

position 

X (floating 

point) 
mm -9999.999 ~ -0.001, 0, 0.001 ~ 9999.999 

Y-axis 

position 

Y (floating 

point) 
mm -9999.999 ~ -0.001, 0, 0.001 ~ 9999.999 

Z-axis 

position 

Z (floating 

point) 
mm -9999.999 ~ -0.001, 0, 0.001 ~ 9999.999 

X-axis offset 

of the center of 

the circle 

I (floating 

point) 
mm -9999.999 ~ -0.001, 0, 0.001 ~ 9999.999 

Y-axis offset 

of the center of 

the circle 

J (floating 

point) 
mm -9999.999 ~ -0.001, 0, 0.001 ~ 9999.999 

Z-axis offset 

of center of circle 

K (floating 

point) 
mm -9999.999 ~ -0.001, 0, 0.001 ~ 9999.999 

radius 
R (floating 

point) 
mm 

-9999.999 ~ -0.001, 0.001 ~ 9999.999 (0, 

error reported) 

Operating 

speed 

F (floating 

point) 
mm/min 

0.01 ~ 99999.99 (2 decimal places) (0, 

error reported) 

Master axis 

speed 

S (floating 

point) 
r/min 

0.01 ~ 99999.99 (2 decimal places) (0, 

error reported) 

Tool No. (to 

be developed) 

T 

(integer) 
 0~9999 

M98 

subroutine 

number 

P 

(integer) 
 0~9999 

G04 function 

word 

P 

(integer) 
 0~3000000 

Number of L (integer)  0~9999 
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In addition, in order to better realize the interaction between the general logic control program and the G 

code program, it is allowed to implement the control of M components in G code, and only supports the 

setting of M components. For example, if M100 is set to ON, the logic control program can do the 

corresponding action and set OFF when M100 is ON. M0~M99 are reserved keywords for M code. 

For positioning or trajectory control the settings of acceleration and deceleration form, time of 

acceleration and deceleration, maximum speed, and base speed are supported. These are set in the special 

soft components. Be sure to set the correct parameters, otherwise errors may result during operation. If the 

mechanical units are set incorrectly, the speed corresponding to the sending pulse frequency will exceed the 

maximum speed setting. 

When multiple axis are involved in simultaneous action, the axis that is not in use can be left out of the 

parameters. This does not take up the resources of that axis, which can be used for positioning or electronic 

cam operation. 

Helix interpolation is also done using circular interpolation instructions, such as in the XY plane, just 

point out the displacement of the Z axis at the same time when using circular interpolation. It should be 

noted that the helix can only make one turn at a time and the linearly moving axis is not allowed to send 

pulses larger than the master axis length in one instruction, i.e. the helix linear distance must not be greater 

than 0.9 times the circumference. 

G The code edit page is as follows. 

 

G-code input will be marked in red on the line if there is a syntax error, and G-code follows the main 

requirements as follows. 

● There can be only one executable instruction on the same line (G00\G01\G02\G03\G04); Wrong way to 

write. 

 

● Executable instructions may be followed only by parameters. 

● The same line can put more than one environment instruction (G17\G18\G19\G90\G91), but not 

allowed after the executable instruction, and the corresponding parameter is the last one, for example, 

G17G90G18G91G01X10, then the current instruction corresponds to the plane, coordinate type instructions 

are G18, G91. 

●V5-MC104 supports 1 G-code subroutine, which can be internally divided again into O subroutines 

( starting with the O keyword, range 

O0000-O9999, can be called using M98. the G-code subroutine also supports importing .nc files. 

subroutine calls 

Common M 

reset command 

M 

(integer) 
 100~7679 
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11.7.1 G00 High Speed Positioning  

1. Form of instruction 

Drives up to 3 axis and runs to the target position or outputs a set number of pulses according to the set 

maximum output frequency for each axis. 

G00 X_Y_ Z_ High-speed positioning 

X X-axis position X-axis target position 

Y Y-axis position Y-axis target position 

Z Z-axis position Z-axis target position 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

X M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Y M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Z M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

 

3. Description of functions and actions 

The XYZ axis run simultaneously to the target position at the maximum speed set for each axis. Absolute 

position and relative position modes are supported. 

The current position can be checked by looking at the special registers, as follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

Schematic diagram of the single-axis pulse output, as follows. 

基
底

速
度

加速时间 减速时间

基
底

速
度

输出频率

频率

时间

设定的脉冲

输出个数

 

4. Points to note 

1) Support for multiple command forms. 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Immediate number type display, e.g. X100 

means X floating point 100.00. 
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Command form instructions 

G00 X_ Y_ 

Z_ 
Standard format, 3-axis 

G00 X_ 

single axis G00 Y_ 

G00 Z_ 

G00 X_ Y_ 

biaxial G00 Y_ Z_ 

G00 X_ Z_ 

2) Conversion of mechanical and impulse units. 

The position function word (XYZ, IJK, etc.) uses a floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in 

mm) and an integer number to indicate the number of pulses. The speed function word (F, etc.) uses a 

floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in mm/min) and an integer number to indicate a 

frequency. As follows. 

 Floating point form integer form 

Position (XYZ) X100 means 100 (mm) 
XKK100 means 100PLS 

XDD100 means DD100PLS 

Speed (F) F60 means 60 (mm/min) 
FKK200 means 200Hz 

FRR200 means RR200Hz 

The conversion ratio is set according to the special register. a default 2000PLS, b default 1000um. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD6, SD7 SD106, SD107 SD206, SD207 
Number of pulses required to 

rotate the motor one revolution (A) 

SD8, SD9 SD108, SD109 SD208, SD209 
Distance of movement for one 

revolution of the motor (B) 

Mechanical position x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）
 = Number of pulses 

Mechanical speed x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）×60
 = Output frequency 

X100 means 100mm, after conversion 100 x 2000 x 1000/1000 = 200000 pulses. 

F60, which means 60mm/min, after conversion, 2000Hz output frequency. 

4) Support for trapezoidal acceleration/deceleration and S-curve acceleration/deceleration. 

The S-curve acceleration/deceleration is differentiated by setting the special soft component "S-curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable flag bit", if the flag is not set, the default is trapezoidal 

acceleration/deceleration. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties note 

M8347 M8367 M8387 

S-curve 

acceleration enable 

flag 

ON is an S-curve, OFF is 

a trapezoidal curve 

DRV, G00, DRVR support S-curve acceleration and deceleration, so that the target speed can be 

increased under the same mechanical stability, so that the positioning time can be shortened and the 

machining efficiency can be improved. 
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F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

梯形加减速

加速度存在阶跃

S曲线加减速

加速度连续变化

速度

时间

定位完成时间T0

定位完成时间T1

节省

时间

 

The S-curve acceleration and deceleration uses an advanced pulse-by-pulse modulation algorithm where 

each pulse is adjusting frequency, resulting in smoother positioning. 

5) The acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually, and the range of acceleration and 

deceleration time is 10-500 ms. Both trapezoidal acceleration and deceleration and S-curve acceleration and 

deceleration time can be set individually. 

Parameters such as maximum speed, base speed, acceleration and deceleration times for the high-speed 

output axis are set individually for each axis. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

D8342, D8343 D8362, D8363 D8382, D8383 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

D8347 D8367 D8387 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

6) The lowest frequency value that can actually be output, i.e. the lowest base frequency of the output, 

is calculated according to the following equation. 

Vmin=√
设定输出频率 Vset（Hz）

2×加减速时间 Tacc（ms）÷1000
 

5. Examples of procedures 

 

Indicates high-speed positioning in relative position mode, moving the X-axis 100mm, Y-axis 200mm, 

and Z-axis 300mm relative to the current position. 

11.7.2 G01 Linear interpolation  

1. Form of instruction 

Supports up to 3 axis for linear interpolation at a set synthetic output frequency. 

 

G01 X_Y_ Z_ F_ Combination linear interpolation 

X X-axis position X-axis target position 

Y Y-axis position Y-axis target position 
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Z Z-axis position Z-axis target position 

F 
Interpolation synthesis 

speed 
Interpolation axis synthesis output frequency 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

X M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Y M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Z M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

F M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Enables linear interpolation of up to 3 axis. Omits the axis of the F function word to inherit the operating 

speed of the previous interpolation instruction. 

Absolute and relative position modes are supported. 

The current position can be checked by looking at the special registers, as follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

A schematic of the pulse output, as follows. 

第一段 第二段

第三段

当前位置（起点）

100,50

终点2 终点3

200,50 250,50

目标位置（终点1）

（200,150）

  

Supports arbitrary linear interpolation in 3D space 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Immediate number type display, e.g. X100 

means X floating point 100.00. 
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X轴

Y轴

Z轴

 

4. Points to note 

(1) Interpolation parameters, such as acceleration and deceleration times, are based on the master axis: 

XYZ axis interpolation, based on the X axis; XY axis interpolation, based on the X axis; XZ axis interpolation, 

based on the X axis; YZ axis interpolation, based on the Y axis. 

2) Supports multiple instruction forms; omits the axis of the F function word to inherit the running speed 

of the previous interpolation instruction. 

single axis biaxial triaxial standard format 

G01 X_ G01 X_ Y_ G01 X_ Y_ Z_ G01 X_ Y_ Z_ F_ 

G01 X_ F_ G01 X_ Y_ F_ - - 

G01 Y_ G01 Y_ Z_ - - 

G01 Y_ F_ G01 Y_ Z_ F_ - - 

G01 Z_ G01 X_ Z_ - - 

G01 Z_ F_ G01 X_ Z_ F_ - - 

(3) Conversion of mechanical and impulse units. 

The position function word (XYZ, IJK, etc.) uses a floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in 

mm) and an integer number to indicate the number of pulses. The speed function word (F, etc.) uses a 

floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in mm/min) and an integer number to indicate a 

frequency. As follows. 

The conversion ratio is set according to the special register. a default 2000PLS, b default 1000um. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD6, SD7 SD106, SD107 SD206, SD207 
Number of pulses required to 

rotate the motor one revolution (A) 

SD8, SD9 SD108, SD109 SD208, SD209 
Distance of movement for one 

revolution of the motor (B) 

Mechanical position x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）
 = Number of pulses 

Mechanical speed x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）×60
 = Output frequency 

X100 means 100mm, after conversion 100 x 2000 x 1000/1000 = 200000 pulses. 

 Floating point form integer form 

Position (XYZ) X100 means 100 (mm) 
XKK100 means 100PLS 

XDD100 means DD100PLS 

Speed (F) F60 means 60 (mm/min) 
FKK200 means 200Hz 

FRR200 means RR200Hz 
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F60, which means 60mm/min, after conversion, 2000Hz output frequency. 

(4) Support only trapezoidal acceleration and deceleration. 

5) Acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually, and the range of acceleration and 

deceleration time is 10-5000ms. 

Parameters such as maximum speed, base speed, acceleration and deceleration times for the high-speed 

output axis are set individually for each axis. 

 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

D8342, D8343 D8362, D8363 D8382, D8383 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

D8347 D8367 D8387 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

6) The lowest frequency value that can actually be output, i.e. the lowest base frequency of the output, 

is calculated according to the following equation. 

Vmin=√
设定输出频率 Vset（Hz）

2×加减速时间 Tacc（ms）÷1000
 

 

 

 

5. Examples of procedures 

 

Indicates linear interpolation from the current position to a position of 100mm on the X-axis, 200mm on 

the Y-axis, and 300mm on the Z-axis in the absolute position mode. The interpolation speed is 300mm/min. 

11.7.3 G02 clockwise circular interpolation, G03 counterclockwise circular interpolation  

1. Form of instruction 

Supports 2-axis clockwise or counterclockwise circular interpolation at a set synthetic output frequency. 

Also supports 3-axis helix interpolation in 3 planes. 

G02 X_ Y_ Z_ I_ J_ K_ F_ Clockwise arc 

interpolation, helix 

interpolation 
G02 X_ Y_ Z_ R_ F_ 

X X-axis position X-axis target position 

Y Y-axis position Y-axis target position 

Z Z-axis position Z-axis target position 

I 
X-axis circle center 

position 

X-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) 

use 

J 
Y-axis circle center 

position 
Y-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 

K 
Z-axis circle center 

position 

Z-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) 

use 

R radius of a circle Radius of circle, R mode (radius mode) use 
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F 
Interpolation 

synthesis speed 
Interpolation axis synthesis output frequency 

 

G03 X_ Y_ Z_ I_ J_ K_ F_ Counterclockwise 

circular interpolation, helix 

interpolation 
G03 X_ Y_ Z_ R_ F_ 

X 
X-axis 

position 
X-axis target position 

Y 
Y-axis 

position 
Y-axis target position 

Z 
Z-axis 

position 
Z-axis target position 

I 
X-axis circle 

center position 
X-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 

J 
Y-axis circle 

center position 
Y-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 

K 
Z-axis circle 

center position 
Z-axis circle center position, IJK mode (circle center mode) use 

R 
radius of a 

circle 
Radius of circle, R mode (radius mode) use 

F 

Interpolatio

n synthesis 

speed 

Interpolation axis synthesis output frequency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Operations  

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

X M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Y M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

Z M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

I M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

J M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

K M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

R M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

F M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Immediate number type display, e.g. X100 

means X floating point 100.00. 
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Realizes circular interpolation of 2 axis or helix interpolation of 3 axis in 3 planes. Omits the axis of the F 

function word to inherit the running speed of the previous interpolation instruction. Supports absolute 

position and relative position modes. Both absolute and relative are based on the current position. 

The current position can be checked by looking at the special registers, as follows, 32-bit registers. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD36, SD37 SD136, SD137 SD236, SD237 
Current Position (PLS), for display 

purposes only 

SD40, SD41 SD140, SD141 SD240, SD241 

Current position (mechanical, 

floating point), for display purposes 

only 

D8340, D8341 D8360, D8361 D8380, D8381 Current Position (PLS) 

Clockwise arc interpolation schematic. 

当前位置（起点）

（100,50）

目标位置（终点）

（150,100）

第二段 R=50

或

I=50，J=0

第一段 R=-50

或

I=0，J=50

X轴

Y轴

 

Clockwise arc interpolation, where (150,100) in the above figure is the target position of the XY axis; 

with the target position unchanged, examples of IJ mode (circle center coordinate mode) and R mode (radius 

mode) are generated for arcs less than 180 degrees and greater than 180 degrees, respectively. Schematic 

diagram of counterclockwise arc interpolation. 

X轴

Y轴

当前位置（起点）
(100,50)

目标位置（终点）
(150,100)

第二段 R=50

或

I=0，J=50

第一段 R=-50

或

I=50，J=0

 

Counterclockwise arc interpolation, where (150,100) in the above figure is the target position of the XY 

axis; arcs less than 180 degrees and greater than 180 degrees are generated using the IJ mode (circle 

center coordinate mode) and R mode (radius mode), respectively, with the target position unchanged. 

(1) the user needs to set a reasonable target position to ensure that the target arc path can be 

generated correctly; absolute position mode, when the specified arc interpolation axis target position is equal 
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to the current position, the generated is an integer circle; relative position mode, when the specified arc 

interpolation axis target position is equal to 0, the generated is an integer circle. 

2) There are two modes to choose from: IJ mode (circle center coordinate mode) and R mode (radius 

mode). 

(3) In IJ mode (circular coordinate mode), whether absolute position interpolation or relative position 

interpolation, IJK only represents the difference in the number of pulse outputs of circular coordinates in XYZ 

axis relative to the current position, all of which are offset values. 

(4) R mode (radius mode), the value of R is greater than or equal to 0, which means that it is an arc of 

less than or equal to 180 degrees; R value is less than 0, which means that it is an arc of greater than 180 

degrees; R mode (radius mode) can not generate the whole circle, because it is infinitely many solutions. 

(5) When interpolating circular arcs, the arc length should be greater than 20 pulses, otherwise an error 

is reported. 

(6) The maximum radius supported by circular interpolation is 8,000,000 pulses; in the default scale, 

that is, 4,000 mm. 

(7) When interpolating spirals, the number of pulses in the third axis should not be greater than the 

number of pulses corresponding to the arc length * 0.9, otherwise an error is reported. 

圆弧轴周长

平移轴高度

平移轴高度
——————
圆弧轴周长

 0.9

 

(8) When interpolating circular arcs (G02, G03), such as acceleration and deceleration times, etc., the 

master axis prevails.  

plane (flat surface) master axis 

XY X 

YZ Y 

ZX Z 

● Support circular interpolation, support switching XY, YZ, XZ planes and doing circular interpolation : 

X轴

Y轴

Z轴
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● Helix interpolation. To achieve helix interpolation, set a non-zero value in an axis that is not the current 

interpolation plane (the third axis). For example. 

XY planar arc interpolation, set Z=100, then it is helix interpolation. 

Z轴

X轴

Y轴

Z轴

Z轴

X轴

Y轴

 

4. Points to note. 

1) Interpolation parameters, such as acceleration and deceleration times, are based on the master axis: 

XY plane, based on the X-axis; YZ plane, based on the Y-axis; ZX plane, based on the Z-axis. 

2) Support multiple instruction forms; omit the X, Y, Z, F function word of the axis inherit the value of 

the previous interpolation instruction; IJK omission is 0, R can not be omitted. 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, XY plane 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, XY plane, Z-

axis as third axis 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, XY plane, 

R mode 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, XY plane, Z 

axis as third axis, R mode 

G02/G03 X_ I_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ I_ G02/G03 X_ R_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ R_ 

G02/G03 X_ I_ F_ g02/g03 x_ z_ i_ f_ G02/G03 X_ R_ F_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ R_ F_ 

G02/G03 X_ J_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ J_ G02/G03 Y_ R_ G02/G03 Y_ Z_ R_ 

G02/G03 X_ J_ F_ g02/g03 x_ z_ j_ f_ G02/G03 Y_ R_ F_ g02/g03 y_ z_ r_ f_ 

G02/G03 Y_ I_ G02/G03 Y_ Z_ I_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ R_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ Z_ R_ 

G02/G03 Y_ I_ F_ g02/g03 y_ z_ i_ f_ 
G02/G03 X_ Y_ R_ 

F_ 
g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ r_ f_ 

G02/G03 Y_ J_ G02/G03 Y_ Z_ J_ - - 

G02/G03 Y_ J_ F_ g02/g03 y_ z_ j_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 X_ I_ J_ g02/g03 x_ z_ i_ j_ - - 

g02/g03 x_ i_ j_ f_ g02/g03 x_ z_ i_ j_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 Y_ I_ J_ g02/g03 y_ z_ i_ j_ - - 

g02/g03 y_ i_ j_ f_ g02/g03 y_ z_ i_ j_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 X_ Y_ I_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ i_ - - 

g02/g03 x_ y_ i_ f_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ i_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 X_ Y_ J_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ j_ - - 

g02/g03 x_ y_ j_ f_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ j_ f_ - - 

g02/g03 x_ y_ i_ j_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ i_ j_ - - 

g02/g03 x_ y_ i_ j_ f_ 
g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ i_ j_ 

f_ 

- - 

 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, YZ plane 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, YZ plane, X-

axis as third axis 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, YZ plane, 

R mode 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, YZ plane, X-

axis as third axis, R mode 

G02/G03 Y_ J_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ J_ G02/G03 Y_ R_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ R_ 
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G02/G03 Y_ J_ F_ g02/g03 x_ y_ j_ f_ G02/G03 Y_ R_ F_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ R_ F_ 

G02/G03 Z_ K_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ K_ G02/G03 Z_ R_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ R_ 

G02/G03 Z_ K_ F_ g02/g03 x_ z_ k_ f_ G02/G03 Z_ R_ F_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ R_ F_ 

G02/G03 Y_ K_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ K_ G02/G03 Y_ Z_ R_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ Z_ R_ 

G02/G03 Y_ K_ F_ g02/g03 x_ y_ k_ f_ 
g02/g03 y_ z_ r_ 

f_ 
g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ r_ f_ 

G02/G03 Z_ J_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ J_ - - 

G02/G03 Z_ J_ F_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ J_ F - - 

G02/G03 Y_ J_ K_ g02/g03 x_ y_ j_ k_ - - 

g02/g03 y_ j_ k_ f_ g02/g03 x_ y_ j_ k_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 Z_ J_ K_ g02/g03 x_ z_ j_ k_ - - 

g02/g03 z_ j_ k_ f_ g02/g03 x_ z_ j_ k_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 Y_ Z_ J_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ j_ - - 

g02/g03 y_ z_ j_ f_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ j_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 Y_ Z_ K_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ Z_ K_ - - 

g02/g03 y_ z_ k_ f_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ k_ f_ - - 

g02/g03 y_ z_ j_ k_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ j_ k_ - - 

g02/g03 y_ z_ j_ k_ 

f_ 

g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ j_ k_ 

f_ 

- - 

 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, ZX plane 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, ZX plane, Y-

axis as third axis 

Two-axis circular 

interpolation, ZX plane, 

R mode 

Three-axis helix 

interpolation, ZX plane, Y 

axis as third axis, R mode 

G02/G03 X_ I_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ I_ G02/G03 X_ R_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ R_ 

G02/G03 X_ I_ F_ g02/g03 x_ y_ i_ f_ G02/G03 X_ R_ F_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ R_ F_ 

G02/G03 X_ K_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ K_ G02/G03 Z_ R_ G02/G03 Y_ Z_ R_ 

G02/G03 X_ K_ F_ g02/g03 x_ y_ k_ f_ G02/G03 Z_ R_ F_ g02/g03 y_ z_ r_ f_ 

G02/G03 Z_ I_ G02/G03 Y_ Z_ I_ G02/G03 X_ Z_ R_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ Z_ R_ 

G02/G03 Z_ I_ F_ g02/g03 y_ z_ i_ f_ 
G02/G03 X_ Z_ R_ 

F_ 
g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ r_ f_ 

G02/G03 Z_ K_ G02/G03 Y_ Z_ K_ - - 

G02/G03 Z_ K_ F_ g02/g03 y_ z_ k_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 X_ I_ K_ g02/g03 x_ y_ i_ k_ - - 

g02/g03 x_ i_ k_ f_ g02/g03 x_ y_ i_ k_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 Z_ I_ K_ g02/g03 y_ z_ i_ k_ - - 

g02/g03 z_ i_ k_ f_ g02/g03 y_ z_ i_ k_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 X_ Z_ I_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ i_ - - 

G02/G03 X_ Z_ I_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ i_ f_ - - 

G02/G03 X_ Z_ K_ G02/G03 X_ Y_ Z_ K_ - - 

g02/g03 x_ z_ k_ f_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ k_ f_ - - 

g02/g03 x_ z_ i_ k_ g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ i_ k_ - - 

g02/g03 x_ z_ i_ k_ 

f_ 

g02/g03 x_ y_ z_ i_ k_ 

f_ 

- - 
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(3) Conversion of mechanical and impulse units. 

The position function word (XYZ, IJK, etc.) uses a floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in 

mm) and an integer number to indicate the number of pulses. The speed function word (F, etc.) uses a 

floating point number to indicate a mechanical unit (in mm/min) and an integer number to indicate a 

frequency. As follows. 

 Floating point form integer form 

Position (XYZ) X100 means 100 (mm) 
XKK100 means 100PLS 

XDD100 means DD100PLS 

Speed (F) F60 means 60 (mm/min) 
FKK200 means 200Hz 

FRR200 means RR200Hz 

The conversion ratio is set according to the special register. a default 2000PLS, b default 1000um. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

SD6, SD7 SD106, SD107 SD206, SD207 
Number of pulses required to 

rotate the motor one revolution (A) 

SD8, SD9 SD108, SD109 SD208, SD209 
Distance of movement for one 

revolution of the motor (B) 

Mechanical position x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）
 = Number of pulses 

Mechanical speed x
𝐴（单圈脉冲数）×1000

𝐵（单圈距离）×60
 = Output frequency 

X100 means 100mm, after conversion 100 x 2000 x 1000/1000 = 200000 pulses. 

F60, which means 60mm/min, after conversion, 2000Hz output frequency. 

4) Acceleration and deceleration time can be set individually, and the range of acceleration and 

deceleration time is 10-5000ms. 

Parameters such as maximum speed, base speed, acceleration and deceleration times for the high-speed 

output axis are set individually for each axis. 

X-axis Y-axis Z-axis properties 

D8342, D8343 D8362, D8363 D8382, D8383 Maximum speed (Vmax) 

D8347 D8367 D8387 
Basal speed (start-up speed) 

(Vbias) 

D8348 D8368 D8388 Acceleration time (Vacc) 

D8349 D8369 D8389 Deceleration time (Vdec) 

5) The lowest frequency value that can actually be output, i.e. the lowest base frequency of the output, 

is calculated according to the following equation. 

Vmin=√
设定输出频率 Vset（Hz）

2×加减速时间 Tacc（ms）÷1000
 

5. Examples of procedures 
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As shown, enter the above G code to run out the graph on the right. 

 

indicates that in absolute position mode, the XY plane, relative to the current position, is executed 

sequentially 

High-speed positioning commands G00 to (2250mm, 1750mm), 

Draw the superior arc counterclockwise with the coordinates (-125mm, 75mm) as the center of the 

circle. 

High-speed positioning commands G00 to (2250mm, 1750mm), 

Draw the inferior arc counterclockwise with the coordinates (175mm, -100mm) as the center of the 

circle. 

 

Indicates that in relative position mode, YZ plane, XYZ performs helix interpolation relative to the current 

position. YZ circular interpolation, the end point is (500mm, 500mm) relative to the current position, and the 

circle center coordinates are (250mm, 250mm) relative to the current position. At the same time, the X-axis 
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is interpolated to 500mm relative to the current position. The interpolation speed is 6000mm/min. 

11.7.4 Delayed waiting  

1. Form of instruction 

Delay the set time before continuing with the next motion control command. 

G04 P_ Delayed waiting 

P delay time Delay time in ms 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

P M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

3. Description of functions and actions 

Delay the set time before executing the next instruction. Unit ms. Example. 

 

Indicates a delay of 1000ms. 

11.7.5 G90 absolute position mode, G91 relative position mode  

1. Form of instruction 

G90 absolute position modality  

 

G91 relative position modality  

2. Operations 

not 

3. Description of functions and actions 

The motion control subroutine "this run" means that after the SM300 enable flag is valid, it remains in 

the run state until the SM301 completion flag is turned on, indicating that the execution of this run is 

completed. If another motion control subroutine is called, the called program is also included in the scope of 

this run. A modal instruction that functions in this run remains in effect after it is enabled until execution is 

completed or is changed. 

After the motion control subroutine is enabled and started, it is executed in the default mode and will 

remain in effect if the current mode is not changed. 

G90 and G91 are modal commands and are mutually exclusive between modalities. When enabled, the 

current modal will remain in the current modal unless another modal is enabled. The default mode is in the 

XY plane, absolute position mode. 

11.7.6 G17, G18, G19 Directives  

1. Form of instruction 

Set the main plane of the current motion control coordinate system to XY plane, or ZX plane, or YZ 

plane, which is a modal command. It is mainly used for interpolation of circular arcs and spirals. 

Note: Immediate number type is displayed, e.g. P10 means P integer 10. 
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G17 Select XY plane modal command 

 

G18 Select ZX plane modal command 

 

G19 Select YZ plane modal command 

2. Operations 

not 

3. Description of functions and actions 

The motion control subroutine "this run" means that after the SM300 enable flag is valid, it remains in 

the run state until the SM301 completion flag is turned on, indicating that the execution of this run is 

completed. If another motion control subroutine is called, the called program is also included in the scope of 

this run. A modal instruction that functions in this run remains in effect after it is enabled until execution is 

completed or is changed. 

After the motion control subroutine is enabled and started, it is executed in the default mode and will 

remain in effect if the current mode is not changed. 

G17, G18, and G19 are modal commands, and the modalities are mutually exclusive. When enabled, the 

current modal will remain in the current modal unless another modal is enabled. The default mode is in the 

XY plane, absolute position mode. 

11.7.7 M Auxiliary Function Code  

1. Form of instruction 

Enables specific auxiliary functions. 

M00 - M99 Auxiliary Function Code 

11.7.8 M02, M30 auxiliary function codes  

1. Form of instruction 

Indicates the end of execution of the Oxxxx main program in the G-code subroutine, i.e., the end of 

execution of the G-code subroutine and the return to the main program or to the upper level caller. 

M02 Oxxxx End of main program 

 

M30 Oxxxx End of main program 

11.7.9 M98 Auxiliary Function Code  

1. Form of instruction 

Note: 1. M auxiliary function, range: 0-99; where M02, M30, M98, M99 have been defined, others are 

reserved. 

2. there can be more than one Oxxxx program in the G-code subroutine file, in the range of O0000-

O9999. the first Oxxxx program is the Oxxxx main program, the others are Oxxxx subroutines. the 

determination of the Oxxxx main program is only related to the position, not to Subroutine serial number. 

The default O1000 starts as the Oxxxx main program. 
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Calls the set Oxxxx subroutine a set number of times in succession. 

M98 P_L_ Oxxxx subroutine call 

P O Subroutine No. Subroutine serial numbers O000-O9999 called 

L Number of calls Number of calls to subroutines 

2. Operations 

parameters 
bit soft 

component 
word soft component immediate count 

P M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

L M SM D DD DE R RR RE SD SDD SDE K KK 

 

11.7.10 M99 Auxiliary Function Code  

1. Form of instruction 

The current Oxxxx subroutine completes execution and returns to the Oxxxx main program or to the 

previous calling level. 

M99 
The Oxxxx 

subroutine returns 
 

2. Examples 

 

In the G-code subroutine file, O1000 is the main program and O1001 is Subroutine.In the O1000 

program, O1001 is called using M98, omitting the number of calls L to indicate the default call of 1. The 

execution of the O1001 subroutine is completed and M99 returns. Return to O1000 to continue execution, 

and when execution is complete, M02 or M30 returns to the main program or to a higher calling level. 

11.7.11 Mxxxx component setting function code  

1. Form of instruction 

Places the M soft component. Used to interact with the main program or for logic control. 

M100 - M7679 
Auxiliary 

Function Code 
 

2. Examples 

Note: Soft components with gray underlining indicate supportable. Immediate number types are not shown, 

e.g. P10 means P integer 10. 

L can be omitted to indicate that it is called once by default. The current call count function is not available 

at the moment, it can only be called 1 time. 

Note: M-element reset function, range: 100-7679. 
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Indicates that after high-speed positioning, M300 is set and then circular interpolation is executed. 

11.7.12 S, T auxiliary function codes (to be developed)  

1. Form of instruction 

Set the speed of the master axis. 

S0.01 - S99999.99 
Master axis 

speed 
 

2. Form of instruction 

Select the tool to be used. 

T0 - T9999 Tool No.  

Only supports downloading on programs that do not perform this function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix I: Special Soft Component Assignment 

Table  

Real Axis SM Special Auxiliary Relay Assignment  

Axi

s 1 

Axi

s 2 

Axi

s 3 

Axi

s 4 
Y0 Y1 instructions 

SM

0 

SM

100 

SM

200 

SM

700 

SM

800 

SM

900 
Hard positive limit enable 

Note: Master axis speed, floating point number, unit: revolutions per minute (r/min), range: 0.01 ~ 

99999.99 (2 decimal places) (0, error reported); only supports download on the program, does not perform 

this function. 

Note: Tool number, range: 0 - 9999. 
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SM

1 

SM

101 

SM

201 

SM

701 

SM

801 

SM

901 
Hard negative limit enable 

SM

2 

SM

102 

SM

202 

SM

702 

SM

802 

SM

902 
Hard positive limit sensor level setting 

SM

3 

SM

103 

SM

203 

SM

703 

SM

803 

SM

903 

Hard negative limit sensor level 

setting 

SM

4 

SM

104 

SM

204 

SM

704 

SM

804 

SM

904 
Soft Positive Limit Enable 

SM

5 

SM

105 

SM

205 

SM

705 

SM

805 

SM

905 
Soft negative limit enable 

SM

6 

SM

106 

SM

206 

SM

706 

SM

806 

SM

906 
Hard positive limit state 

SM

7 

SM

107 

SM

207 

SM

707 

SM

807 

SM

907 
Hard negative limit state 

SM

8 

SM

108 

SM

208 

SM

708 

SM

808 

SM

908 
Soft positive limit state 

SM

9 

SM

109 

SM

209 

SM

709 

SM

809 

SM

909 
Soft negative limit state 

SM

10 

SM

110 

SM

210 

SM

710 

SM

810 

SM

910 
For Motion Control 

SM

11 

SM

111 

SM

211 

SM

711 

SM

811 

SM

911 
For Motion Control 

SM

12 

SM

112 

SM

212 

SM

712 

SM

812 

SM

912 
DRVZ origin return direction 

SM

13 

SM

113 

SM

213 

SM

713 

SM

813 

SM

913 
ZRN origin signal designation 

SM

14 

SM

114 

SM

214 

SM

714 

SM

814 

SM

914 
For Motion Control 

SM

15 

SM

115 

SM

215 

SM

715 

SM

815 

SM

915 
For Motion Control 

SM

16 

SM

116 

SM

216 

SM

716 

SM

816 

SM

916 
For Motion Control 

SM

17 

SM

117 

SM

217 

SM

717 

SM

817 

SM

917 
G01S curve enable 

SM

18 

SM

118 

SM

218 

SM

718 

SM

818 

SM

918 
DRVZ command enable 

SM

19 

SM

119 

SM

219 

SM

719 

SM

819 

SM

919 
Reverse compensation enable flag 

SM

20 

SM

120 

SM

220 

SM

720 

SM

820 

SM

920 
Continuous interpolation enable flag 

SM

21 

SM

121 

SM

221 

SM

721 

SM

821 

SM

921 
For Motion Control 

SM

22 

SM

122 

SM

222 

SM

722 

SM

822 

SM

922 
Motion superimposed status flag 
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SM

23 

SM

123 

SM

223 

SM

723 

SM

823 

SM

923 
For Motion Control 

SM

24 

SM

124 

SM

224 

SM

724 

SM

824 

SM

924 
For Motion Control 

SM

25 

SM

125 

SM

225 

SM

725 

SM

825 

SM

925 
For Motion Control 

SM

26 

SM

126 

SM

226 

SM

726 

SM

826 

SM

926 
For Motion Control 

SM

27 

SM

127 

SM

227 

SM

727 

SM

827 

SM

927 
For Motion Control 

SM

28 

SM

128 

SM

228 

SM

728 

SM

828 

SM

928 
For Motion Control 

SM

29 

SM

129 

SM

229 

SM

729 

SM

829 

SM

929 
For Motion Control 

SM

30 

SM

130 

SM

230 

SM

730 

SM

830 

SM

930 
For Motion Control 

SM

31 

SM

131 

SM

231 

SM

731 

SM

831 

SM

931 
For Motion Control 

SM

32 

SM

132 

SM

232 

SM

732 

SM

832 

SM

932 
For Motion Control 

SM

33 

SM

133 

SM

233 

SM

733 

SM

833 

SM

933 
For Motion Control 

SM

34 

SM

134 

SM

234 

SM

734 

SM

834 

SM

934 
For Motion Control 

SM

35 

SM

135 

SM

235 

SM

735 

SM

835 

SM

935 
For Motion Control 

SM

36 

SM

136 

SM

236 

SM

736 

SM

836 

SM

936 
For Motion Control 

SM

37 

SM

137 

SM

237 

SM

737 

SM

837 

SM

937 
For Motion Control 

SM

38 

SM

138 

SM

238 

SM

738 

SM

838 

SM

938 
For Motion Control 

SM

39 

SM

139 

SM

239 

SM

739 

SM

839 

SM

939 
For Motion Control 

SM

40 

SM

140 

SM

240 

SM

740 

SM

840 

SM

940 
For Motion Control 

SM

41 

SM

141 

SM

241 

SM

741 

SM

841 

SM

941 
For Motion Control 

SM

42 

SM

142 

SM

242 

SM

742 

SM

842 

SM

942 
For Motion Control 

SM

43 

SM

143 

SM

243 

SM

743 

SM

843 

SM

943 
For Motion Control 

SM

44 

SM

144 

SM

244 

SM

744 

SM

844 

SM

944 
For Motion Control 
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SM

45 

SM

145 

SM

245 

SM

745 

SM

845 

SM

945 
For Motion Control 

SM

46 

SM

146 

SM

246 

SM

746 

SM

846 

SM

946 
For Motion Control 

SM

47 

SM

147 

SM

247 

SM

747 

SM

847 

SM

947 
For Motion Control 

SM

48 

SM

148 

SM

248 

SM

748 

SM

848 

SM

948 
For Motion Control 

SM

49 

SM

149 

SM

249 

SM

749 

SM

849 

SM

949 
For Motion Control 

SM

50 

SM

150 

SM

250 

SM

750 

SM

850 

SM

950 
For Motion Control 

SM

51 

SM

151 

SM

251 

SM

751 

SM

851 

SM

951 
For Motion Control 

SM

52 

SM

152 

SM

252 

SM

752 

SM

852 

SM

952 
For Motion Control 

SM

53 

SM

153 

SM

253 

SM

753 

SM

853 

SM

953 
For Motion Control 

SM

54 

SM

154 

SM

254 

SM

754 

SM

854 

SM

954 
For Motion Control 

SM

55 

SM

155 

SM

255 

SM

755 

SM

855 

SM

955 
For Motion Control 

SM

56 

SM

156 

SM

256 

SM

756 

SM

856 

SM

956 
For Motion Control 

SM

57 

SM

157 

SM

257 

SM

757 

SM

857 

SM

957 
For Motion Control 

SM

58 

SM

158 

SM

258 

SM

758 

SM

858 

SM

958 
For Motion Control 

SM

59 

SM

159 

SM

259 

SM

759 

SM

859 

SM

959 
For Motion Control 

SM

60 

SM

160 

SM

260 

SM

760 

SM

860 

SM

960 
Electronic cam terminal activation 

SM

61 

SM

161 

SM

261 

SM

761 

SM

861 

SM

961 
For Motion Control 

SM

62 

SM

162 

SM

262 

SM

762 

SM

862 

SM

962 
For Motion Control 

SM

63 

SM

163 

SM

263 

SM

763 

SM

863 

SM

963 
For Motion Control 

SM

64 

SM

164 

SM

264 

SM

764 

SM

864 

SM

964 
For Motion Control 

SM

65 

SM

165 

SM

265 

SM

765 

SM

865 

SM

965 
For Motion Control 

SM

66 

SM

166 

SM

266 

SM

766 

SM

866 

SM

966 
For Motion Control 
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SM

67 

SM

167 

SM

267 

SM

767 

SM

867 

SM

967 
For Motion Control 

SM

68 

SM

168 

SM

268 

SM

768 

SM

868 

SM

968 
Electronic cam enable start position 

SM

69 

SM

169 

SM

269 

SM

769 

SM

869 

SM

969 
For Motion Control 

SM

70 

SM

170 

SM

270 

SM

770 

SM

870 

SM

970 

Electronic cam trigger mode selection:  

OFF: software trigger ON: hardware 

trigger 

SM

71 

SM

171 

SM

271 

SM

771 

SM

871 

SM

971 

Electronic cam input source selection  

OFF:Internal virtual connection 

ON:External input 

SM

72 

SM

172 

SM

272 

SM

772 

SM

872 

SM

972 

Electronic cam speed ratio calculation 

enable 

SM

73 

SM

173 

SM

273 

SM

773 

SM

873 

SM

973 
Electronic cam cycle enable 

SM

74 

SM

174 

SM

274 

SM

774 

SM

874 

SM

974 
For Motion Control 

SM

75 

SM

175 

SM

275 

SM

775 

SM

875 

SM

975 
Electronic cam delayed start 

SM

76 

SM

176 

SM

276 

SM

776 

SM

876 

SM

976 
For Motion Control 

SM

77 

SM

177 

SM

277 

SM

777 

SM

877 

SM

977 
For Motion Control 

SM

78 

SM

178 

SM

278 

SM

778 

SM

878 

SM

978 
Start electronic cam 

SM

79 

SM

179 

SM

279 

SM

779 

SM

879 

SM

979 

Electronic cam cycle completion flag 

bit 

SM

80 

SM

180 

SM

280 

SM

780 

SM

880 

SM

980 
Electronic cam stop sign 

SM

81 

SM

181 

SM

281 

SM

781 

SM

881 

SM

981 
Stop Mode Selection 

SM82 
Electronic cam key point modification 

completion mark 

SM

83 

SM

183 

SM

283 

SM

783 

SM

883 

SM

983 

Electronic cam key point modification 

mode 

SM

84 

SM

184 

SM

284 

SM

784 

SM

884 

SM

984 
For Motion Control 

SM

85 

SM

185 

SM

285 

SM

785 

SM

885 

SM

985 
For Motion Control 

SM

86 

SM

186 

SM

286 

SM

786 

SM

886 

SM

986 
For Motion Control 

SM

87 

SM

187 

SM

287 

SM

787 

SM

887 

SM

987 
For Motion Control 
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SM

88 

SM

188 

SM

288 

SM

788 

SM

888 

SM

988 
For Motion Control 

SM

89 

SM

189 

SM

289 

SM

789 

SM

889 

SM

989 

Electronic cam in operation flag/forced 

stop 

SM

90 

SM

190 

SM

290 

SM

790 

SM

890 

SM

990 
Motion control subroutine enable 

SM

91 

SM

191 

SM

291 

SM

791 

SM

891 

SM

991 

Motion control subroutine execution 

completed 

SM

92 

SM

192 

SM

292 

SM

792 

SM

892 

SM

992 
For Motion Control 

SM

93 

SM

193 

SM

293 

SM

793 

SM

893 

SM

993 
For Motion Control 

SM

94 

SM

194 

SM

294 

SM

794 

SM

894 

SM

994 
For Motion Control 

SM

95 

SM

195 

SM

295 

SM

795 

SM

895 

SM

995 
For Motion Control 

SM

96 

SM

196 

SM

296 

SM

796 

SM

896 

SM

996 
For Motion Control 

SM

97 

SM

197 

SM

297 

SM

797 

SM

897 

SM

997 
For Motion Control 

SM

98 

SM

198 

SM

298 

SM

798 

SM

898 

SM

998 
For Motion Control 

SM

99 

SM

199 

SM

299 

SM

799 

SM

899 

SM

999 
For Motion Control 

Real axis SD special register alposition  

Axi

s 1 

Axi

s 2 

Axi

s 3 

Axi

s 4 
Y0 Y1 instructions 

SD

0 

SD

100 

SD

200 

SD

700 

SD

800 

SD

900 
Positive limit port number 

SD

1 

SD

101 

SD

201 

SD

701 

SD

801 

SD

901 
Negative limit port number 

SD

2 

SD

102 

SD

202 

SD

702 

SD

802 

SD

902 
Soft limit positive limit 

SD

3 

SD

103 

SD

203 

SD

703 

SD

803 

SD

903 
Soft limit positive limit 

SD

4 

SD

104 

SD

204 

SD

704 

SD

804 

SD

904 
Soft limit negative limit 

SD

5 

SD

105 

SD

205 

SD

705 

SD

805 

SD

905 
Soft limit negative limit 

SD

6 

SD

106 

SD

206 

SD

706 

SD

806 

SD

906 

Number of pulses required for one 

revolution of the motor 

SD

7 

SD

107 

SD

207 

SD

707 

SD

807 

SD

907 

Number of pulses required for one 

revolution of the motor 
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SD

8 

SD

108 

SD

208 

SD

708 

SD

808 

SD

908 

Distance of one revolution of motor 

movement 

SD

9 

SD

109 

SD

209 

SD

709 

SD

809 

SD

909 

Distance of one revolution of motor 

movement 

SD

10 

SD

110 

SD

210 

SD

710 

SD

810 

SD

910 
G00 maximum speed 

SD

11 

SD

111 

SD

211 

SD

711 

SD

811 

SD

911 
G00 maximum speed 

SD

12 

SD

112 

SD

212 

SD

712 

SD

812 

SD

912 
G00 baseline speed 

SD

13 

SD

113 

SD

213 

SD

713 

SD

813 

SD

913 
G00 axis baseline speed 

SD

14 

SD

114 

SD

214 

SD

714 

SD

814 

SD

914 
Home return velocity 

SD

15 

SD

115 

SD

215 

SD

715 

SD

815 

SD

915 
Home return velocity 

SD

16 

SD

116 

SD

216 

SD

716 

SD

816 

SD

916 
For Motion Control 

SD

17 

SD

117 

SD

217 

SD

717 

SD

817 

SD

917 
For Motion Control 

SD

18 

SD

118 

SD

218 

SD

718 

SD

818 

SD

918 
For Motion Control 

SD

19 

SD

119 

SD

219 

SD

719 

SD

819 

SD

919 
For Motion Control 

SD

20 

SD

120 

SD

220 

SD

720 

SD

820 

SD

920 
G00 acceleration time 

SD

21 

SD

121 

SD

221 

SD

721 

SD

821 

SD

921 
G00 deceleration time 

SD

22 

SD

122 

SD

222 

SD

722 

SD

822 

SD

922 
For Motion Control 

SD

23 

SD

123 

SD

223 

SD

723 

SD

823 

SD

923 
For Motion Control 

SD

24 

SD

124 

SD

224 

SD

724 

SD

824 

SD

924 
For Motion Control 

SD

25 

SD

125 

SD

225 

SD

725 

SD

825 

SD

925 
For Motion Control 

SD

26 

SD

126 

SD

226 

SD

726 

SD

826 

SD

926 
Electrical zero position 

SD

27 

SD

127 

SD

227 

SD

727 

SD

827 

SD

927 
Electrical zero position 

SD

28 

SD

128 

SD

228 

SD

728 

SD

828 

SD

928 
Target position I 

SD

29 

SD

129 

SD

229 

SD

729 

SD

829 

SD

929 
Target position I 
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SD

30 

SD

130 

SD

230 

SD

730 

SD

830 

SD

930 
Operating speed Ⅰ 

SD

31 

SD

131 

SD

231 

SD

731 

SD

831 

SD

931 
Operating speed Ⅰ 

SD

32 

SD

132 

SD

232 

SD

732 

SD

832 

SD

932 
Target position II 

SD

33 

SD

133 

SD

233 

SD

733 

SD

833 

SD

933 
Target position II 

SD

34 

SD

134 

SD

234 

SD

734 

SD

834 

SD

934 
Operating speed II 

SD

35 

SD

135 

SD

235 

SD

735 

SD

835 

SD

935 
Operating speed II 

SD

36 

SD

136 

SD

236 

SD

736 

SD

836 

SD

936 
Current Position (PLS) 

SD

37 

SD

137 

SD

237 

SD

737 

SD

837 

SD

937 
Current Position (PLS) 

SD

38 

SD

138 

SD

238 

SD

738 

SD

838 

SD

938 
Current speed (PPS) 

SD

39 

SD

139 

SD

239 

SD

739 

SD

839 

SD

939 
Current speed (PPS) 

SD

40 

SD

140 

SD

240 

SD

740 

SD

840 

SD

940 
Current position (mm) 

SD

41 

SD

141 

SD

241 

SD

741 

SD

841 

SD

941 
Current position (mm) 

SD

42 

SD

142 

SD

242 

SD

742 

SD

842 

SD

942 
Current speed (mm/min) 

SD

43 

SD

143 

SD

243 

SD

743 

SD

843 

SD

943 
Current speed (mm/min) 

SD

44 

SD

144 

SD

244 

SD

744 

SD

844 

SD

944 
Electron Gear Molecule 

SD

45 

SD

145 

SD

245 

SD

745 

SD

845 

SD

945 
Electronic gear denominator 

SD

46 

SD

146 

SD

246 

SD

746 

SD

846 

SD

946 
Current input frequency 

SD

47 

SD

147 

SD

247 

SD

747 

SD

847 

SD

947 
Current input frequency 

SD

48 

SD

148 

SD

248 

SD

748 

SD

848 

SD

948 

Electronic cams accumulate the 

number of input pulses 

SD

49 

SD

149 

SD

249 

SD

749 

SD

849 

SD

949 

Electronic cams accumulate the 

number of input pulses 

SD

50 

SD

150 

SD

250 

SD

750 

SD

850 

SD

950 
Offset compensation value 

SD

51 

SD

151 

SD

251 

SD

751 

SD

851 

SD

951 
Offset compensation value 
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SD

52 

SD

152 

SD

252 

SD

752 

SD

852 

SD

952 

Compensation value for offset of 

circular coordinates 

SD

53 

SD

153 

SD

253 

SD

753 

SD

853 

SD

953 

Compensation value for offset of 

circular coordinates 

SD

54 

SD

154 

SD

254 

SD

754 

SD

854 

SD

954 
For Motion Control 

SD

55 

SD

155 

SD

255 

SD

755 

SD

855 

SD

955 
For Motion Control 

SD

56 

SD

156 

SD

256 

SD

756 

SD

856 

SD

956 
Pulse input value counting 

SD

57 

SD

157 

SD

257 

SD

757 

SD

857 

SD

957 
Pulse input value counting 

SD

58 

SD

158 

SD

258 

SD

758 

SD

858 

SD

958 
For Motion Control 

SD

59 

SD

159 

SD

259 

SD

759 

SD

859 

SD

959 
For Motion Control 

SD

60 

SD

160 

SD

260 

SD

760 

SD

860 

SD

960 

Encoder input setting, fixed to 

quadrature 

SD

61 

SD

161 

SD

261 

SD

761 

SD

861 

SD

961 
Pulse output setting 

SD

62 

SD

162 

SD

262 

SD

762 

SD

862 

SD

962 
For Motion Control 

SD

63 

SD

163 

SD

263 

SD

763 

SD

863 

SD

963 
For Motion Control 

SD

64 

SD

164 

SD

264 

SD

764 

SD

864 

SD

964 
Zero return mode selection 

SD

65 

SD

165 

SD

265 

SD

765 

SD

865 

SD

965 

Return to zero wait time, default 1000 

(ms) 

SD

66 

SD

166 

SD

266 

SD

766 

SD

866 

SD

966 
For Motion Control 

SD

67 

SD

167 

SD

267 

SD

767 

SD

867 

SD

967 
For Motion Control 

SD

68 

SD

168 

SD

268 

SD

768 

SD

868 

SD

968 
Electronic cam enable start position 

SD

69 

SD

169 

SD

269 

SD

769 

SD

869 

SD

969 
Electronic cam enable start position 

SD

70 

SD

170 

SD

270 

SD

770 

SD

870 

SD

970 
Electronic cam form settings 

SD

71 

SD

171 

SD

271 

SD

771 

SD

871 

SD

971 

Electronic cam input axis number 

setting 

SD

72 

SD

172 

SD

272 

SD

772 

SD

872 

SD

972 

Number of off-cycle executions of 

electronic cams 

SD

73 

SD

173 

SD

273 

SD

773 

SD

873 

SD

973 
Electronic cam slave scaling 
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SD

74 

SD

174 

SD

274 

SD

774 

SD

874 

SD

974 
Maximum speed ratio (floating point) 

SD

75 

SD

175 

SD

275 

SD

775 

SD

875 

SD

975 
Maximum speed ratio (floating point) 

SD

76 

SD

176 

SD

276 

SD

776 

SD

876 

SD

976 
Minimum speed ratio (floating point) 

SD

77 

SD

177 

SD

277 

SD

777 

SD

877 

SD

977 
Minimum speed ratio (floating point) 

SD

78 

SD

178 

SD

278 

SD

778 

SD

878 

SD

978 

Number of electronic cam delay start 

pulses 

SD

79 

SD

179 

SD

279 

SD

779 

SD

879 

SD

979 

Number of electronic cam delay start 

pulses 

SD

80 

SD

180 

SD

280 

SD

780 

SD

880 

SD

980 
For Motion Control 

SD

81 

SD

181 

SD

281 

SD

781 

SD

881 

SD

981 

Number of cycles executed by 

electronic cams 

SD

82 

SD

182 

SD

282 

SD

782 

SD

882 

SD

982 

Number of cycles executed by 

electronic cams 

SD

83 

SD

183 

SD

283 

SD

783 

SD

883 

SD

983 
For Motion Control 

SD

84 

SD

184 

SD

284 

SD

784 
SD884 SD984 

Electronic cam direction selection 

setting 

SD

85 

SD

185 

SD

285 

SD

785 

SD

885 

SD

985 
Electronic cam master axis cycle length 

SD

86 

SD

186 

SD

286 

SD

786 

SD

886 

SD

986 
Electronic cam master axis cycle length 

SD

87 

SD

187 

SD

287 

SD

787 

SD

887 

SD

987 
Control period (default 500) (us) 

SD

88 

SD

188 

SD

288 

SD

788 

SD

888 

SD

988 

Real-time control cycle time monitoring 

s(us) 

SD

89 

SD

189 

SD

289 

SD

789 

SD

889 

SD

989 

Maximum control cycle time monitoring 

(us) 

SD

90 

SD

190 

SD

290 

SD

790 

SD

890 

SD

990 

Motion control subroutine marker 

setting 

SD

91 

SD

191 

SD

291 

SD

791 

SD

891 

SD

991 
(internal use) 

SD

92 

SD

192 

SD

292 

SD

792 

SD

892 

SD

992 
(internal use) 

SD

93 

SD

193 

SD

293 

SD

793 

SD

893 

SD

993 
(internal use) 

SD

94 

SD

194 

SD

294 

SD

794 

SD

894 

SD

994 
For Motion Control 

SD

95 

SD

195 

SD

295 

SD

795 

SD

895 

SD

995 
For Motion Control 
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SD

96 

SD

196 

SD

296 

SD

796 

SD

896 

SD

996 
For Motion Control 

SD

97 

SD

197 

SD

297 

SD

797 

SD

897 

SD

997 
For Motion Control 

SD

98 

SD

198 

SD

298 

SD

798 

SD

898 

SD

998 
For Motion Control 

SD

99 

SD

199 

SD

299 

SD

799 

SD

899 

SD

999 
For Motion Control 
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Virtual axisS state relay assignment  

The underlined part is not available at this time. 

Axis 7 Axis 8 Axis 9 Axis 10 instructions 

S3000 S3100 S3200 S3300 Hard positive limit enable 

S3001 S3101 S3201 S3301 Hard negative limit enable 

S3002 S3102 S3202 S3302 Hard positive limit sensor level setting 

S3003 S3103 S3203 S3303 Hard negative limit sensor level setting 

S3004 S3104 S3204 S3304 Soft Positive Limit Enable 

S3005 S3105 S3205 S3305 Soft negative limit enable 

S3006 S3106 S3206 S3306 Hard positive limit state 

S3007 S3107 S3207 S3307 Hard negative limit state 

S3008 S3108 S3208 S3308 Soft positive limit state 

S3009 S3109 S3209 S3309 Soft negative limit state 

S3010 S3110 S3210 S3310 For Motion Control 

S3011 S3111 S3211 S3311 For Motion Control 

S3012 S3112 S3212 S3312 DRVZ origin return direction 

S3013 S3113 S3213 S3313 ZRN origin signal designation 

S3014 S3114 S3214 S3314 For Motion Control 

S3015 S3115 S3215 S3315 For Motion Control 

S3016 S3116 S3216 S3316 For Motion Control 

S3017 S3117 S3217 S3317 G01S curve enable 

S3018 S3118 S3218 S3318 DRVZ command enable 

S3019 S3119 S3219 S3319 Reverse compensation enable flag 

S3020 S3120 S3220 S3320 Continuous interpolation enable flag 

S3021 S3121 S3221 S3321 For Motion Control 

S3022 S3122 S3222 S3322 Motion superimposed status flag 

S3023 S3123 S3223 S3323 For Motion Control 

S3024 S3124 S3224 S3324 For Motion Control 

S3025 S3125 S3225 S3325 For Motion Control 

S3026 S3126 S3226 S3326 For Motion Control 

S3027 S3127 S3227 S3327 For Motion Control 

S3028 S3128 S3228 S3328 For Motion Control 

S3029 S3129 S3229 S3329 For Motion Control 

S3030 S3130 S3230 S3330 For Motion Control 

S3031 S3131 S3231 S3331 For Motion Control 

S3032 S3132 S3232 S3332 For Motion Control 

S3033 S3133 S3233 S3333 For Motion Control 

S3034 S3134 S3234 S3334 For Motion Control 

S3035 S3135 S3235 S3335 For Motion Control 

S3036 S3136 S3236 S3336 For Motion Control 

S3037 S3137 S3237 S3337 For Motion Control 

S3038 S3138 S3238 S3338 For Motion Control 
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S3039 S3139 S3239 S3339 For Motion Control 

S3040 S3140 S3240 S3340 For Motion Control 

S3041 S3141 S3241 S3341 For Motion Control 

S3042 S3142 S3242 S3342 For Motion Control 

S3043 S3143 S3243 S3343 For Motion Control 

S3044 S3144 S3244 S3344 For Motion Control 

S3045 S3145 S3245 S3345 For Motion Control 

S3046 S3146 S3246 S3346 For Motion Control 

S3047 S3147 S3247 S3347 For Motion Control 

S3048 S3148 S3248 S3348 For Motion Control 

S3049 S3149 S3249 S3349 For Motion Control 

S3050 S3150 S3250 S3350 For Motion Control 

S3051 S3151 S3251 S3351 For Motion Control 

S3052 S3152 S3252 S3352 For Motion Control 

S3053 S3153 S3253 S3353 For Motion Control 

S3054 S3154 S3254 S3354 For Motion Control 

S3055 S3155 S3255 S3355 For Motion Control 

S3056 S3156 S3256 S3356 For Motion Control 

S3057 S3157 S3257 S3357 For Motion Control 

S3058 S3158 S3258 S3358 For Motion Control 

S3059 S3159 S3259 S3359 For Motion Control 

S3060 S3160 S3260 S3360 Electronic cam terminal activation 

S3061 S3161 S3261 S3361 For Motion Control 

S3062 S3162 S3262 S3362 For Motion Control 

S3063 S3163 S3263 S3363 For Motion Control 

S3064 S3164 S3264 S3364 For Motion Control 

S3065 S3165 S3265 S3365 For Motion Control 

S3066 S3166 S3266 S3366 For Motion Control 

S3067 S3167 S3267 S3367 For Motion Control 

S3068 S3168 S3268 S3368 Electronic cam enable start position 

S3069 S3169 S3269 S3369 For Motion Control 

S3070 S3170 S3270 S3370 
Electronic cam trigger mode selection:  

OFF: software trigger ON: hardware trigger 

S3071 S3171 S3271 S3371 
Electronic cam input source selection  

OFF:Internal virtual connection ON:External input 

S3072 S3172 S3272 S3372 Electronic cam speed ratio calculation enable 

S3073 S3173 S3273 S3373 Electronic cam cycle enable 

S3074 S3174 S3274 S3374 For Motion Control 

S3075 S3175 S3275 S3375 Electronic cam delayed start 

S3076 S3176 S3276 S3376 For Motion Control 

S3077 S3177 S3277 S3377 For Motion Control 
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S3078 S3178 S3278 S3378 Start electronic cam 

S3079 S3179 S3279 S3379 Electronic cam cycle completion flag bit 

S3080 S3180 S3280 S3380 Electronic cam stop sign 

S3081 S3181 S3281 S3381 Stop Mode Selection 

SM82   Electronic cam key point modification completion mark 

S3083 S3183 S3283 S3383 Electronic cam key point modification mode 

S3084 S3184 S3284 S3384 For Motion Control 

S3085 S3185 S3285 S3385 For Motion Control 

S3086 S3186 S3286 S3386 For Motion Control 

S3087 S3187 S3287 S3387 For Motion Control 

S3088 S3188 S3288 S3388 For Motion Control 

S3089 S3189 S3289 S3389 Electronic cam in operation flag/forced stop 

S3090 S3190 S3290 S3390 Motion control subroutine enable 

S3091 S3191 S3291 S3391 Motion control subroutine execution completed 

S3092 S3192 S3292 S3392 For Motion Control 

S3093 S3193 S3293 S3393 For Motion Control 

S3094 S3194 S3294 S3394 For Motion Control 

S3095 S3195 S3295 S3395 For Motion Control 

S3096 S3196 S3296 S3396 For Motion Control 

S3097 S3197 S3297 S3397 For Motion Control 

S3098 S3198 S3298 S3398 For Motion Control 

S3099 S3199 S3299 S3399 For Motion Control 
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Virtual axisR register alposition  

The underlined part is not available at this time. 

Axis 7 Axis 8 Axis 9 
Axis 

10 
instructions 

R3000

0 

R3010

0 

R3020

0 

R3030

0 
Positive limit port number 

R3000

1 

R3010

1 

R3020

1 

R3030

1 
Negative limit port number 

R3000

2 

R3010

2 

R3020

2 

R3030

2 
Soft limit positive limit 

R3000

3 

R3010

3 

R3020

3 

R3030

3 
Soft limit positive limit 

R3000

4 

R3010

4 

R3020

4 

R3030

4 
Soft limit negative limit 

R3000

5 

R3010

5 

R3020

5 

R3030

5 
Soft limit negative limit 

R3000

6 

R3010

6 

R3020

6 

R3030

6 

Number of pulses required for one revolution of the 

motor 

R3000

7 

R3010

7 

R3020

7 

R3030

7 

Number of pulses required for one revolution of the 

motor 

R3000

8 

R3010

8 

R3020

8 

R3030

8 
Distance of one revolution of motor movement 

R3000

9 

R3010

9 

R3020

9 

R3030

9 
Distance of one revolution of motor movement 

R3001

0 

R3011

0 

R3021

0 

R3031

0 
G00 maximum speed 

R3001

1 

R3011

1 

R3021

1 

R3031

1 
G00 maximum speed 

R3001

2 

R3011

2 

R3021

2 

R3031

2 
G00 baseline speed 

R3001

3 

R3011

3 

R3021

3 

R3031

3 
G00 axis baseline speed 

R3001

4 

R3011

4 

R3021

4 

R3031

4 
Home return velocity 

R3001

5 

R3011

5 

R3021

5 

R3031

5 
Home return velocity 

R3001

6 

R3011

6 

R3021

6 

R3031

6 
For Motion Control 

R3001

7 

R3011

7 

R3021

7 

R3031

7 
For Motion Control 

R3001

8 

R3011

8 

R3021

8 

R3031

8 
For Motion Control 
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R3001

9 

R3011

9 

R3021

9 

R3031

9 
For Motion Control 

R3002

0 

R3012

0 

R3022

0 

R3032

0 
G00 acceleration time 

R3002

1 

R3012

1 

R3022

1 

R3032

1 
G00 deceleration time 

R3002

2 

R3012

2 

R3022

2 

R3032

2 
For Motion Control 

R3002

3 

R3012

3 

R3022

3 

R3032

3 
For Motion Control 

R3002

4 

R3012

4 

R3022

4 

R3032

4 
For Motion Control 

R3002

5 

R3012

5 

R3022

5 

R3032

5 
For Motion Control 

R3002

6 

R3012

6 

R3022

6 

R3032

6 
Electrical zero position 

R3002

7 

R3012

7 

R3022

7 

R3032

7 
Electrical zero position 

R3002

8 

R3012

8 

R3022

8 

R3032

8 
Target position I 

R3002

9 

R3012

9 

R3022

9 

R3032

9 
Target position I 

R3003

0 

R3013

0 

R3023

0 

R3033

0 
Operating speed Ⅰ 

R3003

1 

R3013

1 

R3023

1 

R3033

1 
Operating speed Ⅰ 

R3003

2 

R3013

2 

R3023

2 

R3033

2 
Target position II 

R3003

3 

R3013

3 

R3023

3 

R3033

3 
Target position II 

R3003

4 

R3013

4 

R3023

4 

R3033

4 
Operating speed II 

R3003

5 

R3013

5 

R3023

5 

R3033

5 
Operating speed II 

R3003

6 

R3013

6 

R3023

6 

R3033

6 
Current Position (PLS) 

R3003

7 

R3013

7 

R3023

7 

R3033

7 
Current Position (PLS) 

R3003

8 

R3013

8 

R3023

8 

R3033

8 
Current speed (PPS) 

R3003

9 

R3013

9 

R3023

9 

R3033

9 
Current speed (PPS) 
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R3004

0 

R3014

0 

R3024

0 

R3034

0 
Current position (mm) 

R3004

1 

R3014

1 

R3024

1 

R3034

1 
Current position (mm) 

R3004

2 

R3014

2 

R3024

2 

R3034

2 
Current speed (mm/min) 

R3004

3 

R3014

3 

R3024

3 

R3034

3 
Current speed (mm/min) 

R3004

4 

R3014

4 

R3024

4 

R3034

4 
Electron Gear Molecule 

R3004

5 

R3014

5 

R3024

5 

R3034

5 
Electronic gear denominator 

R3004

6 

R3014

6 

R3024

6 

R3034

6 
Current input frequency 

R3004

7 

R3014

7 

R3024

7 

R3034

7 
Current input frequency 

R3004

8 

R3014

8 

R3024

8 

R3034

8 

Electronic cams accumulate the number of input 

pulses 

R3004

9 

R3014

9 

R3024

9 

R3034

9 

Electronic cams accumulate the number of input 

pulses 

R3005

0 

R3015

0 

R3025

0 

R3035

0 
Offset compensation value 

R3005

1 

R3015

1 

R3025

1 

R3035

1 
Offset compensation value 

R3005

2 

R3015

2 

R3025

2 

R3035

2 
Compensation value for offset of circular coordinates 

R3005

3 

R3015

3 

R3025

3 

R3035

3 
Compensation value for offset of circular coordinates 

R3005

4 

R3015

4 

R3025

4 

R3035

4 
For Motion Control 

R3005

5 

R3015

5 

R3025

5 

R3035

5 
For Motion Control 

R3005

6 

R3015

6 

R3025

6 

R3035

6 
Pulse input value counting 

R3005

7 

R3015

7 

R3025

7 

R3035

7 
Pulse input value counting 

R3005

8 

R3015

8 

R3025

8 

R3035

8 
For Motion Control 

R3005

9 

R3015

9 

R3025

9 

R3035

9 
For Motion Control 

R3006

0 

R3016

0 

R3026

0 

R3036

0 
Encoder input setting, fixed to quadrature 
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R3006

1 

R3016

1 

R3026

1 

R3036

1 
Pulse output setting 

R3006

2 

R3016

2 

R3026

2 

R3036

2 
For Motion Control 

R3006

3 

R3016

3 

R3026

3 

R3036

3 
For Motion Control 

R3006

4 

R3016

4 

R3026

4 

R3036

4 
Zero return mode selection 

R3006

5 

R3016

5 

R3026

5 

R3036

5 
Return to zero wait time, default 1000 (ms) 

R3006

6 

R3016

6 

R3026

6 

R3036

6 
For Motion Control 

R3006

7 

R3016

7 

R3026

7 

R3036

7 
For Motion Control 

R3006

8 

R3016

8 

R3026

8 

R3036

8 
Electronic cam enable start position 

R3006

9 

R3016

9 

R3026

9 

R3036

9 
Electronic cam enable start position 

R3007

0 

R3017

0 

R3027

0 

R3037

0 
Electronic cam form settings 

R3007

1 

R3017

1 

R3027

1 

R3037

1 
Electronic cam input axis number setting 

R3007

2 

R3017

2 

R3027

2 

R3037

2 
Number of off-cycle executions of electronic cams 

R3007

3 

R3017

3 

R3027

3 

R3037

3 
Electronic cam slave scaling 

R3007

4 

R3017

4 

R3027

4 

R3037

4 
Maximum speed ratio (floating point) 

R3007

5 

R3017

5 

R3027

5 

R3037

5 
Maximum speed ratio (floating point) 

R3007

6 

R3017

6 

R3027

6 

R3037

6 
Minimum speed ratio (floating point) 

R3007

7 

R3017

7 

R3027

7 

R3037

7 
Minimum speed ratio (floating point) 

R3007

8 

R3017

8 

R3027

8 

R3037

8 
Number of electronic cam delay start pulses 

R3007

9 

R3017

9 

R3027

9 

R3037

9 
Number of electronic cam delay start pulses 

R3008

0 

R3018

0 

R3028

0 

R3038

0 
For Motion Control 

R3008

1 

R3018

1 

R3028

1 

R3038

1 
Number of cycles executed by electronic cams 
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R3008

2 

R3018

2 

R3028

2 

R3038

2 
Number of cycles executed by electronic cams 

R3008

3 

R3018

3 

R3028

3 

R3038

3 
For Motion Control 

R3008

4 

R3018

4 

R3028

4 

R3038

4 
Electronic cam direction selection setting 

R3008

5 

R3018

5 

R3028

5 

R3038

5 
Electronic cam master axis cycle length 

R3008

6 

R3018

6 

R3028

6 

R3038

6 
Electronic cam master axis cycle length 

R3008

7 

R3018

7 

R3028

7 

R3038

7 
Control period (default 500) (us) 

R3008

8 

R3018

8 

R3028

8 

R3038

8 
Real-time control cycle time monitoring s(us) 

R3008

9 

R3018

9 

R3028

9 

R3038

9 
Maximum control cycle time monitoring (us) 

R3009

0 

R3019

0 

R3029

0 

R3039

0 
Motion control subroutine marker setting 

R3009

1 

R3019

1 

R3029

1 

R3039

1 
(internal use) 

R3009

2 

R3019

2 

R3029

2 

R3039

2 
(internal use) 

R3009

3 

R3019

3 

R3029

3 

R3039

3 
(internal use) 

R3009

4 

R3019

4 

R3029

4 

R3039

4 
For Motion Control 

R3009

5 

R3019

5 

R3029

5 

R3039

5 
For Motion Control 

R3009

6 

R3019

6 

R3029

6 

R3039

6 
For Motion Control 

R3009

7 

R3019

7 

R3029

7 

R3039

7 
For Motion Control 

R3009

8 

R3019

8 

R3029

8 

R3039

8 
For Motion Control 

R3009

9 

R3019

9 

R3029

9 

R3039

9 
For Motion Control 

 

M8000 flag bit, D8000 register assignment  

M 

components 
Component Function 

Compon

ent D 
Component Function 

M8000 Program running status D8000 Program monitoring timer 

M8001 M8000 Status Inversion D8001 ARM version 

M8002 Program start status D8002 Maximum user program capacity 
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M8003 M8002 Status Inversion D8003 Maximum user data capacity 

M8004 Monitoring PLC system errors D8004 Wrong BCD values for M8060~M8067 

M8005 System retention D8005 Current value of BCD for battery voltage 

M8006 System retention D8006 Detection value for low battery voltage 

M8007 System retention D8007 Number of times to save M8007 actions 

M8008 System retention D8008 AC power loss detection time (ms) 

M8009 System retention D8009 Error displaying axis number 

M8010 System retention D8010 Current scan time 

M8011 10ms oscillating clock D8011 Scan time minimum (0.1ms) 

M8012 100ms oscillating clock D8012 Scan time maximum (0.1ms) 

M8013 1s oscillating clock D8013 Real Time Clock Seconds 

M8014 1 minute oscillating clock D8014 Real-time clock minutes 

M8015 Clock stop and preset D8015 real time clock 

M8016 Clock reading display stops D8016 Real Time Clock Day 

M8017 ±30 seconds correction D8017 Real Time Clock Month 

M8018 System retention D8018 Real Time Clock Year 

M8019 Real-time clock RTC error D8019 Real Time Clock Week 

M8020 operator's zero symbol D8020 X0~X7 Universal input filter constants 

M8021 arithmetic debit sign D8021 X0~X7 High-speed input filter constants 

M8022 Operational rounding flags D8022 FPGA version number (lower 16 bits) 

M8023 System retention D8023 FPGA version number (high 16 bits) 

M8024 
Direction of the BMOV 

instruction 
D8024 Library file version 

M8025 System retention D8025 Hardware version 

M8026 System retention D8026 System retention 

M8027 System retention D8027 Temperature of ARM 

M8028 System retention D8028 System retention 

M8029 
Multi-cycle instruction 

execution complete 
D8029 System retention 

M8030 System retention D8030 ADC0 reads the value 

M8031 System retention D8031 ADC1 reads the value 

M8032 System retention D8032 Low ladder execution count 

M8033 
No change in soft component 

status 
D8033 High number of ladder executions 

M8034 All PLC outputs are OFF D8034 Filter value of ADC0 

M8035 System retention D8035 Filter value of ADC1 

M8036 System retention D8036 System retention 

M8037 System retention D8037 System retention 

M8038 System retention D8038 System retention 

M8039 System retention D8039 System retention 

M8040 System retention D8040 System retention 

M8041 System retention D8041 System retention 

M8042 System retention D8042 System retention 
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M8043 System retention D8043 System retention 

M8044 System retention D8044 System retention 

M8045 System retention D8045 System retention 

M8046 System retention D8046 System retention 

M8047 System retention D8047 System retention 

M8048 System retention D8048 System retention 

M8049 Signal alarm active D8049 System retention 

M8050 I00□(X0) Interrupt disable D8050 CPU unique id 

M8051 I10□(X1) interrupt disable D8051 CPU unique id 

M8052 I20□(X2) interrupt disable D8052 CPU unique id 

M8053 I30□(X3) interrupt disable D8053 CPU unique id 

M8054 I40□(X4) interrupt disable D8054 CPU unique id 

M8055 System retention D8055 CPU unique id 

M8056 
Drive I6□□□ (timing 0) interrupt 

disable 
D8056 CPU flashsize 

M8057 
Drive I7□□□ (Timing 1) 

interrupt disable 
D8057 CPU flashsize 

M8058 
Drive I8□□□ (timing 2) interrupt 

disable 
D8058 CPU unique id checksum 

M8059 System retention D8059 AD sampling values at power-up 

M8060 I/O composition error D8060 I/O error start address number 

M8061 PLC hardware error D8061 PLC hardware error code serial number 

M8062 PLC communication error D8062 PLC communication error codes 

M8063 Online/communication errors D8063 Parallel Online Error Codes 

M8064 Parameter error D8064 Parameter Error Codes 

M8065 grammatical error D8065 Syntax error in the code 

M8066 Loop error D8066 Loop error code 

M8067 arithmetic error D8067 Code for arithmetic errors 

M8068 Operational error latching D8068 
Step number of the latching error 

procedure 

M8069 System error flag D8069 Error step number of M8065~M8067 

M8070 System retention D8070 System retention 

M8071 System retention D8071 System retention 

M8072 System retention D8072 System retention 

M8073 System retention D8073 System retention 

M8074 System retention D8074 System retention 

M8075 System retention D8075 System retention 

M8076 System retention D8076 System retention 

M8077 System retention D8077 System retention 

M8078 System retention D8078 System retention 

M8079 System retention D8079 System retention 

M8080 System retention D8080 System retention 

M8081 System retention D8081 System retention 
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M8082 System retention D8082 System retention 

M8083 System retention D8083 System retention 

M8084 System retention D8084 System retention 

M8085 System retention D8085 System retention 

M8086 System retention D8086 System retention 

M8087 System retention D8087 System retention 

M8088 System retention D8088 System retention 

M8089 System retention D8089 System retention 

M8090 System retention D8090 System retention 

M8091 System retention D8091 System retention 

M8092 System retention D8092 System retention 

M8093 System retention D8093 System retention 

M8094 System retention D8094 System retention 

M8095 System retention D8095 System retention 

M8096 System retention D8096 System retention 

M8097 System retention D8097 System retention 

M8098 System retention D8098 System retention 

M8099 System retention D8099 System retention 

M8100 System retention D8100 System retention 

M8101 System retention D8101 System retention 

M8102 System retention D8102 System retention 

M8103 System retention D8103 System retention 

M8104 System retention D8104 System retention 

M8105 System retention D8105 System retention 

M8106 System retention D8106 Internal occupancy 

M8107 System retention D8107 Internal occupancy 

M8108 System retention D8108 Internal occupancy 

M8109 System retention D8109 Internal occupancy 

M8110 System retention D8110 COM0 communication format setting 

M8111 System retention D8111 
COM0 communication station number 

setting 

M8112 System retention D8112 COM0 communication format setting 

M8113 System retention D8113 System retention 

M8114 System retention D8114 System retention 

M8115 System retention D8115 System retention 

M8116 System retention D8116 COM0 communication protocol setting 

M8117 System retention D8117 System retention 

M8118 System retention D8118 
Modbus communication error station 

number 

M8119 System retention D8119 
Communication timeout time judgment 

(100ms) 

M8120 System retention D8120 COM1 communication format setting 
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M8121 System retention D8121 
COM1 communication station number 

setting 

M8122 
Modbus execution status/RS 

transmit flag 
D8122 

COM1 communication format setting/RS 

transmission residual 

M8123 System retention D8123 System retention 

M8124 System retention D8124 System retention 

M8125 System retention D8125 System retention 

M8126 System retention D8126 COM1 communication protocol setting 

M8127 System retention D8127 System retention 

M8128 System retention D8128 System retention 

M8129 System retention D8129 
COM1 communication timeout time 

judgment (100ms) 

M8130 System retention D8130 System retention 

M8131 System retention D8131 System retention 

M8132 System retention D8132 System retention 

M8133 System retention D8133 System retention 

M8134 System retention D8134 System retention 

M8135 System retention D8135 System retention 

M8136 System retention D8136 System retention 

M8137 System retention D8137 System retention 

M8138 System retention D8138 System retention 

M8139 System retention D8139 System retention 

M8140 System retention D8140 System retention 

M8141 System retention D8141 System retention 

M8142 System retention D8142 System retention 

M8143 System retention D8143 System retention 

M8144 System retention D8144 System retention 

M8145 System retention D8145 System retention 

M8146 System retention D8146 System retention 

M8147 System retention D8147 System retention 

M8148 System retention D8148 System retention 

M8149 System retention D8149 System retention 

M8150 Probe 1, Enable D8150 Probe 1, Mode Setting 

M8151 Probe 1, Status D8151 Probe 1, latch position low 

M8152 System retention D8152 Probe 1, latch position high 

M8153 Probe 2, Enable D8153 Probe 2, mode setting 

M8154 Probe 2, Status D8154 Probe 2, latch position low 

M8155 System retention D8155 Probe 2, latch position high 

M8156 Probe 3, Enable D8156 Probe 3, Mode Setting 

M8157 Probe 3, Status D8157 Probe 3, latch position low 

M8158 System retention D8158 Probe 3, latch position high 

M8159 System retention D8159 System retention 

M8160 SWAP function of (XCH) D8160 System retention 
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M8161 8/16-bit processing mode D8161 System retention 

M8162 System retention D8162 Probe 1, latching phase deviation low 

M8163 
BINDA output character 

switching flag 
D8163 Probe 1, latching phase deviation high 

M8164 System retention D8164 Probe 2, latching phase deviation low 

M8165 System retention D8165 Probe 2, latching phase deviation high 

M8166 System retention D8166 Probe 3, latching phase deviation low 

M8167 System retention D8167 Probe 3, latching phase deviation high 

M8168 System retention D8168 System retention 

M8169 System retention D8169 System retention 

M8170 System retention D8170 System retention 

M8171 System retention D8171 System retention 

M8172 System retention D8172 System retention 

M8173 System retention D8173 System retention 

M8174 System retention D8174 System retention 

M8175 System retention D8175 System retention 

M8176 System retention D8176 System retention 

M8177 System retention D8177 System retention 

M8178 System retention D8178 System retention 

M8179 System retention D8179 System retention 

M8180 System retention D8180 System retention 

M8181 System retention D8181 System retention 

M8182 System retention D8182 Z1 register 

M8183 System retention D8183 V1 register 

M8184 System retention D8184 Z2 register 

M8185 System retention D8185 V2 Register 

M8186 System retention D8186 Z3 register 

M8187 System retention D8187 V3 register 

M8188 System retention D8188 Z4 register 

M8189 System retention D8189 V4 register 

M8190 System retention D8190 Z5 register 

M8191 System retention D8191 V5 register 

M8192 System retention D8192 Z6 register 

M8193 System retention D8193 V6 register 

M8194 System retention D8194 Z7 register 

M8195 System retention D8195 V7 register 

M8196 System retention D8196 System retention 

M8197 System retention D8197 System retention 

M8198 System retention D8198 System retention 

M8199 System retention D8199 System retention 

M8200 System retention D8200 ARMux version 

M8201 System retention D8201 System retention 

M8202 System retention D8202 System retention 
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M8203 System retention D8203 System retention 

M8204 System retention D8204 System retention 

M8205 System retention D8205 System retention 

M8206 System retention D8206 System retention 

M8207 System retention D8207 System retention 

M8208 System retention D8208 System retention 

M8209 System retention D8209 System retention 

M8210 System retention D8210 System retention 

M8211 System retention D8211 System retention 

M8212 System retention D8212 System retention 

M8213 System retention D8213 System retention 

M8214 System retention D8214 System retention 

M8215 System retention D8215 System retention 

M8216 System retention D8216 System retention 

M8217 System retention D8217 System retention 

M8218 System retention D8218 System retention 

M8219 System retention D8219 System retention 

M8220 System retention D8220 System retention 

M8221 System retention D8221 System retention 

M8222 System retention D8222 System retention 

M8223 System retention D8223 System retention 

M8224 System retention D8224 System retention 

M8225 System retention D8225 System retention 

M8226 System retention D8226 System retention 

M8227 System retention D8227 System retention 

M8228 System retention D8228 System retention 

M8229 System retention D8229 System retention 

M8230 System retention D8230 System retention 

M8231 System retention D8231 System retention 

M8232 System retention D8232 System retention 

M8233 System retention D8233 System retention 

M8234 System retention D8234 System retention 

M8235 
C235 high-speed counter 

direction control 
D8235 System retention 

M8236 
C236 high-speed counter 

direction control 
D8236 System retention 

M8237 
C237 high-speed counter 

direction control 
D8237 System retention 

M8238 System retention D8238 System retention 

M8239 System retention D8239 System retention 

M8240 System retention D8240 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8241 System retention D8241 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8242 System retention D8242 CAN function occupied, not available 
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M8243 System retention D8243 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8244 System retention D8244 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8245 System retention D8245 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8246 System retention D8246 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8247 System retention D8247 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8248 System retention D8248 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8249 System retention D8249 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8250 System retention D8250 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8251 System retention D8251 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8252 System retention D8252 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8253 System retention D8253 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8254 System retention D8254 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8255 System retention D8255 CAN function occupied, not available 

M8256 System retention D8256 System retention 

M8257 System retention D8257 System retention 

M8258 System retention D8258 System retention 

M8259 System retention D8259 System retention 

M8260 modbus master switching D8260 COM2 communication format setting 

M8261 System retention D8261 
COM2 communication station number 

setting 

M8262 
com2-Modbus execution 

status/RS send flag 
D8262 

COM2 communication format setting/RS 

transfer residual 

M8263 System retention D8263 System retention 

M8264 System retention D8264 System retention 

M8265 System retention D8265 System retention 

M8266 System retention D8266 COM2 communication protocol setting 

M8267 System retention D8267 System retention 

M8268 System retention D8268 System retention 

M8269 System retention D8269 
COM2 communication timeout time 

judgment (100ms) 

M8270 System retention D8270 System retention 

M8271 System retention D8271 System retention 

M8272 System retention D8272 System retention 

M8273 System retention D8273 System retention 

M8274 System retention D8274 System retention 

M8275 System retention D8275 System retention 

M8276 System retention D8276 System retention 

M8277 System retention D8277 System retention 

M8278 System retention D8278 System retention 

M8279 System retention D8279 System retention 

M8280 CAN protocol switch flag D8280 The CAN effective protocol shows 

M8281 System retention D8281 System retention 

M8282 System retention D8282 CanLink Heartbeat 
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M8283 
Effective CAN online monitoring 

address 
D8283 CAN online monitoring start address 

M8284 Setting the CAN address D8284 CAN address setting / display address 

M8285 Set baud rate D8285 Baud Rate Display 

M8286 System retention D8286 CANlink baud rate setting 

M8287 System retention D8287 
CANOpen configuration error station 

number 

M8288 System retention D8288 CANOpen configuration error number 

M8289 System retention D8289 CAN bus error 

M8290 System retention D8290 CAN receive error 

M8291 System retention D8291 System retention 

M8292 System retention D8292 System retention 

M8293 System retention D8293 System retention 

M8294 System retention D8294 System retention 

M8295 System retention D8295 System retention 

M8296 Device address error D8296 System retention 

M8297 System retention D8297 System retention 

M8298 System retention D8298 System retention 

M8299 System retention D8299 System retention 

M8300 System retention D8300 System retention 

M8301 System retention D8301 System retention 

M8302 System retention D8302 System retention 

M8303 System retention D8303 System retention 

M8304 Zero Flag D8304 System retention 

M8305 System retention D8305 System retention 

M8306 rounding sign D8306 System retention 

M8307 System retention D8307 System retention 

M8308 System retention D8308 System retention 

M8309 rounding sign D8309 System retention 

M8310 System retention D8310 (RND) random number low 16 bits 

M8311 System retention D8311 (RND) Random Number High 16 bits 

M8312 rounding sign D8312 System retention 

M8313 System retention D8313 System retention 

M8314 System retention D8314 System retention 

M8315 rounding sign D8315 System retention 

M8316 System retention D8316 System retention 

M8317 System retention D8317 System retention 

M8318 rounding sign D8318 System retention 

M8319 System retention D8319 System retention 

M8320 rounding sign D8320 System retention 

M8321 System retention D8321 System retention 

M8322 System retention D8322 System retention 

M8323 rounding sign D8323 System retention 
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M8324 System retention D8324 System retention 

M8325 System retention D8325 System retention 

M8326 rounding sign D8326 System retention 

M8327 System retention D8327 System retention 

M8328 System retention D8328 System retention 

M8329 rounding sign D8329 System retention 

M8330 rounding sign D8330 System retention 

M8331 System retention D8331 System retention 

M8332 System retention D8332 System retention 

M8333 rounding sign D8333 System retention 

M8334 System retention D8334 System retention 

M8335 System retention D8335 System retention 

M8336 rounding sign D8336 System retention 

M8337 System retention D8337 System retention 

M8338 System retention D8338 System retention 

M8339 rounding sign D8339 System retention 

M8340 Monitoring in Y300 pulse output D8340 
Y300 current value register (PLS, low 16 

bits) 

M8341 Y300 clear signal output is valid D8341 
Y300 Current Value Register (PLS, high 

16 bits) 

M8342 
Y300 origin return direction 

designation 
D8342 Y300 maximum speed (Hz, low 16 bits) 

M8343 Y300 positive rotation limit D8343 Y300 maximum speed (Hz, high 16 bits) 

M8344 Y300 reversal limit D8344 
Y300 home return speed (Hz, low 16 

bits) 

M8345 
Y300 near point signal logic 

reversal 
D8345 

Y300 home return speed (Hz, high 16 

bits) 

M8346 Y300 Zero signal logic reversal D8346 Y300 crawling speed (Hz) 

M8347 
Y300S curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable 
D8347 Y300 base speed (Hz) 

M8348 
Y300 reserves the current 

position flag after returning to zero 
D8348 Y300 acceleration time (ms) 

M8349 Y300 pulse output stop sign D8349 Y300 deceleration time (ms) 

M8350 

Y300 acceleration and 

deceleration time setting and pulse 

change are valid 

D8350 Y300 Zeroing Soft Component Number 

M8351 System retention D8351 Y300S curve filter value 

M8352 
Y300 output completion 

interrupt enable 
D8352 System retention 

M8353 
Y300 acceleration time 

modification enable 
D8353 System retention 

M8354 Y300 abnormal end flag bit D8354 System retention 
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M8355 
Y300PLSV2 instruction 

acceleration in progress 
D8355 System retention 

M8356 
Y300PLSV2 command 

deceleration in progress 
D8356 

Y300 current value real time register 

(PLS, low 16 bits) 

M8357 
Y300 allows for deceleration 

reversal 
D8357 

Y300 current value real time register 

(PLS, high 16 bits) 

M8358 System retention D8358 System retention 

M8359 System retention D8359 System retention 

M8360 Monitoring in Y304 pulse output D8360 
Y304 Current Value Register (PLS, low 

16 bits) 

M8361 
Y304 Clear signal output is 

valid 
D8361 

Y304 Current Value Register (PLS, high 

16 bits) 

M8362 
Y304 origin return direction 

designation 
D8362 Y304 maximum speed (Hz, low 16 bits) 

M8363 Y304 positive rotation limit D8363 Y304 maximum speed (Hz, high 16 bits) 

M8364 Y304 reversal limit D8364 
Y304 Home return speed (Hz, low 16 

bits) 

M8365 
Y304 near point signal logic 

inversion 
D8365 

Y304 home return speed (Hz, high 16 

bits) 

M8366 Y304 Zero signal logic reversal D8366 Y304 crawling speed (Hz) 

M8367 
Y304S curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable 
D8367 Y304 Substrate speed (Hz) 

M8368 
Y304 reserves the current 

position flag after returning to zero 
D8368 Y304 acceleration time (ms) 

M8369 Y304 pulse output stop sign D8369 Y304 deceleration time (ms) 

M8370 

Y304 acceleration/deceleration 

time setting and pulse change are 

valid 

D8370 Y304 Zeroing Soft Component Number 

M8371 System retention D8371 Y304S curve filter value 

M8372 
Y304 output completion 

interrupt enable 
D8372 System retention 

M8373 
Y304 Acceleration Time 

Modification Enable 
D8373 System retention 

M8374 Y304 abnormal end flag bit D8374 System retention 

M8375 
Y304PLSV2 instruction 

acceleration in progress 
D8375 System retention 

M8376 
Y304PLSV2 command 

deceleration in progress 
D8376 

Y304 Current Value Real Time Register 

(PLS, low 16 bits) 

M8377 
Y304 allows for deceleration 

reversal 
D8377 

Y304 Current Value Real Time Register 

(PLS, high 16 bits) 

M8378 System retention D8378 System retention 

M8379 System retention D8379 System retention 
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M8380 Monitoring in Y310 pulse output D8380 
Y310 Current Value Register (PLS, low 

16 bits) 

M8381 
Y310 Clear signal output valid 

flag 
D8381 

Y310 Current Value Register (PLS, high 

16 bits) 

M8382 
Y310 origin return direction 

designation 
D8382 Y310 maximum speed (Hz, low 16 bits) 

M8383 Y310 positive rotation limit D8383 Y310 maximum speed (Hz, high 16 bits) 

M8384 Y310 reversal limit D8384 
Y310 home return speed (Hz, low 16 

bits) 

M8385 
Y310 near point signal logic 

inversion 
D8385 

Y310 home return speed (Hz, high 16 

bits) 

M8386 
Y310 Zero Signal Logic 

Reversal 
D8386 Y310 crawling speed (Hz) 

M8387 
Y310S curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable 
D8387 Y310 basal velocity (Hz) 

M8388 
Y310 reserves the current 

position flag after returning to zero 
D8388 Y310 acceleration time (ms) 

M8389 Y310 pulse output stop flag D8389 Y310 deceleration time (ms) 

M8390 

Y310 acceleration and 

deceleration time setting and pulse 

change are valid 

D8390 Y310 Zeroing Soft Component Number 

M8391 System retention D8391 Y310S curve filter value 

M8392 
Y310 output completion 

interrupt enable 
D8392 System retention 

M8393 
Y310 Acceleration Time 

Modification Enable 
D8393 System retention 

M8394 Y310 abnormal end flag bit D8394 System retention 

M8395 
Y310PLSV2 instruction 

acceleration in progress 
D8395 System retention 

M8396 
Y310PLSV2 command 

deceleration in progress 
D8396 

Y310 Current Value Real Time Register 

(PLS, low 16 bits) 

M8397 
Y310 allows for deceleration 

reversal 
D8397 

Y310 Current Value Real Time Register 

(PLS, high 16 bits) 

M8398 System retention D8398 System retention 

M8399 System retention D8399 System retention 

M8400 Monitoring in Y314 pulse output D8400 
Y314 Current Value Register (PLS, low 

16 bits) 

M8401 
Y314 Clear signal number 

output valid flag 
D8401 

Y314 Current Value Register (PLS, high 

16 bits) 

M8402 
Y314 origin return direction 

designation 
D8402 Y314 maximum speed (Hz, low 16 bits) 

M8403 Y314 positive rotation limit D8403 Y314 maximum speed (Hz, high 16 bits) 
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M8404 Y314 reversal limit D8404 
Y314 Home return speed (Hz, low 16 

bits) 

M8405 
Y314 near point signal logic 

inversion 
D8405 

Y314 home return speed (Hz, high 16 

bits) 

M8406 
Y314 Zero Signal Logic 

Reversal 
D8406 Y314 crawling speed (Hz) 

M8407 
Y314S curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable 
D8407 Y314 basal velocity (Hz) 

M8408 
Y314 reserves the current 

position flag after returning to zero 
D8408 Y314 acceleration time (ms) 

M8409 Y314 pulse output stop flag D8409 Y314 deceleration time (ms) 

M8410 

Y314 acceleration and 

deceleration time setting and pulse 

change are valid 

D8410 Y314 Zeroing Soft Component Number 

M8411 System retention D8411 Y314S curve filter value 

M8412 
Y314 output completion 

interrupt enable 
D8412 System retention 

M8413 
Y314 Acceleration Time 

Modification Enable 
D8413 System retention 

M8414 Y314 abnormal end flag bit D8414 System retention 

M8415 
Y314PLSV2 instruction 

acceleration in progress 
D8415 System retention 

M8416 
Y314PLSV2 command 

deceleration in progress 
D8416 

Y314 Current Value Real Time Register 

(PLS, low 16 bits) 

M8417 
Y314 allows for deceleration 

reversal 
D8417 

Y314 Current Value Real Time Register 

(PLS, high 16 bits) 

M8418 System retention D8418 System retention 

M8419 System retention D8419 System retention 

M8420 Monitoring in Y0 pulse output D8420 
Y0 current value register (PLS, low 16 

bits) 

M8421 Y0 clear signal output valid flag D8421 
Y0 current value register (PLS, high 16 

bits) 

M8422 
Y0 origin return direction 

designation 
D8422 Y0 maximum speed (Hz, low 16 bits) 

M8423 Y0 positive rotation limit D8423 Y0 maximum speed (Hz, high 16 bits) 

M8424 Y0 reversal limit D8424 Y0 home return speed (Hz, low 16 bits) 

M8425 
Y0 near-point signal logic 

inversion 
D8425 Y0 home return speed (Hz, high 16 bits) 

M8426 Y0 zero signal logic reversal D8426 Y0 crawling speed (Hz) 

M8427 
Y0S curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable 
D8427 Y0 basal velocity (Hz) 

M8428 
Y0 returns to zero and reserves 

the current position flag 
D8428 Y0 acceleration time (ms) 
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M8429 Y0 pulse output stop flag D8429 Y0 deceleration time (ms) 

M8430 

Y0 acceleration/deceleration 

time setting and pulse change are 

valid 

D8430 Y0 Zeroing Soft Component Number 

M8431 System retention D8431 Y0S curve filtered value 

M8432 
Y0 output completion interrupt 

enable 
D8432 System retention 

M8433 
Y0 acceleration time 

modification enable 
D8433 System retention 

M8434 Y0 abnormal end flag bit D8434 System retention 

M8435 
Y0PLSV2 instruction 

acceleration in progress 
D8435 System retention 

M8436 
Y0PLSV2 command 

deceleration in progress 
D8436 

Y0 current value real time register (PLS, 

low 16 bits) 

M8437 
Y0 allows for deceleration 

reversal 
D8437 

Y0 current value real time register (PLS, 

high 16 bits) 

M8438 System retention D8438 System retention 

M8439 System retention D8439 System retention 

M8440 Monitoring in Y1 pulse output D8440 
Y1 current value register (PLS, low 16 

bits) 

M8441 Y1 clear signal output is valid D8441 
Y1 current value register (PLS, high 16 

bits) 

M8442 
Y1 origin return direction 

designation 
D8442 Y1 maximum speed (Hz, low 16 bits) 

M8443 Y1 positive rotation limit D8443 Y1 maximum speed (Hz, high 16 bits) 

M8444 Y1 reversal limit D8444 Y1 home return speed (Hz, low 16 bits) 

M8445 
Y1 near-point signal logic 

inversion 
D8445 

Y1 home return velocity (Hz, high 16 

bits) 

M8446 Y1 zero signal logic reversal D8446 Y1 crawling speed (Hz) 

M8447 
Y1S curve 

acceleration/deceleration enable 
D8447 Y1 basal velocity (Hz) 

M8448 
Y1 reserves the current position 

flag after returning to zero 
D8448 Y1 acceleration time (ms) 

M8449 Y1 pulse output stop flag D8449 Y1 deceleration time (ms) 

M8450 

Y1 acceleration/deceleration 

time setting and pulse change are 

valid 

D8450 Y1 Zeroing soft component number 

M8451 System retention D8451 Y1S curve filtered value 

M8452 
Y1 output completion interrupt 

enable 
D8452 System retention 

M8453 
Y1 acceleration time 

modification enable 
D8453 System retention 

M8454 Y1 abnormal end flag bit D8454 System retention 
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M8455 
Y1PLSV2 instruction 

acceleration in progress 
D8455 System retention 

M8456 
Y1PLSV2 command 

deceleration in progress 
D8456 

Y1 current value real time register (PLS, 

low 16 bits) 

M8457 
Y1 allows for deceleration 

reversal 
D8457 

Y1 current value real time register (PLS, 

high 16 bits) 

M8458 System retention D8458 System retention 

M8459 System retention D8459 System retention 

M8460 System retention D8460 System retention 

M8461 System retention D8461 System retention 

M8462 System retention D8462 System retention 

M8463 System retention D8463 System retention 

M8464 System retention D8464 System retention 

M8465 System retention D8465 System retention 

M8466 System retention D8466 System retention 

M8467 System retention D8467 System retention 

M8468 System retention D8468 System retention 

M8469 System retention D8469 System retention 

M8470 System retention D8470 System retention 

M8471 System retention D8471 System retention 

M8472 System retention D8472 System retention 

M8473 System retention D8473 System retention 

M8474 System retention D8474 System retention 

M8475 System retention D8475 System retention 

M8476 System retention D8476 System retention 

M8477 System retention D8477 System retention 

M8478 System retention D8478 System retention 

M8479 System retention D8479 System retention 

M8480 System retention D8480 System retention 

M8481 System retention D8481 System retention 

M8482 System retention D8482 System retention 

M8483 System retention D8483 System retention 

M8484 System retention D8484 System retention 

M8485 System retention D8485 System retention 

M8486 System retention D8486 System retention 

M8487 System retention D8487 System retention 

M8488 System retention D8488 System retention 

M8489 System retention D8489 System retention 

M8490 System retention D8490 System retention 

M8491 System retention D8491 System retention 

M8492 System retention D8492 System retention 

M8493 System retention D8493 System retention 

M8494 System retention D8494 System retention 
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M8495 System retention D8495 System retention 

M8496 System retention D8496 System retention 

M8497 System retention D8497 System retention 

M8498 System retention D8498 System retention 

M8499 System retention D8499 System retention 

M8500 System retention D8500 
Maximum speed when Y0-Yn positioning 

instruction is executed (lower 16 bits) 

M8501 System retention D8501 

Maximum speed during Y0-Yn 

positioning instruction execution (high 16 

bits) 

M8502 System retention D8502 
Y0-Yn basal velocity at positioning 

execution 

M8503 System retention D8503 
Y0-Yn acceleration and deceleration 

time during positioning execution 

M8504 System retention D8504 System retention 

M8505 System retention D8505 System retention 

M8506 System retention D8506 System retention 

M8507 System retention D8507 System retention 

M8508 System retention D8508 System retention 

M8509 System retention D8509 System retention 

M8510 System retention D8510 System retention 

M8511 System retention D8511 System retention 

Appendix II: Common failure causes and treatment methods  

System error code D8061  

error 

code 

Error 

indicating content 

wrong 

time action 
Possible causes cure 

6101 
Hardware 

SRAM Failure 

stop 

running 
SRAM chip corruption 

Checking the SRAM chip 

and circuitry 

6106 
Hardware 

SPIFLASH failure 

stop 

running 

SPI_FLASH chip 

damaged 

Check SPI_FLASH chip 

and circuit 

6107 
System IO 

setting error 

stop 

running 
- - 

6108 
FPGA loading 

faults 

stop 

running 
- - 

6109 
FPGA version 

failure 

stop 

running 

Wrong type of CPLD 

chip or damaged 

Checking the CPLD chip 

and circuit 

6110 
Hardware 

Ethernet error 

stop 

running 

Ethernet module 

damaged or not installed 

Checking the Ethernet 

module and circuitry 

6119 
Hardware 

capacitor failure 

stop 

running 

1、The 

supercapacitor is not 

fully charged after more 

than 1 minute of power-

up time 

1、Check if the super 

capacitor is normal 

2. Disconnect the power 

again and connect the power 
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2, the first connected 

USB communication 

cable at this time the 

CPU has been running 

but the power supply is 

not connected, after 1 

minute the voltage at 

both ends of the 

capacitor is not fully 

charged 

supply before connecting the 

USB communication cable. 

6120 

File system 

initialization 

failure 

stop 

running 

File system mount 

SPI_FLASH failed 

1、Try to re-power if it 

solves 

2、Upgrade any ladder 

with U disk 

3. Reburn the .VEICHI file 

4. Formatting SPI_FLASH 

using command code 

5. Check the SRAM (u20) 

chip circuit 

6121 
FPGA file 

exception 

stop 

running 

CPLD upgrade file 

exception (boot13 

causes the problem) 

1, re-use the U disk or the 

upper computer to upgrade 

the CPLD base layer 

6122 
FLASH 

operation error 

stop 

running 

Incorrect write 

operation to the address 

of FLASH 

Repowering and feedback 

to the manufacturer 

6180 
RAM memory 

request error 

stop 

running 

1. The defined fixed 

memory is requested to 

be used up 

2、Other 

abnormalities lead to 

Repowering and feedback 

to the manufacturer 

6181 
FLASH 

read/write error 

stop 

running 
- - 

16100 
Hardware 

EEPROM failure 

stop 

running 

EEPROM chip 

damage 

Checking the EEPROM chip 

and circuit 

16101 
Hardware 

422 Failure 

stop 

running 
- - 

16102 
Hardware 

COM1 failure 

stop 

running 
- - 

16103 
Hardware 

COM2 Failure 

stop 

running 
- - 

16104 
Hardware AD 

Failure 

stop 

running 

Analog input 

misconfiguration 

I wouldn't report this to 

the police at this time. 

16105 
Hardware 

clock failure 

stop 

running 
RTC chip damaged 

Check the RTC circuit and 

chip 
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16110 
IO module 

search failed 

stop 

running 

IO module 

communication CRC 

checksum error 5 times 

in a row 

Check the connection of 

the controller to the IO 

expansion module 

16111 

IO module 

receives three 

consecutive ID 

number errors 

stop 

running 

The read ID does not 

match the returned ID 4 

times in a row 

Checking the IO expansion 

module 

16112 

IO module 

master receives 

CRC checksum 

error three times 

in a row 

stop 

running 
- - 

16113 

IO module 

reports three 

consecutive slave 

errors 

stop 

running 

IO module reports 

error 4 times in a row 

Checking the IO expansion 

module 

16114 
IO module 

slave dropped 

stop 

running 

Slave has not 

responded to data for 2S 

consecutive 

Check the connection of 

the controller to the IO 

expansion module 

16115 
IO module 

slave type error 

stop 

running 

Unsupported IO 

expansion modules 

Check if the underlying 

version supports 

System error code D8062  

error 

code 

Error indicating 

content 

wrong 

time action 

Possible causes cure 

16200 
Ethernet 

configuration error 

Continue 

running 

Ethernet data error 

sent from the host 

computer 

1. Redownload the program. 

2. Check if the upper 

version is supported. 

16201 

Ethernet 

processing 

mechanism 

exception 

Continue 

running 

Ethernet port sends 

too much data no idle for 

1S continuously 

1. Reduce the amount of 

data sent by Ethernet 

16260 

Wrong 

mechanical unit 

setting value (see 

D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

Continue 

running 
- - 

16261 

Wrong 

electronic gear ratio 

setting (see D8009 

for specific axis 

errors) 

Continue 

running 

Electronic gear 

denominator SDx45 is less 

than or equal to 0 

Set SDx45 correctly 

16262 
Used a cam 

table that was not 

Continue 

running 

SDx70 cam table 

selected without 
Set SDx70 correctly 
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configured in the 

background (see 

D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

16263 

External input 

master axis not 

selected for 

electronic cam (see 

D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

Continue 

running 

SDx71 master axis 

selected for unsupported 

master axis 

Set the SDx71 setting 

correctly 

16264 

Electronic cam 

slave speed is too 

large and exceeds 

the maximum 

allowable output 

speed (see D8009 

for specific axis 

errors) 

The 

master axis 

continues to 

run and the 

slave axis is 

automatically 

uncoupled 

and stopped. 

1. The logical position 

of the slave axis was 

changed during cam 

coupling. 

2. The cam key point 

is not set properly 

resulting in too much 

variation in the slave 

pulse. 

3. The instantaneous 

cam curve when using the 

K99999 immediate effect 

command does not 

dovetail well. 

1. Do not change the logical 

position of the slave axis during 

the coupling process. 

2. Set reasonable key point 

data. 

3. Ensure that the curve can 

be properly articulated before 

using the immediate effect 

command. 

16265 

Lower sync limit 

greater than upper 

sync limit (see 

D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

Continue 

running 

The key point to write 

to, where the latter point 

master axis position is less 

than or equal to the 

former point master axis 

position. 

Check that the key point 

master axis positions written 

are incremented sequentially. 

16266 

Illegal master 

axis key points, 

excessive master 

axis position 

deviation (see 

D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

The 

master axis 

continues to 

run and the 

slave axis is 

automatically 

uncoupled 

and stopped. 

Excessive change in 

master axis position. (The 

master axis position 

corresponding to the slave 

axis was modified during 

cam coupling) 

Whether the corresponding 

master axis position is modified 

during cam coupling 

16267 

Wrong number 

of delayed start 

pulses set (see 

D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

Continue 

running 

SDx78 delayed start 

pulse count greater than 

1,000,000 

Set SDx78 to a value less 

than 1000000 
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16268 

Cam key point 

write command, 

key point value 

illegal (see D8009 

for specific axis 

error) 

Continue 

running 

1. Parameters not 

supported by the DCAMWR 

and DCAMRD instructions. 

2. The master axis 

position of the key point 

written after a point is 

greater than the master 

axis position of the 

previous point. 

3. The point at the 

moment of single data 

modification is less than 

the point already 

executed. 

4. Full point modifies 

the first point to have a 

major or minor axis 

position that is not 0. 

Check if the data of the key 

point modification instruction is 

correct according to the possible 

causes generated. 

16269 

The cam is 

encrypted and does 

not allow the 

command to read 

keypoint data (see 

D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

Continue 

running 
- - 

16270 

Electronic cam 

slave scaling error 

(see D8009 for 

specific axis errors) 

Continue 

running 

SDx73 scaling slave 

axis less than or equal to 0 

Set SDx73 to a value 

greater than 0 

16271 

Electronic cam 

configuration unit 

error (see D8009 

for specific axis 

errors) 

Continue 

running 
- - 

16272 

Modification 

unsuccessful in e-

cam run (see 

D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

Continue 

running 
- - 

16273 

Repeated use of 

electronic cam 

modification 

commands (see 

Continue 

running 
- - 
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D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

16274 

Number of non-

cycles exceeds 

maximum (see 

D8009 for specific 

axis errors) 

Continue 

running 

SDx72 acyclic number 

greater than 255 

Set SDx72 to a value less 

than or equal to 255 

16275 

Unreasonable 

flying shear data 

(see D8009 for 

specific axis errors) 

Continue 

running 

1. The flying shear 

synchronization length 

multiplied by the 

compensation factor is 

greater than the master 

axis or slave axis length. 

2. The compensation 

factor is less than 0.8 or 

more than 1.2. 

3. The length of the 

synchronization area is 

less than or equal to 0. 

4. K10014 master axis 

length is less than the 

master axis 

synchronization zone 

length. 

 

Set reasonable flying shear 

parameters 

16276 

Unreasonable 

flying shear data 

(see D8009 for 

specific axis errors) 

- - - 

16278 

Improper 

orientation settings 

(see D8009 for 

specific axis errors) 

Slave axis 

does not 

follow the 

operation 

1. SDx84 set to a 

value greater than or 

equal to 4 

2. When SDx84 is set 

to 0 or 2, the master axis 

shows negative motion 

after cam coupling. 

3. When SDx84 is set 

to 1 or 3, positive motion 

occurs in the master axis 

after cam coupling. 

1. Set the SDx84 to the 

correct value. 

2, such as the use of 

external encoder for master axis 

may lead to alarm due to 

encoder jitter. (Can be ignored) 

16279 

Error in speed 

ratio calculation 

(see D8009 for 

specific axis errors) 

Continue 

running 

1. When using SMx72 

to calculate the speed 

ratio, SMx78 is ON 

Disconnect the cam coupling 

and then perform the calculation 
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16280 

Electronic cam 

Flash encoding data 

error 

Continue 

running 

Error in the data sent 

from the upper computer 

Verify the host and 

underlying software version 

16281 

The 

retrospective shear 

return factor is not 

set properly 

Continue 

running 

Return factor for shear 

chasing less than 40 or 

more than 500 

Setting a reasonable return 

factor 

16282 
The trim length 

is not set properly 

Continue 

running 
- - 

16283 

Unreasonable 

data for the 

catching and 

cutting settings 

Continue 

running 

1. The compensation 

factor is less than 0.8 or 

more than 1.2. 

2. The range of slave 

axis movement is less 

than or equal to the length 

of the synchronization 

zone times the 

compensation factor. 

3. The material length 

is less than or equal to the 

range of movement from 

the axis. 

4. The length of the 

synchronization area is 

less than or equal to 0. 

Set reasonable parameters 

for chase clipping 

16284 - - - - 

16285 

Linear type 

error at key points 

(see D8009 for 

specific axis errors) 

Continue 

running 

Cam key point line 

type setting greater than 

or equal to 4 

Set the key point line type 

to the correct value 

16286 

Number of key 

points exceeded 

(see D8009 for 

specific table 

errors) 

Continue 

running 

1. The number of key 

points is less than 2 and 

greater than 360. 

2, single point, single 

data modification read 

point is less than 2 or 

greater than already point. 

3. The number of key 

points read by multi-point 

modification is less than 1 

or greater than 50. 

4. The number of key 

points read by multi-point 

modification is greater 

Set the correct number of 

key point modifications 
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than the number in the 

cam table 

16287 

Top bar point 

data error (see 

D8009 for specific 

table errors) 

Continue 

running 

1. Top bar trigger 

address error. 

2. Wrong top bar 

action. 

Set the correct top bar data 

16288 - - - - 

16289 - - - - 

16290 - - - - 

16291 

No electronic 

cam data in the 

cam table cache 

(see D8009 for 

specific table 

errors) 

Continue 

running 

No electronic cam data 

in the cam table cache 

Make sure there is data in 

the e-cam cache before reading 

it 

16292 

No running 

electronic cam data 

in cam table (see 

D8009 for specific 

table errors) 

Continue 

running 

Cam table without 

running electronic cam 

data 

Make sure there is electronic 

cam data in the run before 

reading it 

16293 

No top bar data 

in the cam table 

cache (see D8009 

for specific table 

errors) 

Continue 

running 

No top bar data in the 

cam table cache 

Make sure the cam table 

cache has the top bar data 

before reading it 

16294 

No running top 

bar data in cam 

table (see D8009 

for specific table 

errors) 

Continue 

running 

Cam table without 

running top bar data 

Make sure there is top bar 

data in the run before reading it 

16295 

High speed 

counter not turned 

on and electronic 

cams are used 

instead (see D8009 

for specific axis 

errors) 

Continue 

running 

When the X terminal 

high-speed counter is used 

as the cam master axis, 

the cam is coupled without 

enabling the 

corresponding high-speed 

counter 

Enabling the high-speed 

counter before coupling the cam 

26200 

Axis 

communication 

error 

Continue 

running 

Axis control command 

was executed when servo 

was dropped 

Use axis control commands 

after normal communication 

with the servo 

26201 Servo failure 
Continue 

running 

Axis control command 

is executed in the 

presence of a servo alarm 

Troubleshoot and clear the 

servo current warning 
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26202 
Axis not 

enabled 

Continue 

running 

Servo executed 402 

command to make axis 

movement without 

enabling 

Enabling the servo 

successfully before using the 

402 motion command 

26203 axially busy 
Continue 

running 

The axis uses multiple 

402 motion commands 

during the movement 

Only one 402 motion 

command can be used at a time 

Wait for the axis to come to 

a complete stop and break the 

previous motion command for 

one ladder scan cycle before 

triggering the next command 

26207 
forward 

overtravel 

Continue 

running 

Servo encounters 

positive limit during 

execution of 402 motion 

command (except home 

return command) 

Finding the cause of positive 

servo trigger limits 

26208 
reverse 

overtravel 

Continue 

running 

Servo encountered 

negative limit during 

execution of 402 motion 

command (except home 

return command) 

Finding the cause of 

negative servo trigger limits 

26210 

Axis number 

out of range or not 

configured 

Continue 

running 

The axis number in the 

axis control command 

exceeds the range 1 to 31 

or the axis is not 

configured in the 

configuration table 

Check for correct axis 

number 

26211 
CANOPEN 

configuration error 

Continue 

running 

CANopen configuration 

unchecked for download or 

deleted 

Recheck CANopen 

configuration for download 

26212 

CANOPEN 

monitor address 

setting error 

Continue 

running 

CANopen monitor 

address (D7800) Offset 

address for each axis over 

D8000 

Decrease the CANopen 

monitoring start address 

26213 
CANOPEN 

receive overflow 

Continue 

running 

CANOPEN receives 

data frames exceeding the 

maximum cache in case of 

controller operation 

Reduce CANopen bus load 

26214 
Failed return to 

origin 

Continue 

running 

Failed to return to 

home position using axis 

control command 

Check that parameters such 

as home return mode are set 

properly 

26215 

Module error, 

non-specified 

motion module 

Continue 

running 

The slave running with 

the 402 axis control 

Use a Flextron servo as a 

slave when using the 402 

command 
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command is not a Flextron 

product 

26220 

Axis control 

command with 

more than the 

maximum number 

of simultaneous 

leads 

Continue 

running 

More than 101 axis 

control commands on 

simultaneously 

Reducing the number of 

simultaneous on/off instructions 

System error code D8063  

error 

code 

Error indicating 

content 

wrong 

time action 

Possible causes cure 

6300 No type set 
Continue 

running 

The number of data 

captured is not specified 

when using the 

oscilloscope software to 

capture data. 

Check the oscilloscope 

software version as well as the 

underlying version 

6320 

422 

Communication 

address bit error 

Continue 

running 

1. Monitor pointing 

address failure 

2. The monitored bit 

address is not supported 

Changing the monitored bit 

address 

6321 

422 

Correspondence 

address word error 

Continue 

running 

The software 

component address for 

touch screen monitoring is 

not supported 

Replace the soft component 

address of the monitor 

6322 
USB interrupt 

error 
- - - 

6323 

Modbus 

configuration data 

exception 

Continue 

running 

Modbus configuration 

data parsing error 

Check the host computer 

version and re-download the 

Modbus configuration 

6324 

Modbus 

configuration table 

does not exist 

Continue 

running 

COM1 or COM2 has 

Modbus configuration 

master protocol selected 

but Modbus configuration 

table not downloaded 

Check the Modbus 

configuration table when 

downloading ladder diagrams 

6330 

COM0_MODBUS 

slave address set 

incorrectly, address 

greater than 247. 

Continue 

running 

1. COM0 slave station 

number is greater than 

247 

2. The station number 

in the COM0 transmit 

message and the received 

message do not match 

Slave station number 

setting less than 247 

6331 

COM0_Data 

frame length error, 

frame length does 

Continue 

running 

1、COM0 read/write 

data number exceeds the 

range 

1、Setting the appropriate 

number of read and write data 
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not meet the 

requirement, or 

frame length is less 

than 5. 

2. COM0 frame format 

error 

3. COM0 receives 

frames of length less than 

4 

2. Set the correct frame 

format 

6332 

COM0_address 

error, standard 

error frame; or 

inconsistent 

sending and 

receiving 

addresses. 

Continue 

running 

COM0 write coil, 

register sent message 

register address does not 

match the reply 

Inspection of slave stations 

6333 
COM0_CRC 

check error 

Continue 

running 

COM0CRC checksum 

error 

Checking master-slave 

communication parameters 

6334 

COM0_unsuppo

rted command 

codes, standard 

error frames; or 

inconsistent 

sending and 

receiving 

commands; or 

unsupported 

commands. 

Continue 

running 

1. COM0 receives and 

sends the command with 

inconsistent function codes 

2. Function codes not 

supported by COM0 

Checking master-slave 

communication parameters 

6335 
COM0_Receive 

Timeout 

Continue 

running 

COM0 slave did not 

reply within the set 

timeout period 

Check the communication 

connection 

6336 

COM0_data_err

or, standard error 

frame. 

Continue 

running 

COM0 receives an 

error frame from the 

slave's reply 

Check the communication 

connection 

Check if the slave supports 

the function code with the 

address 

6337 

COM0_buffer 

overflow, not 

available yet 

Continue 

running 
not not 

6338 

COM0_frame 

error, standard 

error frame. 

Continue 

running 

When COM0 writes a 

register, the written value 

does not match the replied 

value 

Checking communication 

parameters 

6339 

COM0_serial 

protocol error, not 

defined as a 

corresponding 

protocol when using 

Continue 

running 

COM0 does not have 

the protocol set to 

ModbusRTU master when 

using the ladder command 

for master 

Set COM0 to ModbusRTU 

master protocol 
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modbus commands 

or RS commands. 

6340 

COM1_MODBUS 

slave address set 

incorrectly, address 

greater than 247. 

Continue 

running 

1. COM1 slave station 

number is greater than 

247 

2. COM1 sends a 

message with a station 

number inconsistent with 

the received message 

Slave station number 

setting less than 247 

6341 

COM1_Data 

frame length error, 

frame length does 

not meet the 

requirement, or 

frame length is less 

than 5. 

Continue 

running 

1、COM1 read/write 

data number exceeds the 

range 

2. COM1 frame format 

error 

3. COM1 receives 

frames of length less than 

5 

1、Setting the appropriate 

number of read and write data 

2. Set the correct frame 

format 

6342 

COM1_address 

error, standard 

error frame; or 

inconsistent 

sending and 

receiving 

addresses. 

Continue 

running 

COM1 write coil, 

register sent message 

register address does not 

match the reply 

Inspection of slave stations 

6343 
COM1_CRC 

check error 

Continue 

running 

COM1CRC checksum 

error 

Checking master-slave 

communication parameters 

6344 

COM1_unsuppo

rted command 

codes, standard 

error frames; or 

inconsistent 

sending and 

receiving 

commands; or 

unsupported 

commands. 

Continue 

running 

1. COM1 receives and 

sends the command with 

inconsistent function codes 

2. Function codes not 

supported by COM1 

Checking master-slave 

communication parameters 

6345 
COM1_Receive 

Timeout 

Continue 

running 

COM1 slave did not 

reply within the set 

timeout period 

Check the communication 

connection 

6346 

COM1_data_err

or, standard error 

frame. 

Continue 

running 

COM1 receives an 

error frame from the 

slave's reply 

Check the communication 

connection 
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6347 

COM1_buffer_o

verflow, not yet 

available 

Continue 

running 
not not 

6348 

COM1_frame 

error, standard 

error frame. 

Continue 

running 

When COM1 writes a 

register, the written value 

does not match the replied 

value 

Checking communication 

parameters 

6349 

COM1_serial 

protocol error, not 

defined as a 

corresponding 

protocol when using 

modbus commands 

or RS commands. 

Continue 

running 

COM1 does not have 

the protocol set to 

ModbusRTU master when 

using the ladder command 

for master 

Set COM1 to ModbusRTU 

master protocol 

6350 

COM2_MODBUS 

slave address set 

incorrectly, address 

greater than 247. 

Continue 

running 

1. COM2 slave station 

number is greater than 

247 

2. COM2 sends a 

message with a station 

number inconsistent with 

the received message 

Slave station number 

setting less than 247 

6351 

COM2_Data 

frame length error, 

frame length does 

not meet the 

requirement, or 

frame length is less 

than 5. 

Continue 

running 

1、COM2 read/write 

data number exceeds the 

range 

2. COM2 frame format 

error 

3. COM2 receives 

frames of length less than 

5 

1、Setting the appropriate 

number of read and write data 

2. Set the correct frame 

format 

6352 

COM2_address 

error, standard 

error frame; or 

inconsistent 

sending and 

receiving 

addresses. 

Continue 

running 

COM2 write coil, 

register sent message 

register address does not 

match the reply 

Inspection of slave stations 

6353 
COM2_CRC 

check error 

Continue 

running 

COM2CRC checksum 

error 

Checking master-slave 

communication parameters 

6354 

COM2_unsuppo

rted command 

codes, standard 

error frames; or 

inconsistent 

sending and 

Continue 

running 

1. COM2 receives and 

sends the command with 

inconsistent function codes 

2. Function codes not 

supported by COM2 

Checking master-slave 

communication parameters 
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receiving 

commands; or 

unsupported 

commands. 

6355 
COM2_Receive 

Timeout 

Continue 

running 

COM2 slave did not 

reply within the set 

timeout period 

Check the communication 

connection 

6356 

COM2_data_err

or, standard error 

frame. 

Continue 

running 

COM2 receives an 

error frame from the 

slave's reply 

Check the communication 

connection 

6357 

COM2_buffer_o

verflow, not yet 

available 

Continue 

running 
not not 

6358 

COM2_frame 

error, standard 

error frame. 

Continue 

running 

When COM2 writes a 

register, the written value 

does not match the replied 

value 

Checking communication 

parameters 

6359 

COM2_serial 

protocol error, not 

defined as a 

corresponding 

protocol when using 

modbus commands 

or RS commands. 

Continue 

running 

COM2 does not have 

the protocol set to 

ModbusRTU master when 

using the ladder command 

for master 

Set COM2 to ModbusRTU 

master protocol 

6370 

Ethernet 

MODBUS slave 

address set 

incorrectly, address 

greater than 247. 

Continue 

running 

1. Ethernet slave 

station number is greater 

than 247 

2. The station number 

in the Ethernet sent 

message and the received 

message do not match 

Slave station number 

setting less than 247 

6371 

Ethernet data 

frame length error, 

frame length does 

not meet the 

requirement, or 

frame length is less 

than 5. 

Continue 

running 

1. The number of 

Ethernet read/write data 

exceeds the range 

2, Ethernet frame 

format error 

3. The length of the 

frame received by 

Ethernet is less than 5 

1、Setting the appropriate 

number of read and write data 

2. Set the correct frame 

format 

6372 

Ethernet 

address errors, 

standard error 

frames; or 

inconsistent 

Continue 

running 

Ethernet write coils, 

registers send messages 

with inconsistent register 

addresses and replies 

Inspection of slave stations 
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sending and 

receiving 

addresses. 

6373 
Ethernet CRC 

check error 

Continue 

running 

Ethernet CRC 

checksum error 

Checking master-slave 

communication parameters 

6374 

Ethernet 

unsupported 

command codes, 

standard error 

frames; or 

inconsistent 

sending and 

receiving 

commands; or 

unsupported 

commands. 

Continue 

running 

1. The function codes 

of Ethernet receive and 

send commands are not 

consistent 

2. Function codes that 

are not supported by 

Ethernet 

Checking master-slave 

communication parameters 

6375 
Ethernet_Recei

ve_Timeout 

Continue 

running 

Ethernet slave did not 

reply within the set 

timeout period 

Check the communication 

connection 

6376 

Ethernet data 

errors, standard 

error frames. 

Continue 

running 

Ethernet receives error 

frames from slave replies 

Check the communication 

connection 

6377 

Ethernet buffer 

overflow, not yet 

available 

Continue 

running 
not not 

6378 

Ethernet frame 

error, standard 

error frame. 

Continue 

running 

When writing registers 

over Ethernet, the written 

value does not match the 

replied value 

Checking communication 

parameters 

6379 

Ethernet_serial 

protocol error, not 

defined as a 

corresponding 

protocol when using 

modbus commands 

or RS commands. 

Continue 

running 

Ethernet does not set 

the protocol to ModbusRTU 

master when using the 

ladder command as a 

master 

Setting Ethernet to 

ModbusRTU Master Protocol 

6380 
CAN download 

data error 

Continue 

running 

1. Direct download 

using the upper computer: 

CANOPEN configuration 

has problems 

2、Use U disk to 

upgrade: The problem of U 

disk causes CANOPEN 

1. Check the CANOPEN 

configuration to re-download 

2, replace the USB flash 

drive to regenerate the USB 

upgrade file for download 
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configuration file data 

error. 

6381 
CAN unknown 

error 

Continue 

running 
CANopen chip error 

Check the reliability of the 

connection line 

6382 
CANOPEN sends 

cache overflow 

Continue 

running 

CANopen sends data 

beyond the maximum limit 

cache 

1. Reduce bus load factor 

2. Reducing data 

concurrency 

6383 

CANOPEN 

receive cache 

overflow 

Continue 

running 

CANOPEN receives 

data frames exceeding the 

maximum cache in case of 

controller operation 

Reduce CANopen bus load 

6384 
CAN general 

error 

Continue 

running 

CANopen chip internal 

error count value 1~128 

(CANopen data reception 

or transmission failure 

count plus 1, success 1 

time minus 1) 

1. Check the reliable 

connection of the wire. 

2. Is the baud rate 

consistent for all machines. 

3. Whether the network 

hardware supports the current 

number of stations connected. 

6385 
CAN Passive 

Error 

Continue 

running 

CANopen chip internal 

error count value 128~255 

(CANopen data reception 

or transmission failure 

count plus 1, success 1 

time minus 1) 

1. Check the reliable 

connection of the wire. 

2. Is the baud rate 

consistent for all machines. 

3. Whether the network 

hardware supports the current 

number of stations connected. 

6386 
CAN bus 

shutdown 

Continue 

running 

CANopen chip internal 

error count value 255 or 

more (CANopen data 

reception or transmission 

failure count plus 1, 

success 1 time minus 1) 

1. Check the reliable 

connection of the wire. 

2. Is the baud rate 

consistent for all machines. 

3. Whether the network 

hardware supports the current 

number of stations connected. 

6387 
CAN heartbeat 

error 

Continue 

running 

No heartbeat received 

from the slave within the 

specified time 

1、Check the wire 

connection 

2. Whether there is any 

anomaly in the slave station 

6388 
CAN protocol 

error 

Continue 

running 
- - 

6389 
CANPDO length 

error 

Continue 

running 
- - 

6390 
CANRPDO 

timeout 

Continue 

running 
- - 

6391 CAN overload 
Continue 

running 
-  
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6392 

CANPDO 

transmit-receive 

processing error 

Continue 

running 
- - 

6393 

CANPDO 

transmission type 

error 

Continue 

running 

Wrong selection of 

PDO transfer type 
Recompile Download 

6394 
CAN receives 

an error message 

Continue 

running 

Received unknown 

type telegram 

1、Check the wire 

connection 

2. Presence of interference 

3. Whether the slave station 

is abnormal 

6395 

CAN receives 

an emergency 

message 

Continue 

running 

Emergency message 

received 

Check if the corresponding 

slave station is abnormal 

6396 
Number of CAN 

slaves exceeds limit 

Continue 

running 

Configuration of more 

than 31 slaves 

Reduce the number of 

configured slaves 

6397 

CANSDO 

returns an incorrect 

command code 

Continue 

running 

Return SDO message 

command code error 

1、Check the wire 

connection 

2. Presence of interference 

3. Whether the slave station 

is abnormal 

6398 
CAN download 

error 

Continue 

running 

CANOPEN download 

error 
Redownload ladder diagram 

6399 
CAN writes the 

wrong data 

Continue 

running 

SDO wrote the wrong 

number of bytes 

Configure the correct SDO 

data 

16380 

Poor timing of 

CAN sync frame 

sending 

Continue 

running 

Synchronous frame 

sending interval jitter is 

too large 

Load factor reduction 

Reducing concurrency 

Contact the manufacturer 

System error code D8064  

error 

code 

Error indicating 

content 

wrong 

time action 
Possible causes cure 

6426 
Incomplete user 

program stop 

running 

1、Interrupt during 

ladder download 

2、No ladder 

program 

Redownload the 

ladder program 

6427 
CAN program 

incomplete 

stop 

running 

CAN configuration 

data is faulty 

1. Check the 

CANOPEN configuration to 

re-download 

2, replace the USB 

flash drive to regenerate 

the USB upgrade file for 

download 

3、Check the upper 

version 
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6428 

CAN 

configuration data 

error 

stop 

running 

1. Direct download 

using the upper 

computer: CANOPEN 

configuration has 

problems 

2、Use U disk to 

upgrade: The problem of 

U disk causes CANOPEN 

configuration file data 

error. 

1. Check the 

CANOPEN configuration to 

re-download 

2, replace the USB 

flash drive to regenerate 

the USB upgrade file for 

download 

3、Check the upper 

version 

16400 
Gcode string 

error 

stop 

running 
- - 

16401 

Interpolation 

cycle maximum 

overflow 

stop 

running 

- - 

16402 
Set control cycle 

time error 
stop 

running 

Higher CPU load 

Increase SD87 values 

(SD87:125, 250, 500, 

1000) 

16403 
System multiplier 

setting error 

stop 

running 
- - 

16404 
The system is 

running. 

stop 

running 

1. Changing the 

SD87 value when there 

is an axis in motion 

2. Change D8102 to 

5 when there is an axis 

in motion 

Wait for all axis to 

stop before making 

changes 

System error code D8065  

error 

code 

Error indicating 

content 

wrong 

time action 
Possible causes cure 

6503 
Command 

parameter error 

stop 

running 

D8000 is less than or 

equal to 0 or greater than 

32767  

D8000 is set to the 

correct value 

6504 
Marker definition 

duplication 

stop 

running 

1. Define the same 

label inside the ladder 

diagram 

2. Subroutine coding 

error 

1. Check whether the 

ladder diagram defines the 

same label 

2. Recompile the 

ladder 

3、Replacement of the 

upper version 

6506 
Using undefined 

instructions 

stop 

running 

1. Unknown 

instructions 

2. Unsupported 

commands 

Check the upper and 

lower versions 
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6507 
Mark P is poorly 

defined 

stop 

running 

Subroutine jump 

exception 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of the 

upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

6508 
Poorly defined 

marker I 

stop 

running 

Interrupt program 

jump exception 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of the 

upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

6510 PLC scan timeout 
stop 

running 

1. There is an 

exception in the ladder 

program 

Check ladder program 

for dead loops 

6511 
High number 

counting conflicts 

stop 

running 

C235 or C236 is 

present in the ladder at 

the same time as C247 

Use only C235, C236 

or C247 

6512 
PLC task exceeds 

maximum limit 

stop 

running 
- - 

6520 File open failure 
stop 

running 

Failed to read or write 

file in SPI_FLASH 

1, Try re-powering if 

that solves it. 

2、Upgrade any ladder 

with U disk 

3. Reburn the .VEICHI 

file 

4. Formatting 

SPI_FLASH using 

command code 

16500 
Wrong interrupt 

ROM label 

stop 

running 

Interrupt subroutine 

coding error 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of the 

upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

16501 
Subroutine ROM 

suffix 

stop 

running 
- - 

16502 
Ladder map 

address error 

stop 

running 
unknown address 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of the 

upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 
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16503 
Ladder instruction 

error 

stop 

running 

Internal data encoding 

error 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of the 

upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

16504 
Number of pulse 

commands exceeded 

stop 

running 

More than 300 

positioning instructions in 

ladder diagram 

Reducing positioning 

instructions in ladder 

diagrams 

16505 

Defined 

subroutines exceed 

the maximum code 

stop 

running 
- - 

16506 

The defined T 

exceeds the maximum 

code 

stop 

running 

T timer code exceeds 

limit 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of the 

upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

16507 
Type error in 

ZRST 

stop 

running 

The two ZRST 

parameters are not of the 

same type 

Change to the same 

type of parameter 

16508 ZRST invalid type 
stop 

running 

The parameter type is 

not a bit element or word 

element 

Changing the correct 

parameter type 

16509 

ZRST operand 1 

number is greater 

than operand 2 

number 

stop 

running 

1. The address of 

parameter 1 is greater 

than the address of 

parameter 2 

2. The starting address 

must be greater than 0 

Set the correct 

parameter address 

System error code D8066  

error 

code 

Error indicating 

content 

wrong 

time action 

Possible causes cure 

6627 

Ladder diagram 

without RET 

instruction 

stop 

running 

No end code in the 

program 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of the 

upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

6630 

Ladder diagram 

without SRET or IRET 

instruction 

stop 

running 
- - 

6631 
SRET is in an 

unusable position 

stop 

running 
- - 
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6632 
RET is in an 

unusable position 

stop 

running 
- - 

6633 
IRET is in an 

unusable position 

stop 

running 
- - 

System error code D8067  

error 

code 

Error indicating 

content 

wrong 

time action 

Possible causes cure 

6701 
Jump tag 

override 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

More than 64 labels 

More than 1024 

subroutines 

Reduction of label 

definitions 

Reduction of the 

definition of 

subprocesses 

6702 
Called more than 

6 times 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Subroutine nested 

calls over 6 levels 

Reduce the number 

of subroutine nesting 

calls 

6705 
VZ data 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Address after change 

of address exceeds 

component range 

Check the value of 

the ladder variable 

address register for 

abnormal operation 

6706 

Unreasonable 

data or return 

overruns 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

1. The data set by 

the command is out of 

range 

2. The 4th 

parameter is constant for 

top bar reading and full 

point reading 

Set reasonable data 
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6712 

Undefined 

interrupts are used 

in the system 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

The interrupt 

subroutine for the 

interrupt number in the 

high-speed count 

compare set instruction 

is not configured in the 

program 

Configure the 

interrupt subroutine for 

the corresponding 

interrupt number before 

using 

6713 

Positioning 

position is small and 

does not meet 

deceleration 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

PLSR, DRVA, DRVI, 

DPIT, DVIT positioning 

instruction position is 

small does not meet the 

reduction 

Set the appropriate 

positioning position for 

deceleration 

(deceleration 

displacement: S=VT/2) 

6714 

The current 

motion mode is 

wrong or in motion 

at this time 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

1. The axis is in 

motion, and the 

command of other 

motion is used 

2. Execution of 

positioning during cam 

coupling 

After determining 

the flag of M8012 or 

M8340 and disconnecting 

the previous instruction 

for one ladder scan 

cycle, the next 

instruction is driven. 

6715 

Deceleration stop 

not disconnected, re-

drive not valid 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

This axis is still in 

the process of slowing 

down and stopping, and 

re-driving the positioning 

command 

After determining 

the flag of M8012 or 

M8340 and disconnecting 

the previous instruction 

for one ladder scan 

cycle, the next 

instruction is driven. 

6716 

Axis still in 

motion, switch to 

cam mode failed 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

Enabling SMx78 

during positioning 

instruction execution 

Wait for the axis to 

stop before coupling the 

cam 
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is not 

executed) 

6720 
CALL does not 

correspond to SRET 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Subroutine coding 

error 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of 

the upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

6730 

The system has a 

recurring task 

timeout 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

1. A task performed 

takes longer than the 

specified time to 

complete 

2. Internal execution 

task address exception 

3. Internal execution 

of tasks exceeding 

maximum 

Contact the 

manufacturer 

6732 
Incorrect input 

filtering parameters 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

REF instruction is 

less than or equal to 0 or 

greater than 60 

Set to a value in the 

range 0 to 60 

6733 
Hardware 

positive limit 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Current axis hits 

hardware positive limit 

1、Run into the 

hardware positive limit 

2、The hardware 

limit parameters are set 

incorrectly 

6734 
Hardware 

negative limit 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

Current axis hits 

hardware negative limit 

1、Run into 

hardware negative limit 

2、The hardware 

limit parameters are set 

incorrectly 
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conduction 

is not 

executed) 

6735 
Software positive 

limit 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Current axis reaches 

software positive limit 

1. D8340 value 

reaches limit value 

positive limit 

2、The soft limit 

parameter is set 

incorrectly 

6736 
Software 

negative limit 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Current axis reaches 

negative software limit 

1. D8340 value 

reaches the negative 

limit of the limit value 

2、The soft limit 

parameter is set 

incorrectly 

6737 

Hardware 

positive limit port set 

incorrectly 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Hardware positive 

limit port setting less 

than 0 or more than 255 

Set the correct port 

6738 

Hardware 

negative limit port 

set incorrectly 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Hardware negative 

limit port setting less 

than 0 or more than 255 

Set the correct port 

6748 
Input and output 

type error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

REF command 

parameter is not X or Y 

Set the correct 

parameters 
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for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

6749 
Wrong number of 

inputs and outputs 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

The 2nd argument of 

the REF instruction is not 

an integer multiple of 8 

Set the 3rd 

parameter of the REF 

instruction to an integer 

multiple of 8 

6760 
High-speed count 

exceeds limit 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

More than 8 high-

speed comparison 

instructions used 

simultaneously 

Make the 

simultaneous on/off 

high-speed comparison 

instructions less than or 

equal to 8 

6761 

High-speed count 

output address error, 

component range 

overrun 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

High-speed 

comparison instruction 

output address set 

incorrectly 

Set the correct 

output address 

6762 
High-speed count 

output type error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

High-speed 

comparison instruction 

output type error 

Setting the correct 

output type 

6763 

High-speed count 

input count port 

components out of 

range 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

The high-speed 

counter range set by the 

high-speed comparison 

Set to one of: C235, 

C236, C237, C238, 

C247, C252, C253, 

C254, C255 
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instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

instruction is not 

supported 

6770 
High-speed port 

conflicts 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Two simultaneous 

positioning commands 

on the same axis 

Only one positioning 

command is on at the 

same time 

6771 
Pulse command 

port error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Pulse output port is a 

non-specified port 

Check that the pulse 

port of the positioning 

command is set correctly 

6772 
MC command 

error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

6773 

Subroutine 

number for calling 

MC subroutine error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

SD300 call to MC 

subroutine code does not 

exist 

Set SD300 to the 

correct value 

6775 
MC subroutine 

position error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

- - 
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MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

6776 
Probe setting 

error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

1、Trigger port 

setting is incorrect 

2、Incorrect latching 

axis setting 

3. Incorrect latching 

source setting 

1. Set the correct 

probe parameters 

6777 

Probe 

instructions exceed 

the maximum 

number of entries 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

More than 4 ladder 

probe commands on at 

the same time 

Make the 

simultaneous ladder 

probe commands on less 

than or equal to 4 

6778 

Probe register 

configuration 

conflicts with 

instruction 

configuration 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Both register and 

instruction configuration 

probes are used 

Use one of the 

registers or instructions 

to configure the probe 

6780 

PID sampling 

period less than or 

equal to 0 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

6782 
PID filtering time 

error 

Contin

ue to run 
- - 
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(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

6783 
PID scaling factor 

error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

P-value less than 0 
Set P greater than or 

equal to 0 

6784 
Wrong PID 

integration factor 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

I value less than 0 
Set I greater than or 

equal to 0 

6785 
Wrong PID 

differentiation factor 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

D value less than 0 
Set D greater than or 

equal to 0 

6786 

Lower PID limit is 

greater than upper 

limit 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Set the lower output 

limit greater than the 

upper limit 

Set the correct upper 

and lower output limits 
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6787 
PID gain 

selection error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

1. The corresponding 

value of the PID 

parameters in group 2 is 

smaller than the 

corresponding value in 

group 1 

2、The start value of 

gain selection is greater 

than the end value 

Set the 

corresponding PID value 

of group 2 greater than 

or equal to group 1 

2、The end value of 

gain selection is greater 

than or equal to the start 

value 

6788 

PID lead 

command exceeds 

limit 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

More than 10 ladder 

PID commands on 

simultaneously 

Ladder PID 

commands that make 

simultaneous conduction 

less than or equal to 10 

6790 

Using a period 

less than or equal to 

0 

- - - 

6791 

SPD instructions 

exceed the maximum 

number 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

More than 20 ladder 

SPD instructions on 

simultaneously 

Ladder SPD 

instructions that make 

simultaneous conduction 

less than or equal to 20 

16700 MC address error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

MC subroutine 

address points to the 

wrong 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of 

the upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

16701 
MC subroutine, 

ROM checksum error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

MC subroutine ROM 

checksum error 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of 

the upper version 
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for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

16702 
MC terminator 

error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

MC code is not within 

the specified range 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of 

the upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

16703 MC status error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

MC processing 

mechanism error 

Contact the 

manufacturer 

16704 MC speed error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

MC command speed 

setting is not reasonable 

Set a reasonable 

speed value 

16705 MC type error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

MC command 

parameter encoding 

error 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of 

the upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

16706 
MC axis is 

running 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

1. Modify the axis in 

motion at SDx6, SDx8 

2. Call the MC 

subroutine again when 

1. Modify SDx6 and 

SDx8 again when the 

axis is stopped 
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instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

the MC subroutine has 

not finished executing 

2, determine the 

SM301 flag before calling 

16707 
MC set speed not 

legal 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Change of speed 

during motion less than 

0 

Set speed greater 

than or equal to 0 

16708 Position error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Position set to 

0x8000xxxx 

Do not set to a value 

of 1 for the highest bit 

16709 command error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Unknown command 

Unsupported 

commands 

1. Recompile the 

ladder 

2、Replacement of 

the upper version 

3. Check the 

underlying version 

16710 
Subroutine has 

been called 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

This MC subroutine is 

called more than 2 times 

at the same time 

Do not call a 

subroutine 2 times at the 

same time 

16720 
Space application 

failed 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

1. The defined fixed 

memory is requested to 

be used up 

Repowering and 

feedback to the 

manufacturer 
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MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

2、Other 

abnormalities lead to 

16721 

Arc radius 

compensation setting 

failed 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

1、Radius 

compensation setting 

value is less than 0 

2、Radius mode 

start and end positions 

are equal 

Set reasonable 

values 

16722 

Arc radius 

programming with 

wrong radius setting 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Setting radius in 

radius mode does not 

draw to a circle 

Set reasonable 

starting and ending 

points and radii 

16723 

Circular arc 

length less than 20 

pulses 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Actual track arc 

length is less than or 

equal to 20 pulses 

Set reasonable 

parameters to make the 

arc longer than 20 pulses 

16724 

Arc radius 

greater than 

8,000,000 pulses 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Arc radius greater 

than 8,000,000 pulses 

Set reasonable 

parameters so that the 

radius of the arc is less 

than or equal to 

8000000 pulses 
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16725 

Spiral axis length 

exceeds arc length 

by 0.9 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

The length of the 

spiral axis exceeds 0.9 

times the total arc length 

Set reasonable 

parameters to make it 

less than or equal to 0.9 

times 

16726 
Large error in 

center of circle 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

In circle center mode 

() (end to circle center 

length - start to circle 

center length)/start to 

circle center length) is 

greater than 0.001 

Set reasonable 

parameters to make it 

meet the conditions 

16727 
Channel selection 

error 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16728 
Exceeding 

maximum speed 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

Axis velocity greater 

than the value of SDx10 

Make the speed of 

the axis less than or 

equal to SDx10 

16740 
VZ data D 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

- - 
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is not 

executed) 

16741 
VZ Data T 

Calculation Overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16742 
VZ data C 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16743 
VZ data C200 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16744 
VZ data SD 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16745 
VZ data R 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

- - 
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conduction 

is not 

executed) 

16746 
VZ data K 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16747 
VZ data H 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16748 
VZ data S 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16749 
VZ data M 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16750 
VZ data SM 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

- - 
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for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

16751 
VZ data X 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16752 
VZ data Y 

calculation overflow 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16753 
Unknown VZ 

type 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

- - 

16754 

32-bit 

instructions use the 

wrong V 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

-  

16755 
Unknown word 

element 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

- - 
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instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

16756 
Unknown soft 

component type 

Contin

ue to run 

(the first 

MOV 

instruction 

for 

conduction 

is not 

executed) 

-  

 

 

 

 

 

 


